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PRSFACB

While this study of John Foster has been made primarily 

for the purpose of partially fulfilling the requirements for 

a post-graduate degree, another and larger purpose has con 

stantly emerged, viz*. that of making the first complete study 

of a literary and religious figure who, by all odds, towers 

head and shoulders above many better known personalities and 

who should have been long ago rescued from obscurity*

This work attempts to fill a need* It is not an effort 

to parallel jl'or supplant what «T« $* Hyland did in his two- 

volume work, pie Life and Correspondence of John Foster* Ryland*s 

work will always be the one invaluable source of material on 

Foster* While Hyland's work is irreplaceable, it Is not a com 

plete nor organized study. For one thing, he does not have 

enough room* He includes over two hundred of Foster's letters, 

besides an appraisal of him by a friend* Ryland's great credit
PftjttedUlVftf yf ^tiib^ '

is that he collected all this raw material and rtiarmna lli fronr
Fo^TftAlTM
t**A Tiff"§ For another thing, from the standpoint of time, Ryland 

was not qualified to make a general study. He collected his 

priceless source material and prepared hl& volumes within a few 

years after Foster's death* Had he not done this, many of 

Foster's manuscripts would have been lost forever* But, since 

Hyland did his ^ork a century has elapsed* During that time a 

large Fosterian literature has accumulated* This has never been
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mined, nor assayed*

Lest some uninformed person surmise that W. W* Everts'

little book, John Foateri Hi a Life & Thjfljggfrta* attempts to'I 
do this, we hasten to say that it does nothing of the sort*

It is only a very brief sketch of Foster with a number of 

unidentified quotations under general headings strung on* 

 mere are no footnotes; no way of knowing the source of the 

quotations at alii The other title under which it appeared, 

Qems of Beauty from the writings of John ffoatef; is more 

accurately revelatory of Its true nature* It is a collection 

of some of the finest of Foster f o passages t nothing more* 

From the standpoint of research* It is practically worthless* 

the monograph below la the only complete and exhaustive 

study of John Foster in existence* It is our modest hope that 

it may prove to fill a long standing need, and that it may 

serve to present to the thoughtful readers of our day one who 

made a creditable contribution to mankind and who deserves to 

be remembered with honor*

S*T.H. ,

Suffolk, Virginia 

U* S* A* 

April 8, 1944
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A British critic once wrote: "To delineate the in* 

tellectual oharaoter of John Foster would require a genius 

like his own," In attempting the study of one of the great 

English writers and thinkers we do not pretend to an equality 

with him. Byt we can say without conceit that we have care 

fully explored the life, mind, works, character,contribution,

and have set forth an orderly and accurate account of our•if •
findings t of one John Foster, English essayist and Baptist 
minister, who lived from 1770 to 1843.

We have sought to present a well-rounded study* Each of 

the angles from which we have viewed the subject might have 
comprised a thesis in itself* It may appear that we have 

attempted too much within the scope of any one work. However, 
no phase of the study has been unduly skimped, and it is our 

belief that each angle has been treated in enough detail -jif 

to make a complete whole when put together,

Before a man 1 3 contribution can be fully understood and 

appreciated it is necessary to possess some knowledge of the 

man*s private f as well as public, character, the salient facts 

of his life, and the background of the tines in which he lived 

and labored. In the first chapter an effort is made to provide 
a picture of John Foster, the man« The objective was to limn 

at the outset an overall portrait* In the next division it is



Intended to recount In a short, but inclusive, manner the 

ohlef faots of Foster's life, and to afford a setting for 

his personality by a brief surrey of his era, for it Is a 

truism that no man oan be understood apart from his period* 

the next three divisions are concerned with the three

major fields In which Foster worked, making an analysis ofi**
H-;

his accomplishments in-each field. The questions which are
s-

answered appear In the following order; What are the nature, 

the subject matter, the literary qualities, and the historic 

plaoe of Foster»s essays? Row did Foster rank as a preacher, 

and what was his concept of the ministerial off lee and of 

sermon making? As a philosopher, pioneer psychologist t and' 

moral thinker, what opinions did Foster avow, and to what 

philosophic group does he belong?

The next three major divisions of the study deal with 

Foster's contribution to the field of thought, especially, 

religious thought, the questions answered ares What did 

Foster contribute to the socio-political thinking of his 

time and of succeeding periods? How has he Influenced the 

theological trends of the last one hundred years? What was 

his contribution to the field of education, both secular and
<•

religious? What did he give to his own religious group, the 

Baptists?

Finally, an effort Is made to present a brief estimate of 

John Foster, accounting for his comparative obscurity, and 

setting forth his definite claims to immortality.
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Chapter I 

JOHN FOSTER, THE

There are a few men who are greater than their work; who 

be known for what they were before an appraisal can be made 

of what they did; whose private lives and characters supplement 

and enlarge rather than contract and minimize their public contri 

butions. It may be generally true, as has been often suggested, 

that genius will not bear close inspection and that the personal 

foibles of great men spoil their greatness« Emerson has said that 

"if an angel should come to chant the chorus of the moral law, he 

would eat too much gingerbread, or take liberties with private 

letters or do some precious atrocity"* Yet* for all this, there

remains a modicum of worthy men who lose nothing upon intimate
*

acquaintanceship but rather gain* To these belong John Foster*
^ V-'

Svery writer is held to his task by a sense of the importance 

of his subject, for, if he thinks at all, he must know that the 

interest of the reader can neverf or but rarely, surpass the in-
j-    ' /

terest of the author* Knowing this, nothing short of a great en-
jt 

thus!asm for his subject could retain a man's fixed attention and

continuous effort through many days and pages* Yet, it is this 

very necessary enthusiasm which is responsible for the tendency 

among writers to exaggerate their subject out of all proportion* 

John Foster would be the last man to want himself exalted above 

his proper niche* He knew how easily and often it happens and 

would greatly prefer to say with Howard § "place a sundial on my

1, Ralph Waldo Emerson5 Nominalist & Realist
"the Complete writings W^rQsrson" p, 306* Vfau H* ?/ise & Co, 
Hew York*
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grave and let me be forgotten*, rather than receive one iota of 

praise which was not honestly his due* Nor when once given his 

rightful measure! would he expect or desire one unnecessary or 

namental word* In criticizing one of the biographies of his day 

Foster has said, "One is continually reminded of those ancient 

projectors! who said* *0o to, let us build a tower whose top may 

reach unto heaven't there i® such an immensity of preparation, and 

such a formality of execution* Whereas all that the world wants 

to know about ninety-nine in a hundred of the individuals who may 

have been of sufficient importance to claim some permanent memorial, 

is a brief notice of the principal facts of their lives, and the
gmost narked and obvious features of their characters**

The fact that close proximity to Foster will enhance any es 

timate of him and the fact that he, though deserving much better 

treatment, has remained in comparative obscurity, even though the 

doing of it may violate his wishes, Justifies an extended treat-
\

ment of the man's character and personal history.

John Foster was, as far as we can determine, a man of medium 

height and weight* His eyes were rather sad and pensive and be 

spoke a depth of mind which was extraordinary* In the engraving 

of his likeness still extant, we find that he wore a wig with 

long hair curled down over his ears and neck* His head would be 

classified as dolichocephalic with a very prominent nose and 

strong forceful chin* His mouth was delicate, refined, and sensi 

tive, a good index to his nature* We are grateful to one of ?os-

2* John Foster! In the loleetio Heview* Reprinted in Foster's 
Critical Essays* ?o&* II, p* 204, 

London;" 1856, -"
2
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ter*s oontemporaries for a word picture of him in his last years, 

"His was one of those countenances which it is Impossible to for* 

get.,.*. His forehead was a triumph to the phrenologist f and 

surrounded as it was by a most uncultivated wig, might suggest the 

idea of a perpendicular rook crowned with straggling verdure; while 

his calm but luminous eye, deeply planted beneath his massive brow§ 

might be ooiapared to a lamp suspended in one of its caverns* In 

early life his countenance must have been strikingly beautiful, 

his features being regular and commanding*"3

$he hard nsanual work of Foster's boyhood and young manhood 

gave him a strong physique which was to stand him in good stead 

during a half century or more of confining sedentary study and 

writing. His general manner was serious and determined but not 

In the least aggressive* It was as If he looked out upon life 

from a atrongly defended Inner citadel t beyond the reach of the 

ordinary cares and desires of s»n, where the elevated perspective 

of an aged wisdom produced a peace that could not be disturbed* 

It could be accurately written of Foster that he was one 

"Who loves the rain

loves his home* 

looks on life with quiet eyes,

Him will I follow through the storm*

And at his hearth-fire keep me warm; 

Nor hell nor heaven shall that soul surprise.

Who loves the rain,

3* Quoted from Chamber * s 15 di nbur gh Journal« Vide* ff* W, Everts; 
rphn gost< 
tew torkt
£ohn FOS ten^fe k ouita ^uii and Wagnall, 1883, 
Ni
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And loves his homo,

looks oa life with quiet eyes,**

It appears that not only was this true of him in later man 

hood, but that even during his youth, a time when normally a 

young man is having hairbreadth escapes and daring escapades, 

John Foster had already arrived at a maturity of outlook and 

understanding which would never later be interrupted by flash* 

backs of adolescence*

The only indication that we have at all of an inner struggle 

to reach a satisfying truce with life, which is often expressed 

in restlessness and ?femderlust, was the Irish interval* It was 

evidently in Ireland that he fought and won his only and final 

battle| but it is of those years that we lack information* All 

that we have is one brief letter from his own hand and a word or 

two la letters written by his friends that might throw any light 

upon what transpired* The most colorful and reckless episode 

which we have been able to discover occurred during his sojourn 

in Ireland, After his preaching venture had failed and a teach* 

ing experiment proved equally unsatisfactory, Foster, who was 

strongly under the influence of the French Bevolution, helped to 

organize a secret society of young violent democrats* "Buring 

this latter residence in Dublin, my connexion with violent demo 

crats, and my share in forming a society under the denomination 

of f8ons of Brutus 1 , exposed me at on© period, to the imminent 

danger, or at least the expectation, of chains and a dungeon."

4, Frances Shawl Who Loves ?hg Rain* "1000 Quotable Poems" 
Tol* 2 t p* 224twiiiet* Giarx "« 
Chicago, Hew tork, 1937,
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How near Foster came to arrest for his revolutionary activity 

we have no way of determining* A cloak of silence covers these 

years. Other than this experience there Is nothing to indicate 

uncertainty and di»satisfaction so characterIstio of youth,

Foster was twenty-two, had made two ventures which had ended 

unhappily, and was f at th© time, without a position of any kind* 

He was not uncertain for long. Shortly after this we find hi® 

moving steadily and Quietly forward with fixed Inner purpose 

which kept him, over an* extended life period, advancing on his 

goal,

As a young man and in his early ministry Foster took great 

care of his personal appearance. The influence of the French 

Revolution exerted Itself upon him in this respect also* Knee 

breeches and hose ware conventional wear for men when Foster came 

into manhood* In France breeches became the symbol of conservatism 

and aristocracy and loos© pantaloons or trousers the dress of the 

revolutionary. From this there arose among the aristocrats the 

term "sansculotte f * a name of reproach for those who belonged to 

the extreme republican party or the revolutionists, Camilla Des«» 

moullns, a revolutionist himself, called Jesus "le bon sansou* 

lotte* 11 There la in existence a group engraving, drawn by L» 

luard and engraved by I* H. Baker, which portrays the founders 

of the Baptist foreign mission work* In the group are such men 

as William Oarey, John Byland, D, %rd, Robert Hall, Andrew Full* 

er, John Harshman, and John Foster, Of the five men In the front 

row whose dress can be completely seen, four are in hose and

5, Walter Rausohenbusch: Christianity & The Social 0riala* p, 89 
The MaoMillan Go* Hftsr" York*" and London, 1010V

5
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breeches, %ly John Foster is wearing loose f long trousers; 

only he is *saii8culotte% Oan we not properly consider this <** 

significant?

When Foster was a student at Bristol t at the age when a man 

manifests ssueh interest in the opposite sex, he wrote to his young 

friend, Horace Horsfall t "I perfectly accord to your very serious 

reflection on ruffles and hair dressing. But it happens oddly 

that while you are grave, I am in the humour to laugh* I am think 

ing how you would look in powder. It is said to give ray appear-* 

anoe a considerable advantagej you will not therefore wonder that 

I frequently use it**6 This is not the only evidence w© have that 

in his younger daya he was anxious to make an acceptable appear* 

ance and adopted the fashions of the time* Later on, however, he 

would display a characteristic Independence of thought In the 

matter of dress as he was to do in other more important areas of 

life.

When he was in Ireland, he wore conventional clothes for a 

preacher but cannot be considered as being very fond of the drab 

black costumes affected by the clergy and expected by the people* 

Writing to a Mr* Hughes, a lifelong clergyman friend, Foster says, 

"I did not distinguish myself by any considerable violation of the 

parsonic garb,..but n*y contempt of ecclesiastical fornallties was 

avowed and apparent on all occasions...» t *7 When he was preaching

6» John ^oster* Letter to H» Horsfalla January 0f 1792 
"Foster's Life & correspondence^Tol» I § p* 20 
Bonn* London. 1653

7* John Fosters Letter to 1foe Reverend Joseph Hughea  October 17 t 
**oster*s life"* uorreapondenoe  Vol» X/p* si 1W6 
Bonn* London. 1852

«k_ «^> ,

6
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at Newcastle, he wrote to Horsfall, "I hate priestly oonsequenoe 

and ecclesiastical formalities. When I order a new coat, I be 

lieve it will not be blaok. 1*8

After his return from the interlude In Ireland Foster went so 

far as to wear his hair tied and to essay a red waistcoat* Some 

time later we find him writing to his parents that he had *a very 

deoent wardrobe* and in another letter he says § "I have a coat 

sufficiently grave * a dark brownish grey » with a blaok velvet 

collar. Every article of olothing Is here (Ohiohester) expensive 

in the extreme t and yet nowhere can it be more necessary to dress 

well* It 10 what may be called a very elegant and fashionable 

place, and not large enough, like London, Dublin, Bristol, etc,,
gfor a man to lose himself in it, ao as to be easy and unnoticed." 

In another letter written from the same place, he voices a pro 

test against the silly conventionalities in vogue for a minister's 

dress and refers to one group of his membership as "devout wor 

shippers of gowns and bands, and the whole ecclesiastic mummery, 

and think It a most profane thing to appear In a pulpit In any 

other oolor than hallowed black."

These references to dress have been cited, not with the idea 

In mind of suggesting that Foster had any inclination to fopperyt 

but to show that In his youth and early ministry he regarded his 

personal appearance as worthy of care. In later life he considered 

it frivolous and vain to waste an unnecessary moment upon such an

6* John Foster* Letter to H. Horsfall. October E f 1798. 
Ibid, p. 45

9* John Foster! letter to Hie Parents. February 12 f 1798* 
Ibid, p. 74

10* John Foster* IfrtterHbo His Parents. July 13, 1798, 
Ibid. p. 77 ^9     
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Insignificant triviality as dress, and especially did he come to 

feel that where he himself urns concerned it was unbecoming and 

dissonant with his strong conviction that all display and every 

semblance of vanity were grossly sinful. Of Foster's appearance 

in his old age one who saw him has this to say by way of 4escrip* 

tioni "Els dress was uncouth and neglected to the last degree* 

A long gray ooat § almost of the fashion of a dressing gown$ trou 

sers which seemed to have been cherished relics of his boyhood f 

and to nave quarrelled with a pair of gaiters t an* intervening 

inch or two of stocking indicating the disputed territory| shoes 

whose solidity occasionally elicited from the wearer a reference 

to the equipments of the ancient Israelites} a colored silk hand* 

kerchieft loosely tied about his neck, and an antique waistcoat 

of roost uncanonical hue - these, with an indescribable hat, com 

pleted the philosopher's costume* In his walks to and from the 

city of Bristol (the latter frequently by night) he availed him* 

self at once of the support and protection of a formidable club, 

which f owing to the difficulty with which a short dagger in the 

handle was released by a spring, he used to designate Jocosely as 

»a member of the Peace Society****

Foster was a great lover of solitude and spent many hours of 

his life alone. He often referred to himself as being unsocial* 

Once he wrote t "I find myself not completely formed for friend* 

ship, for X often seclude myself in gloomy abstraction,"12 He

XX* Quoted from Chamber * a Edinburgh Journal* Vide t W. W. Evertsj 
John Fosters j&fe & ^houffltsV Jrunk & ^agnail* New York f 1883

12* John Fosters Letter to Mrs, R« Jlant* February l t 1803. 
*Fpgter» s Li fe ""$. gorrespohclenoew ?ol« l t p* 129* 
Bonn* x*ondon* 18il8f

8
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recognized with Goethe that "genius is developed in solitude; 

character in the stream of life", Qnoe he wrote to a lady, "X 

have oertainly leamt much from various society, and have in some 

degree improved ray powers of social communication; but I feel in 

a moat mortifying degree some mental and moral deficiencies, which

I know that nothing can correct but a. rigid discipline, which willi.-..
absolutely require the seriousness of solitude.*13 In another in 

stance when he was describing the scenes of his birthplace he says, 

*fhey have not been the less cherished there for that wild and 

moorland gloom, which, on some sides, invades and bounds them* 

This circumstance has always been congenial with my habits of 

feeling* A gloomy and solitary tendency belonged* I suppose, to 
my nativity**314

Although John Foster was a man who valued solitude and sought 

it at every opportunity, spending only the time in company which 

was necessary for the conduct of his affairs, he was a good com 

panion and recognised the value of intimate fellowship with other 

human beings 9 Xn one of his better known essays Foster refers to 

a fellow of his acquaintance who was so enamored of the solitary 

life of Gregory Lopea that he considered a hermit f s existence for 

himself* Unls "person*1 might easily have been Foster himself at 

an earlier age* *I remember, for example y a person 9 very young 

X confess, who was so enchanted with the stories of Gregory Lope2 1 

and one or two more pious hermit*, as almost to form the resolution
• * *

13. John #ost*rt Letter to Myg* H« Mant« February 17, 1801 
Ibid* p. 112*  

\

14* Joha fostert Letter to the Rev« folia fawoett* Feb* 16 1 1835*
XI 9 P*
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to betake himself to some wilderness and live as Gregory did* At 

any time the very word hermit waa enough to transport him, 11 Ice 

the witch*3 broomstick, to the solitary hut, which was delight 

fully surrounded by shady solemn groves 0 mossy rocks, crystal 

streams, and gardens of radishes** 3-® If it were himself to 

whom Foster was referring, the flight to solitude for life never 

came off* He was too balanced for that, for, as he himself says, 

"While the fancy lasted, he (the friend) forgot the roost obvious 

of all facts, that man is not made for habitual solitude, nor can 

endure It without misery, except when transformed into a genuine 

superstitious aaoetlcj questionable whether even then,"3*® But 

Foster recognized the value of seasons of isolation from human 

intercourse and used them to great advantage* He adjusted the 

rhythm of his life in such a way that no semblance of neuroticism 

or abnormality crept in* Solitude was the moans of accomplishing 

his work; for all scholars, thinkers, writers, and poets must 

brood and think and write alone*

Poster was keenly sensitive to the passage of time* Die 3eit 

ist aelbst eifi Element* 7 Time t to him* was of the essence. He 

had an awareness of its flight, The days for him did not "march* 

byj they flew; or, if they did raarch* it was at the double quick* 

From his continuous preoooupatlon with the "improvement of time",

15 1 John ffosten Essay On the Application of the  iSpithet Romantic, 
"Essays In A aeries of i-etteri* p, lib* QeoY Wll & 
London* 1876.

16* Ibid*

17* Ooethet Spruohe in Proa* III,

10
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which waa not only the subject of one of his essays but a strain 

that flowed through all hla writings and conversations and actions, 

It would be easy to conceive of Foster as holding out his hand 

while all the falling sands of time streamed through his fingers 

and every mioroscopio grain registered on a sensitive tactile 

nerve the passage of the most Infinitesimal fraction of a second 

hurtling to its doom* "Diem perdidlt* orled the Roman Emperor 

Titua, and "Diem perdidil* Poster often exclaimed*

tfhile at college he writes to a friend, "I hope I am learn 

ing in some measure to improve my time; one of the most important 

and to me most difficult, of all lessons* rf *k® On another occasion 

he writes, "What an estimable' possession is time! Permit me to 

urge you, as I am urging myself r to a nobler improvement of it* 

I have lately laid down a kind of plan for the distribution of my 

time and studies,"19 The following quotations will further illus 

trate Foster's lifelong appreciation of times

"The value of time, the deficiencies of my character, and 

possible attainments, flash upon my mind with more forcible 

conviction than ever before*"®0 **1?iiBe is Infinitely valua 

ble, Ohl do not suffer it to be lost*" 8* *Qan time a

18* John Foster I Letter to the Beverend |te» Fawoett* Oct. 15, 17 91, 
"Foster's Life & Correspondence" t Vol. I, p. 14. Bonn* London* 1852.

19* John Fosteri tetter to H« Horaf 'all* Nowstber 16, 1791* 
Ibid* , p* IS.

20* John Fosters Letter to the Reverend Dr» Fawoe^t* Deo.26, 1791* 
Ibid* p, 17.

Sl» John Foster* Letter to H« HoTSfall* April 19, 1792. 
Ibid*, p« 27*

32* John Foster* Journal of ^bree Pays* (Dublin) Dec, 6 t 1793* 
Ibid*, p* 36*

11



82 ' „„-month henoe be more valuable than time now?"  Well, the4"^ '" 
day is gone, 'Though it has not done much* it has given

i"'-1

proof that much may be done,*23 <*fhe day is short and

wintry but let is be improved*

Foster organised his life in such a way that he availed him 

self of all employable time. He did not loudly profess doctrine 

publicly and then practice its antithesis privately* When he was 

not engaged in actual writing or preaching he occupied himself
•^•~*-- . • • »v* -

with diligent study* Barely did he allow himself relaxation, ex 

ercising only enough in the open air to keep himself in health, 

He was not so much of the cloistered scholar, absorbed in the
  '<.'f: '

world of books, that he did not know what went on in the worldi
of nature around him. His favorite recreation was walking in the 

out-of-doors, in th** heaths and fields t in the quiet glen and be 

side murmuring streams, a practice common among the men of other 

days, but one that, ha«* in these modern times fallen more and more 

into dlsusa* foster took these walks at all hours, as the need 

for reflection or cogitation came upon him; for he walked not 

only for relaxation but also for the effect upon his mind*

He began his rambles as a constructive recreation when he was 

at preparatory school and kept them up through the years* Once at 

school he persuaded a friend to walk all night with him that they 

might observe the gradations of light and its effect upon the sur 

rounding scenery as morning came* when he was at Oh1Chester, he

23. Ibid*, p. 37.

24. John"Fosters Letter to H» Horafall* September 30, 1792* 
Ibid», p. 41*

12
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followed such a regular route that it became designated as "fos~ 

tor* s Walk** Ufatn he did not walk out-of-doors» he often walked 

up and down in his study, or paeed up and down the quiet aisles
*

of a ohapel in the dead of night, with soft moonlight streaming 

through the windows* Sometimes he walked in the rain t respond* 
ing to the moods of nature and refloating in his own soul her 
every facet* ,

As he walked» tester was not always loot in meditation* As 

he paeed about a room or walked around'and around a small garden 

this migfct be true, but when he struok out for several hours aoross 

the fields* he opened his mind t receptively to any impression and 

opened hie eyes to everything* Ho bush or tree or bloom esoaped 
himj no bird or inseot, flower or shrub* Ee v&uld stop to observe

" * s"

drops of water coursing down some object, or the reflection of
<,

light raysf or, he would watch rain falling upon a body of water 
and keenly remarfc the reaction*

Els close observation was not mere Idle curiosity 9 but for a

purpose. Scarcely did any sight or brief consideration leave him
»

without accurate information or a moral lesson* In his walks he 
would frequently take along a book or pencil and do his best nto 
eatoh all the ideas* images« object8, and reflections* that the 
most beautiful aspects and scenes of nature oould supply,"25 These

impressions became to him a veritable mine of figures and thoughts 
from which he would later draw in his speaking or in his writing, 

and this is the reason that his auditors and readers always found 
a fresh originality about his discourses and essays*

The only other form of recreation In which Foster Indulged was 
swimming* Curing his residence at Ghlohester he became a fairly 
proficient swimmer and often bathed and swam In an inlet of the sea* 
Games were considered by him as a frivolous waste of time*
 M«WIM*l*MMM*M*M«>MlMM|mM'MM|HM|**W|M^^

86* John foster* Letter to Mrs* Sowing^ August, 1805, 
Ibid* p. 866
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When it beoame neoesaary to desist front the labors of writ*

ing and study after a long continuous grind, for he often worked
,t 

*

away at his desk all day and much of the night, he felt the re* 

oess better spent where exercise, fresh air, and nature not only 

reinvigorated the body but also renewed the mind* His distaste 

for the lighter amusements was not due to prudish notions but 

rather to his sense of values and general practicality* For 

John Foster was a thinker who, walking with his head ofttime3 in 

the clouds 9 kept his feet on solid terrain* He could count the 

stars in the night sky, but he could also oount the change for a 

shilling.

One of the best evidences of his practical nature was the 

management of his personal affairs* There is no evidence that 

he was ever in debt or compelled to ask for a loan; yet his in* 

cone was always small, almost meager* Being a poor minister of an 

insignificant sect, and periodically out of a stated engagement, 

John ^oster managed his affairs without embarrassment to himself 

or to his friends* He evidently always kept a few pounds on hand* 

Having no extravagant tastes to gratify, with no costly habits to 

maintain, and oaring little for dress, and nothing at all for any 

amusement, Foster*s expenditures were for maintenance solely* ?ood 

and fuel and shelter ~ the barest necessities - were all that he 

required* His fare was simple | h© never would have allowed him* 

self to be a glutton; his drinks were tea and water* The only 

extravagance which he ever permitted himself was in the purchase 

of books and, after all, books were his stock in trade*

Poster's income from writing must have been very small and 

came from great toilt His reviews represented hard labor but



afforded only a modest income. What he received from his pas 

toral duties was very little* In his later years when he was
* t

residing at Stapleton, Foster "conducted the services at Frampton 

(in the Independent Chapel) on sixty Sundays, receiving for his 

services and expenses in traveling the sun of 19 pounds, 19 shill 

ings § 6 pence, an average of 0 shillings, 8 pence per Sunday* 

Fancy six sermons from John Foster for 1 poundl The usual fee 

for the Sunday was 7 shillings, but on raany Sundays he received
i

one shilling, the last and (with on© exception, when he hired a 

*fly*} the highest being 10 shillings**B6

Beaause of his modest need® Foster, before his marriage, ex 

perienced no difficulty in making ends meet* After his marriage 

he had no further worry on this score, for his wife "brought him 

an ample fortune*1 . However, h© continued his frugal mode of 

life* Whatever advantages her money might buy would be for her 

and the children* H® adhered rigidly to his ascetic tastes and 

appears to have imposed upon her generosity solely in the purchase 

of books*

While southey and Coleridge and several other literary men 

might dream of beginning and even plan an lutopia in America, 

Foster's support or approval would never have been gained for such 

a foolhardy venture* He writes, "It was well to give an out-of- 

the-way name (Pantiaocracy) to so curious a thing as a scheme, 

originated by Coleridge, and acceded to by Southey and two other 

literary young men for comiaencing, in the wilds of North America,

26* Quoted from an unidentified newspaper clipping in the
author*s possession* 

27* YldOt Stephen Albert Swaine? Faithful..Menj or. Memorials of
Bristol Baptist College, p» lUCF*"
Alexander & &nepheard, London. 1884*
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a new form of society and polity, on the principle of undivided 

property t labours In common, unerringly proportioned by willing*. 

ness and ability, the results equitably shared without questions 

asked of vulgar ari thine tic, « in short, an experiment (if that 

be not too sceptical a word) of the purest theory of democratic 

equality,*28

Foster wonders what "coloured spectacles** these poetic gentle* 

men used for looking upon mankind f and how they happened to over 

look any preparation for even the first step which was necessary 

for the execution of such a scheme* The members of the proposed 

party for the experiment, blinded by their romantic impulses, were 

so foolish as to gather at Bristol, preparatory to sailing for 

America, when no cargo had been prepared, no money provided, and 

no ship outfitted for the voyage* The abortive venture was so 

ill-planned that the party appears not even to have had on hand 

enough money to pay for their lodgings while they waited for the 

magic appearance of the mythical vessel to transport them across 

the Atlantic* It is inconceivable that Foster would or could 

have ever been drawn into such a harebrained affair. He was 

too much of a realist* If it be said he had no imagination, 

the answer Is that his Imagination was so keen that he could 

visualize far ahead the actualities of a situation and make 

preparation for them* Such rash schemes may lend a ro 

mantic and colorful dash to the lives of some of our poets 

and novelists but were there not some business-like Fosters 

standing by to snatch them from ruin, their romance would be con-

2S« John Foster in theJSolectio Review, Reprinted in Foster's 
Oritioal Sfeaays* Vol. II» p. 460, Bonn. X-ondon.  1856,
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verted Into squalor and hanger and suffering* Foster's frugal 

ity and business sense were due to his Calvinism. Of the leader 

of the ludlorous and abortive scheme referred to above Foster 

writes that he was "of that theological school which denies the 

radical depravity of human nature, and of the philosophical 

school which was then sounding with the jargon of its *perfecta- 

bility f ", Ho such delusions ever dimmed Foster's sight or cloud 

ed his judgment*

But whilst John Foster was a good manager there was nothing 

parsimonious or miaerly about him; rather, on the contrary, he 

was of a very generous nature  J* E, Hyland, his biographer, 

tells us* "He (Foster) was remarkable for civility and kindness 

to small tradesmen and work-people; he used to complain that women 

were generally underpaid, and would often give them more than they 

asked* He abhorred driving a bargain with poor persons. When 

sometimes shown small wares brought to the door for sale, on being 

told the price, he would say, f Ohf give them a few pence raore| * 

see - there* 3 a great deal of work here; it must have taken some 

time to make, 1 And he would turn the article whatever It might 

be, in every direction, and find out all the little ingenuities 

or ornaments about It*.*.* He has often been known to go baok to 

a shop and .pay something more for what he thought had been sold to 

him too cheaply, f lt isn't often we saeet with persons that do 

that, Slr, f was t£e remark of a young woman on his turning baok, 

and paying a shilling more for a lithograph which he had just 

bought**29

29* J* B* Rylaadt Foster's Life & Correspondence^ 761* II, p*291, 
Bohn* London* 1858 r -
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boater's generosity is further attested to by his oonoern 

for his parents in their old age. Regularly he withdrew from 

his own small income a good amount and sent it home to his father 

and mother* This practice he continued until their death at a 

ripe old age, well past eighty.

While Foster was residing at Frame he used to carry a small 

parcel of tea with him when calling on the poorer membera of his 

congregation and would often ask them to make him a good cup. 

Upon leaving he would slip haIf-a-crown under his saucer unob~ 

served by his host* If he saw a deserving person in need he would 

voluntarily offer to help with a sizable sum and would request*

them never to return or mention his help. After his wife's death 

he wrote to a friend that he regretted having spent so much in 

the purchase of hundreds of books for he felt that "this Impru 

dent expenditure imposed too hard an economy on her benevolence% 

He gave many of his books away; some very useful and helpful ones 

to deserving students; others to the library of his alraa mater* 

The tragedy of it was that Foster had intended this splendid libra* 

ry for his son, but the lad had the opportunity of using only a 

few books, . for his life was out short at the early age of six* 

teen.

JToster was very fond of young children* In Ireland he fre 

quently visited a charity school and there read at great length 

to the children or entertained and instructed them in other ways* 

Moat profound thinkers are so preoccupied with their thoughts that 

they are utterly oblivious oft time a to the world around them and 

especially the world of children* This was not true in any degree 

of Foster* During his visits to the homes of the community in

18
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.which he was ministering, he often occupied most of the visit 

in romping with the children. As a father f he was devoted to 

his own children. There ia nothing to indicate that he was ever 

"hard1* with them, even though their noise often interfered with 

his studies and writing* He seemed to have the greatest amount 

of patience and when the noise of children's play interrupted 

him too often, he would philosophize to himself that children 

cannot long give sustained attention to any one thing and t there 

fore, will shortly be attracted by southing which will take them 

beyond hearing*

Foster's gentleness, patience, and warm kindliness were not 

limited alone to his relationships with other human beings. He 

had a keen sympathy and eactraordinary regard for the suffering 

of aniiaala. At Newcastle his best friend was a dog named Perot 

which waited by the table as he breakfasted or dined, and which 

accompanied him on his walka. Foster's slowness to accept as 

Intimates any except those who were worthy, coupled with his re* 

oluse habits of study, solitary ramblin&s, and prolonged rauslngs, 

tended to make an animal Ilk© Pero an ideal companion for him* 

This, of course, was in his bachelor days, Later on he was to 

find an intellectual and spiritual companion in the person of his 

wife who was all that heart and mind could desire. During the 

months at Newcastle, though, Pero stood him in good stead, often 

accompanying him to the meeting-house, and once, as Foster en 

tered the pulpit, Pero followed and would have entered with him 

had not the young minister pulled the pulpit door shut just In 

time* Pero, accepting the rebuff, quietly and, as Foster put it, 

"modestly*1 withdrew* ----
19
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Ho form of life in nature, however lowly, escaped John Fos 

ter f s concern or sympathy* Consideration for all living creatures 

was a deep-seated religious sentiment with him. He shrank with 

horror from deliberately causing suffering or pain to any animate 

being* Once he noted in his private Journal: WI have seen a raan, 

a religious man, press his foot down repeatedly on e small ant-hill,
*

while a great number of poor animals have been busy on it, I never 

did such a thing* never* Oh Providence I How raany poor insects

of thine are exposed to be trodden to death in each pethf are not
30all beings within thy care?* Another entry in his Journal shows 

how deeply Foster oared for the dumb creation* "It is a great 

sin against moral taste to mention ludicrously, or for ludicrous 

comparison, circumstances In the animal world which are painful 

or distressing to the animals that are in them* The simile, 'Like 

a toad under a harK»wf , ha© been Introduced in a way to excite a 

smile at the kind of human distress described, and perhaps that 

human distress might be truly ludicrous, for many distresses 

there are among huraan beings; but then we should never assume as 

a parallel a circumstance of distress in another subject which 

is serious and real* The sufferings of the brute creation are to 

me ranch utor© sacred from ridicule or gaiety than those of men, be*
31cause they never spring from fantastic passions and follies,* *

la a letter to his fiancee Foster wrote: "Compassion for 

the suffering of the animal tribes is likely to be greatly injured

30* John Fosters Journal. Item 307, "Foster*a Life fe Oorres-' 
pondence*t Vol* I t p» 146* Bo$m« London, 1858

Ibid, Item 794» 
Ibid*. p*
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in London> by the constant sight of the condition and treatment 

of horses, particularly those of the hackney-coaches, and of the 

state~ooaohes from the Tillages and towns in the neighbourhood 

of the city,..., Tou have seen these illfated creatures, old, 

blind, ill-fed, wounded by the harness, and panting for life, 

yet suffering all the execrable barbarity of wretches in the form 

of men, but with the spirit and language of hell**..* This is a 

bad world for whatever is innocent and useful, if it be defence 

less too**32

Once John Foster found a small bat in a garden with a broken 

wing whioht therefore, was unable to fly. He carried the injured 

little animal into his study, fixed a box to keep it in, and tried 

to nurse it back to health* Later on, discovering that its in- 

Jury was beyond repair, with great regret, h© humanely destroyed 

it* On another occasion t the incident being related by John Sfc®pp« 

ard, Foster and 3beppard wera spending a summer evening with one 

of the latter 1 s relatives, Sosa® young men were fishing nearby 

and Foster and Sheppard were invited to witness the "apart". When 

a few little fishes were caught and thrown helplessly upon the 

grass, Foster, without any explanation, quickly picked them up 

and threw them back into the stream again. He could not bear 

the sight of suffering, all kinds of suffering, not only that of 

the animal world, but also "man's inhumanity to man" that "makes 

countless thousands mourn," He wielded a mighty pen, as we shall 

see in a later chapter, against the barbaric injustices of a 

social system which dared to denominate Itself Christian,

38. John Foster! Letter to Mia^ Maria 3nopkQA April 2, 1803* 
Ibid,. Vol« II, Pt 890,footnote.
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$here were a great many people who knevr John Foster casually 

who ware sura that he was an eccentric individual; anti-social; 

with odd Ideas and peculiar tastes$ perhaps, even a little daft. 

But those who knew him well respected his likes and dislikes* 

After all, every Intelligent person recognizes the truth of the 

old Latin saying! % ffls.fclb.tt8 non eat disjputendum, Foster's In 

timate circle, who understood the depth of his mind snd his keen 

religious insight and v&olesorae philosophy, knew beyond any doubt 

that his oddness was due to his sterling goodness* Exceptional 

goodness always appears In the eyes of those who are not up to 

its level, and are mystified by it, as queerness.

It is possible that soin0 may think that Foster was lacking 

in affection for his parents § for he did not visit then during 

the last thirteen years of his father*s life and the last fifteen 

years of his mother's life. This must not be so interpreted be 

fore knowing the facts. Foster had a strong antipathy toward the 

scenes of his childhood and young manhood. ISrery visit home was 

an ordeal* AS he himself said, "Few local circumstances befriend** 

ed the romantic feelings of sty early youth; they did not there* 

fore, attach themselves to the place, but were enclosed within 

myself and carried away*" Foster»a childhood was exceptional*

Both his parents were mature when he was born, his father being
t

forty-four and his mother thirty-seven years of age. Foster had 

only one brother, four years younger than himself, and no sisters* 

Hid childhood was lonely and he developed In solitude* Neighbors 

remarked his maturity of thought, expression, and bearing, and 

marveled at the boy who was already more nature than T?any men* 

Foster's associations were so keen that anything or place connected
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*

with a former spiritual experience of self-reproach caused him 

to relive in agony all the original incident* Hence, his re- 

luctanoe to return to the scenes of his childhood* Add to this
\

the faot that in Foster*s time travel was arduous* Very few 

people traveled for pleasure* There were no comforts* In those
! 

' **

days it was quite a journey from Bristol to Yorkshire. This is

not to be taken to mean that Foster disliked travel. His re 
's ,.

views of books of travel reflect a remarkable knowledge of the

history and geography of the earth* Oould the scholarly and
i
able John Foster have spent a year in Greece, Egypt, India* and 

Italy, his observations would have taken their place among the 

olassles of English literature* But f save for several tours 

through Wales t his travel was confined to what was absolutely
; fv'.v-V.-:

necessary for his work and immediate business, to what he could
;.;.; jivv

afford; and part of the pounds and shillings he thereby saved
6

went regularly home to th@ greatly respected father and mother*
tsZZZ^,  ,___»4..~,___,*.—*   "*""--.

To (further understand .why Foster visited them no more after 

a final visit in 1801, it Is necessary to inspect his attitude 

and belief in regard to death* Death was a favorite subject of

thought and conversation with John Foster* For this reason he"*

has been considered *gloo®y*« Later on his.ideas upon death
»  ' 

shall be treated at greater lengthf but, for present purposes,

suffice it to say Foster believed that before one could live<
correctly it was necessary for him to die; i*e«, reach the point

23
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where there was no horror t no regret § no longing for the world, 

no fear or uncertainty, but rathor a welcoming of death with 

open arms because of its eternal fitness and richly Intensified 

opportunities. In such a firianess of conviction, John Foster 

could smile at death for himself and those he loved because he 

was certain of a greater fellowship on a grander scale. Thus, 

released ifeom flying..* he was released for living Perhaps more 

than any other man who ever lived t Foster in beliefs and actions 

was superior to death* His actions testify that his beliefs were 

real* He wrote after his last visit to his parents, "they fear 

not death, nor need to fear it; for they are eminently ripe for 

heaven. I hav© never net ^ith a piety more entire and 3ublime>* 

After that, what further need had they of him, save what he sent 

to take car© of their declining material needs f and save those 

beautiful and lofty letters which regularly carried to his parents 

more of John Foster's real aelf and solrit than could have ever*? 

been carried in hia physical person? ?7ere not those two dear old 

people f::r beyond mere physical coiasiunlon and at that higher level 

where spiritual fellowship alone is possible? For John Fostert 

it would have altooat been sacrilege to havo intruded upon the 

very oampagna of heaven still possessed of his corporeal frame. 

Foster, besides all thia, dreaded to go to see them for what migfrt 

be termed a last visit, at which he v/ould know'that he v/as saying 

farewell* And, lastly* he could not bear the p^in of witnessing 

their decline of mental powers. What a tragic thing it is to see 

the mind that has been so strong and active at its height reduced
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at the last to feebleness and dumb vacancy. Usque adeone mori
ttn

nlaaruat. eat?

Foster had a great distaste fbr any kind of display or vain 

show* With his modest and retiring nature this would naturally be 

expected. Many people push themselves through the world, elbow 

others out of their way, ride rough-shod over all opposition! and 

are concerned only with their own personal triumphs at any cost* 

This class of people are the world's noisemakers; they keep in 

the limelight; they blazon their names before the public eye and many 

times act as their own press agents* To them go not only the 

world's plaudits but also a fair portion of the world f a treasure* 

There is another group of persons who abhor the slightest suggest 

ion of egotism or self-aggrandizement; who would not for any con 

sideration take advantage of a fellow-creature for their own sal* 

fish purposesi who are free of arrogance or self-praise; and who 

prefer to rise, if they rise at all, not by shoving someone else 

aside, but by the merit of their own efforts* These last seldom 

receive applause and seldom any of the world's wealth* It was 

these last, the really great, who inspired Thomas Oray to writet 

"Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid

Borne heart once pregnant with celestial fire; 

Hands, that the rod of empire might have swayed,

Or waked to ecstasy the living lyre*

Some village Hampden, that, with dauntless breast, 

The little tyrant of his fields withstood,

33* Virgili fteneid* XXI, p. 646*
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Some mute Inglorious Milton here may rest

Cromwell, guiltless of his country4 s blood,

Their lot forbade; Nor circumscribed alone

their growing virtues, but their crimes confined;

^orbade to wade through slaughter to a throne t 

And shut the gates of mercy on mankind*  

Bit It was not his lot but his oho Ice that kept Poster from cele 

brating his own greatness or announcing his own achievements* He 

could have had twice the genius of a George Bernard Shaw, and, 

for that matter, In depth of thought foster far surpasses Shaw, 

yet, not for thrice Shaw's fame would foster have stooped to 

clowning or cheap publicity stunts centered around his own 

braggadocio. This was due, not to the fact that foster had noth 

ing of which to boast, for by many competent critics he has been 

acclaimed as one of the greatest masters of perfect English, but 

to his native modesty and detestation of display* Hot only was 

this true in large things but also in small* With a discriminating 

love of the beautiful, he had many of his best loved volumes bound 

In handsome bindings, which would have been any average collector *s 

pride and joy, and the occasion for showing every visitor his books* 

Not so with foster* If any of his more expensive books by chance 

were lying in full view when a friend called, he would immediately 

apologize for what might appear to be vanity, and forthwith put 

them from sight, so great was his modesty*

Foster disliked exaggeration of any kind, In discourse or 

conversation or writing* All of his speeches, and essays, as well

26
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as his critical reviews, are marked for their accuracy and preci 

sion. He fairly abominated that method of speech which deals In 

extravagant metaphors or magnifies beyond all credulity the pro* 

portions of the statement* Much of the perfervid oratory of the 

day was of this bombastic sort, and many gained ephemeral applause 

by its mastery, but Foster disdained It completely and adhered 

strictly to an exactness of speech in religious matters that 

would do credit to a careful scientist setting forth his findings, 

all the while sensitively aware that what he reports will be sub* 

Jeoted by his fellows to a critical and persistent examination in 

every minute detail,

He possessed an equal distaste for affectation, in all forms, 

and diligently endeavored to "stand at a distance from everything 

vain and foolish, * everything foppish and affected, * everything 

proud, self-important, and disgusting,*^* He onoe wrote to a young 

lady, "^he friends of virtue are pledged, by that friendship to an 

Incessant hostility against folly In all its forms. You have do* 

termined, therefore, what kind of regard may be due to some of the 

caprices of fashion, and to all its slaves* to mere* beaux and 

belless to the vain pomp of wealth and rank, parading to the vul 

gar gaze, on the laughable notion that to look bi^ is to be great i 

to what may be called the cant of gentility, minoing, in affected
fZfS

phrases, through all its varieties of Insignificance,,**,*9

Poster was a great lover of nature* He Interested himself 

In the flora and fauna found In the area around him. He was sen 

sitive to atmospheric changes and was readily exhilarated or de-

34, John ffostert letter to H» Horsfall, April 3 t 1798,
*tdster*s Life & uorrespohdenoe" vol, I, p. 85, Bonn,London* 1858

35* John Fosteri Letter to Miss Caroline Carpenter,date uncertain. 
Ibid,, p, 98,
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pressed by the weather, conditional upon whether it were good or 

bad* He watched the sky and found great pleasure in landscapes, 

and reacted with delight to the colors of nature. He writes,"I 

am privileged to see one more night of surprising beauty; a 

moonlight night, with a gentle, unequal gale, in an August so 

temperate, and so wet with delioioua rains, that the intense green 

of the earth is perceptible by this moonlight* I feel an earnest 

wish to seise such a view of nature, and fix it in my mind, even 

for ever*"®* Or t again, in another reference, we see manifested 

his keen appreciation of nature and the lessons to be derived from 

it* "The balmy influences of spring at length breathe into the 

room in which I am writing, and I have just been admiring the 

beauty of an apple-tree, and a few other trees, now in full bloom* 

But this appearance has not, for a very long time, been so late 

in the spring* No one, scarcely, remembers so backward and un- 

genial a season as we have had this year* Snow has fallen within 

these few days* The consequences of this long rigour is, that now, 

when the vernal softness is at length come, the vegetation with 

all its beauty, has com® out with a sudden burst; insomuch, that 

a very few days have made a prodigious alteration in the appear* 

ance all around; the earth seems almost as if It had undergone a 

miracle, In order to make a proper place of abode for a purer, 

better kind of beings* 1*

"But, alas} the inhabiting beings remain the same; a debased, 

irreligious, iniquitous, and miserable race. Nature has no gales,
fin

no beauties, no influences, to transform the depraved mind."

36. John Fostert Mlaoellaneous Ob serva 11ona» Item 29, Ibid.p*508*
37. John yosteri tatter to i&a toother, Say, 1816. 

Ibid*, pp* 3877
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John Foster delighted in the magnificent and awe-inspiring 

soenes of grandeur in the natural world around him, not only be* 

cause these soenes enchanted his imagination but because they 

furnished him with firsthand analogies and illustrations* He 

recognized that from this contact with the real world about him 

would oome materials for writing, for his ®©rmon~makingf and even 

for his prayers* He expressed regret that most of his life had 

been spent in regions where there was little scenic beauty, only 

dullness and plainess* While for him, there would be no lofty 

mountains shaking their shaggy crags threateningly at the sky, 

no rolling torrents cascading over great rooks in a mad dash to 

the sea, no stern shores pounded by fierce waves t no wild lakes 

latitant in lonely woods, yet, he did not miss what was to be 

gained close at hand from a humble, homely landscape. In his 

own words, he found "the wide field of nature*.*a scene marked 

all over with mystical figures, the prints and traces, as it were,
«Q

of the frequentation and agency of superior spirits**

Foster drank his full of every pleasing vista and friends 

often had difficulty persuading him to quit an eminence which 

afforded a stirring panorama or a position by a tree to which he 

would appear to be permanently affixed* It was as if, viewing 

the scene or standing in close proximity to the tree, he was seno> 

ing out Invisible roots to drink up nourishment for hfsf; whole be 

ing* However rauch John Foster was a lover of nature he was not

38« John Foster in the Koleotic Review, May, 1814« p* 462 
Heprinted in "Foster*s Oritical Assays" Vol, H, p* 289 
Bonn. London* 1856,
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obtuse to the dangers of an extravagant nature-worship. In one 

of his oritloal reviews39 he onoe went to some length to indicate 

that he held no brief with those who thoughtlessly maintained 

that to look regularly upon beautiful scenery automatically meant 

the development of a beautiful soul* He was quick to recognize 

that *he who seeks the wealth of the Indies must carry the wealth 

of the Indies with him". There must be, foster maintained, deep 

Interior resources of spiritual comprehension before Nature would 

speak her moral lessons* He was not unwise enough to think that 

men had lived in the midst of some of the world's grandest natural 

beauty and had not been wioked and depraved or that great lovers 

of nature had not ofttine a been libertines and scoundrels* Foster 

found the most sublime and exalted moral instructions and spiritual 

beauty in the natural world around him because he carried divinity 

within his own soul. He knew the truth of the statement, "^here 

is no speculation in those eyes"; the truth of the declaration, 

"You will listen and listen, and never understand, and you will 

look and look f and never seej"*° Foster recognized also that, 

while few people might be influenced by nature t every person is 

influenced by people, "If minds In general are not made to be 

strongly affected by the phenomena of the earth and heavens f they 

are however all subject to be powerfully influenced by the appear 

ances and character of the human world,.,,. We are all true to

39. Ibid*

40* Matfchew 13sl4t Goodapeed*
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our species, and very soon feel Its importance to us,,.far beyond 

the Importance of anything we see besides,  «.* This 'leaning to 

our kind* brings eaoh individual not only under the Influence 

attending immediate association with a few, but under the operation 

of numberless Influences from all the moral diversities of which 

he is a spectator In the living world} a complicated though in 

sensible tyranny, of which every fashion, folly, and vloe t may 

exercise its part**4* This recognition of the Important influ 

ence exerted upon one's ultimate destiny by one's associates co- 

Joined with his tendency to recluse habits made Foster very care 

ful in the selection of his intimate friends,

John foster chose his friends with Infinite care and sought 

to make himself worthy of his friendships* Writing to Horace 

Horafall, one of his earliest companions and also a resident of 

his boyhood home, he says, "X feel a strong aversion to any 

attempt to cultivate general or numerous Intimacies* Nature never 

formed me for It, 1*4^ This was in his college days t but It might 

have been written at any period of his life. During his first 

pastorate t later on, he again addresses the same correspondent on 

the same subject! "What an insipid thing this world of mankind 

is| How few we find whom we can at all wish to make one's inti~
4&mate, Inseparable friends!" In his Journal Foster wrote! "I 

like all persons as subjects of speculation; few indeed as objects

41. John. Foster? Essay On A Bto f s Writing, 
Memoirsof Himself* p*~T9 
"Essays in A &eriea" Geo« Bell & Sons. London. 1876

48* John Foster* Letter to H* Horsfall* November 16 f 1791* 
"Foster's Life & correspondence 11 Tol« I, p. 15 
Bonn* London* 1653*

43* Ibid* September 2Ot 1792* Ibid, pp 40, 41*
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of affection*"*4 "One is not one's genuine self * one does not 

disclose all one 1 s self » to those with whom one has no intimate 

sympathy* One is* therefore, several successits f and apparently
V

different characters, according to the gradation of the faculties 

and the qualities of those one assooiates with* X am like one ef 

those boxes I have seen, enclosing several other boxes of similar 

forms* though lessening size* The person with whom X have least 

congeniality sees only the outermost) another person has something 

more interesting In his character, he sees the next box| another 

sees still an inner onej but the friend of my heart al02fe f with
46whom X have a full sympathy, sees disclosed the innermost of all*" 

$hus it oan be seen why his intimate friends were few* Bur* 

ing the years of his ministry only a small handful of people a* 

sjtattg the congregations which he served ever came to know the real
»

man* His earliest instructor, the Reverend Dr» tfawoett, one or 

two clergyman friends such aa the Reverend Joaeph Hughes* the Bev*» 

erend Robert Hall, the Hevsrend Josiah Hill. 8r* John Kyland,1 *\

John %eppard, ^eg,. f several ladies who were interested in himft 

and a few men whom he came to know through his business conns e* 

tions as a reviewer* may be said to have constituted the circle 

ef his friends* He could have known and associated with many 

of the great and near*great of his time, but he had a loathing 

fir any person who boasted of the extent and oelebrity of his 

acquaintances, or who sought connections for personal gain 

or vanity* Often his friends tried to pull him

44* John foster* Journal* Item Ho* 529* Ibid*« p* 64* 

46* John 9osteri Journal* Item Ho* 607* Ibid*, p* 55*
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into an acquaintanceship which might have helped to» advance him, 

but he shrank back with so muoh protest against what he con 

sidered an outrage against his ideas of rightness that they were 

compelled to refrain from their efforts.

It was only natural that the friendships which he formed 

would be lifo~long and lasting* Nowhere is there ever any evl~ 

donee that Foster exhibited or ever entertained a personal ani 

mus toward anyone, Howhere is there a breath of a suggestion of 

any disagreement or misunderstanding with hia friends* His 

friends were strongly attached to him and there was nothing they 

would not have gone to any length to do for him* However, seldom 

did he ever call upon them, for he was reluctant to ask favors* 

On the other hand, there was nothing he would not do for them, 

even a small and humble thing* Foster bore no grudges and T* 

3* Crisp, one~time president of Bristol Baptist College, said

that "He felt it beneath him to cherish an unforgiving, revenge-
A a 

ful temper." Friendship to Foster was something dear and sa«*

cred* not something to be used t but something which, while yield 

ing a revenue of pleasant feeling and affection, still imposed 

certain obligations and demands* The key to all his friendships 

and relations toward his intimates might be found in a sentence 

which Foster as a young student at Bristol wrote to the venerable 

and saintly tutor at Brearley Hall* who had so strongly Influenced 

and given direction to his life, the Reverend Doctor Fawoettt 

"Next to the favour of God, my ambition aspires to the esteem and

46, Thos* S* Crispt Sermon Occasioned by the Death of John Foster* 
"Foster's Life & borrespondenoe" voli1 IT p* 296 
Bonn* London* 1852.
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friendship of such men as you; and I wish to acquire and exhibit 

that superiority of character and abilities which will most
An

effectually tend to ensure them** A most unusual ambition for 

a young man only twenty-one years of ageI

We do not mean to suggest by this that John Foster had none 

of the ordinary ambitions of men and that his one sole aim In 

life was to grow in spirituality. However fundamental and Im 

portant with him that might be t and it was definitely and strong 

ly both, yet he entertained other aspirations which mlg&t be 

termed more earthy* %en modesty and humility are as greatly de~ 

veloped IB a man as they were In Foster and the possession of 

them considered among the Important desirables of life. It is 

hard to see how such a person could find a driving purpose strong 

enough to spur him to exceptional achievement. For such a person 

mere preeminence over one's fellows would be considered a base 

desire, unworthy to be yielded to; fame y wealth, applause   all 

these would be unacceptable as life motifs, %at then is left to 

stimulate a humble man to great achievement? Nothing remains but 

Christ's ideal of self lost in the service of humanity. The leit 

motif of Foster's life might rightly be considered the instruction 

and enlightenment of mankind, the pushing back of the area of 

darkness, of ignorance and evil t even one painful inch, the faith* 

ful testimony to the Gospel as the power of &od unto salvatIon, 

and the cultivation of goodness In his own life so that he would

47* John Fosters Letter to the Rev* Dr, Fawoettt Dec, 86, 1791, 
"Foster's Life & Correspondence"Vol* 1, p, 17,
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be worthy of life eternal* The minor motifs are at all times 

subservient to the one major theme t but they are there nonethe 

less, and the indication of them will enable us to better under 

stand the man*

As a young student Foster wrote his beloved tutor t Dr, Faw~ 

oett, "X despise mediocrity* X wish to kindle with the ardor of 

genius*, *,* X read such writers as Young and Johnson with a mix 

ture of pleasure and vexation* I cannot forbear asking myselff 

why cannot X think in a manner as forcible and as original as 

theirs? Why cannot X rise to their sublimities of sentiment, or 

even to an elevation still more stupendous?.,.,,! am solicitous 

to cultivate warm and growing plety*»**« Intimate communion with 

the Deity will invest us f like Moses, with a celestial radiance,"40 

Observe how the dominant motif swells and rises even here before 

the minor motif has scarcely been expressed* Of his silent years 

in Ireland he writes to a good friend that his consciousness of 

his own awkwardness and inferiority "grew into a kind of determ 

ination to become unknown till I should be quite worthy to be 

known,,*., X long since indulged the design of some time writing 

for publication** At this period of his life he also notes in 

his Journal: "Passing and insignificant are the circumstances of 

exterior life,*,,. The Internal life, the life of the immortal 

spirit, is all-important,"50 Perhaps the best statement of Foster's

48* Ibid*, pp. 17 t 18.

49* John Fosters jLetfter to the Rev, Joseph Hushes, Oct* 17.1796, 
Ibid*, pp. 31-337

50* John Foster* Journal of Iforee Pays* (Dublin) 
Ibid,, p. 37*
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life -purpose is found in a letter to his friend Horsfall, written 

in l?9Bt in which he says, "My object shall be through life, the 

greatest flood* and I hold myuelf , will ever hold myself, at lib* 

erty to seek it In any line that appears most promising; and so

to change one line for another y when another more advantageous
51 presents itself." * thirteen years later he writes to a clergy

man friend, "We must both endeavor to do something that will speak
pro

a little while at least, after we are finally silent ."

there is nothing here to indicate an insatiable vanity which 

must be cloyed at all costs, nothing of the unholy ambition of a 

Cardinal Wolsey that would stoop to all manner of intrigue and 

compromise, nothing to indicate that he wished to have his name 

noised abroad   but every indication that John Foster desired to 

exert his beat, the very best that was in him, to do good and, 

above all, to be good* One cannot but marvel how he happened to 

fix upon such worthy aspirations at such an early age* In the 

early twenties of his life he had already arrived at a stage of 

spiritual development rarely attained by even many of the cele 

brated saints of the Christian Church* The content of his letters, 

the depth and breadth of his outlook and understanding, are noth 

ing short of astounding* And still more astounding is the fact 

that through the years of his life he was to adhere more and more 

firmly to his purpose t was not to veer even once from the course 

charted in his youth, but was to drive steadily on to the end

01* John Foster! tetter to H» Horsfall, November 9 t 1792 
"Foster f s Life & Correspondence* 'vol. I, p, 49. 

London. 1852.

58, John Fosters Letter to the Rev* Joseph Hughes* Aug* 20! 1805 
Ibid., p. 373,
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toward his high goal, and at the end he could truthfully have 

said ,

"I have always had one lode -3 tar; now 

As I look back, I aee that I have halted 

Or hastened as I looked towards that star - 

A .need, a trust, a yearning after God.*s 

Foster was also marked by a oharaoteristio gratitude which 

appears to have been exceptional. When he had finished his 

course at Bristol Baptist College he carefully worded and sent 

a letter of appreciation to the managers of the college , express 

ing to them his gratefulness for having been permitted to share 

the privileges and opportunities of their Institution, In this 

letter foster saldg «Wy gratitude for your kindness will I trust 

be lasting; and never disappoint that kindness by neglecting or 

relinquishing its object* May Ho, whose cause you wish to promote, 

amply reward youl And may all who thus experience your generous 

assistance reflect honour on the institution and on yott» w®* How 

often does a young man finishing his course at an institution of 

learning: take the trouble and pains to write to his Instructors 

and 1 express thanks for their kindness and helpfulness? Very 

seldom* would be, perhaps, the general reply. One of the finest 

expressions of the realization of a men's indebtedness to others 

around him and to something beyond hii% which ought to be read by 

all those who boast of being self-made, is the following notation

53, Bobert Brownlngi

54 « John Fosters Letter to the Managers of the Baptist College* 
May 86, 1792 t w*"oster fs Life & Correspondence1' Tol, I, p, 87, 
Bonn*
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which Foster transcribed in his Journali "What an astonishing 

mas3 of pabulmn is consumed to sustain an individual human beingj 

How much nourishment I have consumed by eating and drinking; how 

much air by breathing; how smch of the element of affection my 

heart has claimed, and has sometimes lived in luxury, and some 

times starved! Above all! What an infinite sum of those instruc 

tions which are to feed the moral and intellectual man, have X con 

sumed, and how poor the consequence! What a despicable, dwarfish 

growth I exhibit to myself and to God at this hour I"®5 In letters 

to friends, some time a f many years afterward, when one would have 

thoughtthe courtesy long since unremembered y Foster would oonvey 

his thanks for a kindness he had received* Small presents and 

tokens of affection were received by him with a keen appreciation 

and it is said that he strove to use what had been given him when* 

ever possible* When he did something for someone else, he tried 

hard to make it appear that he was the one being favored, in an 

effort to keep the other person from experiencing a "painful sense 

of obligation*.

John Foster's great attachment to books has already been ad* 

verted to. It is impossible to complete his portrait without hi* 

beloved volumes. Any picture of him should have for its back 

ground his library in which he Immersed himself for by far the 

most of his life, foster cannot be separated from his books; they 

were an integral part of life, his food, his raiment, his very 

breath* He himself has set forth in one of his best known essays

S5« John Foster! Journal, Item 503. Ibid,, p« 173.
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a clear statement of the strong influence of reading and study 

upon a man 1 s oharaoter«

"&rery person of tolerable education haa been considerably 

influenced by the books he has read; and remembers with a kind 

of gratitude several of those that mads without injury the earli 

est and the strongest impression. It is pleasing at a more ad* 

vanoed period to look again into ©arly favorites; though the mature 

person may wonder how some of them had onoe power to absorb hla 

passions, make him retire into a lonely wood in order to read un 

molested, repel the approaches of sleep, or, when it Game, infect 

it with visions..,«. Considering the multitude of facts, senti 

ment 3, and characters, which have been contemplated by a person 

who has read much, the effect, one should think, must have been 

very great. Still, however, it is probable that a very small 

number of books will have the preeminence in our mental history."56
: si- -.-,.••

Ill the light of this it is safe to assume that we can find a wide 

aperture through which to view, study, and appraise Foster, the 

man, if we look at him through his books*

from his earliest days At Brearley Hall, where he received 

his preparatory schooling, Foster was fond of Edward Young's "Right 

Thoughts". This exquisite end majestic series of poems on solemn 

and religious themes has a place all its own in English literature. 

It wove itself into Foster's life and personality, and undoubtedly 

atrongly Influenced and moulded his character* Becoming acquaint 

ed with it at an early age, its influence was all the more powerful*

56* John Foster? Us say on A Man* s Writing Memoirs of Himself.
"ISsaays In A Series" p* 15* Geo. Bell £c tfons f J-ondon* 1876*
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It was undoubtedly Dr, Fawcett who introduced Foster to the 

"Night Thoughts w t for Foster has written of his venerable and 

esteemed tutor, "Or* Fawoett*a first locality as a minister was 

on the border of a wide and gloomy moor; but had not far off, on 

the one side, narrow* deep, long extended glens, with thick dark 

woods and rapid torrents from the mountains..,.. And indeed, we 

think it very possible that musing in these scenes actually did 

cooperate with Dr* Fawoett f s favorite book, Young*s Klght thoughts,

and his ill health, to confirm at this early period that deep
57 gravity of character which was habitual through life**..,* la

not this autobiographical? Foster could well have written it of 

himself* It Is easy to arrive at the conclusion that Dr* Fawoett f s 

Influence upon young Foster was profound and enduring. There is 

no way of measuring the extent to which a much admired and highly 

respected teacher shapes the life and thought of his pupil* Foster 

wrote again concerning Dr* Fawoett, *he has thus been, at great 

distances of tiroes and place a silent monitor to many consciences*. 

Foster 9 s intellectual oast, his "gloomy** outlook, his strong sense 

of right, his deep seriousness of purpose undoubtedly were derived 

in some measure from the toaster of Brearley Hall* Even Foster*g 

natural love of reading was strengthened by the elder man for he 

says of him, "He took a free and ample range among books, and 

trained his pupils to do so* His taste was fitted to almost every 

kind of reading that could in any sense be called good,* Of

57. John Fosters John Fawoettf D,P« A review of Dr, Fawoett f s 
Life & Writings t wnloii appeared in the T!c lectio He view. 
Reprinted "Foster's Critical Bssays* Vbl* II, p» 441, 
Bonn* London, 1857,

58. Ibid*. p, 432*
Ibld*» P* 433»
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course, in all fairness to John foster it must be observed that 

his intellectual inclinations and serious intent had been mani 

fested much earlier, but, at the same time, it must be acknowledg 

ed that Dr. Fawcett confirmed the youthful tendencies.

Foster has written that "genius hails its few brothers with
6Qmost fraternal warmth** It is often said we can Judge a person 

by the company he keeps. ''Tell me thy company and I will tell 

thee what thou art.*1 This refers not only to persons present in 

the body but also to thos present in their writings* You can Judge 

a man by the books he reads. Foster kept choice company and hail* 

ed with delight those who were his intellectual, and spiritual 

affinities* Besides Steward Young, w® have listed here some writers 

which he singled out in his correspondence t or to which he specifi 

cally gave ©n extra measure of praise, or for which he professed a

profound regard. He was an ardent admirer of Dr. Johnson, the
LtyicotWH** 

learned conversationalist and English encyclopaedist* Plutarch,

Milton, Gibson t Baxter, Charles Leslie fon t>r» Johnson's reconaaend- 

ation), Shakespeare, Bousseau, Oudworth, Looke, and HOOD, Hooker, 

o chiller, Jereiay Taylor, Barrow, Chillingworth, Bates, John(l*uri- 

tanJHowe, and Virgil were numbered among his favorites. Foster 

was familiar with oriental literature such as the writings of 

Oonfueius, the Ramafana, and other Sanskrit and Hindu literature* 

He read as easily in Latin and French as in English* German books 

he usually preferred in translation. H© also knew the best of the 

Greek philosophers, poets t and dramatists*

60* John Fosters Letter to the Reverend Joseph Hughes* March 18,1801 
Foster*a Life & correspondence" Vol. 1, p, 114* 
Bonn* London, 1852*
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foster was fond of the Latin poets and writers suoh as 

Tacitus, Horace, and Llvy, and expressed a keen appreciation and 

high regard ospeoially for Lucaxu "In naming Luoan, I am not an* 

aware that an avowal of high admiration may hazard all credit for 

correct discernment* I must, however confess that in spite of his 

rhetorical ostentation, and all the offences of a too Inflated 

style t he does in my apprehension greatly surpass all the other
Alancient poets in direot force of the ethioal spirit, 0 foster 

was greatly Interested in books of travel such as Humboldt's 

South Amerioa, Hamilton's Oazapi Phlegra®i« and Choi39ul f a GreeoeA 

Others which he alluded to were Brunok's Sophocles, Burraann's

Ovid, Sohleuaer's Lezioon. Li zar y J Ana t omv   and Breaker's Historia
^ if Phlloaophiae, oster's private library grew to include several

OMMBMKMMimilMMIIIIfcMMBMOTM *>

thousand.voiuiaes, His critical work for the Eclectic Hevi.ew 

carried him through a wide variety of literary works of all des 

criptions! e.g., religious, metaphysical, philosophical! biograph 

ical, historical, travel, scientific! antiquarian, all came in for 

close study and trenchant analysis* foster was undoubtedly one of 

the best read and best Informed men of his time*

He had little patience with the common run of novels and early 

decided that novel reading was a v/aste of time. He also held no

brief atheistic writings or any author, however great he

might be consldered f or however popular, who made sport of, or 

held up to ridicule, the Christian faith* He never missed an 

opportunity. of pointing out the danger of literature that was shot

61f John f os ter« Essay On the Aversion of Men of Taste to 
Evangelical Heittlon, Assays in a Series of Letters" 
(Ninth Edition) p. 269

Bell & Sons. London, 1876
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through with scepticism and paganism* HO even went so far as 

to doubt the value of giving to a pagan poet like Homer too great 

a plaoe in the literary training of Christian youth. In this re 

spect, foster would be considered by many a crank, but in the larg 

er aspects he has indicated a danger to which, ofttimes, too little 

attention has been paid; via*, the elevation by so-called Christian 

teachers of definitely materialistic and agnostic literature to a 

position higher than that given to sound and scholarly Christian 

literature, thus sowing seeds of religious indifference and doubt 

which can be uprooted later only with great difficulty*

However, let it not be thought mistakenly that foster was 

derisive of contemporary literature or advocated such practice 

for religious people* He knew how much such an attitude would hurt 

the cause of religion* $r« Henry Van Dyke quotes him to this 

effeott "?or I think that one of the causes by which, as John 

foster wrote seventy years ago, 'Evangelical Religion has been 

rendered unacceptable to persons of cultivated taste* has been 

a certain ill-disguised contempt on the part of persons of ortho 

dox opinions for what they are pleased to call, 'mere belles- 

lettres' %

AS the books rose higher and higher in foster*a study, lin 

ing the walls in rows one upon another, it seemed as if they were 

bent upon enveloping him, and at last imprisoning him* Only when 

they had closed in too tightly upon him did he consider it time 

to clear away* Thia he did by boxing up those he thought would be 

of some help and sending them on to a friend* However, it was

6E. Henry Van Dyket The Gospel For An Age of Doubt* p, 5
., New York, 1900.
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only when he knew the end was not far away and preparation must 

be made for it, that he decided to clear away his den* This was 

at Stapleton, his last place of residence, and naturally his 

study here contained the full accumulation of a lifetime of reed 

ing and authorship* The appearance of this study, or "den", as 

Foster designated it, must have been the subject of discussion 

by all who looked in upon him at his work t for he records that a 

literary acquaintance requested of him the privilege of coming 

to see it, and upon Foster f s granting the request, made no little 

Journey to Inspect the famous workshop* Upon being ushered into 

the den, the inquisitive visitor gasped, so completely taken shack 

was he, and exclaimed, "^his is chaos indeed!.*

The years of .Foster's diligent study and close work took 

toll of his eyesight* His first complaint was regis-

tered during his stay at Ohioheater when he was only tv/enty-eight 

years of age* He was under the impression that it was due to 

walking in the damp air in a particular shady retreat to which he 

became attached, but it was due to the heavy strain he placed upon 

his eyes* A year afterward he still complained of some; kind of 

eye infection* He is bothered again three years later, in 1801, 

and refers in his correspondence to *the ominous state of my eyes, 

which very often concurs with other anticipations,*.to wrap me in 

the saddest melancholy* "^ By 1805 Foster had resigned himself to 

going blind, yet, that very year appeared his first literary pub* 

lication which brought him fame over night* It must have seemed

63« John Fosters tetter to the Rev, Joseph Hughes* March 18, 1601* 
"Foster's Li fa & C or re apondon6e* Yol» I, p, II?» 
Bonn* London, 1852,

>
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to him a oruel providence that would choke off in its very 

inoipienoy such a promising literary career. Those must have 

been hard days for Foster, but he does not murmur, but rather 

speaks of being resigned to it* He wrote, "X have this darkness* 

therefore t fully in prospect** At the same time he was afflicted 

with a swelling of the thyroid gland which hindered him in speaking 

and threatened to force him to retire from preaching* The thyroid 

affliction did eventually compel him to retire from the ministry* 

For some time this gave him great pain and difficulty of speech. 

But after several years of retirement* the swelling subsided and 

the complaint ceased, and he resumed the labors of the active 

pastorate. With the aid of strong spectacles his eyes continued 

to serve him faithfully for many years after the first weakness 

appeared and it is only In th® last few years of his life that 

once again he writes of failing sight, Except for these weak 

nesses which he subsequently overcame or corrected, Foster's 

general health was good throughout his lifetime* His constitu 

tion had to be strong to bear the labors he imposed upon himself! 

for he was no idler, but an Indefatigable worker. His constitution 

was strong. For fifty years he was not confined to bed a single 

day. ,?

Foster kept abreast of the times by means of several of the 

better papers and periodicals. Re was especially fond of the 

Edinburgh %eview, which for many years far and away represented 

the apogee of British literary endeavor, and without which no

64* John Foster) Letter to Mrs, Mant, April 25, 1805* 
Ibid., p, 258,
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cultured man would long hare been* Foster himself contributed

for a number of years to one of the leading periodicals, the 
Eclectic Review* It was the superb style of Foster and his ex-

X

oellent scholarship and broad culture as much as any other one 

thing which could be mentioned, that for over a quarter of a cen 

tury made the Eclectic Review a literary journal of the first 

order,

Foster's cultural Interests were general and not confined to 

the literary field alone* He had a cultivated taste for the best, 

in art, was a fine Judge of engravings, a valuable collection of 

which he possessed and added to from time to time, and even dis 

played a great Interest in antiquarian pursuits and findings* 

Foster never missed an opportunity to look upon great works of 

artJL whether on public display or in a private home* Once, 

after visiting the home of a wealthy gentleman of cultured taste, 

who possessed a private collection of very fine paintings, among 

them one by Leonardo da Vinci, foster wrote to a friend* "I

could not help admitting the hint, that, in spite of all that
A K 

philosophers have saidt wealth ha& seme advantages*" Often

when Foster recognized that he had been in seclusion too long, 

he arranged his business in such a way that he could visit a 

larger city and avail himself of the intellectual and cultural 

stimulus which It offered* Of a proposed Journey to London he 

writes a friend, "The British Museum will be a very chief object 

with me; especially the apartment entirely occupied by engrav* 

ings***** It is too likely I shall want several days, chiefly in

« John Foster! Letter to Hiss B  «*» Augast 82, 1815. 
Ibidt, Pt 380* ~  46
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that enormous assemblage of art and nature* Amidst suoh spec 

tacles, however, It Is a great grievance, and partly a shame, to
86iae f to be so destitute as I am, of scientific knowledge, 1* On 

his trips to London that Is exactly what he did, staying for five 

and six hours at a time at the Museum, and availing himself of 

any exhibitions, private or otherwise, which might be opened to 

the public at the time* Paintings appealed most to him when the 

central countenance wore a look of total abstraction t "withdrawn

from all around, and with a calm expression of sorrow", as he
6? himself said of a Magdalen by Queroino*

Foster's collection of engravings, for which he spent money 

that he could 111 afford to spare, was chiefly an accumulation of 

prints of engravings by Wooliett, although not confined to this 

engraver solely. In his correspondence he writes to a friend who 

has sent to him a special engraving for which he had been on the 

lookout, "I have cause to be highly gratified by the friendly 

manoeuvre devised to put me in possession of the view of Snpwdon* 

It is less faded than your description led me to surmise* There 

appears to be no obliteration of even the finest lines, not even 

those slight ones denominated interlines, traced between the , 

stronger cuts of th® graver*.... I add this print with great
*

pleasure, both for Its own and the friendly giver's sake, to my 

accumulation of Woollett+St numbering to about fifty, and includ 

ing nearly all his engravings  I need not say that this has been 

the consequence of mousing for them during a good many years f -

66* John Foster I Letter to B» stokes, Ba^u March 24, 1836,
Ibid., Vol. II, p* 134, 

67* Gueroino painted two Magdalen3, His theme was "deliverance
through love"* Thejr are of exquisite beaaty and great appeal*
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watching and catching the occurence of any of them, within my 

very narrow local sphere of suoh opportunities« The superlative

excellence of toolletVs workmanship seemed to warrant this sort
68 of avarice**

Foster's interest was confined not only to engraving and 

printing but also to statuary* Of the ancient marble in the 

British Museum he writes, *Xt is really a very marvelous thing 

to reflect on, that a beauty and a grandeur of conformation which 

human hands have so often worked out of a block of stone, should 

most rarely or never be found in the living existence of that 

race whose form is the prototype for all this excellence in art; 

that man should be able to make Images of himself of far nobler 

aspect than that which nature ever makes him, or ever will make
69him while the race is mortal." ^e observe from this and many 

other similar comments that John Poster had not only the curator's 

or critic*s eye, but that he brought to bear even in art the eye 

of the moralist and saw where others failed to see a powerful 

moral lesson for mankind* While no one could better appreciate 

the sklll f color, subject, imagination, execution, and genius of 

a work of art than Foster, yet, for him, there was still more than 

a mere technical or artistic appreciation* Art, to him, should 

subserve the purposes of religion* He never could have been an 

art critic in the regular sense of that term, for the vain and 

the vulgar would have been summarily ruled out by him, regardless 

of the skill or workmanship they might reflect*

68f John Foster? Letter to the Rev, T» Orinfteld* Feb* 19» 1842* 
"Foster's £ife S 6orrespondence*. Vol* il, pp. 846, 247. Bohn<

69* John Foster; pie Ideal nFoj»fl of Art  A review which appeared 
in the goleotlo Review* lleWinied In Fpateriana* p* 360. 
Geo. Bell' & oons, London* . 1877.
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While Foster did not possess a scientific knowledge of music t 

he greatly enjoyed music that was majestic and solemn* Music of 

exquisite sadness and mournfulness struck a responsive chord In 

him* Instrumental music exercised the greatest fascination for 

him and, of course, with his tastes, the organ would necessarily 

be the Instrument whloh he preferred* Only the organ could strike 

those depths of feeling or reach those heights of grandeur whloh 

delighted him* Even as In nature the rugged, awe-Inspiring, and 

sublime scenes were his favorites, so with sounds and tones* It 

was his theory that music powerfully reinforces any passion which 

the mind at the time Is indulging, or to whloh it Is predisposed, 

regardless of the nature of the music* According to foster if a 

young man* inclined to vicious pleasure, hears sacred music* it 

Is more likely to intensify and Inflame his passions t even possi 

bly sending him from the concert to the brothel rather than to 

arouse devotional Impulses which would move him to seek the sanct 

uary* On the other hand, according to Foster, a man of a highly 

spiritual Imaginative and meditative nature, upon hearing the
i

same music, would be moved to communion and prayer* This is a 

way of saying that harmonious sound unaccompanied by the spoken 

or written word, i.e#, thought, may leave the mind wandering or 

drive it swiftly in the direction in which It h«s been tending. 

Accompanied by the appropriate thought stimulus* either the vocal 

or written word, then music mightily augments and intensifies the 

thought and urges to action*
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- Before passing on to a review of Foster 9 s life, it would 

be wise to record several other characteristics of the man which 

have been noted for us by John Sheppard, who, in describing FOB* 

ter, writes, "Imagination and wit, with a cast of temper naturally 

satiric* were prominent} accompanied by a Christian honesty which 

precluded and condemned all affectations* There was a certain 

harshness in his judgments concerning persons of high rank, partly 

also due to the fact that he had observed certain contemporaries who 

had risen by force of talent from rather low positions in society, 

to have made changes in their political views and social deport*
s

ment which he held to indicate a servile and selfish compromise* 

X think he adhered the more strongly to some severe and not always 

quite equitable estimates, from a resolve no way to imitate what 

he regarded as time-serving ostentation or wordly conformity*

There was, mingled with his vivacity and flights of fancy , a stern
70 

conscientiousness which reminded me of the spirit of

By now there should have emerged the luminous portrait of a

real roan, a man who, in a spiritual sense, "from his shoulders and
71upwards... was taller than any of the people"* Phillips Brooks

has said, *&nong the masses of the natural men are scattered men

of fire, men of imagination, men of unselfish charity, men of
*_> 

enthusiasm, men of religion, men who know and love the purposes

and spiritual ends of business and government and society and

70* John Sheppard In the Preface to "An &ssay On the Improvement 
of fti** by John Foster* American edition, /imerioan Tract 
Society. Hew York*

71* 1 Samuel 9i2* Smith & Qoodspeed*
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science. These men are what Jesus told his disciples that they

weret »?he light of the world 1 ; *the salt of the earth'* Iftink
72 what a dreary place the world would be without them." In this

category unequivocally belongs John Foster*

The Christian Church all too long has suffered from a dearth 

of saints whose lives were so much like the Master f s that the rest 

of mankind, standing in the dark valleyt could see them on the 

mountaintop, and, by the reflection of the light on their faces, 

know the dawn was coming* Foster had his foibles, Indubitably,

but they were precious few. Will Durant has said that the last
73

Christian died when Spinoza died. He overlooked John Foster and
A^ i

the Christian world has overlooked him* fe can ill|afford to 

neglect such a man or to underrate him. The great Scottish think* 

er, Oarlyle, has stated! "Ho Sadder proof can be given by a man 

of his own littleness than disbelief in great men." We need 

more heroes who are really great* for great men are noble menf 

and i after all f ffiredle Mensoh 1st nur ein Bild von Qott % "the 

noble man Is only God's image 11 .

72* Billllps Brooksi The Law of Growth & Qthgr. Serfflona, (In the 
sermon entitled "Tie' Spiritual Man w )pp* 895-6 Ninth Series* 
B* P* Dutton & Co,, Hew

73« Will Burant* |fte Story of qLiloaophy* p« 178 (New Revised 
Edition) Garden City Publishing Co, f Oarden City, New York. 
"Nietzsche says somewhere that the last Christian died upon 
the Cross* He had forgotten 3pinoza,"

74* Oarlyle: Heroes fe Hero 

75* Ludwlg TieokJ Qenoveva*
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CHAETM II 

FOSTERS LI33S AID 9XMKS

John Poster was born between Wainagate and Hebdenbridge, in 

Wadsworth Lanes, Halifax Pariah, in Yorkshire, on September 17, 

1770* He waa born in a rural community and brought up on the farm* 

As a boy he divided his time between work on the farm and spinning 

and weaving* His parents supplemented their income by home manu 

facturing, whioh waa universal in those days, or by working at the 

establishment of a master-manufacturer. Foster tirelessly worked 

with them, worked like a Trojan* They needed his help and this 

kept him from attending a graramar-sohool in the neighboring village*
f

But his father was an unusual man, rather well read, familiar with 

the best theological writers, deeply religious, and enjoyed partici 

pating in religious meetings* He oould address a group, himself and 

knew the value of an education* He privately tutored his son at
,r i

home and recognised in the young lad great possibilities* Foster's
^

mother was a congenial mate to her husband t very industrious* with 

a high sense of honor* and deep piety* She, too, saw in her son the 

marks of greatness f and felt the necessity for giving him what few 

advantages possible for people of their means and station*

Young John Foster had no taste for the handoraft whioh oooupied. 

many of his childhood hours, hours when,other boys of his age were 

at play* Hot that he objected to the work but that he early came 

to feel that he was out of place and destined for something other 

than mechanical work whioh was a matter of habit and routine, re 

quiring no initiative or imagination* What time Jfoster had to him* 

 elf he oooupied with study and reading, often slipping out unobserved 

and reading alone in the barn for an extended period of time*
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The #6ster home was the scene of a weekly prayer service, for 

whioh neighboring frlenda gathered* Foster's father always oloaed 

the meeting with prayer* thus the parents 1 piety and literary tastes v 

coupled with their firm conviction that any young boy with the mature
* <! -

Wisdom, manly bearing and noble head possessed by John Foster was 

destined for something greater than mere manual labor, had a great 

Influence upon the lad. neighbors also recognized young Foster's 

exceptional qualities and notloed the marked difference between him 

and other boys of his age* &o« It was what had been expected when 

John tester, having Just reached the age of seventeen, joined the 

Baptist Church at Hebdentridge and came under the strong Influence 

ef Dr» John Fawoett, the pastor* In connection with his pastoral 

duties, Dr* Fawcett operated a school for boys known as Brearley
'!

Hall and directed at the same time the studies of several theologl* 

cal students* Upon the quiet suggestion of Dr» Fawoett, but never* 

theless, reaching the decision for himself* John foster decided to
»

dedicate himself to the Christian ministry* Forthwith a religioust
service was held to "set him apart" for this purposet

Later on the position of Dissenters in England at this period 

and the handicaps whioh were placed upon them will be discussed at 

greater length* It suffices to say here that the day of discrimina 

tion against them had net ended completely* If there were not direct 

perseeutlont Indirect restraints were still Imposed* Certain privi* 

leges and advantages would* by the very nature of the ease* be denied 

to them* Within the sphere open to him young John Foster began to 

avail himself to the fullest of all the education possible* He 

Immediately began his classical education at B rear ley Hall.
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While boater waa not as quick as some of hie classmates, he
if

compensated for hie slowness by hie oare and exactness* He worked 

diligently at hie studies  sometimes remaining awake all night to 

read* He availed himself to the fullest of Br* Fawoett 1 a extensive
 i

library and when he found a oongenial author he read him again and 

again*

fester was at Brearley "Hall from 1767 until 1791 as a student* 

All this while he assisted his parents several hours eaoh day with 

their labors* Els time was occupied completely. His studious pro* 

oliTltiea and utter disregard of himself caused some to entertain 

fears for his health*

Feeling the need of still further education and anxious to
*

prepare himself as much as possible for a useful public life, l*oster 

made application for entrance to Bristol Baptist College* Upon 

testimony of the managers of Bre&rley Hall, he was admitted as a

student* The letter of recommendation was'dated August 14 f 1791\
and Is interesting In that it testified to his Christian life as 

being conformable to his profession and that an adequate test had 

been made of his ability In neighboring churches with the result 

that the signatories were convinced he possessed the potentialities 

which were necessary for public service. The letter stated plainly 

that this conclusion was reached after making "candid allowance for 

his youth"! Foster was twenty-one when he entered Bristol College* 

Hie correspondence while at college portrays an unusual solemnity 

of outlook and serious intention*

At Bristol Foster formed a friendship with the Beverend Joseph 

Hughes* which was to last throughout their lives* Hughes at that
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time was tha olaaaioal tutor at tha college, having aueaaadad tha 

not ad itobart Hall in that position, tha lattar having removed to
>*

Cambridge* Hughes latar became one of tha wall known figures of tha 

Chrietian movement in England, being tha founder of tha British and 

Foreign *ibla dooiety, which, while not actually tha first from point 

af time* had tha distinction of being tha firat permanent Bib la 

Society* "This organisation came into being in 1804 and ia tha 

aldaat feibla Society in tha world which has had a oontinued exist- 

anoa* twelve yaara before thia* however, or in 1792, tha firat

foreign Bible Society waa organized by John ithys of Hales* It was
<h 

Intended to send #iblas to tha J'renoh, but that aooiaty was diaaolv*

ed, which left tha Britlah ^oolety for tha distribution of Blblaa tha 

oldest society in existence."1 Joatar's friendship for Hugftes, who 

waa only twenty months older, waa a congenial, happy, and helpful
t

relationship. They wara to assist and challenge one another to 

constructive affort throughout their lives*

To tha young man fresh from tha farm Bristol waa a thriving, 

rathar tarrifying aity* On hia Journey from Hebdanbridga Foster 

travelled by coach from Uanohester to Birmingham bat apent two daya 

in walking tha alghty*alght miles from Birmingham to Bristol* Hia 

firat impressions of tha city wara unfavorable, fha smoke and tha 

noise, tha seeming emphasis on every aida upon nothing but commercial 

purauits, tha lose of his friends at Braarlay Hall, all combined to 

make him disappointed at first with hia naw adventure* But ha oame 

to Icnow Bristol and to lova it* Many yaara afterward, ha waa to draw 

near to it again to make hia last residence only three miles away,

1. L* L. Owaltney; "Heralds of Jrasdom", p. 111
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!l

that ha might be close to the aoanae and tha friends ha had 

cherished throughout a long Ufa*

Toung foatar availed himself of every advantage which Bristol 

and tha College af fared. Ha wrote to hla old frland at Braarlay 

Hall, "The Aoademy paaaaaaaa many advantages, among whlah ara tha
4

extensive and valuable library and philosophical apparatus, tha
i

vary aatlafaotory aooomodations, and tha agreeable situation of 

tha place*" 2 foatar plunged into hla studies with great seal, 

worked every day upon hla Greek and Latin, found time for outside 

read lag t and also time for hla favorite raoraatlon f that af walking. 

foatar and Hughes took many walks together, visiting all tha point a 

of interest In tha alty and In nearby communities* they did not 

naglaot their aoolal Ufa* either, for thay frequently visited to* 

gather some of tha flna young ladlaa whose acquaintanceship thay 

made, tha smoother, more polished, elder of tha two, Hughaa, must
,>;

have guided and helped tha young student a great deal*

There wara twelve young parsons at Bristol with foatar and thay 

attended regularly tha Broadmaad Ghapel. foatar availed hiaaalf of 

every opportunity for improvesaent * He rose at six o f clook and 

aaouplad tha time until breakfast, which waa at alghtpthlrty* In 

prayar and study, frequently reading from devotional works, Ha 

llatanad to tha beat praaahara ha could hear and praaohad himself
?

sometimes. Ha delved into philosophy and took advantage of lectures

which Bristol might offar in thia field.
{

Whan Foster finished hla course at Bristol In May, 1792, ha 

bagan to aaak an opening as a stated minister, Hia first appointment

8, John foeters Latter t& tha May* gar. fawoatt. Got* 15 f 1791.
irfoifarTa Ilfa ft^orraapondenba 11 Tol. I t p. 13 
Bohn* London* 1868
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was at Hewoaatle«-0nVTyne* He was here for three months, until 

November, 1792* A discussion of the types and siae of congregations 

which foster served will be found in a succeeding chapter. In Jan 

uary t 1793, foster aros&ed to Ireland to assume an appointment at 

a chapel in Swift's ^3iy» Dublin* After a short while, he went to 

Cork for a supply engagement. It was In Ireland that he made a try 

at school»teaching. He taught for one session, eight or nine months* 

In Dublin. Altogether, the Irish adventure or interlude, lasted 

three years. In February, 1796* he is baefc In Yorkshire.

In 1797 he assumed the pastorate of the Baptist Qhuroh at Chich 

est er, which he served for two and one*half years* In 1799 he went 

to Battersea and resided there until the opening of the nineteenth 

century* It was here that foster engaged in an unusual experiment 

la mission and interracial w»r&* He aoaeptftd an appointment as 

teacher for a elass .of twenty young negroes, brought over from 

Afrioa* 3ft*ey had already been taught English at the Afrioan Mission 

School t and It became foster*s duty to give them further instruction 

and enlightenment so that they might gain the very best in education, 

later to return to worfc among their own people* Foster entered upon 

this assignment with great enthusiasm and seems thoroughly to have 

enjoyed the experiment* the legroes had been brought from Sierra Leone 

by Zachary Haoaulay* the father of Thomas Bab ing ton Maoattlay* ^< The 

company conducting the project had purchased a home at Battersea* 

and had placed it In charge of a manager, an aged blaolc woman who had 

been In various parts of the world and had undergone severe trials, 

but who nevertheless 9 had maintained her Christian piety* She was 

assisted in the work by her daughter* a young woman of twenty. The
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twenty boys were of ages ranging from nine to sixteen. Foster 

apeaJcs of "twenty black "boys" and then, later, writes: "You 

may fancy me sitting in a master's ohair, with a loo& of conse 

quence, e no Ira led with twenty~one black visages, pronouncing 

commands, asking questions, and ^jftoloualy administering instrac*
iy

tions, * a moat monstrous wise man compared with my pupils.'"* 

Evidently the manager's daughter must have been a member cf the

class, for this alone would explain the "twenty~one"« Foster's 

Christian toleranoe was farther exemplified by boarding with the 

manager and her daughter. It is evident that he was doing all in 

his power to understand these people of a different race and to 

help them without parading his superiority.

v/hile here at Eattersea* he regularly journeyed into nearby 

regions on preaching tours, spealting about every evening in M G0al«* 

holes 1*, little shops, and other suitable apots in obscure places 

where no regular religious ministry obtained. It was also during 

his stay at Battersea, while visiting at the home of a friend in 

Camberwell, that John Foster first met Miss Maria Snoofce. f£his 

meeting was to alter the whole course of hia life, for sh® was to 

b« "the friend" to whom his first published essays were addressed, 

and was also destined later to become his much loved wife.

In 1800 foster moved to Downend and began a pastorate at the 

chapel there which was to continue for four years* At the end of 

this time, he removed to Frome. For two years, 1804*06, he preached 

regularly, when, on account of trouble with his throat, the old 

swelling of the thyroid, he was under the necessity of giving up 

his public speaking and relinquished the pastorate* In the meantime,

3* Jofcn Foster: Letter to Mrs. Mont. July 23, 1799.
"Foster1^ life SHJorrespondence'1 . vol« I, p* 60. 
Bonn. London."1852.c-n
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1805, his first publication had appeared, "Essays, in a Series 

of letters to a Jfrlend" and it had been widely circulated and 

acclaimed on every side as the work of genius. Foster had broken 

into the literary world and what his pen could produoe was now 

urgently desired by publishers* He was immediately made several 

offers and settled down for the next two years at regular review 

work*

In 1808, having reached the point where he felt himself capa 

ble of supporting a wife, Foster married Miss Maria Snooke, the 

charming young lady who was Intellectually and spiritually his 

affinity* It was to be a long and happy marriage, AS to the 

details of the marriage, Hyland, Foster's biographer, did not 

have all the information before him, and does not go into detail* 

However, by a strange accident of fortune, the present writer has 

in his possession several newspaper clippings, from what journal 

it is impossible to determine, unless it be the "Scotsman", for 

they were acquired in Edinburgh, which contain several hitherto 

unpublished letters of John foster and which give additional and 

valuable information upon J?oster t especially hia marriage,

Poster had taken a house at Bourton-on-the-Water In antici 

pation of his marriage and had moved into one room, until plans 

for the wedding oould be perfected. It was in the spring of 1808, 

about March 1, that he took up his residence at Bourton. Of that 

spring he writes to Hughes, "It would be a foolish stoicism if I 

did not meet the snowdrops, and other signs and approaches of this 

spring, with a degree of interest which has never accompanied any 

former vernal equinox*"4 He had earlier written the same friend,

4* John Foster: Letter t£ ',ir. Hushes. February 15 1 1808.
"Foster's LlTe & correspondence", Vol. I, p. B36 
Bohn* London* 1862

t*«!?
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"Though sufficiently old and reflective not to be desperately ro 

mantic, I own I do indulge anticipations of a rauoh more elysian
fi

character than it would be philosophic to avow."

Hyland, in hia account of Foster, estates succinctly that 

boater wag married and then quotes from what he calls "one of 

hia earliest letters after this event", a letter written to lira, 

John Sheppard and "bearing the date of -August 3, 1808. The clipp* 

ings referred to above as being in the poasession of the present 

writer contain copies of three unpublished letters Foster wrote 

to Mrs. Mary Gowing, of Dovmond, One of these gives a degorip* 

tion of his wedding and is dated June 5, 1808 1 which makes it a 

great deal earlier than the "oarliest" %land found, Foster w<aa 

carried about the middle of May, 1808, at Bourton-*on-the-v/ater» 

We quote only in part from this letter to Mrs, Gowing, v/hom he 

addressed as *My dear Friend";,...,"You will have heard that the 

event which I have so long expected and desired 8 took place a few 

weeks since; and I feel a wondering ^ind of sentiment to think that 

I am in a relation whioh did not exist a month since, but which now 

can only be dissolved with the dissolution of life. I feel as I 

could hardly comprehend or realise how all chla could possibly be; 

but yet I feel that it is an absolute and solem faot, w

"It is far too soon yet to begin to talk about happiness; it 

would be strange indeed if the very first weeks of tender companion 

ship should not be happy; but the thing will be to say we are happy 

after we ahall have experienced the difficulties, arid trials, and 

changes, of a number of years, should our lives be so far prolonged,*.

6. Ibid., October £4, 1807* 
. 232,

60
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"We have a neat plain residence, rather small, but fully 

room enough for our present use* We have staid at home almost 

as completely as ever Mr* and Mrs. Burohell do, during the three 

weeks that we have been the inhabitants of this home* md it 

is our mutual and determined plan to do so habitually* We shall 

not be worth one farthing to anybody here as neighbors, as we 

shall spend but an exceedingly small portion of our time in visits; 

we have planned very different work assuredly, and are confident 

we shall not be seduced from prosecuting it,"

"We have been rather unsettled, inevitably, as yet; but we 

have already read through several great quarto volumes, and have 

a vast number accumulating on our hands which we must contrive to 

fight through in a few months, if our health shall be preserved* 

Maria is quite the right associate for such undertakings, as she 

is never frightened nor tired with books* She has a great number 

of her own, and I have purchased a great many within the last two 

or three years; so that our own stock will furnish no slender job 

of labour; and in addition I have a great number sent me for the 

purpose of reviewing. If we should live a very few years I hope 

the least we shall do will be to read half a thousand volumes, or 

if the whole thousand it will be still better*.***"

"The ceremony of going to church was managed more quietly 

than any marriage, I am told, that has taken place here for twenty 

years past, as besides the parson and clerk, there was neither man, 

woman, or child in the church but ourselves, Mrs* Cox, and Martha, 

and Mrs* Hall's son and daughter* It required a good deal of manage 

ment and dexterity thus to elude the people of the village, who had

6* This letter is dated June 5, 1808. Three weeks prior would make 
the date of their taking up residence as May 16 (16), 1808. Foster 
states below that after their marriage they stayed out four or 
five days. This would-fix the date of the wedding definitely as 
May 10 (11), 1808*
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been looking for the a how for several weeica. But we had deter* 

rained to moke the beet u&e of our wit a to avoid, If poosible, being 

surrounded by a gazing mob. *e went immediately from the ohurch on 

a short journey, and at aid out four or five Says, in order to avoid 

exhibiting ourselves on the following Sunday. What more there is 

to tell you about the event I will tell you tsfeen I see you; but in 

deed there is little more to tell than I have told in these few 

lines* Our wishes to have the affair managed in the most quiet t 

unostentatious way were gratified to the utmost; I gave something 

to the ringers to let their bells alone, On the whole the trans 

action was said by some persons to te more li£e a private funeral 

than a wedding* I believe the people thinli they have fcot into the 

village the strangest, unsocial, melancholy, reoluse mortal that 

ever haunted a Christian neighborhood.

It is fortunate that this letter ^/as preserved and has oome 

to light, for it fills in the details of the picture which have 

hitherto been raieeing, The Fosterian touch io evident even in the 

manner of hie marriage, in its plalriess and studied rival dance of 

any display*

H® wa$ thirty-eight and his wife waa seven years younger at 

the time of the union, They were sublimely h?r?py in their marriage. 

In January, 1810, a son waa bom* Of course, .Foster ^2,3 proud*, as 

any father would be* However, in aoloaowl edging congratulations 

which he had received from a fr.l©ad f he writes about the new-born 

son, "If the fellow turno out ^ood« I ahall not so much nind about 

his being extra clever. It ia goodness the world is wretched for
Q

wanting; and if all were good none would need to be olever* 110
Tl Unidentified newspaper clipping in the writer's possession. 
8« John Foster: Letter to a friend.

w]i>osl;erT9 life & torrespondenoe" Vol. I, p. 316
Bonn* London. 185 E.
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Poster and his wife resided at -ourton-on-the«»Water for about nine 

years, During this time five children were born altogether; how 

ever, only three of them lived, the son and two daughters, the other 

two dying in infancy.

Mrs* Foster must have had little time for the books which her 

husband had planned for her to read, for bearing five children in 

less than nine years, and oaring for the three who lived would 

occupy moat any woman's whole time. However, Foster must have pro 

vided domestic help to assist her, for some years later there is 

reference to two aged servants who had been with the family for a 

considerable duration, Foster's love for his wife continued un~ 

diminished as time went on. iline years after their marriage he 

writes to his mother, "My dear wife is one of the most estimable, 

and one of the most affectionate of her sex. I constantly feel how 

much she deserves to be loved, and I love her as much as in the 

commencement of our happy union. I often tell her fondly, how 

grateful I am to the almighty that she is mine, and that she has

been mine so long; only regretting, as I told her this morning,
9that she had not been mine earlier in life."

In 1817 Foster moved his family once again to Downend, and 

assumed for the second time the pastorate there which he had for 

merly served. It was the desire to be near Bristol which decided 

him. For years he had wanted to be nearer a larger place which 

offered more cultural conveniences. Especially was he attached to 

Bristol, not only because it had those advantages to offer, but also 

because it was the chief center of the Baptist movement at this 

period. i*t Bourton-on«-the-#ater ^oater had sallied forth on

9. John boater: Letter To Hia pother. October 1816.
boater1"? Life & Correspondence" Vol. I, p. 391 
Bonn. Xondon. 1862.
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preaching tours and had done quite a bit of supply work, but was 

not the regular stated paator of any church. In accepting the 

appointment at Downend he was fearful less the constant course of 

preaohing bring about another recurrence of hia throat affliction* 

But he accepted, nevertheless ( not because he needed the remunera 

tion, for that was email, but because he felt it his duty to serve 

if he could. However, the pastoral connection was of short dura-* 

tion,but Foster continued to live at .Downend until 1821, when he 

moved to Stapleton, only three miles from Bristol*

He now occupied himself chiefly with writing and review work* 

Upon the insistence of his friends he began a series of fortnightly 

lectures at the Broadmead Chapel in Bristol* This he continued to 

do for several years, either fortnightly or monthly. Foster's 

famous Essay on the Kvils of Popular Ignorance appeared in 1820, 

and met a wide reception, going through many editions* He con* 

tinued his regular contributions to the Eclectic Heviev/ and wrote 

during this time his "Introduction to Doddridge* s ^iise and Progress 

of Heligion", "which," says ivy land, "in point of religious utility, 

has been surpassed by none of his writings".

The years at Stapleton brought Foster some of his greatest 

literary achievements but also brought him his greatest sadness. 

In 1826, at only fifteen years of age, his only son, his namesake. 

John, was stricken with tuberculosis* The disease moved rapidly 

through the coughing stage to that of hemorrhage, The young lad, 

of exceptional moral character and with a good mind, upon whom 

.Poster had doted so much, and for whom he had so carefully planned

10* J* &  Hyland: floater's Life ,c Correspondence* Vol. I, p. 41E. 
Bonn. London. 1652 "~
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his library, began to rapidly weaken. He had been sent away to 

school but was forced to return home for treatment and oare. 

Through long anxious hours the burdened mother oared for her 

child* Under the strain her health began to break, and she came 

near to complete exhaustion. Boater, in the belief that a change 

of climate would do some good, arranged for Mrs* Foster to take 

John and the two children to Lyme, on the south coast* The change 

and the atmosphere at the seashore seemed to have helped him* After 

seven weeks or more they returned home* -Hiis was in August. 1826* 

?rom now on the disease moved a pas de geant* John rapidly wasted 

away. Before the end came he made an acceptance of Christ, much 

to his father's joy, who had felt it his duty that he not neglect 

to press upon the youth the claims of religion, having never done 

so prior to that time. On October 5, 1826 John spoke to his father, 

then looked up at his mother, and in an affectionate tone, said. 

"Mama 1." the last word he uttered* He fell asleep and passed from 

sleep to death*

Foster's attitude toward the death of his son. though the loss 

was great, was in accordance with his religious beliefs and repre 

sents one of the most beautiful Christian acceptances of death on 

record. He writes a letter to a friend while his son's coffin is 

being fastened down, a friend who had lost a daughter, a beautiful 

woman, of the same dread disease. "....I believe in this instance 

too* that long illness growing into a settled anticipation of appro 

aching death* was made the instrumental discipline for bringing the 

soul effectually and decidedly to God,.... Could we for the world 

wish them back in a state of the most vigorous health, but without
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that which they gained in the very process of losing it? No, Ho 1.
i

In beholding this world, overspread with all manner of evil, and 

thinking of the fearful hazard of young persons entering upon it, 

to pursue their course through it, what an animating consolation 

it is, to see these two, by a sovereign act of the Great Disposer, 

carried at once beyond the sphere of evil, and secured safe and 

happy for ever I"*  * 

Mrs. ^oater*s health had been steadily growing worse for several 

years. Immediately following her son's death, the symptoms seemed to have 

become aggravated* She had been very gloomy for a long time and 

became increasingly morbid as her strength failed, growing thinner 

and weaker. In 1832, six years after the loss of her son, she went 

into a complete decline which seemed to forebode the end. Foster 

did everything he could to provide the best medical care, placing 

her under the care of Dr. .bompas, of Staple ton, and later moving 

her to Bourton, her native place, and committing her to the hands 

of her sisters and the care of 3)r. Stenaon, her brother-in-law. 

Foster visited her there» thought she was much improved, and return- 

ed to his work at Stapleton, trying to carry on. 3he seemed to rally 

a little, sat up in the room, was carried out in the garden in a 

Bath chair, (it was summer and the weather was balmy), and generally 

gave the impression of being some better, although Dr. Stenson had 

held out to Foster no hope of recovery* The end came so unexpected 

ly and suddenly that her children who were in another part of the 

house could not be summoned to her bedside*

11* John Foster; Letter to Jura. Saunders* 1826.
"Life ^"Uorrespondenoe" Vol. I, p. 488 
Bohn* London* 186 £,
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Heedless to aay f foster felt her loss keenly. Although by 

any .ueaauring-rod Boater had been a patient, considerate, and 

affectionate husband, yet, he felt he had not given her all the 

sympathy he should have given. In a letter to a friend he writes, 

"When a person's ill-health is habitual, one month or year much
veay

lifee another, and complaints seldom and briefly uttered, it is the
A

fault of associates who are themselves in exempt condition, not 

to show or feel the due attention and sympathy* And it now conies 

upon me with some degree of regret and self-reproach, that I too 

seldom testified the due sympathetic interest on this subject. It 

was an Interest which she rarely claimed, and therefore should 

have been the more spontaneously given* ....Hot that I am deeply 

accusing myself in this respect} I loved and valued her deeply, 

cordially, and continually, and delighted to reciprocate her de~
12voted affection..*.* 11 Again and again he adverts to his love 

for her and expresses his loneliness without her* Had it not been 

for his two daughters, it would have been far harder to bear* He 

continued to keep the house at ^ tap let on and make a home for the 

two girls*

Foster made a second tour of Wales the summer following his 

wife's death, and greatly enjoyed the scenery, carried away vivid 

memories of "many spectacles of sublimity and beauty, among the 

latter never forgetting the millions of foxgloves, honey-auoJcles, 

and wild*roses** but he returns home to miss the affectionate greet* 

ing which he had always received when the beloved Maria was living.

IB. John Fosters Letter to IU stokes. Kaq*. Sept. 89, 183S.
"Lift asUbrrespon^enoe", vol. II, p. 84* 
Bonn* London. 1352.
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At this period of hia life, Poster was now approaching his 

sixty-third "birthday, he began to lose in swift succession sev 

eral of his very closest friends, Anderson, the tutor at Bristol 

Aoademy, with whom he had formed a congenial and delightful friend 

ship, died in his forty^nlnth year after a rather brief illness, 

less than twelve months after Foster lost his wife* The deaths of 

the beloved liobert Hall; of his life-long friend Joseph Hughes; of 

an esteemed neighbor, for whom he had formed an affection, the 

Hajah Kammohunroy of India who had taken up his residence close by; 

of his only brother In Yorkshire; of the younger Fawoett, about 

boater's age and with whom he had shared a mutual friendship; all 

oombined to make these closing years sad* However, there yet a- 

bides the comfort of the two daughters and several old friends of 

long standing still remain, among them Horace Horsfall* In 1836 

Foster writes to Horsfall* Thirty or forty years had elapsed since 

they had seen one another* Horsfall had been preaching for many 

years himself* Kach considered himself too old to make the Journey 

from Yorkshire to Jeristol or from Bristol to Yorkshire to see the 

other* Foster tells Horsfall****"! earnestly hope the remainder of 

life, of whatever duration, may be much more faithfully devoted to 

the great purpose of preparing for another   that mysterious, un 

veiled, and awful hereafter, on which Loth of us shall make the 

grand experiment, at no very distant time at the furthest*"13 Bight 

years later, in 1843, in a heroic and noble manner rarely matched 

In Christian annala, John Foster made "the grand experiment", ind 

crossed^what he was wont to call, the "dark 11 and "last frontier".

13» John Foster: Letter to H. Horsfall, iteq* June 27, 1835
Tbid* p. 1W*
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By 1842 Foster had developed a chronic cough which gave him 

a great deal of trouble. It seemed to be gradually growing worse. 

He must have suspected that the same dread disease which had carried 

off his beloved son and wife had at last laid hold of him* Sorrow* 

fill indeed must have been the realisation of it and while there is 

no documentary evidence to support it, there must have been grave 

concern regarding the health of his two daughters. Would this 

wasting disease also lay its lethal hand upon them?

Toward the close of this year Foster ha& several attacks in 

which he hemorrhage^ blood* About the middle of January, 1843, 

this was repeated* One thinks of what that youthful Greek singer, 

John £eats, said;when he noticed one morning upon his handkerchief 

the fatal dark red stain * "That is my death warrant*" Foster's 

strength now became impaired and he was seized by a general languor 

and lassitude, although he continued to go about when the weather 

was good* In June, 1843, he attended, aa had been his custom, the 

theological examination at Bristol Baptist College; this being,
i

according to &yland, his last public appearance*

By September the cough had been growing persistently worse 

and there was a marked increase In his general debility* He felt 

that the cough was due to an irritation of his throat and not to 

the condition of his lungs* He had to forego all visitors and 

could only get relief from coughing by the use of laudanum, yyhlch 

he was disinclined to use, and resorted to only when he was ex 

hausted by the strain* On the 24th of September he took to his 

room and never left It again* He became weaker and weaker, sitting 

up only a part of the day* One of his daughters or a friend read
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to him occasionally from a sermon, such as Dr* ioddridge's, or 

from the Mble, -During the last two or three days of his life 

at his request they read to him only from the ooriptures.

He was cheerful and thoughtful to the end* He would let no 

one sit up with him at night t not even a part of the night* He 

gratefully waved them away when they offered, and insisted that 

they go to bed and rest comfortably. He was very considerate of 

the two servants who had lived with him for about thirty years* 

When he could do nothing at all at last he rejoiced that he could 

still pray and spoke of it as being a "glorious thing19 * He fre 

quently quoted a passage of Scripture and spoke an encouraging 

word of faith to those attending him* With perfect dignity and 

calm composure he prepared for the end. Bowhere is there on 

record an account of one who more peacefully "wrapped the draperies 

of hie couch about him11 and lay down for the last long sleep*

On October 14th, being slightly weaker and breathing with 

great difficulty, John Foster gently requested .that he be left 

alone through the afternoon and evening* Ho one read to him that 

day* -it intervals the family looked in on him, and then softly 

closed the door again* At bedtime members of the household in- 

sisted that someone be allowed to sit up with him through the night* 

.but he steadily refused, though prolonged coughing brought him to 

the point of exhaustion, and they left him alone. The kind servant 

who attended him listened at his door at four in the morning, heard 

him breathing, but would not go in for fear of disturbing him* At 

six o'clock she went again to the door* This time there was no 

sound* Going in she found his arms extended and a tranquil peaoe

1** f\/o
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upon hia fade* She touched his hand. It was still warm* She 

touched hiu forehead* It had grown cold. Softly she left the 

room. Death, "an old door aet in a garden wall*, had opened 

gently on its hinges, and on that Sunday morning, October 16, 

1843, John Foster passed through to gather the lovely flowers 

of peace and joy in the eternal garden of God* How fitting that 

his.,saintly soul should make the passage on the day he had so 

often spent in holy service! On the following Saturday* October 

21, they laid his body in the burial-ground of the Bownend Chapel, 

where he twice was minister f in the same grave with his son*

The period in which John Foster lived was one of the most 

momentous in the whole history of mankind* It certainly was with 

out doubt a period of great importance for the Knglish speaking 

peoples* Stirring changes were in the air which would shake 

thrones and governments and alter the whole lives of peoples every 

where. To understand a man like Foster one should have in mind the 

background of his times, His period has been studied by many schol 

ars and historians go again and again to it to find the roots of 

the modern era* $rom 1770 f the year of Foster's birth, to 1843, 

the year of his death, great transitions and transformations were 

constantly ooouring in political thoughts and practices, economic 

principles and habits, and religious beliefs and conduct. With an 

amazing and bewildering rapidity new ideas, new events, new dis 

coveries and inventions, combined to introduce one revolutionary 

change after another* tfor almost seventy-five years these startling 

revolutions charged the atmosphere of the times with elootric ex 

pectancy* Ordinary people were intoxicated and did extra-ordinary



things. Extraordinary people were stimulated into the accomplish 

ments of genius. Every area of life was influenced. Effort, ac 

tivity, experimentation, change, all mounted to a feverish pitch. 

The world seethed in restlessness and quivered under recurrent 

flashes of pain, suffered excruciating tortures, cried out in anguish 

and with a series of mighty convulsions brought forth the modern era. 

The early years of the eighteenth century had seen England sink 

to the nadir of corruption and immorality. The "Age of Walpole" was 

marJced by political degeneracy and moral depravity, In politics the 

first "Prime Minister" made "bribery and corruption a persistent and 

consistent policy of state"* Gambling reached such universality as 

perhaps it has not done in any period since, unless it be the nine 

teen- twenties in America during the "Coolidge era". The mania rose 

to a frenzy in 1720 when the South Sea Bubble grew and grew in mag* 

nitude, and finally exploded, to become "the most colossal financial 

swindle in British hi story % Heavy drinking and wenching were com 

monly accepted practices. "Drux&eness* says Dr. Oreighton in his
A

admirable 'History of Epidemics in Britain 1 , was so prevalent that 

the College of Physicians, on 19th January, 1726, Tnade a representa 

tion on the subject to the House of Common3 through JDr. Freind, one 

of its fellows and member for Launceston, fielding guessed that a 

hundred thousand in England lived on drink alone. Siz gallons of 

spirits per head of the population per annum is an estimate for this 

period against one gallon at present, ni4 Hobbera and highwaymen gen 

erally carried on their "professions" with impunity. Anyone driving 

through lonely country districts, even those adjacent to towns, went 

prepared to be accosted by some Plo& 2urpin. Violence* seduction.

14. Social England, Vol. 7. p. 50.
I'y H. i). Trail".~ Castel! as Co. London, 1898.
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and rape were everyday events*

By the terras of the treaty of Utrecht in 1713, England 

wrested from Spain and France the monopoly of slave-trading. Ho 

page of England's history is as "black as that which was written as 

a result of the Asiento. thousands of slaves were transported in 

British ships during the next seventy?five years and sold to Kew 

World plantations, the horror, filth and brutality whioh accompanied 

this nefarious traffic revolt sensitive minds today* "The alave 

trade, with its concomitant evils, was the nursing mother of the 

worst industrial ills that grew up around it* To procure or ewe for 

slave-ships the wiles of crimps, decoys and sharks were widely em 

ployed. Here a tenant was lured into debt and offered the alteraa* 

tive of prison or service on a slave-ship$ there a youth was induced 

to run up a drinfc bill in a gin shop, and soon was presented with 

the same option* 2?he diabolical ingenuity of crimps, who contracted 

with alave-ship captains for a supply of seamen, forms a sordid 

chapter in cunning* *ind as for the procuring of slaves on the Afri 

can coast, intoxication, tribal warfare, arson, rapine, plunder were 

all part of the traffic 1 s stoci>in-trade* Annually scores of Afri 

can villages were rased to the ground and, as Wilberforce uointed 

out in Parliament, oases were proved where British ships bombarded 

"'jest Coast * towns for no other purpose than to force them 'to
3.JB

lower the price of slaves' * n*° Upon the barbarities and horrors 

practiced upon the slaves themselves w© need not dwell* The authentic 

accounts and descriptions of their treatment still extant chill the 

blood*

15. «T* Wesley i> ready; This ffreedom-Whenoe? pp. 40* 41, 
American Tract Society.1 Hew York, 1942.
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In religion enthusiasm waa despised. Be lam was on the rise. 

The French Deista,following the lead of the Kngliah in an earlier 

century, soon came to dominate the intelleotual life of the time. 

Voltaire and ^ouaaean (later in the century) with their fllghta of 

Man, were sowing the seeds of the French -evolution. Out of Deism 

oaine a scepticism which orept into the ranks of the clergy and en- 

err at ed the religious life of the day* Home, carrying the criticism 

of Berkeley and Loo&e to its conclusion, showed the Impossibility n of 

a rational construction by way of demonstration in metaphysics or In 

natural theology". He also pi-iced ethics not on a rational basis but 

upon the principle of pleasure and pain to oneself and to others* In

the Established Ohuroh spiritual life reached such a low ebb that
> 

Bishop Berkeley wrote In 1758 v "Morality and religion have collapsed

to a degree that hag never been Known in any Christian countryI" 

And .bishop -iiutler wrote in 1736, "It la coma, I know not how, to be 

taken for granted, by many persons, that Christianity is not so much 

aa a subject of inquiry; but that it is, now at length, discovered 

to be fictitious* and accordingly they treat it, as if, in the 

present age, this were an agreed point among all people of discern* 

raent; and nothing remained, but to set it up as a principal subject 

of mirth and ridicule, as it were by way of reprisals, for its hav 

ing so long interrupted the pleasures of the world,"16 Bven among 

the Dissenters during the early years of the Eighteenth Century there 

was a falling away* A wave of lifeless Arian teaching passed over 

the pulpits of the non-conformists. In 1729 complaints were made 

about dissenting churches losing their members and declining in

16. Bishop Joseph Jbutler: "Advertisement"
Prefixed to first edition of the Analogy of
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efficiency* Ihie condition called forth a publication which was
'•*

entitled, "An Inquiry into the Causes of the Decay of the i>issent- 

Ing Interest"« Philip l>oddridge soon followed suit with his pamph 

let, "free thoughts on the Beet Means of reviving the Dissenting 

Interest". The Established Church, save for a very few men, was 

given over to a lifeless passivity and the saad scramble for position 

and lucrative posts among the clergy* !Phe indisputable evidence 

which still survives demonstrates the cunning and chicanery to which 

even the leading men of the Church unashamedly stooped to feather 

their own nests* "The history of the Church of Kngland in the 

eighteenth century Is proverbially dull* AS a church, it never 

seemed more ashamed of itself; as an estate of the realm, it ceased 

to hold its representative assembly; as a religious force, it saw 

Itself distanced by ifcm«*Qonf0rming agencies; as an establishment, it 

became steadily more inadequate.

It was a coarse age* *Hua and filth were everywhere* The dally 

bath had not yet become the distinguishing marl: of the .Englishman. 

Table manners were crude* Aristocratic ladies sometimes used lang 

uage whioh would msJce a longshoreman of our degenerate days turn 

pink behind the ears. 2he name of Deity, whioh the Puritans had re-
ft

served for the most sacred occasions, which the Quakers refused to
>$» 

utter in courts of law, was invoiced on ,\11 occasions. The English 

soldiers In Glanders were regularly fcaown as the 'Qoddana 1 , and they 

were not far ahead of the civilian population in the ready flow of 

their profanity*

17* 0. uaymond i>ea«ley; Social .&iffl«ad* Vol. 7. p. 403

18* Leo Martauat Mrs* Grundy, p* 179
D. Applet on & wo*, Jfew York and London. 1930.
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During the reigns of the first two Georges, who were Ger 

man and not English, the great Whig f-r Hies controlled nsrlia- 

ment, the King, and country by high-handed bribery and corruption. 

For about sixty years this Whip; oligarchy was to have full sway.

When George III came to the throne (1760) an imme UE te 

struggle began between the King, who was bent on regaining the 

power of the Crown, and Parliament as represented by the '.Yhigs. 

The King soon learned the arts of politics as they were practiced 

then and became adept at tl*o game. Lecky says of George III, 

"Ignorant, narrow-minded, and arbitrary, -vith an unbounded confi 

dence in his ovm judgment, and an extravagant estimate of his 

prerogative, received at ell hazards to compel his ministers to 

adopt his own views, or to undermine thorn, if they refused, he 

spent a long life in obstinately resisting measures v;hich are 

now almost universally admitted to have been good, and in support 

ing measures v.tolch are universally admitted to have been bad," 1 ^ 

He espoused the American quarrel and resisted all measures of con 

ciliation. In the riddlesex Election he was interested in abridg 

ing the electoral rights of constituencies and menacing the liberty 

of the subject* He was the last King to deorive an officer of his 

regiment because of his vote in Parliament, He contracted debts 

of almost three million and one-half pounds and it is generally 

agreed that most of this money was spent in bribery one1 electoral 

corruption. He opposed .".11 improvement of the condition of Ireland, 

which was in an abject state. He opposed Catholic emancipation, 

the publication of Parliamentary debates, the reduction of sine 

cures and pensions. He created Tory peers vd.th abandon and danger-

7. '  . h. Lecky: England in the XVIII th' ^ntury. Vol. Ill n.
I}. Applcton fie Go. Ne v York. 1882.
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ously changed the character of the House of Lords. He supported 

the slave trade and endorsed Pitt*s suspension in 1794*5 of al 

most every guarantee of liberty. He considered, in the words of 

Leoky, "the test and corporation Acts as the palladium of the con 

st itut ion". He fanned the war with France and interfered with 

peace negotiations and before th© century was over, he had won a 

smashing victory over the ««higg t Supported by the reaction which 

Burke precipitated by his Keflections on the French ^evolution. 

George succeeded in retarding all reform for well over a half-a* 

century and creating a reactionary tory regime of the first water. 

By 1770, the year of John Foster's birth, 192 members of the 

House of Commons held places under the government. Bioh East and 

West Indians were buying up borough seats at 3000 to 5000 poundsi

each* In 1768 election costs for the town of Northampton had a* 

mounted to 30,000 pounds for each party* ^he education, sanitary 

conditions, and general well-being of the masses were shamefully 

neglected,

Despite the low depth to which the morals of the English 

people had sunk and despite the reactionary policies of government 

which retarded progress great forces were at work which could not 

be restrained. The Wesleyan Revival, led by v^esley and Whitefield, 

had begun the sweeping Evangelical movement which "contested three 

Kingdoms for @od M and transformed the moral life of the people, 

spiritualizing the whole dissenting element and the Established 

Church Itself. This religious revival which affected every house 

hold of England was likewise paralleled by the great industrial and 

political awakening, *t the time of the birth of Foster, the old 

order was fast giving away and change was on the march everywhere.
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By the first of the next century "it was no longer considered 

Immoral, or even unfashionable, to be enthusiastic. The 'Spiri 

tual Quixote 1 t that curious expression of a cynicism which aped 

orthodoxy, had made way for the serious and earnest appeals of wri 

ters profoundly influenced by Christian zeal, such as v.illlam
20 Wliberforoe and Hannah More."

In the industrial world now Inventions were opening up the 

factory era* Kay's flying shuttle in 1733, followed by Hargreave's 

jenny in 1764, Arkwrlght's frame In 1773, and Crompton's mule in 1779 

revolutionized the spinning and weaving Industry* By the time Foster 

was a lad of fifteen (1785) the factory system had begun In earnest, 

although in the remote regions of Yorkshire the young John still 

worked at the handloom and did piece work under a "master-manufactur 

er"* Trade Unionism wao asserting itself and with the rising of the 

faotories workers began to unite to protect themselves and assert 

their demands* Watt's steam engine, whioh worked commercially In 

1776, precipitated with great speed the Industrial evolution, which 

now roared forward on whirring wheels,

Ten years before Foster's birth, 1760, the coach from £din» 

burgh to London left once a month. £he Journey required sixteen 

days. There were sections over whioh the coach ran without a turn 

pike* But by the time Foster was a year or two old Macadam, an 

Ayrshire roadmaker, had revolutionized highway building and coaches 

were rolling In regions that hitherto had been inaccessible* Jour- 

nies were being reduced to one-half their former time* Bridges were 

connecting regions previously separated by water. Canals were easily 

bringing coal to Industrial centers from mines whioh had been remote,

20. '*. H. Button: Social England* Vol* V. p. 541
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The rapid pace of improvement in transportation was to toe maintained 

throughout Foster's life* In 1812, when he was a mature man of forty- 

two, a steam vessel was operating on the Clyde and seven years later 

one crossed the Atlantic* ?he year John Foster celebrated his six* 

tieth birthday (1830) the Llverpool-*Manoheater railway was opened*

Svery field was experiencing an awakening during Foster's youth, 

Medicine and surgery had become sciences. Experiments in physios 

were under way whioh laid the groundwork for To It, a, and Ohm, and 

Taraday later on* The last of the great explorers. Captain Cook, 

was discovering Australia when Foster was being born* Agricultural 

life was being radically altered; rural society convulsed* Foster 

as a lad worked on a farm in Yorkshire and saw his parents groan 

under the burden of the tenant system operated by grasping land* 

lords* While "enclosure", the fencing in of commons and pastures, 

guaranteed a steady increase of the food supply to maintain a popu 

lation growing by leaps and bounds under the impulse of the Indus 

trial ^evolution, still the innovation marked the extinction of the 

oonmoner, small farmer, small free-holder, and even the yeoman* 

Horse-hoeing, introduced by Jethro full, was just being generally 

practiced in Foster's youth* This meant a great increase in the 

production of food* '?he growing manufacturing and Industrial centers, 

burgeoning forth with mush-*room growth oitles like Bristol, Sheffield, 

Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Liverpool, Glasgow^put an ever 

increasing demand upon the farmer*

In politics the ideas of the rights of man and the "liberty, 

equality, fraternity" of iiousseau soon became the catch-words of the 

French ^evolution* When Foster was nineteen years of age the Revolu 

tion broke* #rom the beginning he was influenced by it* Growing up
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in an oppressed class and belonging to a religious group which 

still smarted under harsh restrictions Foster's whole youthful 

spirit became enarmored with the ideas of freedom, and from his 

earliest manhood he became a champion of the oppressed. Being 

only six years of age when American Independence occurred,Foster 

was not old enough to express an intelligent opinion* £ut as 

soon as he began to think for himself he came to side with the 

Americans*

The ^evolution in francs, which was hailed at first by many* 

Englishmen with delight as the end of the Bourbons and the beginn 

ing Of a democratic government across the channel, was, after 1792, 

when the French issued their Edict of Fraternity,viewed with alarm 

in Britain* This decree following hard upon the tempering and 

sobering influence of ^ or ice's "Reflections" which appear ad in 1790, 

combined to reverse the opinion of a great majority of the people 

in regard to the efficacy of the Revolution* The bloody excesses 

soon outraged thinking English minds and a period of violent re 

action set in in English politics whioh choked, off all reforms 

and witnessed the repeal of many freedom-guaranteeing laws* By 

1793 reaction seized the government. Habeas Corpus was suspended.Muir 

and Palmer were transported for treasonable activities. Treasonable 

practices and sedition meetings acts were passed and rigidly en* 

forced* Still among the raas3es of England there was a strong revo 

lutionary tide and many believed that the same forces whioh were 

on the loose in France would soon beeafc out in England to end the 

Hanoverian dynasty. The government became terrified. In 1795 the
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the Zing*s carriage was assaulted "by a mob. Uy 1796 a fear of a 

French invasion had oauaed widespread alarm and in 1797 a monetary 

crisis reached a panic stage* During these years Foster was in 

Ireland and the year of the assault on the King's carriage found 

him In Dublin without a stated appointment and a member of a society 

of "democrats 11 called the "Sons of Brutus11   AS many of the young 

men of the day, John foster at this period was on fire with the 

"republican" and Jacobin ideas of the ^evolution. The year of 

panic, 1797, was the year footer began his pastorate at Chichester. 

He was twenty-seven now* While he was to recede somewhat from his 

youthful "revolutionary" principles he was never to become a re- 

aotlonary. Ho man ever labored harder for reform than he did during 

the first quarter of the nineteenth century and no nian In England 

smarted more than did John Poster under the retrenchment and Tory- 

Ism of the UapoIonic Wars* He hailed the Reform Bill of 1838 with 

delight, but was soon to become disappointed with its actual accomp* 

llshments* He rightly belongs with the most progressive element 

of the Liberal Party of the nineteenth-century in English politics* 

This group has sometimes been called "radical"*

About the time of Foster's birth the freedom of the press haA 

been secured* Through the results of the WlDces Affair and the 

Middlesex Elections Parliamentary reporting had been established. 

During the days of Foster's Infancy the growth of the freedom of 

the press, according to Lec&y, "is perhaps the most momentous of 

all the events of the period"»el 3?he rise of the magazine now be 

gan and the newspapers changed their oharaoter to include political 

discussions aa well as news and advertisements, thus succeeding the 

old political pamphlets long in vogue.

91. Lnokvs OP. Pit. p. 284 81
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In the area of English arta and literature a great era was 

opening* >arlng the reign of George II, Handel had written his su 

perb oratorios to create the new field of English musio and music- 

appreciation* By the time of Foster's birth Hogarth and Wilson in 

painting had "been euooeeded by the great school of the portrait 

painters* Reynolds, Gainsborough, and liomney were flourishing in 

London during Foster's boyhood* After foster was a mature man 

Turner was to come into hia own* In literature* Foster's life* 

time reached from the closing years of the reign of Dr* Johnson 

to the rising of Tennyson's star* John Foster was contemporary 

with some of the greatest names in English literature* As a yo mg 

lad Foster had immediately behind him Popo, Swift, iiamaay, Watts, 

Young, Thomson, I>«foe, and Johnson. l>r« Johnson, whom Poster ad 

mired all through his life, died when Foster was fourteen years of 

age. Foster lived through the period when the romantic and natural 

ist schools of literature were throwing off the yoke of classioism. 

The "Augustan" era of Anne was now two generations behind* Cowper, 

BlaJce, tfuras, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Grabbe* Gibbon* Burke, Pain§, 

3oott, £yron, Shelley, Heats, Southey, Be '4uinoey, Lamb, Hazlitt, 

Hannah More, and Jane Austen all were writing during Fosters life* 

time and could be generally considered his contemporaries* In the 

closing years of Foster's life Oarlyle and Llaoaulay stood at the 

center of the stage and Browning and Dickens were just making their 

entrances* What a galaxy of literary luminariesi Small wonder 

many lesser lights, who in any other period would have been consider* 

ed bright, in this period only appear to glimmer* We must not fill 

to mention the fact that when Foster was six years old (1776) these
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appeared Adam Smith's Wealth of Hations, which was to profoundly alter 

economic thought and for over a hundred years to mould the minds of 

economists and shape the lives of nations* Strange, is It not, that 

two students trained in the same university, the University of Glas 

gow, should in the same year, that fatal year of 1776, "bring forth 

a book and an engine which would inaugurate a Kevolution that would 

affect all of human society and far outweigh in importance the 

American involution which occurred that very year, and the French 

Devolution soon to brealct

We have called Foster's period the ^.ge of Change. This is true 

in threo respects* first^foster saw England and JGotland pass from 

lory ism to democracy* 3?hia political revolution expressed itself 

in England in the wave of reform v&ioh finally oame despite tern* 

porary checks. It expressed itself first in the American devolution 

and the establishment of the American republic* It expressed itself 

in France in lih© French revelation, though the excesses manifested 

there served to "bring back the monarchy in the person of Hapoleon 

on a tide of reaction. Everywhere the long suffering masses of
#

the people were giving voice to long deep-seated grievances and 

injustices, and the new-found voice was the press, which at long 

last had established its freedom* ?Jhe resurgence of the rights of 

the people joined with a free press^produced the change to democracy.

In the second place, Foster saw England in her economic life 

pass from a policy of mercantilism to one of Laissez-faire* :,;er- 

oantilism is the theory that the chief purpose of a nation is to 

accumulate money* Its proponettts contended that a nation ought to 

export as much as it'could and import as little as possible. All
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the money would be coming in, or, at least most of it, and that 

would increase wealth* Oat of this policy came high protectire 

tariffs against imports and subsidies stimulating exports* Trad 

ing monopolies were set up to exploit colonial possessions. "Mer 

cantilist practice, however, was found undesirable by its inevit 

able victims* It encouraged the exploitation of labor through low 

wages and long hours, in the interest of exports. It led to inter 

national conflicts about trade and colonies. And it was followed 

by protest and occasional revolt in the colonies themselves. The 

American devolution was In large part a reaotion against the Mer 

cantilist policy of England as applied to liorth America - restriction 

of colonial manufacture, trade and currency systems for the sake of 

retaining the new lands as a source of raw materials and a market
22for manufactured exports of the home country*" Francois (^ueenay, 

French physiocrat, had already advanced his economic doctrine of 

"Laissez-faire'1 based on a belief In the "natural" economic order. 

This doctrine was advanced by Adam Smith, who worked independently, 

and who contended in his world-shaking book that all restrictions 

should be removed and that economic society should be allowed to 

operate according to "natural laws". Smith's theories received a 

wide acceptation in Kngland, Europe,and ^merlca^and precipitated 

the reaction from mercatlllsm, causing great economic changes.

In the third place, Foster saw Kngland and Scotland pass from 

a land-state to a steam-state. The change which this transition 

caused was all&oonvulsive. The Industrial Revolution altered not 

only every area of life In Britain but in all ^urope and the

22. George ooule: The Strength of Ilationa* p. 104
The ^aoMillanTTo., Hew York. 1943*
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world. Hew powers (steaia, gas t electricity), new materials 

(ooal, cotton* steel, rubber), together with new forma of 

business (oooperatives and corporations) all combined to produce 

the Industrial -devolution, This was by far the most important 

of all the changes. Out of these changes came the modern era, 

and with its coming came one of the first true moderns, John 

Foster*



Chapter III 

JOHN FOSfSSt THE ESSAYIST
*

It is as a writer of great English prose freighted with 

profound thoughts and ideas that John Foster will live* Ho 

writer of the English language has ever excelled him in the
-^^ "» *» -taf ^jy, 

I/ . .

mastery of his native speech* During his lifetime and for half-   '* 
a-century afterward Foster was exalted by eritios and students

to one of the highest niohes ever given any English writer, 

Shakspeare himself only e accepted* His name was known among the 

students of literature until the opening of the Twentieth Century*
 

Then he gradually dropped from notice and became'neglected* Later 

works of English literature made no mention of him* Encyclopaedias,
/.

suoh as the Brittainloa. which one:- had devoted two pages to him, 

began to omit him entirely* Modern students do not know him at 

allf Here is one of the great mysteries of English literature, 

which we believe la without a parallel anywhere* For one hundred
K '

years, a full oentury, a man Is classified among the Immortals, 

then suddenly Is renumbered no more. On both sides the Atlantic 

his name and works were honored and cherished - then swiftly In 

America and in England he is oast into the limbo of the forgotten* 

What happened?

At first glance there might appear to be nothing unusual 

about this. Does not this frequently occur?''Are not many misjudged

in their own day? Is It not necessary for a man to wait until <
enough time has passed to be fairly estimated? It is not a question 

of what one's contemporaries think - it is a question of the 

Jud^nent of History* We are willing to admit that all this Is 

true - that many men frequently enjoy fame when they are living
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only to be Immediately forgotten upon their death. It Is very 

simple* What they did was ephemeral, not immortal. That is all* 

But it is our contention that this is not the case with John 

Foster* ?or a full :; half^a^oentury * after his death he main-
 /*^v

talned the place he held and continued to gain in men's esteem* 
After the opening of the twentieth century he was still being

read and il quoted,^ among ;. r$ hlgfc-^iainded men. Then suddenly 

he passed from view* since the first World War only once has

someone attempted to call him forth from the tomb* But, that
j&; 

attempt was unsuccessful, What happened? The solution of this

mystery we shall leave for the final chapter, when we shall have 

attained a more comprehensive basis for analysis*

Let us now record some contemporary opinions of Foster and f 

then, some later opinions selected from a period of almost a cen 

tury* During his lifetime and for long years afterward, Foster 

was referred to as "the essayist"* Hot as a theologian! not as a 

philosopher* not as a preacher did men expect him to lay claim to 

immortality. It was as an English essayist that they were sure 

he would be remembered, That is the reason that we have kept the 

phrase ''the essayist* in the heading of this chapter* We concur 

In that judgment*

Thomas De Quincey once wrote a series of biographical and 

historical Essays for Talt*s Edinburgh Magazine, They were gen* 

erally of such a fine order and so well received that they were 

collected aM published in a volume* these essays were among 

his most popular publications. They have passed through many 

editions and are now classic* De Quincey placed the name of 

foster in a series which Included Shakspeare, Milton, Lamb, Shelley,
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Keats, Goethe, Schiller, Hiohter, and Hazlitt, This is quite 

startling and revealing* This led Paul Kaufman,, one of the 

few moderns who have "discovered" John Foster to express amaze 

ment at his neglect, 1 But though De Quinoey includes Foster with 

these other luminaries of literature he has hardly a good word 

for him* His criticisms are harsh, his Judgment of Foster un 

balanced, and his whole treatment contemptuous, superficial, and 

contradictory. For'example in one place De Quincey says of Foster f s 

essays f "It cannot be said of them that they have any practical
Vf

character calculated to serve the uses of life,*8 Then, on the 

very next page, writing of a specific essay, he says, "The worst 

result from this essay is not merely speculative; it trains the 

feelings to false admiration*, and upon a path which is the more 

dangerous, as the besetting temptation of our Inglish life lies 

already towards an estimate much too high of all qualities bearing 

upon the active and the practical^ We need no spur in that dlreo* 

tlon*"3 Bid De Qulnoey have his wits about,him? Although the 

value of De Quincey's essay is almost nugatory in arriving at any
^ * j  

fair estimate of Foster, for he lifts his opinions from Gilfillan 

and in at least one instance offers as a criticism of Foster, a 

point whloh Foster himself took great pains to elaborate and recog 

nize, via*, that decision of character or lack of it in a person
   -fiy'-

-i/

1* Tide* Paul Kaufmanni John Foster * a Pioneer Inte r pre ta ti on of 
the Romantic, Modern Language Notes* Vbl* 31H 
January, 1925, footnote, 41*

2. Thomas Be Quinoeyi Biographical & Hlstorial Essays. River side 
Edition of the Works of Thomas De Quinoey, Volume VI, p, 352 
Essay gn John Foster*p» 358* Houghton, Mifflin, & Go,, Boston,

3. ffijd., p, 355



depends a great deal upon the bodily condition, yet the very fact 

that Do Quince y treats him at all testifies to the truth that even
• ".! ' : -

though Foster had been dead then for a year and had not written 

anything of exceptional merit for fifteen years or more before 

De Quincey considered Foster f s claim to fame secure,

A writer in a Scottish publication a short time after Foster's 

death had this to say of him: "He is one of a few who have brought 

the English tongue back from a sapless conventionality, to a vital 

actuality**4 And again, "John Foster belongs to us all, as a 

writer, who, beyond any other has enriched our English literature 

with full toned and impassioned eloquence,"5 A friendly writer in 

the Eclectic Review, who wrote a classical appreciation of Foster 

at his death, states without hesitancy, "His writings must live as 

long as the English language lives."6 sir James Mackintosh, well* 

known British Statesman and historian, said of Foster! «X hare read
**

with the greatest admiration the essays of Mr, Foster * He is one , 

of the most profound and eloquent writers that England has produced?7 

William Cathoart asserted unequivocally that "Ho man of culture and 

of means reckons his library complete without the works of John 

Foster**8

4* Unsigned article on John Foster in The North British Review* 
Edinb$rghf August, 1846, Reprinted""!!" Cittel* s living Age,
September 1846*

6. Article on John Foster In the Eclectic Hevlew. Feb., 1844*
d

7* Quoted in the article on John Foster in Ll^inoottys Pronouncing 
Biographical Dictionary, 1890*

8, arllllam Oathoartj Baptist Encyclopedia* p, 407, Col* I.
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In America, where Foster f s works passed through many editions 

and where he gained a wide (if not his widest) following, men sang 

his praises even more loudly than in Scotland and tngland* C. M* 

Miller wrote: "As a writer, John Foster has had few superiors! as
• *

a thinker, few equals. wd W* W* Everts waxed almost rhapsodical 

over Fosters "There has'not appeared among English-specking people 

in this century a more original thinker, a more suggestive writer, 

or one nfco has opened the mysteries of roan's spiritual being and 

destiny with pxofounder thought or more striking illustration than 

John Foster. His writings furnish a ootapend of profound and 

brilliant thoughts and sentiments in the realm of politics, philo-
•,•*;*?-•

«ophyf morals, religion, and literary criticism*.,,. In some books 

the gold is diffused through much sand, invisible and hard to collect 4 

In his it lies like nuggets in quartz, Foster is the Christian 

Shakespeare,**0 3* F, Smith, editor of the Boston Christian Review, 

wrote of Foster: "He has the honor of having plven some of its 

oholoest specimens to the literature of the English language, which 

will go down *ith it to the latest tiiaes**3-* Alexander McWhorter 

prophesied, "It is as an Issayist that the name of Foster will 

live***2 In Southern tTnited States, Foster was also known*

» $* M. Miller in The Rational Mafflzine^ Hew York, Feb., 1857. 
Tol* 10, p*

10* W« W* B verts j John Foster? Life fe Thoughts* Funk & Wagnalls*Hew York*            ~

11, &* F, Smith in the Ohristiaii Heveiw* Boston*, 1846* 
Tol* llf p* 437*

12* Alexander MoWhorter. in Theu Kejr Enflander* New Haven* 
April, 1647*
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William K, Soreeven, author of "Christianity and Its Relations to 

Poetry and Philosophy, predicted in Ifoe Southern Literary Messenger. 

the leading literary production of the South for a long period and
»   *

the medium through which Sdgar Allan Foe was introduced to the 

literary world, that "His (Foster's) four principal essays will 

live as long as the language in which they are written, and will 

continue to develop and improve the character of men to the remotest
13time***** Only two Americana in the present period, to our knowledge, 

have become enthusiastic "discoverers" of John Foster, viz»» John
s

R» Mott and Paul Kaufman. , Dr» Mott'a interest in Foster was re 

ligious* Kaufman-'s, interest was literary and in a very scholarly 

paper he unearths Foster's towering genius and marvels at his far- 

sighted thinking, asserting that he belongs to the present century * 
Kaufman, ; too, is at a loss to explain the neglect of dohn foster* 

*I am not sure how far we have progressed beyond Foster****. 

Consider his insight into romantic egotism, romantic revery, ro 

mantic imagination, his unmasking of romantic belief in human good 

ness and in the sway of sympathy and benevolence, his consequent 

exposure of the fallacy of romantic humanitarian!am. We must

then grant him the title of pioneer in the interpretation of the
14English romantic revolt*" And, again, *Hot until Haalitt's signi 

ficant importation of Son 10gel's exposition of the classical and
SI- «

romantic eleven years later do we meet anything approaching it
ij.

even remotely. This fact in itself makes Foster*s eclipse the more

13* William S« Soreeven* John Foster* Southern Literary 
Messenger* Richmond, July, T&M* Vol. 18, p. 439*

14* Paul Kaufmam.: John Foster*a Pioneer Interpretation of the 
Rpmantlo*. Modern language Note's. VolV be, January*
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Incomprehensible, that he was widely read 10 attested by the no 

less than thirty-five editions through which the essays passed. 

Such men as Home Tooke f Joseph Oottie, and De Quincey mention his 

work with admiration*" Let It also not be forgotten that Samuel 

Taylor Oolerldge so much appreciated Foster's literary prowess and 

pronouncod powers that he unsuccessfully endeavored to enlist Foster 

as a writer for the periodical which he (Oolerldge) ventured to 

publish* on his own*

We have recorded these various judgments of Foster's writings 

In order to show that for well over one hundred years now whenever 

a man has taken the time and pains to explore Foster's work he has 

immediately become a lifetime admirer of strong enthusiasm and 

attachment* So many capable judges cannot all be wrong, The 

writings of John Foster are undeniably on many counts among the 

greenest In the Ingllsh language* Here is an unworked vein of 

finest ore, vast and priceless, awaiting n&oever has the audacity 

to stake a claim and the energy to sink a shaft«

The essay was Foster's chief literary form* It was the only 

form suited to his subject matter, style, and purpose, Montaigne 

Is generally credited with originating this literary device and 

also with first naming It* He called his novel treatments essala and 

the word caught on, atuck, and was taken over into the English lan 

guage. In an essay a man makes no pretense to exhausting his sub 

ject, but Indicates by the employment of this form that he intends 

In a brief manner to set forth hie own personal reflections and 

Ideas upon it, This literary form ia still popular today although

15« Ibid* Joseph Qottle's reference to Foster is found in his 
"BemTniaoenoea of a^ujiilfayl.or^ Coleridge and Robert 3 out hey, 
1848. Xritro, ppt M. * XIit
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known by otter nanes* Many of the "articles" in magazines today 

are merely essays. The "editorials" of the daily newspapers are 

really short essays*" The regular "columns", so popular today, are 

essays by oritioal journalists or so-called "commentators". Especially 

is this device suitable for "moralizing** Many of the modern print 

ed sermous of the outstanding clergymen of the day are moral essays* 

It is difficult for a sermon transcribed for publication to remain 

strictly a sermon* Usually the apoken style is transformed into a 

written one and the resultant product loses all semblance of a 

discourse*

Foster also employed that other literary device, which is the 

chief literary form used in the Hew Testament, viz*, the letter.Of 

the twenty-seven books of the New Testament, five are historical, one 

is apocalyptic and twenty-one are letters* A "letter" is one of the 

most ancient of all literary forms* It may be personal -an "X* 

to a "you" - or it may be generally addressed to whoever happens to 

read it. This last is correctly an "epistle"* The letters of lit 

erary men have frequently been preserved! not only for the biographi 

cal notes which they contain but for the different facets of the 

author*s mind which they reveal, for the different ideas they re 

flect, and for their value as literary specimens. A "letter" and 

ana "essay" are close kin* Foster's letters were mainly "personal" 

but there is no escaping the fact that he wrote all of them with 

great pains, conscious that many of them would be preserved* Some 

few he intended to be "open", certain full well that they would be 

so regarded* Besides his essays and letters Foster was widely 

known for his "reviews"* These reviews are actually critical essays* 

There were over one hundred and eighty-five of them and they con*
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stitute the chief bulk of his literary output* Several of his 

better known essays grew out of discourses. He has left us two 

volumes of "Lectures", the literary remains of a series of speoiel 

addresses which he delivered by agreement with a select group of 

admirers at the Broadmead Ohapel in Bristol* Besides his Essays, 

Letters, Reviews, and Lectures, there remain some "revised" frag* 

ments of sermons which he never intended for publication, a 

Journal of several hundred items* and one or two stray literary 

bits*

THE ESSAYS
Foster's first published works were two volumes of essays 

which appeared in 1605 under the title of Essays. In A Series Of 

letters fro ^ yrieitdy I*>n@aant Burst, Bead* and Orme of London , 

were the publishers* Why the publishers elected to present these 

essays to the public In a two-volume form we do not know, In sub 

sequent editions they appeared in one volume* One of these oon-» 

tains a little over three hundred pages* Foster's essays were widely 

received from the very beginning* In less than a year three editions 

were called for* Altogether these essays ran through no less then 

forty-four English and American editions* They were acclaimed on 

both sides the Atlantic as the work of genius* Thoughtful men 

studied them with delight and instruction*

The * friend" to whom these essays were addressed was Mtss Maria 

Snooke, who subsequently became Mrs* John foster* These formal 

essays were not intended for her personally, nor do they contain 

anything of a personal mature or reference* They are striotly for 

mal* Each essay is divided into "letters", and as Foster sent to
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his beloved lady each division of an essay he. accompanied it with 

a note of explanation* These notes have not been preserved* They 

were never included in the volumes containing the essays, nor did 

they belong to be included* Actually the essays are wholly inde 

pendent and formal literary treatises which have no relation and . 

could not havev to the "amours" of a nan and nsoman* They deal 

with "heavy" subjects and the thought-provoking matter each oon~ 

tains requires the full application of the mind* What strange 

missives and what an unusual device to employ to woo a fair lady I" 

No one but John Foster would have courted his Juliet in this manner* 

There is not a word of love, no poetry or song, nothing about birds 

and trees and streams and moonlight and roses* But,- imagine it! - 

titlese essays, four in number, are on .such weighty philosophical 

subjects as *$n ^ plan's Writing Memoirs pjf Himself, Peoiaion of
t /

Character. On The Application of the Epithet HqmantioA and On The 

Aversion of I&n of Taste to Evangelical Religion* Yetf for all its
.?

oddity, the Fosterian manner of wooing a young woman proved effica 

cious. The heavy essays did their work successfully* We will never 

know what Maria.Snooke thought of the strange young man who pursued 

her with deep treatises pertaining to subjects far removed from love, 

but we do know that Foster made such an impression upon the young 

lady that she accepted him, essays and all!

'She first essay in the aeries. On A Man f s Writing Memoirs of
*

Himself, i3,,divided into^seven parts or "letters*. One must not be 

deceived by tie use of the word "letter" vriiioh was employed by

Foster because it meant only that portion or natural division of
f.t

the essay which he sent to Miss Snooke, ,&3 at a time, It is but 

a noraml division of a lengthy essay. The full essay runs sixty*
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six page3.In the Bell edition of the Essays which was published 

1876, Each division occupies approximately ten pages. De Quinoey 

said of this particular essay, "Whether a man should write memoirs 

of himself cannot have any personal interest for one reader in a

myriad**1 But this criticism Is not well taken, for Foster's sub-
&

Jeot Is misleading. His topic gives him the range for personal

comments on a wide area of life,, not Just what De Quincey indicates*
*&*£. 

These comments on a wide variety of subjects have infinite* value

for every thinking man or woman* In letter I, Foster writes of the 

dullness of the life and thoughts of the average individual. He 

remarks on the importance of the insignificant when it is seen to 

be the beginning of that which eventuates in magnificence* He
>

presents a number of psychological observations to which we shall 

have occasion to refer in the chapter on Foster as a Philosopher 

and Moral Psychologist, He sets forth plainly and states the 

psychological laws of memory and association. These comments and
*•

observations from such a keen mind are invaluable and are quite as 

Interesting to the ordinary reader as is the subject matter of any 

better known essay in the English language* whether it be by Lamb 

or Addison or Emerson. In Letter II Foster discusses the eduoatory 

influences which bear upon the development of men* Ifoese observa 

tions upon the moral growth and education of the individual are 

pertinent and instructive* He writes of the influence of various 

companions upon a person throughout life and demonstrates how a
»

susceptible personality comes to be greatly under the dominance of

16* Thomas De Qulncays Etsay cm froim Foster* p* 358* Biographical 
& Historical Assays ol De Wincey, Riverside Edition* 
Houghton, Mifflin f & Oo« f Boston*
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a strong character, so that the influence of that one strong per 

sonality outweighs the collective influence of a number of casual 

acquaintance a. Foster further remarks upon the influence of read* 

ing and books in the individual's development. It was his opinion 

that their weight could be exaggerated and that when it was boiled 

down to reality only six or ten books would be found to have ex 

erted far and away a preponderance of influence upon a person* s 

life and character* He then passes on to observe the effect of 

natural scenery and nature In general upon character and personality 

development. But above all in importance he rates the Influence of 

the "human world". Above nature and above books and reading must
 vj

be placed in Importance the Impact of other human be ings t says 

Foster* And he is right* This essay not interesting to none reader 

In a myriad"J De Quincey was never so grossly unfair or stupid or 

wrong* He says that he remembers the impression Foster f s essays 

had made upon him thirty years prior to the writing of his criticism* 

It is our opinion that Be Qulnoey wrote his essay without taking the 

trouble to re-read Foster, drawing mainly upon ailtillan's comments 

in the latter*s "Gallery of Literary Portraits"* Thirty years betweei 

the reading of the essays and the writing of a critical Judgment on
17them! That De Quinoey did not know what Foster had written la

*

17* It Is only {air to note that De Quincey also criticises Foster 
on a point/asnte says."! observed by accident about a year 
slnoe^ in some late edition of his Essays"* But even though he 
may have been reading at random in Foster a year prior to the 
writing, it is still our opinion that De Quincey dashed off his 
essay without any intensive study of Foster, relying solely 
upon (HlfiHan's criticisms and his own memory of former 
reelings*
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quite obvious by the ignorance >his s tat em en t^ and conclusion? reveal*
.^

Let no one , until he baa first read Foster for himself v be misled 

by this abortive essay of De Qulnoey's* It is obvious that Thomas 

De <4uincey was not concerned with making a contribution to literary 

criticism, It is also obvious that he was concerned with making 

"copy*. He was in a hurry* Foster was some "grist" for his mill* 

He seized it and without bothering to refine It, sold it and accepted 

his pay* Better than anything that De Quinoey himself has done 

judged from any angle, whether it be subjeot*matter y or style t or

language* or purpose, or value - Foster's work Is far superior in gen*
f**/tr0f 

ulne literary merit and deserves to be classed with the tep few 1m*
Fi£fA&£ 

ae»talo of English literature* * 

In Letter III of this Essay # Foster demonstrates the anarchic 

nature of the miscellaneous influences which impinge upon a person's 

mind and life* He also indicates the results and effects of every
**

little experience through which a man passes upon his character, 

whether for good or bad* In effect, he illustrates that a man's
*-

character at any given point in life is but a c roes-section view of 

the multiplicity of experience 3 through which he has passed, fte is 

not unmindful of the fact that certain experiences, sharper than 

others or more startling, might give a new and permanent moral direct* 

lon f but he emphasizes the truth that all experiences leave an Im

pression of some kind* In this letter Foster gives an excellent
*i 

psychological survey of the effects of environment upon destiny and

character* "The characters of human beings", as he points out , "are 

at the msrcy of tte incalculable influences which may strike them 

from any point of the surrounding world*"18 He says that if it were

ia« Jonn oster t j**a- Kans rng emors o mse*
s Essays" pr""El* Oeo. Bell & 3ons, LohoTon, 1876*
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possible "for a man to live baek again to his infancy, through 

all the soenes of his life, and to give baok from his mind and 

character, at eaoh time and circumstance, as he re passed it, ex 

actly that which he took from it, when he was there before, it
4,

would be moat curious to see the fragments and exuviae of the moral 

man lying here and there along tte retrograde path, and to find 

what he was in the beginning of this train of modifications and 

acquisitions", * Then Foster illustrates how a predominant or cap 

ital determination in a man tends to reinforce Itself even from 

miscellaneous experiences, seeming to be the cause of many of the 

events themselves. He also writes of how a man's judgment could 

extract only the good and useful and helpful influences bat hastens 

to indicate that man's judgment Itself is easily beguiled by passions 

and readily bribed to betray him* Foster holds that there Is a 

might?/ inclination In man to evil, which explaina in part the pre 

dominance In number of evil men over good* but he also recognize a
> »

a great native difference between men In original temperament * But 

above the effects of the inclination to evil and the differences in
i

temperament, Foster places in Importance the shaping influence of 

the moral elements through which a man passes* In other words, he 

believes that environment far outweighs heredity in the determination 

of character*

In Letter IT Foster imagines briefly the life story of several 

different people v&o comprise jpost remarkable distinctions of character 

in an effort to show how much help one might get from an analysis of 

the influences which spoiled another's life and character* He sketches
, i

19, Ibid,, pp. 22, 23*
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the biography of a fictitious misanthrope, next, a person suffering
. f

from intellectual stagnation* He portrays the imagined response a 

person might yield to the life^story of a respectable and valuable 

man, the life-story of an alchemist (projector), the life*story of 

an unfeeling tyrant of a family and a neighborhood* In Letter V 

Foster reviews the imagined llfe«story of an atheist in order to 

demonstrate how a man com©3 to hold such a view of the universe * 

how easy it Is to fall prey to those influences which produce the 

negative life of an infidel* In Letter 71 foster deplores the 

negleot and disregard of those most salutary and beneficial influ 

ences in society, the influences of religion* "It is a cause for
i 

wonder and sorrow, to see millions of rational creatures growing

into their permanent habits» under the conforming efficacy of every 

thing which it were good for them to resist, and receiving no part
* 20 of those habits from impressions of the Supreme Object,* In

Letters Ttl and Till Foster concludes his essay with a few mis--I't-i
oellaneous observations* Up until now he has been Interested in 

demonstrating how the moral condition of the human mind is deter 

mined* How he cooes to sake some critical and some humorous com 

ments upon the usual "memoirs* which are fed to the public* Re 

ridicules tte unreality of many biographies, the extravagances of 

style employed| the egotism of many "memoirs", their concern with 

idiotic ideas which ths subject held at varying periods of his life, 

etc* He condemns those who revel In their wicked deeds* He says, 

"They who 1 glory in their shame * should, like other distinguished per 

sonages, 'pay a tax for being eminent 1 * Yet, I own the public itself 

Is to be consulted in this case; for if the public welcomes such pro-

£0* Ibid*, p. 43, 100
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duct ions, it shows there are readers who feel themselves akin to 

the writers and It would be hard to deprive congenial souls of the 

luxury of their appropriate sympathies,"21 Foster waxes bitingly 

sarcastic over what he calls "the cant pretence and title of Con 

fessions"* He even includes the "Confessions* of Rousseau*

The second essay in the "Series of Letters to A Friend" is 

entitled*. On Decision of Character* This is one of Foster's beat 

known works and to our mind it constitutes his maiterpleoe. We do 

not believe that, judged from any angle, any of his other works can 

equal it* Its high theme, its choice and incisive language, its 

rich thought, its practical value, its careful phrasing, all con 

tribute to place It in the front rank of the finest works in the 

English language* Its influence has been very wide. Its moral 

results would be immeasurable. A few years agot Dr. John R, Mott
**;

was responsible for a revival of interest in this essay in America* 

So strong had been its influence upon him that he wanted to share 

its Inspiration with others* He sponsored its publication in sep-
r f1 ' i '*"

arate form by the Student Volunteer Movement of America* Br» Mott, 

who for a generation now has been one of the towering figures of 

the *orld missionary movement and a great leader of youth, makes 

it a practice to re-read every year Foster's Decision of Character* 

In the introduction to the edition of the essay published by the 

Student Volunteer Movement, Dr. Mott writes, "While an undergraduate 

at Cornell University I heard the Honorable Andrew Dlokson White 

give a lecture abounding ia wise oounsel to new students. Among
V;

his many practical suggestions was the advice that all students 

should read with close attention John Foster on 'Decision of Charac 

ter'* Acting on his suggestion I made a careful study of this 

Ibid*, p.
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remarkably helpful essay* Sinoe then I hare re-read it many times t
'^>!r

and hare no teal tat ion In saying that It has exerted a greater In*','. *
flue nee on my mental habits than anything else I bare ever heard or

99read."28

In Letter I of this essay Foster delineates the ineffectiveness 

of an indecisive mind. He draws a plain and accurate picture of the 

mental state of a person who laoks the power to decide upon a course 

of aotlon* He then lists the advantages of the decisive character.

In other chapters we have quoted, at treat length from this essay*v,
Sons of the best sentences from a literary standpoint will be found 

here, The Ideas are clear and pertinent; the language select. In 

Letter II Foster illustrates the decisive character with examples
*r r <..>,,.

from life, history, and fiction* In this letter he notes the rela 

tion of body and mind, and mind and body - the Interaction of each
#

upon the other - a principle which at the present is coming to be
t ''..if

recognized widely for the first time In the modern psychosomatic"":*, wi*i(W«w***«(pw»'i««*'www*a»p<w«wi»

treatment employed in the field of medicine* In Letter III he passes* 

on from a treatment of confidence in one's opinion as a basic prln-
- V'$Y .('   t

ciple of decisiveness in character to a discussion of the idea that
./  v

a decisive character must possess a dominant motlve or ruling passionV *** '" Jiri ""rr  '"-'-' L] ' MmJ v T-T.-ir-nr-iL- irr...   —•• -.r.iri.rit ._m f-'r in i ...-.-. r T.I
'iw -

which continually serves as a drive to action and therefore hastens 

the choice of a course, This dominant desire or ruling passion may 

be either good or bad, but its net result is the seme, viz,, decisive 

thinking and acting. Fostejr uses a for some examples Zanga, who was 

prompted by revenge, a Spaniard who was actuated by the same motive, 

a young man who was obsessed with the Idea of restoring his lost 

fortune, and Howard whose one thought was reform. Other illustrations

John R, liotf! In tte introductory Note to "ueolslon of     " 
Character", by John Fester* afyput Volunteer Movement, New York.
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of decisive character whloh Foster uses , are George Whit afield, 

the great preacher, and the exceptional missionaries, such as 

Brainerd, Elliott, and Sohwartau
1-

la Letter IT Foster dwells upon another necessary requisite 

to determined character* It Is not enough to hare the capacity 

for decisiveness| nor Is It enough to believe strongly in one's 

course of action, nor is it enough to have a ruling passion* All 

these elements are absolutely necessary but all of them will be 

impotent without another qualification! via*   courage* In this 

letter Foster shows how a decisive character needs courage to pur 

sue his proposed course In the face of the strong disapproval of 

friends and the contempt of onlookers and the actual risks of ser 

ious suffering and death* He Illustrates his points In this in-
v

stance with Lady Macbeth, Richard III t and Cromwell* It is his 

contention that decision of character calls for "the full agree* 

ment of the mind with itself, the consenting co-operation of all
9*1

Its powers and all Its dispositions*"*0 He also demonstrates how

oonsoienoe f by tte operation of this very principle, serves to deter
I- 

a person bent on an evil end from pursuing his objective*

In Letter 7 Foster remarks the danger involved , In decisiveness 

of character in evil men* Just this very trait f he points out, has 

been the possession of all "conquerors f despots, bigots, unjust con 

spirators, and signal vlliana of every class, who have blasted society 

by the relentless vigour which oould act consistently and heroically 

wron|u ff24 He further/Illustrates another danger which accompanies

83* John Foster* Essay On Decision of Character^ "Foster*s Essays'9 
p» 100 $©o* Bell i Son*, London* 18761

24* Ibid,, p, 104,
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this trait, TJft»a that great firmness usually wants for tenderness* 

Yet* tenderness oust not be completely sacrificed, though there be 

tines when It oust not stand in the way* Says Foster, "To be ex- 

qulsltely alive to gentle Impressions, and yet to be able to pre 

serve, when the prosecution of a design requires it, an immovable
. «) •

heart amidst the most imperious causes of subduing emotion, is per* 

haps not an Impossible constitution of mind, but it must be the 

rarest endowment of humanity,"25

In Letter YI Foster discusses the various circumstances of life 

which tend to produce inflexible wills and deoislve character* Among 

these he mentions opposition firat. Strong wills are often devel*
-V'?v  

oped. In fact, must be developed against resistance* "An irresolute 

spirit indeed might be quelled and subjugated by a formidable and 

persisting opposition, but the strong wind which blows out a taper, 

exasperates a powerful fire, (If there be fuel enough) to an indefi 

nite intensity** He next mentions desertion* To be abandoned or 

left on one's own develops self-reliance, firmness, and determina-
>

tion, Success strengthens decisiveness, Foster demonstrates how 

continued success so inflates a person's confidence as to make him 

fly in the face of most rational and extraordinary deterrents* A 

.fourth thing which strengthens a man's inflexibility and self-confW 

denoe Is association witfa Inferiors* This, he maintained, develops 

"a coarse fcind of decision of character"* Foster concludes this 

letter, and with it, the essay, by presenting his technique for the 

development of decisive character* 27

85. Ibid*, p, 108
H

26* Ibid*, p* 118

87, Vide, footnote?9phaptej! V*
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The third essay in ''the Series of Letters To A Friend" is 

entitled, On ffhe Application Of the Epithet Roman tlo» An ex- 

cellent oritloal study of this essay was made in 1923 by Paul 

Kaufman, of Johns Hopkins University, and was published in 

Modern Language Notes under the title of "John Foster's Pioneer 

Interpretation of the Romantic." Kaufman regards this essay as 

an exceptional literary composition and credits Foster with being
"A

the English pioneer in the interpretation of the romantic* It is 

Kaufman'3 A* opinion that we have to go to Foster to find the first 

attempt to define the meaning of the term romantic and "much that is
.--,,'iv.-^ -V- .,"< '

fundamental in all subsequent discussions"*

In Letter I Foster Inveighs against the careless use of censor* 

lous language * "It costs no labour, and needs no Intellect, to 

prenounoe ithe Tjords^foolish, stupid, dull, odious, absurd, ridicu 

lous. The weakest or most uncultivated mind may therefore gratify 

Its vanity, laziness, and malice, all at once, by a prompt applica 

tion of vague condemnatory words*#»»t*2® Foster lllratrates the 

common practice of employing general terms of opprobrium by suoh 

words as Puritan, Methodist and Methodlstlq al. and Jacobinism* He 

next comes to treat the term Roman t io« v&ich is generally applied in 

a manner of censure* What do you mean by romantiot Foster asks* 

He decides that it generally means the "ascendency of imagination

over judgment*9 * :

In Letter II foster attempts to distinguish the modes of imagina 

tion which might be justly denominated romantic* He decides that tte 

epithet may be justly applied nto those presumptions (if entertained

7 John Fosteri gsgitjt (^ t^e Applloatlon of the Ipltfaet Romantic" *_____ _ _ Era ____
"Foster's Essays"^ p* XB7» ^eo»n0elT 8TSons« London, 1875,
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after the childish or very youthful age) of a peculiarly happy or 

Important destiny In life, which are not clearly founded on certain

palpable distinctions of character or situation, or which greatly
29exoeed the sober prognostics afforded by those distinctions**

Foster demonstrates how this idea has often had Its effect on edu 

cation to the utter disregard of the nature of man. He next illus 

trates by mentioning some of the Utopian schemes for human society, 

such af those which assert the practicability of something near 

equality of property and modes of living* and which also utterly dis

regard the character of the human specie 3. foster next Illustrates*'

by using "the age of chivalry", when "boy meets girl "and there is 

love at first sight ~ even though they may not £ #£.$, speak to one 

another* Then the young man "must exile himself for successive years 

from her society and vicinity t and rush boldly into all sorts of 

hardships and perils***.* And when at length betrayed to flatter 

himself that such a probation, through every kind of patience and 

danger, might entitle him to throw his trophies and himself at her

imperial feet* it was very possible she might be affronted at his 5 t*f\
having presumed to be still alive* *aw Foster decides that schemes 

and speculations concerning an Individual or society which are in* 

consistent with tha natural constitution of man may be rightly 

called "romantic***

In Letter III Paul Kaufmanr says that Foster "explodes the 

myth of the noble savage and pricks the bubble of primitiviam*"^

P« 

30* Ibid, * p* 148.
*

Paul K.aufmami; John Foster's Pioneer Interpretation of the 
Rowmtio* Modern Language Notes * 751   "
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Foster aaserta that the romantic Is characterized by "an utter
32

violation of all the relations between ends and means*" He
- ?

insists that In novels, In preaching, in reform work, in every 

thing, the means must be In proportion to the ends* Anything 

else is sheer romanticism. We will let Paul Kaufman conclude 

this analysis! "The last two letters, IT and Tf amplify his un 

sparing exposures of the hollowness of all humanitarian reform 

which Is based on Ingenuous beliefs In the sweet reasonableness 

and docility of human nature, Here Foster appears plainly to be 

answering the fundamental social philosophy of Godwin**... All 

unconsciously, it would seem, we have merely echoed him (Foster) 

whenever we hare attempted a comprehensive Interpretation of the 

romantic movement. At least our contemporary neo-humanlst apprais 

al of romanticism, from th® eighteenth century to the present, can 

find Its fundamental positions outlined with startling pointedneas 

in hlm***«« He (Foster) sees romanticism as the agelong expression 

of human restlessness; as waywardness; as rebellion against brute 

fact and the attendant effort to escape and transcend the grind of 

ordinary experience; as longing for some Utopia based on generous 

and ardent, though tragically ungrounded confidence In human good*
• v :.

ness; and so as the substitution of sympathy for discipline and 

coercion both in the individual and in the social organism*"

The last essay In the series which we have been discussing la 

the one entitled, <Jn the Aversion c£ Men of Taste Tb Evangelical 

Religion* This one is much the longest of the series* It runs

John foster* gayy fin the Application of the Epithet Romantic. 
"Foster f s Essays" p» 160* GeoV Bell & Sons* London, 18^76  ""

33* J»aul Kaufman,. Loo* git*
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around one hundred fifty-five pages in the Bell edition, or
y^y

more than twioe the length of ei£*br of the other three* It 

is well over forty-thousand vrords, perhaps nearer forty-fire 

thousand. It was a subject upon which Foster had keen and de 

finite convictions* He evidently conceived the lifting of 

evangelical religion upon a higher intellectual and more cul 

tured level as being his task. Not that Foster for a moment 

would deny the validity of the universality and spirituality 

of the Christian faith but that he saw no reason why it could 

not preserve these essential things and at the same time not 

outrage a man*3 mind nor repudiate, the decencies of speech and 

language* He was distressed at the fact that so many intelligent 

and well-bred people of his time were turning away from re 11$. on 

in disgust* He felt it his solemn role to do what he could to 

save these people for the Christian cause, for, to his way of 

thinking^ there was no incompatibility between intelligence and 

Chris tianity*

foster seant by "men of taste" those whose "feelings, con 

cerning what is great and excellent, have been disciplined to 

accord to a literary or philosophical standard*, 34 In Letter I 

he points out how these refined men of taste grow to have a feel* 

ing of revulsion for Christianity because of their association of 

It with crudity and gross ignorance* This aversion, he takes 

pains to say, is not attributable to the corrupt institutions and 

depraved Individuals or communities which pass under the name of
^^^^|M|(|(MVI|||IIIIMM>>ll>M<HMMI!M«IM*lMnvl>MIMMM*l>«M^

34* John Foster! Bssayu On the Aversion of Men of taste to 
flvanaelioal Relifflon,* ""tfostervs Essays 

Bell"* Sons* London, 1876*
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Christian, He gives the Intelligent man oredit for being able 

to distinguish between the evils of the pretended Christians and 

the pristine purity of Christianity Itself, In Letter H Foster 

takes up from this point with the statement, "But though it 

(Christianity) thus instantly and totally aeparates itself from 

all appearance of relation to the vices of bad men, a degree of 

effort may be required in order to display It, or to view it In 

an equally perfect separation from the weakness of good ones* It 

is in reality no more identified with the one than with the other; 

its essential sublimity is as Incapable of being reduced to little* 

ness, as its purity is of uniting with vice**3®

foster moves on to demonstrate how the various schools of
< 

philosophy have been dignified and enhanced by the eloquence and

the capacious thought of their advocates and disciples , while he 

is glad that the Gospel is given so that the Ignorant and unlearned
. 'i

can embrace and understand it, he sees no reason why the Gospel

has to be associated with crudity and ignorance. He lists some

of the reasons why men of taste are revolted at evangelical religion,

via*,

(1) The assertion on the part of many zealous Christians 
that any critical examination of the Christian faith 
or inquiry regarding it Is evidence of doubt and leads 
to an Iconoclastic scepticism^

(2) the rambling, unorganized, unprepared discourses of 
many evangelical exponents, who also assert that any 
presentation of Christianity as "a vast oongeries of 
Ideas" la not based upon experienoet

(3) Uhe one-point evangelicals who Insist that Christianity 
is just one basic principle or idea which one either 
accepts or rejects, and by wfaioh one is admitted into 
the Kingdom or cast into outer darkness.

55, Ibid,, P* 195 ~
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(4) the apparent divorcement of evangel ioal religion
from all other departments of human knowledge by some* 
(Of these foster writes* "They never even suspeoted 
that knowledge eould have any connection with re* 
liglon***t» They might have learned to place the 
Christian truth in all those combinations with the 
other parts of our knowledge t by which it is enabled 
to present new and striking aspects, and to multiply 
its arguments to,. the understanding, and its appeals 
to the heart* *

(5) the quoting of passages from books or discourses
which are obviously "hardly sense" but *the dictates 
of conceit*9 and "the common place inflated to fustian***

(6) The laek of humility in many of the ignorant exponents 
of evangelical religion.

{7) The inslstenee out of all proportion upon the over** 
whelming Importance of "the precise modes of religious 
observance s »**

(6) The affectation of many of the evangelicals who "prove" 
their "spirituality" by "a solemn lifting up of the 
eyes% ^artificial Impulses of the breath *> w grotesque 
gestures and postures in religious e zeroises,* "affected 
faltering of the voice" , and pious exclamations in 
ordinary conversation,

(9) The use of disagreeable and coarse Images to Illustrate 
religious truth, (Foster particularly assailed the 
carrying to the extreme of a simile, like the benefits 
and pleasures of religion represented under tihe ima^e 
of foodt "It is degrading to spiritual ideasTo W 
extensively and systematically transmuted, I might say 
cooked * Into sensual ones* The analogy between meaner 
and more dignified things should never be pursued fur 
ther than one or two points of obviously useful illus 
tration***** 3y their being made to touch at all points, 
the meaner is constituted a scale to measure and to 
limit the magnitude of the superior f and thus the Im
portance of the one shrinks to the insignificance of the 
other.

(10) The crude and inferior language in which religion is
often presented by earnest and well-meaning but Ignorant
advocates*

36, Ibid,, pp, SQ4-205. 

37* Ibldf, p* 209,
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Foster closes his second letter with a solemn appeal to the 

conscience and understanding of men of taste. He attempts to 

show that Christianity cannot be measured by these narrow and crude 

representations* He makes a bid for the cultured and thinking man, 
in an effort to win him to the Christian cause. He does this by 

showing how men like Mil ton and Pascal t learned men, felt their 
limitations and the limitations of language in the expression of 

the lofty ideas of religion* But he &>es beyond this by asserting 
that each individual must make his own decision regardless of the 
"littleness" or of the "sublimity" which others may have attached 

to Christianity*

In Letter III Foster deals with another reason why men of 

taste have an aversion to evangelical religion; viz*, the ftqou^i* 
t\rity of language employed in religion or* in other words, the 
theological dialect* He asserts that, like the language of law 

and sometimes the language of science t the language of evangelical 
religion Is barbarous* He proves this assertion by showing that} 
first, in reli$.on various common words are twisted out of their 

ordinary jaeanlngs, e.g., words like walk for conduct, flesj| for 
body or natural inclination, oonveiraation for deportment; aecondt 

the use of a class of words peculiar in thorn selves, e.g., edlfioa«» 
felon, tribulation* blessedness, godllnesa, righteousness^ carnality^ 

lusts, sensuali third, the use of words peculiar to the language of 
divines for which no substitute can be found, e.g., sane ti fioation. 
regeneration* ^raoe* covenant, salvation, etc* He points out the 

necessity of some technical terms in religion, as in science, but 

warns that the terms in religion are often not as strictly defined, 
that many people do not know their meanings, and that in religion

ill
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technical terms have less chance of securing to their respective 

ideas "an unalterable stability"* He says, "The peculiar words 

may remain, when the ideas which they were intended to perpetuate are 

gone* Thus instead of being the signs of those Ideas, they become 

their monuments**,*,*38 It is interesting to remark that De Quinoey 

criticized Foster for attacking the cant of religion, Insisting that 

religion had to have a technical language because there were some 

words that were used in religion for which no substitute could be 

found, giving as an example the word j^raoel. Again, we askt could 

De Qulnoey have had his wits about him when he wrote his essay on 

John Foster? In this very essay against which De Quineey brings 

his criticism, Foster makes the statement that some words in re 

ligion must be technical, that there are no substitutes for them, 

and cites the word frace as an example* The very ideas which 

Foster essayed to present and went to great length to elaborate are 

brought forward by the critic of the essay as his own ideas and are 

used against Foster* Undoubtedly this strange essay of De Quinoey*s 

qualifies as one of the most anomalous pieces of writing in the 

language*

In letter IT Foster deplores the practice of presenting reli 

gion in Biblical language* For the sake of perspicuity and natural 

ness the stilted artificial style of the Bible, he fait, should be 

avoided* Not that he disparages the Bible, but rather reverences it, 

and yet he feels that the ideas put forth should grip the people and 

to do this they must be presented, in so far as possible, in natural 

and understandable, but not vulgar language* To Introduoe an

36* Ibid*| p* 830* of*, Harry Emerson Fosdiok, The Modern Use of 
the Bible* Here Foster anticipates Dr* Fosdick's inesis^y one 

and nineteen years* ^ v o
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accurate Bible quotation at a timely place he deemed highly effect* 

ire | but to speak using In every sentence a ohopped-off Terse or 

phrase from the Bible, letting it stitik out like a sore thumb, 

Foster felt butchered and vulgarized not only the discourse but 

also the scriptures. He abominated the bombast and "eloquent 

nonsense n employed by many exponents of religion* "For such 

Christians, the diction is the convenient asylum of ignorance, in*
*Q

dolenoe, and prejudice* W *T

In Letters T # VI, 711, Till, and IX, Foster expatiates at 

length upon the deleterious effects of secular literature both 

ancient and modern, upon the morals and religious opinions of 

the educated man* With pertinent examples he demonstrates how 

pagan writers are given such high place in education because of > 

mere literary merit* It is Foster's thesis that no one can measure 

the injurious results which come from the impressions which are 

left in the minds of the young students before whom these pagan 

writers and their anti-Christian ideas are held up as shining ex* 

amples of greatness and paragons of style* Not for one moment 

does Foster think that literary standards should be lowered but he 

does contend that only those writers who have matched superb lit* 

erary qualities with highest ethical and moral ideas should be 

awarded places of esteem and worship* Literature should not be 

degraded Into lust; it should subserve the purposes of morality* 

What Foster says here needs to be given diligent regard today* 

One of the most damning influences of our time has been the eleva 

tion of immorality and vice to the top pinnacle of modern literature*

39. Ibid| f p. 847,
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Such a perverted sense of values can only result in chaotic moral 

conditions. As Foster well says, "The order of ideas dissentient

from the Christian system, presumes the existence, or attempts the
40 creation, of some othsr economy, 11 He concludes his essay with

these remarks} "Polite literature will necessarily continue to be 

a large department of the grand school of intellectual and moral 

cultivation* The evils therefore *faich it may contain, will as 

certainly affect in some degree the minds of successive pupils f and 

teachers also, as the hurtful influences of the climate, or of the 

seasons, will affect their bodies*.... It is indispensable to 

acquire the advantage; it is Inevitable to incur the evil*,**. All 

that I can do, is, to urge on the reader of taste the very serious 

duty of recalling to his mind, and if he be a parent or preceptor»
,f

of cogently representing to those he instructs* the real character

of religion as exhibited in the Christian revelation, and the
41reasons which command an inviolable adherence to it* w

Concerning this essay, on© writer has aaserted f ltOf it, it say

well be said to preachers, and especially 5 to popular preachers of the
40

present day t tHpcturna yersate manu^ versate diurna*»* Undoubted 

ly it should be read and re-read by all those interested in promoting 

the cause of religion, whether they speak or write* An American

(JT.itic adjudged this particular essay a "masterpiece of metaphysical•$•
analysis*"^ Foster's observations are very timely for today, Hia 

language ana literary atyle are at their finest. From a purely lit 

erary standpoint it deserves close study* It is the fourth, and 

final esaay in the/Series of Letters to A Friefld,"______________w* ibid,. P* &sa;————— ————— ————————
41* Ibid,, p* 348* 
42, Quoted from an unsigned article on John Foster which appeared 

originally in |he National Magazine and was reprinted in The

43* ^77^T^f^r?oSn tne ^tsifaal Magazine, New York* Feb, t 1857 170JL* iu f p* iSf, Xxtt
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Foster's next publication was A Discourse On Missions which
* *** *•§•••*»••••*•»**"•*•«**• «•*•«• «MM|MI^«*MM»W»MMM»

appeared in 1819. it was an address which he delivered at a 
meeting of the Baptist Missionary Society in the Broadmead Chapel 
at Bristol* This essay, for that is really what it is, runs one 
hundred nine pages in the Bonn edition of 1863* It has been 
through many aeparate editions and has been known under several 
different titles, "Tfhe Glory of the Age", "A Discourse on the 
Propagation of Christianity in India", etc. This is discussed 
more fully in a later chapter « The title is self*explanatory and 
an analysis of the subject matter can be found in Chapter IT* It 
Is enough to say here that it was acclaimed widely* It has decided 
literary merit* and exhibits the same Fosterian carefulness which 
his better known essays display* It is logical, highly intellectual , 
and llfce all of Foster's works it must be studied in order to be 
appreciated* An American critic has said of this essay, "It has 
a depth of philosophical analysis, an originality of remark, a 
boldness of imagination, a cogency of reasoning t and often a feli 
city of expression, which would do honor to the brightest names in 
English literature* But while thus admirable in its parts, it 
wants as a whole, the crowning excellence of literary composition, 
that comprehensive simplicity of genius which molds great thoughts 
into one harmonious system, and alms throughout at making a single 
distinct and vivid impression upon the mind****

The next composition to appear was the famous essay On *Phe^ 
Bvils of Popular Iterance* This came from the press in 1880* It 
is a classic of literature and should be known by every educated 
person* ?ne appearance of this essay definitely clinched Foster's

dhrJstian kptatarT &e'JpteiB>er, 183&,"y. 
unsigned) Yol* 5, Artice TT» p, 400*
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place in the field of letters* It received an extensive circula 

tion and was read by members of Parliament and other {pvernircnt 
officials. It widened "Poster's fame, Dr* J* Pve Smith wrote of 

it, "A work, which, popular and admired as it confessedly is, has 
never met with the thousandth part of the attention which It de~ 
serves." By contrast, George Gl If Ulan attacks it sharply: "The 
*Essay on Popular Ignorance 1 is, in point of style and exeoution f 
decidedly the morst of all his productions* Qluasy in structure, 
cumbrous in style* obscure in purpose, and spasmodic in movement, 
it requires almost a martyr's patience to read it through* fHe

AAhas run 1 , said "Hall, f a race after obsouilty and gained it 1 ," 
But for every unfavorable criticism of this essay we could

4

quote a half -dozen favorable ones, extravagant in their praise* 
For example, Dr. George B. Oheever, of New York, who strongly
assailed Foster's theology, was warm in his praise of this partlou*

\ 
lar essay and its literary value* He wrote: "The work on the Bvils
of Popular Ignorance is in many respects the greatest of Foster's 
works* It shows to best advantage the comprehensiveness of his 
views, the prodigious strength of his mind, and the intense energy 
with which it worked, on a subject that possessed his soul with a 
sense of its Importance, for its burning, impetuous, cataractlcal, 
yet grave and steadfast tide of description; for the concentration 
and continuity of an impression gloomy as night...,, for the 
strength and almost ferocious energy of its blows, blow after blow,

45, On one of the first leaves of all editions of the essay 
which we have examined*

46. George GilJillam Qallery of Literary; Portraits also, 
Bdinburgn ga^agine* January. 1847* volV 14 p. 4,
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as if you saw a giant sweating at his anvil, as if it were Vulcan 

forging the armor of Achilles it has no instance to be brought in 

comparison*"47 Somewhere between these two extremes lies the exact 

place of this essay* No one can deny its masterfulness in its 

parts. But it certainly is devious in places. However, its subject 

matter, treatment, purpose, language, sentences and paragraphs are 

of the first order, A full treatment and analysis of this essay 

and of its influence in the field of education will be found in 

Chapter Till, "Foster*a Contribution to Education"* Foster consid* 

ore! this essay his best work* He used to .say that the reason it 

did not sell ao well as some of his other essays was itself,a proof 

of popular ignorance}

In 1825 there appeared the work vstoioh is now known as la-say On 

3?he Importance o£ Qonsiderin^ the Subjleot^ of Heli^li Qn> addressed
r>

particularly to men of education, Foster first wrote this as an 

introduction to Doddridge's "Rise & Progress of Religion in the Soul." 

A Glasgow publishing house was bringing out a new edition of Dodd- 

ridge and requested that Foster write an introduction fbr it. He 

agreed, but it proved to be an odioua task. His introduction ignores 

the book it is supposed to introduce. Only by the constant goading 

of the publishers did Foster persevere to complete it* He speaks 

of it "languishing" through many pages, of it being written "tamely 

and inefficiently"* Even after he corrects the proof-sheets and 

returns them to th© publisher he describes himself as shuddering

47, a* B, Oheeveri Life & Writings of John Foster, in"fhe Biblical 
Repository and uiassioal &evl ©w«ir^ New York t «ranuary f 1847 
3rd Series. 7ol« 3, p« lf Quoted by D, Wt Phillips in 
Rev, John ftoa ter & His He viewers* "The Christian Review" Boston

14, pp* 33, 77*«
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at the thought of seeing it finished in print. He said that it 

was all written "invita Minerva * and that it was"fc doleful sojourn 

in an indefinite region of oommon-plaoe**. However, he did think 

enough of it to apologetically send a complimentary copy to his
>•#•• •

friend and neighbor , Mrs, Hannah More, the poetess. "Jhen he had 

finished writing the last page of the manusoript, he celebrated,
f

so great was his relief, by going out and splurging - he bought 

several expensive books he had been wanting for a long timej

While Foster la perhaps too modest in regard to this essay, 

it undoubtedly does not measure up to some of his other work. It 

is more obscure and displays more oiroumlooutions, However, 

brilliant thoughts occasionally flash out through the dull pages, 

the language, too § is **heavy% but the Hnt reduction* was so well 

received that it immediately began to appear as a separate work 

in itself. In 18S7, 3, H, Parker of Boston brought out an edition 

of it and the next year, 1826, Crocker and Brewster of Boston, 

and Jonathan Leavitt of New York t brought out another edition, 

These editions appearing in rapid succession attest the popularity 

of this essay in America,

In 1832 Foster f s Observations Qn Mr,. Hall's Character As A 

Preacher appeared, it being written at the request of Olinthus 

Gregory and included by him in "The Works of The Rev, Robert Hall,

" In the fourth edition of Hall 1 storks* Foster's composition
• #" 

occupies forty-five pages. Besides presenting Foster* s critical

appraisal of Hall, this essay, for that is what It is, is actually
*

a critique on preaching. As such it deserves to be included in

the literature which has accumulated upon the subject of the art

of preaching* It is written with the same care which Foster displayed
118
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in all of hia published works* We shall hare oooasion in the next
c

ohapter to quota rather fully from it.
* $he next essay of #oater t a posthumous publication, waa an*

titled Essay On %e' Improvement of ^ ime. whioh appeared in 1868,  . """""* ~JT 
and waa aditad by J» &» *tylsnd* John Sheppard, who almost twenty
yaara before had written the "Notices of Mr* Foster AS a Preacher 

and a Companion" for the "Life and Correspondence", again added 
to hia portrait of Foster by writing a Preface for the firat edi 

tion of thia aaaay* ^ha "Improvement of 3*ime" immediately had auoh 
a wide reception that subsequent aditlone appeared in England and 
America* Altogether seven or eight editions must have appeared. 

We have definitely established four 4»merican editions* This essay 
may have firat appeared in volume tan,of the Banyan Library, whioh 

aeoordimg to tha Hating in the Britiah lluaeum Catalog* bears tha
* 

date 1861.

Tha faat that ByXand waited, ao long to bring out thia aaaay 
and tha faot that when the Leo tores ware published he gave notice 
that they would be the last publication to appear under Foster's

A

name, for that was all which was left In suoh a shape that would do 

justice to him, both indicate that the Improvement of Time remained 

in a vary inoomplete state, foster often mentions in hia corres 

pondence that he was working on auoh an essay* Every now and then, 

over a period of years, he worked at it* He was never enthusiastic
^ ' ' .< 4 ••

"l,

about the way it was shaping up, and his disappointment with it ia 

indicated by hia allowing1 it to lie around unfinished until hia 
death* He had plenty of time to improve the "Improvement of Time** 

but he labored at something else instead*
f

ifhere is no way of knowing from an examination of this aaaay, 
whioh doaa not reach a finiahad conclusion and leaves the reader 
dangling, how muoh ttyland's hand enters into it. It is our belief
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that he had to fill in, rearrange, perhaps write a little before
\ 

he oould get it together enough to present a^whole worth publish-

ing* Despite the "dootoring" we can discern Foster f s hand and In 

spots he has given us some very good writing* Passages oould be 

matoned with his beat. Taking it by and large it is not up to his 

other writing* there are plaoes where it can be accused of stretch* 

ing out an argument too far, of becoming too prolix on a certain 

point, and commi&lng what Dr. Johnson was wont to call the worst 

tfault of all t tediousneas* Foster evidently recognized this, for 

in several places we find him apologizing for repetitions* However, 

the essay is very stimulating* One cannot read it without being 

challenged to "improve his time* as no other writing perhaps mould 

do. .. Foster was the first to write an instructive and 

moral essay entirely upon this subject* Others had thrown out iso 

lated suggestlons f sentences, or paragraphs, but no writer up to 

foster had devoted a whole treatise to the improvement of time* 

Since him several others have done so and some have gained feme
>

doing Itk o»g*§ ; Arnold Bennett in How To Live On Twentv*four Hours 
A Say*

In the Bell edition the essay occupies one hundred and thirty- 
nine pages| and is divided into three parts, "Introduction", "Part 
the First", and "Part the second 11 * In the "Introduction" Foster 
observes that in its most comprehensive sense the improvement of time 
is the same thing as the right use of life* The loss of a small 
fragment of tin© should arouse strong emotions in a man* He illus 
trates by supposing a person to have let fall a box of gold into the 
sea, by a cask of precious and delicious liquor running to waste 
through neglect, and by a man owning a small estate on the coast where
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the sea is continually encroaching - the loss of even a little 

time should arouse emotions similar and as intense as any of 

these experiences would do*

"Part the First** is divided into four chapters* Chapter I 

attempts to impress upon the reader the value of time, This is 

done; first, by pointing out the sum total of what is accomplished 

in the entire Universe in one hour or in one day; second, by 

urging that one ought always to be mindful of the greatest possible 

good which one oan accomplish in a given portion of time; third , 

by the reminder of the value of even a small fraction of time when 

an emergency is involved* In Chapter II Foster Illustrates *the 

Capacity of Time", or what an Individual oan accomplish within a 

given period or a moderate lifetime* He challenges the reader by 

citing men who performed an amazing total of work in a brief life 

time; e*g«, Magliabechi, Baxter, Sir William Jones, Alfred, In 

Chapter III Foster, while agreeing with tooke who said that there 

was no real analogy between motion and tins , maintains that to 

improve time one has to possess a sensitive awareness of its "fleet* 

ness". He attempts to create such a feeling by comparing the flight 

of time to$

(X) The speed of light*

(8) The flight of a meteor,

(3) Fa at -moving clouds and their shadows racing across the 
landscape*

(4) Flowing streams of water*

(5) The pulsation of the blood in one's own body* 

Tfche change of seasons*

(7) ^Iteration in people and objects which have been out of 
alght for a while.
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(6) seturn of old people to a place of former residence and 
the startling change in the population.

(9) The altered state of an inanimate object, such as a tree, 

(10) The close of the year*

In Chapter IV Foster points out the ultimate object of the Improve 

ment of Time* He lists some of the objectives which actuate men;
(1) The acquisition of knowledge.

(2) Virtue,
(3) Fame*

. * ^

Then he shows that the most impressive factor in determining the 

ultimate object of the improvement of time would be the belief or 
disbelief In a future life, or in eternal life* If a man believes 

in the extension of life beyond the grave, then to grow that one 

might be fit to enter upon it' would constitute a pressing necessity 

for using every moment of time for the utmost good,

In "Part the second" Foster designates a number of ways in which 

time is lost;
(1) In getting started upon a task,
(2) A sense of satisfaction in doing nothing^

(3) Excess of sleep is a disease which murders time* (Foster 
recommends for adults six hours of sleep)

(4) Boredom (ennui or taedium vitaj),
(5) $he loss of intervals of time* (He considers this so im 

portant that he devotes Chapter 71 to it).

(6) 'Jhe loss of time in solitude (Chapter Til is devoted to 
a discussion of the reasons why tine is lost in solitude)

Here the essay ends without a concluding section* We think it wall 

to give Fostaxfe standard for the improvement of time: "If any man 

on earth went through a train of any kind of operations absolutely 

as fast as he oould, and absolutely during as great a part of every
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twenty-four hours as he could, without destroying and injuring him 

self! he might be said to proceed as fast as time, in the sense of 

employing it; and if all were wise and good operations he would pro 

ceed as fast, in the sense of improving it,"*8

THE CRITICAL REVIEWS

John Foster began in 1606 to contribute regularly to the 

 Sleotlo HevieWt a magazine which was devoted to literary purposes, 

but which was "intended to counteract the irreligious bias which seems 

to attach to almost all literary journals1** Foster kept up his 

contributions consistently until the close of 1818. For the next 

ten years he averaged only a little better than one paper per year*
4

After that his papers were rare* In the issue for October, 1839, 
appeared Foster's last review* Altogether he contributed to this 
journal over one hundred and elghty~flve articles and reviews*

They were on a wide range of subjects and presented critical 
appraisals of books in all fields of study* They represent a great 
amount of toll and what Foster has to say about the theme of the 
book he is reviewing often becomes far more important than anything
in the book Itself* We cannot begin to mention the names of the

»
books he reviewed* Elsewhere we have shown that he dealt with the< •./•••.
fields of philosophy, biography^ history, geography, astronomy, re 

ligion* travel, politics, antiquities, literature, linguistics, etc* 

These papers contributed to the Sleetlo Review have frequently 

been quoted throughout this study, for they are source material for 

any analysis of Foster or any attempt to set forth his views. All

46* John Foster i Improvement of Time and Other Pieces, p, 51, 
Oeo* Bell & Son?, London, 18&6.

49* Hobert Hallt Letter to Dr* Gregory October 30, 1804. "The 
Works of the Rev. Kooert Hall, A,M, W p* 433, Vol. T. Edited 
by Ollnthus aregory* -Samuel Holdsworth* London* 1836,
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of them are of fine literary value. This is proved by the fact 
that a collection of these papers were Issued in book form under 
the title of "Contributions,Biographical, Literary, and Philosophi 
cal to the Eclectic Iteview, by John Foster* in 1844* Twelve years 
later in 1656, they were re~issued in a two-volume edition by Bonn 
under the title of "Critical Essays*1 ! and this edition contained

*

papers not included in the first publication* Later on, in 1877 § 
Foateriana appeared,which was a collection of Foster's hitherto un 
published contributions to the £olectio Review*

Foster's critical reviews have been widely praised* Many 
critics asserted unequivocally that no Review in lurope or America 
could show such a series of papers as Foster contributed to the

PvflSole otic Review* Foster was the soul of fairness in his criticisms! 
vigorous in style, Christian in view point, powerful in reasoning* 
These critical reviews match the best in the language* Foster could 
be cutting and sarcastic when the occasion demanded* Let him find 
some author ridiculing religion and he would lash out in stinging 
sentences to out through such inanity, and to castigate the man 
who dared substitute appeals to prejudice for sound argument* In 
the field of criticism Foster is worthy of an eminent place* All 
those who would essay to play the role of critic should take the 
pains to study the critical reviews of John Foster* By nature, 
ability, and long practice he was suited to sit in Judr^nent on his 
fellows, o,; his generation, and on nsanklnd* Always above personal* 
itles, never stooping to pettiness or meaness, sticking to the facts, 
he is a orltio worthy of emulation,

50, Vide*, Allibone, Orjy&oal Dietijjfljpy <SL gngliah Literature and 
British and Am0rioJOftEori'*' 1871. '———— ——
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j\ :-•:. Byland listed these critical reviews which Foster contributed

Review at the conclusion of Volume II of "Foster's

Life & Oorrespon4enoe, tt He has given the titles and authors of the 

books reviewed and has Indicated the month and year of the publica 

tion of each paper* Nearly all of the reviews may be found in con 

venient form In the collections which have been named above*

•ffi! LETTERS

Foster liked to use the letter as a form for conveying his 

thoughts and ideas* He was an Indefatigable letter-writer. Ryland 

collected and included in his work over two hundred and fifty of 

Foster's letters* Others came to light later and were included in 

subsequent editions of Foster's writings. Several, copies of which 

are in the present writer's hands, came to light too late to be in 

cluded In any edition of his works and have appeared only in news 

papers. 5^
Foster was a faithful correspondent* Many of the letters are

i

very long* There is very often a great deal of a personal nature 

about them and they supply for us a large body of our information 

In regard to Foster's private life, pursuits, and habits* Others 

are general and treat of Foster's opinions or beliefs on certain 

topics or matters* Some are "open" letters which were Intended to 

be publlshed f such as the ones to the Editor of the Morning Chronicle 

Off the Ballot, the one Included in the "Works of Robert Hall, A*M*" 

on the Serampore Missionary Controversy, the letters on the "Estab 

lished Church and Dissent" » etc.
Many of the letters of Foster were never intended for publlca-

Tnese letters, quotations from which are frequently referred 
to as being from "unidentified newspaper clippings in the 
author's possession 1!, were unearthed by the Rev* ?, Grant, of 
Frampton Cotfcer*ll» *• havf <Mn unable to determine the newspaper 's 
from which they were clipped.-1 <-°
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tion, but others he must have composed conscious of the fact that 

some day they might be opened to the public ^aze* The evidence 

of this lies in the great pains and care which is apparent in them and 

the tone which indicates that the writer has in mind other readers- 

besides the one addressed*

The strange thing is that so many of them were preserved. It 

seems that each recipient sensed the Importance of his letter and 

refrained from destroying It, Somehow or other all of them attach* 

ed ralue to Foster 1 a carefully written missives, The style and 

language were not those of the ordinary correspondent. There were
i »

none of the usual eliohes, or time-worn observations* The beauty 

and literary charm were apparent, as was also a freshness and ori 

ginality* ^ometimes they extended to great length and must have 

taxed the receiver's patience to read them* Some of them we are 

sure were not read entirely at their first opening*

One of Foster's critics has claimed,that his letters were equal

to those of Qowper* Another, not quite willing to cede this in 

every point# was quick to grant that they were *equal on the ground 

of thorough genuineness and total absence of egotism. Not one of 
them portrays the disguised selflstj ~ not one Indicates the anxiety 

of a man who-10 tormented with the apprehension that his friends are 

underrating his importance**®* They cannot be dismissed lightly by
ft''

either the literary expert or the moralist, but are worthy of pre 

servation on both counts* The merit of the letters can best be 
judged by the fact that Dr. Alexander Whyte, great Edinburgh teacher,

jPublin University Magazine» October, 1846*
Unsigned article on John -UToster.
Korth British .BsTiaw* (Edinburgh) August, 1846.
Uns i go. ed ar t i c 1 e on John Foster.
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subsumed them under a program of studies designated as "the Great 
Autobiographies) Soriptural f Spiritual t Mystical, and Intellectual" 
which he prescribed for his students. He included foster* a Letters 
with such works as Augustine « s ponfessions & Letters; Kno3: y a Letterst 
The Apologies & Memorial a of go era teat Auto b ioffraphi o al Slements In 
the Psalms, in the ffrophets* in the Gospels, and in the Epistlest 
Santa Iferesafs Au^to biography! Baopn's. Ifesayss the Autobiographi oal 
Element in Milton; The Autobiographical Element In Fas call Baxter *.• 
Reliquiae ft Wesley*s Journals ftohn Stuart Mill's Autobiography Ruakin' 
Praeteria; Tjy Aut Qb iogra ̂ h i c a 1 Elanpnt In Jaoob Behjnen. &o. f 5so» 
A man, who according to Alexander Whyte t belongs in such company as 
this deserves a greater recognition than he has aver been given*

LEOTOHSS &

Two volumes of Foster's Leotures have been preserved for us, 
These were delivered at tbs Broadsead Chapel in Bristol before a 
group of friends who sponsored them. They were publi^ied post 
humously* but Foster had publication in mind when he prepared them* 
There are seventy-one of these lectures altogether* They were first 
published in London in 1844 f one year after Foster's death, and 
later passed through a number of editions* They are different in 
style from his essays having naturally more of the looseness of a 
discourse about them* The language and subject-matter are very 
choice. Foster's original presentation of a theme is demonstrated

».-(V.t»

again and again* They are intellectually stimulating* Their high
moral purpose and practical nature make them valuable religious

54 literature*
lecture Itt^* Social Uhan^es Subservient to tfaft 
Christ, is included in tm Christian 
fide*" ypl* ISt
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We have only a few of Foster's sermons. An Oration, delivered 
in the White Meeting House» Star ring ton-borough on the 5th day of
July, 1802, was published in 1802, 55 Fragmentary Notes of Village

•i * 
•Sermons. taken by one of his hearers t appeared in 1853, We take it
that these are the same "sermon notes** which were published in a 
itolume with the ffasay On The Improvement of flme in 1886. There are 

forty-nine of these sermon notes and in the next ohapter the reader 
will find a more complete analysis of them* Included In the same

\

work with them are "A sermon On the Imprisomaent and Deliverance of
tta

Peter*, *A Missionary Discourse* (this was delivered In Bristol 
in 1815 and is not to be confused vdth the better known "A Discourse 
on Missions "delivered In 1818 c which received a wide acclaim, and 
which we have considered as belonging to his EssaysJ^A Sermon on 
the Death of Dr. Gox", and n.A Funeral Sermon 1*, these sermons of 

Foster whioh have been preserved have been "edited* t "revised* f
-* f

and "added to 1* so much that there is no way of telling how much of
, • *

them are really Fosterf They were not written for publication by 

him and must have been left at his death among his papers in a very 

fragmentary and incomplete state. They have little, if any, literary

value *

THE J0ITRNAI*

This Journal was never published in its entirety. We have been""*'"•""' ii """ 1 """ • "• ,
unable to learn whether the unpublished portion Is still in existence*
.__^,^_^_^.__________________________.... . I III II -II——————————————————————————————————......... ..... .. .. .... ————:———————. . .. .. ... ........... ... . . ———————————.... . ..... ... i . .———————————-. .... ,———pt-Tp^jftm

55, We have only surmised that this Is a sermon, for we have,beH&% 
unable to examine It* A oopy resides In the British Mas earn. 
Actually, the date 1802 vsould make It Foster's first venture In 
to jpri&t* S* Trunbull was the printer.

56» This sermon* w^he Imprisonment and Deliverance of Peter"
(Acts XIIt 1*11 ) f i» included In T^e History and Repository 
of Pulpit %lQguenoe_ Vol. I f Sermon jt* ^-w-
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It must hare contained over eight hundred items, judging by the 
numbering of those which have been published* However, Ryland 

in editing it for hi* "Life & Correspondence" selected only two
•' 7 >',*";

hundred and ninety-one items* Several of Foster's oritios hare 

asked the question, why were the remaining five hundred or more 

items suppressed? What did they contain? Were they Judged to be 
too "intimate* or too "radical** or not In keeping with the "portrait* 
of Foster which had been formed in the public mind? Hot having seen 
them, we cannot answer* Most likely the answer will remain a myvt* 
ery* George Gilfillan has suggested that they contained material, 
to use his word, too *raoyM to be published*97 We take this to mean 
that in the unpublished portions Foster's sarcasm was extraordinarily 
vitrlolio* The published portion of the Journal contains some of 
his finest thoughts and language* Here he has employed the epigram 
to convey his Ideas, an ancient literary form In the us® of which 

he excels*

FOSTER'S STYLE

We have already seen that Foster's subject-matter was of the 
very highest order, dealing only with those ideas calculated to 
Improve the human mind and uplift character. Let us now examine his 
style* No one oan say that Foster had an "easy" style. It was in* 
volved and intricate* Each sentence was so weighted with thought 
that it appeared frequently to be overburdened. Robert Hall aptly

57* Oilflllan relates the story of how someone in Foster's presenoe 
asserted that the Emperor Alexander of Russia was a very pious 
man* To which Foster retorted, "Yes, no doubt he said grace 
before swallowing Poland I "< Gilfillan ad<!adds! "We could quote,
if we durst, unpublished specimens still racier*** Vide, 
fail's fflinburgh Magazine» January, 1847* Yol* 14, pf 4«
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deaoribed Foster's style when he said that it waa like "a lumber 

ing wagon loaded with gold". In another place he described Foster's 

style as "varied, vigorous, and bold". Hall also thought that he 

"paid too little attention to the construction of his sentences.
*

They are for the most part too long, sometiiass involved in per plead* 

ty t and often loaded with redundances* They have too much of the 

looseness of an harangue, and too little of the compact elegance 

of regular composition." Actually, Foster paid, not too little* 

to1 * froo qjUQfr attention to the construction of his sentences and the 

choice of his language. It was this studied precision and oare 

which accounted for the intricacies of his style* He balanced in 

his mind the meanings of worda* he selected and discarded them with 

great discrimination. Sometimes, on his own testimony, he spent a 

whole day on the construction of.one sentence, only on the following 

morning to strike it out and begin all over again! It was this fine, 

almost fanatical;taste for proper language that gives to his style 

its involved nature* One critic has written* "As a writer he was 

most painstaking and laborious in his choice of diction, and his 

style has its natural consequent defects 9 though the result is 

eloquent in its way."59

While Foster was greatly concerned with the choice of words, 

let it not be mistakenly believed that he polished sentences Just 

to make them shine* There was nothing more he detested than that

38* Robert Halll Review of Foster's Essaya* published originally 
in the Bole oti o Review ancV reprint ed in "The Works of the Rev* 
Robert Hall, A.M." ?ol* X?* p* 35* Samuel Holds worth, 
London* 1838.

59* Snoolopaedia Brittanioa« Eleventh Edition* "Article on 
Foster*"
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practice. His greatest concern was with th© ttinuffot, and the thought 

as it mi$it have a salutary.effect upon men's minds and lives* He ; 

abominated a flamboyant and bombastic style, that gushed and spouted 

and lost itaelf in a meaningless mist. He had a high regard for 

accuracy of statement and labored to make his expression stand up 

to fact. Foster once criticised a writer for having "the worst 

literary qualities of French oratory* The language has an artificial 

pomp, which is carried on, if w® may,so express It, at a certain 

height above the thought, on all occasions; like the gaudy canopy 

of some effeminate oriental, which is still supported over him with

invariable and tiresome ceremony, whether he proceeds or stops,
60 sleeps or wakes, rides or condescends to step on the ground,**

Foster's care with his writing was not that of the egotist display 

ing himself, it was the care of an honest worksaan and artificer who 

wanted to turn out the best product possible from his hands, not Ibr 

the sake of praise or reward, but for the satisfaction of having done 

a good sound job of .which he would not be ashamed. So, he toiled and 
labored at his task, and for him it was hard toll and labor. He has 

himself recorded his aversion to writing, showing how he had to force
*

and drive himself against his own inclinations. Truly it was *%lcan 

sweating at his forf**, pounding out his thoughts and sentences. It 
is most unlikely that there has ever been a writer to whom writing

,f

was more burdensome than to Foster, Someone osfe»d Dr, Ohalasra once, 

*What is John Foster now about?" to which Chalaera facetiously re 

plied, "%y, Sir, he is thinking as hard as ever he can at the rate 

of a sentence a week**__________________t

00* JTohu Foster! Review of garr'a 3tranger In Ireland, "Eclectic 
Reviewf* Nov* £TJ537»TBl51£ Re printed in "Foster's Critical 
Essays'* Vol« I» P* 14* Bonn, London, 1897,
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disliked too many quotations, preferring and Insisting upon 
originality In the expression of ideas* He practiced and recoamend 
ed the keeping of quotations to a minimum in ordinary writing* He 
also Insisted upon using "practical* words to convey thoughts and 
words that matched the thought* *».,»WQ observe a certain tincture 
of the language appropriate to subjects of a tender class, attempted 
to be infused Into the composition t where it required a language of 
cool didaotio or narrative simplicity. It is not 05ing entirely out 
of the bearing of this remark to notice, that in a vast number of 
instances the term *bosomf is substituted for the plain, obvious 
word •mind»* "^p This serves to Illustrate Foster's ideas about 
words. The word should be in keeping with the thought; natural 
words were better than Artificial* onesj words should not stick
out but should be the vehicles of ideas. He was frequently praised

ftpfor his "exquisite precision of language."

Foster was criticized for employing an inappropriate style for 
his essays* It was the contention of this particular critic that 
in these literary forms, letters and essays, the style should be 
marked for its "simplicity, perspicuity, and ease*, whereas Foster 
wrote in sentences of great length, expressed himself in language 
too select for the average lay reader, and generally required the
full application of the mind to grasp his meanings* This would be

i
true if by the term "essay* we are to always mean a brief,loose,n
popular and personal treatment of a subject* However, "essays" can
MM^^^^MM^HM_)MM^HIWMVMWMWMWM»MMH^MMM*M*»M»M«M0*MMIMMftM»4M**«M^^

61* John Poster* ffosteriana, p, 11, 0-eo. Bell & Sons, London* 1677. 
62* Vide*,, Dublin UniversityMagazine B Ootober, 1846*
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be technical, and,as such, require a style in keeping with the 

subject -matter and the magnitude of the ideas* A good example 

of this Is Looked Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Cer 

tainly Foster would have shown very poor taste and a total lack 

of a sense of values if he had employed a * snappy* and popular 

style in the treatment of such serial s and weighty subjects as 

those with which he dealt, fhe purpose of a oong>ositlon largely 

determines the "oast" of its style and language*

Foster had a great deal of wit. Someone has questioned 

whether he himself "knew It*. He must have known it» In a sly 

and subtle manner he often evokes a smile from the reader. In 

criticizing Zollikof er * s sermons and prayers - and especially 

his prayers - Foster remarked upon the great length to which this 

san went to assert to the Deity the lofty prerogatives of his own 

nature, so much so that it appeared God would never be allowed to 

hear the last of the subject* s *Beally» it seems to be the ambition 

of the worshipper to appear In the Divine Presence as a gentleman* w
r
In another place Foster begins a review with the sentence, "All 

authors intend, as all readers are apprized, the public good, as 

their first object..,.. Saoh book* therefore, may be regarded as 

a kind, of medicinal preparation*...*" In another review of an 

American book, which recounts the exploits of Roger Williams in the 

wilderness with the Indians and displays a certain savage as being 

quite amenable to Christian exhortations, Foster tells of the savage,

63* John Foster* Grlti oal Essays, Vol* 8 t p« 138* Bonn* 
tondon* 1857*

64, John Poster I yQateriana. p, 164* (8*0 # Bell & Sons*. London, 
1877, From a review appearing originally in the Eclectic Jfe
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(as described by the author) listening respectfully and with serious 

attention to Williams 1 discourse   "He shows a philosophic candour; 

there is no venom of the odium theologloum in his savage blood; the 

term heresy has not found its way into his language » n65

Foster had a gift for original figures of speech. He selected 

many of these from his own experiences aid observations* Others 

were the product of a lively Imagination* Let us look at some of 

them,
s

"You frighten my poor sensibilities, you do; and you must 
forgive them t if, like timid little chickens, they run 
under my own wing at sight of the great dun-coloured hawk, 
with fie roe black eyes..,.."

"..,, armies, which may be called the talons of imperial 
power,...."

"....those light beings that cluster into mirthful groups, 
where the entrance of wisdom would be regarded like the 
introduction of a coffin*"

"Give me a vernal mind ~ an intellectual vegetation*..**"

"Or, if we might compare the series of ideas in a compo 
sition to a military line, we should say that many of our 
author* s images, and of even his more abstracted conceptions, 
are supernuroererily attended by so many related, but second* 
ary and subordinate ideas, that the array of thought bears 
some resemblance to what the military line would be, if 
many of the men, veritable and brave soldiers all the while, 
stood in the ranks surrounded with their wives and children."

"The orator would appear, for instance, to give a momentary 
ofaeck and fetraetion to his eloquence that it may dart and 
career away with the more ardent and irresistible force* 
He Is like a ram. that retires a few steps in order to im 
pinge the more violently."

4

*««**The most discriminating mind may, during a short apace, 
find Itself in the state of the magnetic needle under the 
equator**

65* Ibid*, Pf 5E8
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Foster has given us some vary fin® epigrams. We < have selected 

a few at random*
"Let the windows of thy soul, like the windows of a house, 
not disclose everything within; but, at the same tlme t 
admit notices of everything without* "

"Genius hails its few brothers with a moat fraternal warmth*"

"No man oan gain" my respect for his judgment who begins by 
contemning mine.'"

'*.
*

"Time is the greatest of tyrants. As we go on towards age, 
he tayes our health, our limbs, our faculties, our strength, 
and our features."

"I am not observing, I am only seeing} for the beam of my 
eye la noi cnar ged w it h thought * "

"t

"All pleasure must be bought at the price of pain; the differ 
ence between false pleasure and true is Just this - for the 
true t the price is paid befpre you enjoy it - for tbe false.
affter you enjoy it,*1 — — ~—

*/ ,' *

"Poor horse J TO draw both your load and your driver: So it 
is; * thoae that have power to Impose bur dens t nave" power and 
will to impose their vile selves in addition."

old stump of an oak, with a few young shoots on its almost 
bare top* analogy? Youthful follies growing on old age."

"His memory Is nothing but a row of hooks to hang up grudges

"Genius has power to light its own fire*"
"Confront improper conduct, not by retaliation, but by example*"

"Some people 1 s religious opinions only a stake driven in the 
ground; does not grow, - shoots out no green, - remains just 
there, and just

"T?o attempt to make a man wiser, is of necessity to remind him 
of his ignorance***

"Old friends, rendered unacceptable, are ten times more un 
welcome .than perfect strangers."j

"The smallest thing rises into consequence when regarded as 
the commencement of what has advanced, or Is advancing into 
magnificence*"

"In the great majority of things, habit is a greater plague 
than ever afflicted Bgvpt; in religious character, it la 
eminently a felioity,*^ _
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"Weakness, in every form, tempts arrogance."

"%en a firm decisive spirit is recognised, it is curious 
to see how the space clears around a man, and leaves him 
room and freedom* 4*

"There is nothing that people are more mortified to spend 
in vain than their scorn**

"There must be an apparent proportion between the means and 
the end,*

"A disgusting cup will spoil the finest element which can be 
conveyed in it, though that were the nectar of immortality,*

"the friendship of the world ought to be a'pearl of great 
price 1 , for its cost is very serious*"

We conclude with these specimens of Foster's language and 

thought* As only a very few others have done, he combined great 

literary skill with a mighty moral purpose* Undoubtedly he could
if

have debased his talent and sold out for an ephemeral fame and a 

handsome income* His skill, if it had been used on popular and 

tawdry subjects, would certainly have been highly marketable* But 

Foster would have had to prostitute his mind and his soul to do it 

and he would never have done that* To the body of Christian thought 

and to the wealth of English literature Foster has added an Invalu 

able contribution which has enriched both* Even if the literary 

world ignores him, we can hardly see how the moral and spiritual 

world can afford to Ignore him* Those who are interested in the 

development of their own characters and in the ethical advance of
*

humanity will find in the works of the Sage of Bristol a treasury 

Of noble thoughts and in his quiet but useful life the resplendent
i

beauty of the Galilean*
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JOHN POSTER, THi> PREACHER

When it comes to measuring Jcdin Foster as a preacher, even 
though an unbounded admiration may pron$>t generosity , one is up 
against the hard oold faot mat foster failed} i.e* , failed by all 
popular standards* After all, the popular response to preaohing 
is the iaportant factor in arriving at a Judgment of its effective* 
ness* A preacher may have a well thought-out sermon, planned and 
organized according to all hooiletioal principles, with a powerful 
and pertinent lesson, and yet fail as a preacher* To be a "good" 
sermon it has to "get over 11 to the auditors *»*• it has to call 
forth the desired congregational re action* The most successful 
preachers have not always preached the best sermons* The popular 
preachers very often have put little thought and little prepara 
tion upon their discourses, but they have always possessed the 
ability to establish contact with their hearers * gripping their 
attention and interest* This ability counts for far more than 
the breadth or profundity of the message. Depth of thought and
good scholarship are never popular. They are too far above the. *
people's level of understanding and appreciation*

foster , fresh from his training at Bristol College, began 
his ministry in August f 179* , at the Baptist Chapel at Newcastle- 
Qn~the«*Tyne* The raeetingplaoe was in a small and dingy room sit* 
uated near the river at the top of a flight of steps sailed Tut hill

'*

stairs* A Baptist congregation had been using this room sinoe 1725*
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Prior to that It had been used as the Mayor's 0 hap el* This room 
was not very large, eapable of seating about one hundred people, 
but the congregation was muoh smaller than this* In such a sit 
uation young Foster| only twenty-two years of age, began his 
Christian ministry* It was not a very auspicious beginning* 
More often than not ohurohes male© the preaoherf rarely does the 
preacher make the ohuroiu "Like people § like priest*" One wishes 
even at this late date tfcat Foster could have begun under more 
favorable oiroumetanoeeu

In one of his letters he has left us a description of the 
meetlngplaoe. *%t $%r meeting for amplitude and elegance* X be 
lieve you never saw Its equal. It is, to be sure, considerably 
larger than your lower school; but then so bla&kt and so darkl
(Editor's footnote^ the sombre appearance was owing, in par*, to

• ^ / the old oak wslns0otingw&ie pulpit also was of the same material*
At one end of the room,' the figures "1485*, rudely carved, prob* 
ably mark the date of Its erection. It was used as a place of 
worship before the Baptists purchased it In 17B$j It looks Just r 
llk» a conjuring room, and accordingly the selling Is all covered 
with curious antique figures to eld the magic. That thing which

A
they sail the pujk>lt Is as blaok as a ohimneyj and, Indeed* there 
Is a ehlaney*pieoe f and very large old flre/oase behind it* There / 
is nothing by which the door of this sa&e pulpit can be fastened, 
so that It remains partly open, as if to Invite some good person or 
other to assist you when you are in straits........Yet, I like this
pulpit mightllyj f tie so much the reverse of that odious, priestly
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poop which insults your eyea in many plaoes,"1 8o t the young 

Dissenter f inda something good in the glocaay piece J Ugliness 
oan always boast of its freedom from vanity*

t

It appears that Foster* s engagement at Newcastle was on* 
tared upon aa a temporary arrangement* Evidently the plan waa 
to hare him come and aerve ae aoting pastor to the littl© Bap* 
tiat congregation for a period of three montha, after which 
time | if he proved to be tSie man they wanted t he would be called 
aa regular pastor for a longer term, Aa the trial season ap 
proached ita expiration Foster began to sense how matters stood, 
On October 2 he writes to Horsfall* *I am entirely uncertain 
whether the people will wi@h me to at ay any longer then the three 
months. I have no reason to think they much desire it."E Hia 

crowd had been very email on the average; yet, in all fairness, it 
must not be suggested that they were bored to the last man* While 
little Interest was manifested in hia preaching and while Foster 
did not make a great nolee in Newcastle, yet # there were some few f 
a hand-ful, who were capable of appreciating a ^oaterian discourse 
and who were profoundly effected by Foster's preaching* This waa 
to be true in all of hia succeeding pastorates. Only an intelli 
gent and cultured minority would appreciate and understand him, but 
that minority would remain hia enthusiast! o frienda and admirers

It John Foaters Letter to Mr* H» Horafall (Fart 3) Oot* 2, 1792. 
w Foater*s Life & Oorreapondenoew Vol* I pp. 44 1 
Bonn. london, 1852*
John Foater* fetter to Mr^ $» HprafaJll (Part 1) Oct. 2 t 1792. 
Ibid tt p* 4B
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throughout their lives* Some of them, long after Foster's death, 
would apeak of being held breathless by his sermons. But It is 
the majority who decide a preacher*a fate and his success hangs 
upon their opinion* Foster was rlgit In his Judgment of the New 
castle congregation; at tfte close of the three months period 
nothing was said about his remaining* Hear th® end of Hoveaber 
Foster concluded his efforts at Newcastle and brought to an in 
different terminus his first venture In the ministry*

Foster f s next attempt was in Ireland* A small Baptist so* 
oiety had been meeting for some time In %ift v s Alley, Dublin* 
They invited Foster for a trial period* for some months, alto* 
gather less than a year, he preached here, but with no more suc 
cess than he had had at Newcastle. Again he was not asked to take 
the pastoral office. Of Swift's Alley he later writes to Mar* 
Hughesi "Nothing can be Imagined less interesting than the Bap-

• Qtist Society in Dublin* The congregation was very small when Z <>, ^
commenced, and almost nothing when I voluntarily dosed* A dull 
scene it was t in which X preached with but little interest, and 
they heard with less* The churcht of which, with a very few rag* 
tiler or oasual hearers besides f th® whole congregation consisted, 
was composed of a rich family or two, quite people of the world ~~ 
of 'three or four families in business 9 emulating the show and con* 
sequence of the others «*•»* of half«»a*do»en poor individuals, so 
little connected with their Christian sj^e^prs^ and so little re* 
garded by them, that between them was *a Gad i bus ad Gangen* -~- / 
and an independent eharaoter or two, tired and ashamed of such a
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society* with suoh an assemblage the soul of foster was not -made- 
to coalesce." foster left Dublin for Cork and Ibr the extent of 
a month preached to a Baptist Society there. He returned to York 
shire for a few months and then again appeared in Dublin* This 
time he oeme not as a preacher but as a teacher and attempted to 
revive a classical and mathematical school which had declined under 
the leadership of a ^a3ssert After eight or nine months with the 
school Foster gave it up* He remained in Ireland for some time 
after this* How he supported himself or what he did, other than 
his activities with th© social democrats* is not Jcaown* In #eb» 
ruaryf 1796 f h® is bmeSe again in Yorkshire and the Irish Interlude 
which had lasted for three years and during which he had abandoned 
preaching and attempted teaching! only to giro that up, was ended*

for the next year Foster was without a stated appointment, 
spending most of this time among his friends at Hebdenbridge In 
Yorkshire, from which he sallied forth on occasional preaohing 
trips or visits to friends, In 1797 f almost fife 'years after fin* 
ishlng college and beginning his ministry, John foster entered what 
might be termed his first actual pastorate, when he accepted the 
invitation to become the minister of a General Baptist Church at 
Chioheater. Here he went to work with a greater eeal than he had 
yet shown, preaching three times on Sunday, and doing everything he 
could to advance the cause of religion* But he was up against a 
stone wall* After two and one~half years of little success with a

John Foster? fcetter ^ :tfte Reyeyend Jose^ Huj^es. Oot« 17, 1796* 
Ibid*, p» 38*
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dwindling congregation, Foster onoe more ended his relationship 

with a church, Again no other situation was at hand. This time
»

instead of returning home, he resided for a time with his good 

friend Mr* Hughes at Battersea* This was in 1799*

At Battersea Foster was not inactive* He availed himself of 

every opportunity to preach and really did an excellent piece of 

missionary work while here* He went out from Battersea to neigh* 

boring communities, preaching in shops and other available meeting- 
places where no religious society had been established* It was 

during his residenoe here that Foster participated in the experi 

ment involving the education of the twenty African boys from Sierra 
Leone*

In 1800 Foster moved to the village of &ownend, only five miles 

from Bristol f and began to preach regularly at a chapel which had 

been established by Br« Caleb B?0ns t one-time president of Bristol 

College and aotive Baptist leader* Here his ministry was more suc 

cessful than it had been at any other place, After Foster leaves, 

he writes of Downend, *I have experienced the greatest kindness at 

pownend, and left my friends there with great regret; a sentiment 

which I believed I caused as well a* felt," This is the first time 

anything of this nature had occurred*
While here at Downend John Foster begins a friendship with

r

Bobert Hall which is to mean much to both these men as long as they 

live* There was a strong affinity between the two mi»n. The brilliant 

Kobe it Hall, master of pulpit eloquence, one of the most popular 

preachers of his time, recognised immediately the greatness of John
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the minister of a congregation meeting In Sheppard's Barton, 'rotas, 
In Somersetshire. There were several meeting houses here. The 
congregation to which Foster went had been reduced almost to noth 
ing under the ministry of a man who had been suspeotad of holding 
Sooinian views and finally did ooiae to openly avow himself a Sooinlan. 
Foster was offered a little lar&er salary than the one he had been 
receiving at ^ownend, and the meeting was larger*

For the first tiras in his ministry Foster is able to write that 
the ohureh Is growing under his leadership! "%e congregation here 
Is still em all | though not quite so small aa at first* In the even 
ing, generally, there are as many as would make a pretty good con-

\ Hi hf
gregation at Downend, but the size of the meeting makes these appear

A

It was while pastor at Frotas that Foster plunged into his 
literary endeavors with real seriousness and it was i&ils here that 
his "Essays" were published which brought him fame and secured him 
a plaoe in the world of letters*

While he had been at Downend Foster had been troubled with a 
thyroid affection i whl oh had steadily been growing worse « It began 
to handicap him a great deal in speaking and eventually compelled 
him to resign his pastorate at Froiae, Writing to Dr. Ryland he says t 
"The physical oause which I have so long complained of compels me 
entirely and finally to relinquish the work* I ought to have done

4« John Foster; letter ite Mrs* Qow^iu Ibld«.p»
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it a considerable time since; but have bean withheld by a reluct* 
anee to lay down an office which I can take up no more, wS While

*\

Foster's pastorate at Frame was fairly successful, yet he had not 
accomplished a greet deal. He writes, *9?he society is extremely 
staall, and a number of the most respectable individuals are far 
advanced in years, and therefore! not likely to remain a great 
while in any terrestrial society, The church is too reduced in 
nuiaber to for® anything like a congregation! and to gain on© will / 
be a matter of great difficulty**1**

After resigning the pastorate at Froiae, in the sunaser of 180fcf 
Foster devoted himself to a literary career* He had become con* 
vinced thet his tteoid enlargement would never permit his holding 
another pastorate* It was a sad time for him* It meant the post* 
ponement of his marriage- no well as t&© frustration of a life- 
purpose* Yet, he aoeepted it with Christian fortitude and worked 
with increased assiduity upon his review work, which had become 
his sole moans of support* He continued to live at ^rome and en*

p
deavored to increase his literary output* For the next three years 
his name became widely known in the literary world* and his income 
became assured enough to justify his marriage to Maria Snooke, which 
occurred in 1808, <&& hae been noted, they settled at Bourton*on~the

5* Joan Fosters Latter J^ ffig^ jff^qa^ {possibly 1806)

* Ibid*, p, 287,
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Cfce year alter his marriage, and four after resigning the 
pastorate, Foster had so recovered from his thyroid affection 
that he was able to preach once more. Soon every Sunday saw him 
going forth on preaching expeditions* He writes his mother,

TO
w*>ince I wrote you last, I have gone to preaoh at two villages or 
towns | where I had never been before, OR reckoning up the number 
of planes in the circuit of neighbourhood at which X have preached 
since I came to reside here, I find it amounts to fourteen ~* several 
Of them within three or four miles of this village, and several of 
them as far off as twelve or fourteen miles. Many of these are small 
congregations, and several of them consisting chiefly of poor people** 7 
foster continues his schedule of preaching and writing* For the next 
nine years he is occupied with both these pursuits and also doiaestle 
considerations. This is the period of the birth of his children*

In 1317 Foster accepted for the second time the pastorate h® had 
held at Dowaend* Thirteen years had elapsed since his leaving* He 
went back, remembering his happy forcer stay, with high anticipations* 
He had hoped that his preaching tours throu^i the villages and his 
talks to uneducated groups had given him a popular approach in his 
address. He had not been back, however t six months before his fall* 
ure wae so evident that he resigned* He continued to live at Downend 
until 1821, when he retired for life from the ministry, and removed 
to Stapleton, only three miles from Bristol* this was his last move,

In 182S roster began a fortnightly series of lectures at the 
Broad me ad Chapel, Bristol* This was arranged by his friends and was

7t John Fosterj Latter to
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well suited to Fosterf « desires. It was voluntary and did not come 
ns often as a stated service would have done* But he spent t upon 
his own testimonyg the same labor on on© lecture v&ich he would have 
bestowed on five or slat sermons* Later the state of his health led 
to the reduction of the lectures to a monthly basis* Upon Robert 
Hall's taking tqp residence at Bristol In 1826, Foster modestly with 
drew from the lectureship*

Foster enters now the tragic period of hla life. The loss of 
his son$ the Illness and death of Mrs. foster; and the loss of many 
friends all fall within a few years. Hl» public activity is praoti* 
cally over* "I shall ROW have very little preaching ever, probably t 
any more; and shall apply myself, as well as I can, to the mode of 
intellectual operation of which the results may extend much further

A

and lest much longer*"8 How true the words wer©| AS a praaoher 
his career was now ended, Foster was fifty-six years old. He lost 
his sen that same year and his wife's health went Into a decline* 
&h0, too, evidently had tuberculosis* By 1882 it hed run its lethal 
course* Hot only had his preaching ended but his best years of lit 
erary production were behind him* His Inspiration was gone,

It Is impossible to gloss over the fact that ^oster failed as 
a preacher but It must also be stated that It was a magnificent 
failure* It was not the sweeping failure It has been pictured as 
being* There were extenuating circumstances which must be taken 
Into account* It was not a cringing failure where a man crawls 
away cowered and beaten; it was the kind of failure where a man,

8t «Toha Foster; Letter to
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whose every thrust has been Consistently parried and answered with 
a stinging counter-thrust, cries, "^Boldi", and, surrendering his 
sword in silence, leaves the field with dignity, Foster*s failure 
has been inaccurately and unjustly magnified beyond what the feots 
of the case merit,

nowhere is there a more glaringly inaccurate account of Foster's 
failure then in the sketch given by ,&ibert H* Mewiaan, professor of 
Church History at Bay lor tJniversityt which appears in the ffew ;

lie writes of Foster,
abstract and overelab orate wsy of sermonising! his deficiency 

in popular touch, and a chronic throat trouble that made his voice 
ineffective, resulted at Hewcastle, Dublin, Chichesterg Batte.rsea, 
and Downend, where he successively ministered, in the dwindling of 
the congregations and t!^ closing of the ohapelft«" Let ue examine 
this assertion* There is nothing to indicate that the Ghapel at 
Hewcastle was closed after Foster ministered there, A Baptist con 
gregation had been worshipping in this chapel for sixty-two years 
before Footer went there * Be went on a three months trial when he 
was only twenty*»two years of age and merely failed to receive the 
call as regular pastorf %e chapel was not exterminated by Foster's 

attempts in the pulpit art* Xn the congregation ttiere was
a group who appreciated Foster very much and gave him a sustained 
attention* Xs that as bad as Mr* Newman makes it appear?

Of his stay in Dublin Foster wrote t The congregation was very 
small when X commenced and almost nothing when X voluntarily closed*" 9 
In the same letter Foster also said, ^£ think the last letter X re*

9f John Foster! J^ter .Jg MrT Hughes* Get* 17, 1796* 
Ibid,, p, 3S*
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calved predicted the extinction of the society," One mist know 
Foster to appreciate a statement of this sort* He was modest and 
not given to boasting* One can see him smiling as he writea — a 
facetious exaggeration. $h*» fact of the matter is f he bent over 
backward to avoid any semblance of vanity* At Dublin he again 
failed to reaalve the eall as permanent pastor after several months 
trial* J» E* Rylend in 1846 f three years after Foster's death, said 
of the Dublin ohuroh» *$he congregation ha® continued* aad a new 
ohapel, in a more commodious site, has been lately built."10 Foster 
waa not engaged as the stated pastor at Dublin and the ohapel in 
Swift' e Alley did not close following his term as supply minister. 
Mr* Kewman seems to be misinformed, or has deliberately distorted 
the picture, or has been guilty of leaving an unfair impression.

At Chioheater the chapel did close following Foster's pastorate 
there of two and one -half years* Had it not been for his pastorate t 
however, it most likely would have closed sooner* It was i& a mori 
bund condition when he arrived, Foster did not succeed in reviving 
it, This is the only one of the five oh ape Is mentioned by Newman 
which closed after Foster f s ministry* That makes Hewman'e picture 
one -fifth true § and, even then § to be fair about that, one must ex 
plain the condition at Ohicheater* This was a General Baptist con 
gregation and it was natural that one like Foster who held ^alvin* 
is tic views should not have been very much liked* In those days of 
doctrinal ecphasis, holding the correct theological views was far 
more important than the Kingdom of God or the Spirit of Christ*

JT, Kt Hylawfts ^qa^ar. t s LJJPg fa Goyrea^,^^^!^.* footnote, p, 3S, 
Vol. I* Bohn* London* 18 52,
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One in imagination can see the Chiohester congregation fairly 
bristling as the young minister with strong Oalviaiatio leaning* 
delivered his seriaon. Instead of being edified and spiritually 
strengthened by his ministry, they listened to cetoh him* foster 
sadly writes to Mr, Hughes, *$sre..« while X speak of the miseries of

-*,

human guilt end iapotenae, assert the inanity of human merits, and 
the presumptuous iopiety of reposing in any degree on self — while 
I refer everything to divine grace, assert the infinite value of the 
Saviour, say that he Is 'all in aU% exhibit him as the blessed and 
only hope of the world «*~ I encounter a cold and discordant aya$>athyf 
among the principal persons of the connexion* I am called Calvinis-

•c

tic, Methodistic, end oast out of the synagogue. I address myself 
to minds of happier light, whose intelligence I admire, whoso piety 
I love, and trhey see nothing in the emotions which have proa^ted ay 
sighs| my prayers 9 my ardent hopes, more than the illusions of imag 
ination,,...," *

Not only was Foster's theology against him but the little oon- 
gregation received some hard blows in the loss of several important 
members by death and removals* Foster's preaching could scarcely be 
blamed for their dying or for their change of residence. Following 
his lainiitry the chapel closed. Yet, after he leaves, Foster is too 
big to put the blame on the congregation or to even share the blame 
with them* He tatees it all upon himself, in a letter written from 
Bat terse a to Mrs* Mant, W0hj 1 pant for a grand revolution in all 
my soul and character* I wish for a sacred zeal, for devotional

John Foster; letter ia J^e Rgv* foaeph Hmfess* April £9 f 1799, 
"Foster* s Mfe & Obrreg^dMeinee 11 vol* I p^95 Bohn* London* 1852*
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habits, and an netful life* How defective In all these while at 
Chioheeteri Conscience often told me that, though the situation 

was indeed unfavourable, yet no small part of the fault was in ay*

self* I stilly and shall ever feel, the regret of not having made
*

those rigorous exertions which I might have made, whioh I ought to 
have made, which, if made, might perhaps have had some considerable

V

effect. I have almost wished sometimes, that I oould have been 
there a season longer to make some kind of atonement to myself and 

to the people*"*® #urthermore f Foster was pastor at Ohiohester at 

a time in English history whioh for gloom and fear and trouble can 

be only compared to the dark days of 1940* Ac rose the channel the 

?renoh were malting preparations for an invasion* Humour after ru 

mour swept the little island* $ense expectancy was the prevailing 

mood* It was not a very auspicious set of circumstances for a 

young minister trying to get the minds of the people turned toward 

religion when that man was right across the channel, about to de 

scend suddenly* swiftly, without warning » in an avalanche of havoc 

and death* Napoleon at the time was actually busy with the Egyp 

tian campaign* Several years later he would draw up his foroes at 

Boulogne and for several months 'make feverish invasion efforts in 

plain view* #ut* nevertheless, during Boater's ministry at Chioh* 

ester the British lived in constant fear of invasion*

*he chapel at Ohiohester is the only one of the five chapels, 

whioh #ewman asserts closed after Foster's ministry, that really 

did close* Herman's statement includes the chapel at ttattersea*

Here he falls into the most egregious error of all* Foster was nevex
. »

the pastor ef a chapel at Battersea* He resided there from 1799 to

18QO, a period ef only one year, staying moat of the time with his 
Joseph Hughes. Foster did not have a stated pastorate*

__ . . _ _______ -_-^^^^^«»i^^^»»M«^«M»»««ll»»MI»»»««»l<a»MM»l»M»»)«»<l<MI»««MM»«««IM»«^

12 * John ftatert Matter j& Mre. *,_ lUat. Jaljr 83, 1799,'
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He Journeyed out into the surrounding area on preaching tours, do* 
ing missionary work in out*0f*the~way spots* It was also during 
his sojourn here that he taught the group of African youths who had 
been brought to England for an educational experiment by £«ehary 
Macauley* As for Downend, the other chapel which Kewiaan asserts 
olos«d under Foster's ministry, we discover that foster served here 
for four years, 1800*1804, and that the pastorate mas successful* He 
left, not because he failed, but because he received a call to Frotas, 
Which afforded him a larger opportunity* We also learn that Foster 
left Downend with penitence and the people gave him up reluctantly, 
Hot only did the chapel not close, but thirteen years after he left, 
the congregation called him back again as their pastor and he ac 
cepted J His failure must not have been so terrible after all* Of 
course, the second venture was not successful, bearing out the truth 
of the statement that repeat pastorates are mistakes. During thirteen 
years there ware a lot of changeB - many of his friends had either 
moved or died ~ a great deal of water had gone over the dam* It was 
a different Downend *~ it was a different Foster. After a few aontha 
he gracefully withdraws to devote the remainder of his life to lit~ 
erary pursuits* Thus wo see that such 3 sweeping generalization as 
that made by professor Hewman fails to pieces upon analysis and repre 
sents matters in an altogether wrong and unfavorable light*

^hile Foster's preaching was not spectacular, while he did not 
build up large congregations or create great excitement in the commun 
ities into which he went, his senaona were by no aieans mediocre or 
poor* In sublet laatter, in thou&it, in freshness, in scholarship, 
in originality of illustration and presentation, in choice of language,
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In praotloal application to the dally problem* of living, Foster' a 

preaching ranks with the beat which the Qhrlstlan %uroh has pro*

duoed* Hie failure to grip the people was due to the fact that he
A

avoided all pyrotechnics and other forna of cheap claptrap, Hla 

serraona were cultured and scholarly, addressed to the mind* When 

have sermons of thla sort, except in very large metropolitan areaa 

where lovers of culture ere considerable, ever attracted a crowd?
j

His delivery was in the conversational manner. When has such a 

delivery ever impressed the hoi polloif

There are six reasons why John Foster never became recognized 

as a preacher* Three of them stem from causes outside him*. 2 If and 

for these he cannot be held accountable. The other three reason* 

are found in himself and therefore can be charged against him*

First, to underst^-tf Foster's lack of success in the ministry 

one has to understand the status and condition of the Baptists of 

England in hi® day* This will be dealt with at greater length in 

a succeeding chapter* For our purpose here It is enough to say 

tfcat the Baptists in Foster* s day were a very small and unimportant 

group* Taking them altogether they would have added up to only a 

few thousand, ?or a long time they had been persecuted, diserimin* 

ated against, and restrained by indirect means. In Foster* a tine 

the Diaaenters were just beginning to have a breathing spell. There 

had bo en previous periods when they had been vigorously persecuted 

and almost wiped out. Some individual congregations, never very 

numerous, had managed to pull throu&i* What Baptists existed in 

Foster's tira® were loosely organ! ssed in small societies. These ao- 

oietiea did not have much poraanenoy about them. When an individual
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among then disapproved of the opinions ha Id by the majority of 

the group, he would frequently sever his connection and organize 
a society of his own, which might begin by worshipping in his home, 

and which might grow Into a permanent society or fall to pieces* 
Thus old societies would be broken up and new onea forced* The 
churches, if they might be called that, wore very weak numerically 

and financially* Many of the societies had only forty or fifty mem 
bers, A hundred members in one group was sn exception* Not only 
wer- the societies themselves in a state of flux f but the whole 
Baptist raoveoent was unsettled* While there were district associa 
tions of church groups^ baptists differed among themselves* Ths 
Particular Baptists end the General Baptists maintained separate 
churches and had not yet merged* A Calvlnistio Baptist preacher was 
unweloojae la a General baptist church and on *rmlnisn Baptist preacher 
was a misfit in a Particular Baptist 8huroh# There were many mis* 
fitsf A men tai$it honestly not know in which camp he belonged but, 
after a few Sundays, the congregation would voluntarily classify him 
and straightway recommend a change of climate, if he belonged to an* 
other canp. In a situation of this kind how much success could be 
expected of a man holding liberal views? Row much enthusiasm could 
one of these little societies engender? Baptists were held in oon- 
tei^pt by the members of the Established Church, who were in the over 
whelming majority in most communities. What good could come out of 

Nftssereth? How could a man pastoring a small insi&iificant and dis 
reputable society ever receive any appreciation outside of his own 

little group? While the Baptists produced a few taen at this period 

who commanded respeot even among the ranks of the Kstablished Church,
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they were very few* Many of their foremost men have been completely 

ignored by the Anglican churchmen and religious historians. Even so 

learned a man aa William Ralph Znge c one«*tiae "glootsy* dean of St. 

Paul's, avcwa his total ignorance of Fosterf *»I know nothing of 

John foster^ he writes from his retirement at Berkshire**3 Preach* 

ing to small societies In the stage of their inoipienoy, calls for a 

much different manner of pleaching and conduct of the pastoral offices 

than does a situation that is large and,deeply rooted*

Again John foster failed to get the recognition that was due him 

because he was a cultured man ataong a generally illiterate people* 

Baptists| long denied admission to the schools ©nd universities, were 

in Foster's time Just awakening to the values of ©n education, Shut 

out for a long time from the great centers of learning, they establish* 

td t&eir own schools ©IK" o.olleges* In fosterf s day most of them were 

uneducated people, Foster was as amah out of place preaching to a 

handful of ordinary run-of-the-mine people with little education as an 

expert violinist would be playing for a group of deaf people. It might 

be cited that other men of education proved to he popular among the 

Baptists, a»n like Dr» Caleb Bvans and Hobert Hall* But, while they 

were educated men, neither of these were as studious or as scholarly 

as Foster, And then, too, these men could, perhaps, step out of 

character and adjust themselves to their auditory* foster could 

never have done that. He was first, last, and always a profound 

thinker who oouched his thought in language to niateh.
Again, John Foster did not receive the proper appreciation du« 

him as a preacher because he was M as one born out of due time".
A

. . - .. . .._. ^^^-^---^»_^-^>«.»i^^^^M>^^^^^^^«^^MfcM»«a»«^^*"«M«»»«»^

Personal letter to the author, X942,
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Foster was far and away a modern* He was ooraplately out of plaoe 

amid the narrow doetrinal and sectarian attitudes of his day* Later 

on we shall see how many of his opinions and beliefs, while objection* 

able to the people of his time, have come to be generally held today* 

foster1 a voiced doubt of the value of highly organised religion was 

not calculated to make him a great builder of churches. To be that 

a man has to be an * organizer* and has to stress "organisation" above 

everything else. Besides! Foster disliked the ordinance of Baptism* 

never once administered It, nor witnessed a ceremony after he was 

grown* This was not calculated to make him popular with a seat which 

has generally prided itself upon its distinctive insistence upon 
fbeliever*a baptism19 and g in the main, upon iiaaerflj.on as the mode of 

baptism* Today, certainly, in all three of these respects, and in 
some sections of America* Foster could have been accommodated and 
would have found himself admired among his own denomination* In 

the United states where there are many millions of Baptists and all 
types of congregations and churches, many of them with from one thou* 
sand to six or eight thousand members each, Foster could have found 

a one where a large, etrongj permanent congregation of educated and cul 

tured people | with broad liberal views, who would have hung upon hia 

every word and enhanced his reputation* The odious organisational 

details could have bean delegated to a staff of assistants, and 

Foster could have stood in his pulpit and freely voided his opinions, 

and even vehemently declaimed against organised religion! By some 

of those of his own day he was sailed "wild* and "radical", and was
**

rejected by them* Today he would be welcomed in many place a for 

being progressive*
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this three other things whioh contributed to Foster*s laok of 

suoeeas in preaohing, and whioh were within himself, were his voice, 

delivery, and ^oftesty. Even his friend John Sheppard is oompelled 

to admit that "the voice f indeed, was not in Itself so much an
f * TJ <w«p*(p»i»imsjais»

attraction as that of certain other speakers would have been. It 

was not the winning, captivating volae of Wilberforoe, nor the soft 

but fervid utterance of Robert Hall. His tones (as Dr» Vaughan has 

observed) had not pathos t and his utterance was not altogether 

faultless,*** For many years Foster labored manfully in speaking 

against the chronio thyroid trouble whioh eventually oospelled him 

to give up public address for a tiao. Foster*s delivery was not 

animated and he reco&aized it* Onoe he wrote to a friend expressing 

a wish to cultivate more of the evangelical fervour, especially as 

it was being displayed by a little coterie of ministers who were 

having extraordinary popular success. But Foster was far removed 

from ever doing this sort of thing* He was by nature restrained 

and precise, shrinking from a display of emotion* This distaste 

for exaggeration in speech and his dislike of affected feeling kept 

him from *»ovi»g? or ^stirring* hi* hearers. That Glass of people 

who liked emotional thrills and heroics were dissatisfied with the 

preaching of John Foster 9 who talked in a calm, deliberate manner

and stuofc to the truth*
Finally* one of the chief reasons for Foster's lack of much 

popular success in preaching was his modesty* The popular preacher 

always exhibits a great deal of egotism* Be publicizes himself,
______________>|l|>_. Ba^M(M|>M-<MIMVMIIW(>1WIMaMI>>MaMMHH*_a»M«M«MWMWM«M»a^

John Sheppardl In the Preface to "Footer's Bsaay On the 
IworoveiaSnt of Time", American Mition* pp* 14, 15* 
American traot society, Hew York*
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displays his wares in the beat light possible, knows how to keep 
attention turned upon himself, reaorte to all kind of egotistical
praotioea and tricks* There must be something of the showman a-

> 
bout the popular preacher and he must not shrink from the spotlight,
but rather seek it* He must know how to oapitalize upon whatever 
"romantic" or colorful points he possesses* In short, he must be a 
sensationalist, Foster would have died in complete oblivion before 
he would hare stooped to any of these things« Be would never have 
advertised himself, es some men do, by furnishing the newspaper with 
*oopy* in which they themselves occupy conspicuous notice. He would 
have remained forever unknown before he would have distributed tracts 
or folders with his picture or name largely displayed upon them* 
Foster never would have related his own exploits, nor made himself 
the hero of his illustrations, nor resorted to any other mean or ua* 
dignified device to popularise himself. In congregational churches,

«

where pastors move on call, the best places go to the man who are 
the best "advertisers"* This must have been true in some measure in 
Foster's day. Modest, retiring, abominating sham and egotism and 
self*display—John Foster was not fitted for the competitive battle 
of securing a good pulpit* nor for the precarious business of draw- 
Ing curious crowds* It is to be fairly doubted that John Foster 
would have even invited anyone to attend the services at his church, 
for fear it might appear that he was Issuing an invitation to hear 
one of his sermons* Foster was not a "mixer" or "baekalapper* or

•% "k -•

"social lion", breezing in and out among the people of the village 
or hailing them on the streets* He was a recluse, buried in his 
books* This counted heavily against him in the popular imagination*
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Rift peat oral visitation waa o on fined to the poorer aembera of hia 

oongregationf but poor peopla neither support nor make * great* preach* 
ere.

Yet, deapite all tshat has been said, there were thoae apprecia 

tive minorities in every congregation which become hia ardent sup- 
porters and admirers. Saya John Sheppard, "The sermons of Foster 
ware of a eaat quite diatinot from what la commonly called oratory, 
and, indeed, from what may seem to account tiie highest style of 
eloquence*, •»«*«£ut they possessed for me, and not for a few hear* 
era, qualities and attract lone nnoh preferable to these. The baala 
of Important thou^its waa as much original or underlved from other 
minds, as, perhaps, that of any reading man*a reflection in our age 
of books could be} atlll more ao the mode and aspect in which they

*,

ware presented. That unambitious and homely aort of loftiness, 
which displayed neither phrase nor speaker, but things, ** while 

the brief word and simp la tone brought one the sublime conception
7

f in Its clearness*; that fund of varied associations end images by 
which he really illustrated, not painted or gilded hia truthsj tha 
graphic master strokes, the frequent hinta of profound auggaation 
for after-nsftditation, the cogent though calm expostulations and 
appeals, the shrewd turns of half^latent irony agalnat irreligion 
and folly, in which, without any descent from aeriouaneaa and even 
aolemnity, the speaker moved a amlle by his unconscious approaches 
to the edge of wit, effectually quelled it by the unbroken gravity 
of hia tone and purpose, <*•* all these oharaoterlstioa had for me an 
attractive power and value, both by novelty end instruotiveness, 

far above the qualities of an oratory, or eloquence more fashioned
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on reeeived rule a and models**®
Many years after Sheppard wrote thia succinct appraiaal of 

Foster's pre ailing, he had oeeaaion again to write of Foster's 
preaohlng and quoted from the diary of one of Foster's unidenti 
fied hearers f a lady, who made these entries!

»$ii« morning Mr. F**e impressive Yoiee awakened aontrition 
in my heart and renewed the fervent desire to live more like an 
Imaortol being*,,."

F. gave us this morning one of the most solemn and inter*
eating discourses I ever heard, from these wordai *the end of your

j 5 
faith, the salvation of your souM* %,,.»,*.»*

"My m|nd has been thia day both soothed and taught by Mr# Ft f » 
better Judgment* Hie subject was adapted to the state of ay feel- 
ingi 'Lord, and what shall this mem do? Follow thou KB** While 
I listened to his various and beautiful ideas § so tinctured with a 
fervent spirit of piety, I could not but think t»ith pain by how 
slight a tenure they were held; how soon a higher Power might
suffer the regular train of thought to fall into confusion and

ifl disorder19 * ••*••*
foster* s untutored hearers were divided in their opinions on

n

his preaohlng* One would oall him "a perfettt fool" and another 
would voice a desire "to hear that, good man all winter11 * Sometimes,
the uneducated would sooff at his simplicity and then again they
——————————— m ————————————— — ,* ——————————————————
15* John Sheppard* Notices %t Mr, flffsfer £s £ Preacher & a.

0«y>,anijm«> "Foster'a tinilk Correspondenee* foTTlI p* 306* 
Bohn* iSS8»

16* Quoted from an unidentified source by John Sheppard, in the 
prefaoe to "Foster's Essay on the Xnprovement of Time** 
American Edition* American ^aot Society. Hew Toxk*
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would oomplaln of being unable to understand what Foster was talk* 

Ing about* One woman is reported to bare disgustedly rejnerked, "I 

do not know what he has been talking about all afternoon, except 

to set riddles." Among the educated there was a uniformity of ad* 

miration; Foster edified, instructed, and inspired them* No one 

oould accuse him/ as Coleridge was accused, of "discoursing most 

eloquent nonsense 1* or in Foster f s own phrase, he himself was never 

guilty of "subtlety attenuated into inanity." Tet in all of his 

sermons Foster carefully supplied stimuli for thought and meditation* 

Dr. Alexander Whyte, the celebrated Edinburgh teacher and divine, a 

great admirer of Foster, is recorded as having said in a lecture, 

"John Foster gave his people the seed of sermons, Nowadays we like 

the seed made into bread, and well spread with butter and jam.**17 

There were a great number of people in Foster's day who liked bread 

and butter and Jam. Regardless of a lack of congregational response 

no one can deny that his sermons were pertinent, profound, and powerful*

John Foster had some very definite ideas about the art of sermon 

making* First of all, he was convinced that sermons should be to the 

point* "I believe hearers generally prefer short or moderate sermons* 

If the treat is good, so much less, you know, will serve; if it happens

to be bad (as in the hands of the best cooks it sometimes will), the 
/ 18smaller tteTe quantity the better"* Foster did not think that the 

sermon should be so compressed that none of the suggested ideas in it 

oould be developed* In a review of a book of Dr, William Paley's ser 

mons he writes| "But for some rather unceremonious addresses on some 

rather unoourteous subject, we must be led to entertain a lofty idea

i7 « From the notebook of John Maorae, Nov. & Dec*, 1696* Included "
under the head of Obiter Dicta Fjom The Class. Appendix II, p.654.
G* y» Barb ours The Life" of Alexander^ Whyte* 

18* John Foster: l^^&T^o^T jSfc/^gsfair* bbtober 2, 1792.
"Foster's Life fc corrQSpondenee" Vol. I, p, 41
Bonn* London. 1852*
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of Br« Paley's auditory} for haw iimportant must haTe been the em* 
ploywents with which their time was aooustoned to be occupied, 
when such a preacher could seldom be pr*«tw& to trespass beyond 
fifteen minutest*......If even Dr» tal»y f with his admirable power
of compression and lucid state merit, is quite unable in such a con 
tracted space to do justice to the bare argument of a subject •»<*>»,*»,« 
what can be expected from such a diminutive shred of the composition 
of ordinary performers of the sacred services? We should undoubtedly 
be among the most vociferous to protest against a return towards the 
triple hour~«la»a discourses of the venerable Puritan and ancient 
Scotch Presbyterian tines; but really human creatures must be prodigi* 
ously changed aince that period, if but a tenth part of the satao in 
struction be now sufficient to e^pel their ignorance and their 
vices*«*9 »£^m, ^ Qe>e that y03$er believed in a senaon of moderate 
length, not too long, not too short.

Footer held the strong belief that in religious discourses, 
writings intended for the general public r ?the speaker or author 
should discard theological diction and ape ale In the language of good

:,/; • <»

sense, the language of the day* He deplored a technical religion*
»• ,A
*

diction or the employment of lifeless words whose meaning had long 
since grown obsolete or had never been known to the average layman* 
He held that if a man had a religious idea which had sosse meaning and 
which was clear in his own mind, he could express it in honest, every 
day English and did not need "sesquipedalian" words which would not

. . . . -- ———.————.—__^_»_J»^_aM»^^Ji«Mai.^li«aM«^iMiM^<M»MtMi>MiMi»««»i»«»M«^^ eMHoMMHMMMmtflMAMMtfMIIMMII II III HlllHIUlii r

19« John #oster in the Kg lectio, flBylfft January 1809,
Reprinted in Foster* a Orit leal *«««ye l> »ol» I f pt B40/ 
Bonn* London, 1897.
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hut rather myatify his lay hearers* la this reapeot John
* 4

Foster was the precursor of mn like Harry Eaerson ?osdi*kf who 
many years later expressed the same idea in the oatdhy phrase, 
"abiding experlenoes set in ehanging oategorlos. MSO Foster's 
excellent easay

containing a section dealing with the language of re*
ligion, is worthy of olose study fey every young minister* Foster

L ' '

maintained that theological dialeet *giires the gospel too aaioh
the air of a professional thing, which must have its peouliar•;V<
east of phrases, for ttie mutual reoognitlon of its proficients, 
in the same manner as other professions, arts f drafts, and myst* 
eries, haire their»wt^ ^^sohnieal teraw have fceen the lights of
science, but, in maay instanoee, the shades of religion*"^ "the 
pa cm liar words may remain, when the ideas which they were intended 
to perpetuate are gone. Thus instead of being the signs of those 
ideas, they become their monument sj and monuments profaned into. 
abodes for the liHng enemiea of the departed**^3 wthe usual

*,;

language of hypoorisy4i»*i« eant**^ wS«t it is against all reason
*%

ttiat Christian truth should be believed and professed with a less 
concern for precision, and at the expense of less mental exercise,

• i,SS "

than any other subjeet would require*" The wisdom of these sen*

SO* Harry Encrson Poadick; J|* Mglft v(Lyman Beeeher l»eotur®s) pt 18^' laeiailan Oo^paay, Hew York, 1924,

SB*

John Foster: ffisifj qn ttff mgfiiMa nf Mm o.£ IsJA™A^eries of Jitters" p*
* 1876*

Ibi<a> t p* 33$*
84. Xb!A», pt ^0» 162
85. fbR, , p« 837,
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tenoes which we have quoted and their modern note make us regard
i

Foster with respect and awe as a man ahead of his time, yet, he 

was sharply attaoked by De Quincey for holding these opinions* 26

In the matter of .sermon topics y Foster adhered to.the belief^
that the preacher should speak on themes which were practical and 
applicable to the lives of his hearers* He,strove to avoid being 
a "monomaniac", as Hugh Black puts it f and would have agreed with 
him that the preacher should cultivate "Cleopatra's infinite variety11

27and "play on a harp of a thousand strings** Foster, too, pointed 

out the danger of becoming a one-topic man* .

It is a homlletieal tragedy that we do not have preserved for 

us a volume of Foster 1 s sermons in their entirety prepared by his 

own hand* They undoubtedly would have taken their place with the 

best of the sermon!c literature of the Christian church* "An oration 

delivered in the White Meeting house, Starrington-borough, on the 5th 

day of July, 1802" and published in a 16 page tract that same year 

might classify as a sermon* Foster prepared for publication his famous 

sermon on Missions* This sermon was preached before the annual meet-
go

ing of a Missionary Society in 1818*w and was subsequently amplified
and extended for publication* It appeared under different titles in•
different editions* It was called "A Discourse on Missions", "The 

94ory of the Age", "A Discourse on the Communication of Christianity
^^ri^M^^M^^HMMn|HMMMHHMi>gpMnHgMJM*M*M*WI»MI*M»WMMV^^

26. Vide, Is say On John Foster &y fjkdm&j* D* Quinoey, in "Essays 
On poets sad other Snglisa writer'»"*

i
'27, Hugh Black! Lectures on Preaching, delivered at the University 

of Edinburgh, 1.939* Vrom the author's notes*
38, Delivered** the annoal meeting 6? the Baptist Missionary 

»ool*ty in Bristol* September, 1818,
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to the People of Hlndooatanw # and * A Discourse on the Propaga* 

tion of Christianity in India" » In its printed form it could 

hardly still be called a sermon, for it covers one -hundred- ten 

pages* However Foster preferred to call it a disc our se* He 

writes in the Advertisements: "It is very true, as several friends 

have suggested that the following discourse might, on some 

accounts, have been more properly denominated an Essay, But as 

the series of thoughts of which it consists was actually address- 

edf in the order in which they here occur, though with much less 

amplification^ to a public assembly, and as somewhat of the manner 

of expression proper to such an address is retained in the compo 

sition, the author thinks there might be an appearance of literary 

affectation in giving it any other title than one describing it 

in that character t w2®

The outline of Foster* 3 sermon is still there f though as he 

says | such amplified* It is brilliant in plan and execution* 

the phraseology and thought match each other and show excellent 

dlsoriminatlon In the choice of words and illustration* It un* 

doubt edly Is one of Foster* 8 finest compositions and merits the 

praise which has been showered upon it* 1 Of the sermon itself 

one who heard it said: "It should have been preached to an audi-
30 ;

tory created for the purpose* * We take this to mean that the 

sermon was of such quality - so profound and learned - that it

Ignorance 
89, 3*ohn Foster?

the fioyagatoQ of Ossty Inaa^ p» 
* Lb'hcton* IS 65*

30«. Article on John Foster in the tlvlnq Age« Boston* 
October, 1858*
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that Ifc would require an auditory speoially created to really 

appreciate It. Besides being one of the finest arguments for the 
support of Missions it la possible to find, it is a great literary 
production. A Scotsman paid it a high tribute when he said that 
it was "most eloquent and powerful 11 and that he was "strongly re- 
minded of our own Chalmers*"8* This discourse gives us an idea 
of what a printed volume of his sermons would have been and we 
are truly sorry he did not find the time or inclination to pre 
pare such a work* It is our opinion that Foster did not care to 
publish his sermons. His was such a free spirit that he felt the 
limitations and restrictions of the cut and dried sermon forms 
and styles of his day to such an extent that he did not wish to 
record himself In this medium. He knew that the more popular a 
sermon was the more ephemeral was Its nature. Such a short-lived 
form was hardly to be chosen by one who deliberately set out to 
transcribe Immortal thoughts for,posterity*

A number of years after Foster 1 s death. In 1853 f there appeared 
a collection called ffraffiaentary jaoteji of Ti^lA^e Sermons. Taken by 
one of his hearers* While these may give us an Idea of Foster's 
topics and outlines, we cannot hope that they p.-s*serve his language. 
At best they could contain only phrases and snatches of sentences 
which he used* These Sermon Notes appeared in a later edition with 
the Essay on the Improvement of Time« another posthumous publication* 
Included also with them was, ^ Sermon On the Baprisonment and Deliver*" 
anoe £f Peter. which was later published in an anthology of pulpit 
eloquence, A Missionary Discourse, the sketchy remains of a sermon on 

missions earlier than the famous one mentioned above (evidently found
......_.________^J»«^«.^iM«».a»i»iiMi»^i«»»«»M»MiaMMaM»»«»»«»«»«<M»M»<»»«M»««M»«i«»»»^i»»»^»««i»«*««l<««^

Sl» Blaokwood'a Edinburgh Magazine. July, 1819,
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among Foster's papers after his death), A Sermon On The Death of Dr. 
Cost and a fragmentary funeral germon* We think we know enough of 
Foster's vsorlc to positively affirm that these pieces are not repre 
sentative of his preaching. Of the forty-nine sermon notes which 
represent to be his, we are sure foster would shudder to see them, 
published under his name* Never would he have submitted to such 
an indignity, even if they all were his* If they are authentic, why 
did not Ryland publish them? Ryland was Foster's accepted biographer 
and posthumously edited his critical essays and lectures* The answer 
is found in Ryland*s preface to Foster's Lectures} "It Is with a mel 
ancholy satisfaction that the Editor presents them to the public as 
being in all probability the last that have been left in such a state
of completeness as a due regard to Mr, Foster's memory would exact

ttp 
to justify their appearance*" ° In other words, Ryland had too much
regard for John Foster to take these fragmentary pieces, or sermon 
notes copied down by other people, and present them as the work of 
John Foster* We concur in Ryland'a Judgment* It would have been 
far better to let Foster's record as a public speaker stand closed 
with the lectures* We are interested to know how much later hands 
have amplified his basic material* Of the forty-nine sermon notes 
one bears this footnote? "The Hev, John Foster's own notes of a 
sermon*" Does that mean that all the other forty-eight 
sermon notes under Foster's name were mad© by some of Foster's

3£« J. B, %land{ In the "Preface" to "Foster's Lectures"
Vol* I, pp* III § IV Bonn, 1853. After he wrote this Ryland 
did decide to edit and publish tte Egaav On the Improvement of 
Time, which Foster left incomplete*

33* John Foster? Essay On the Improvement of Time,With Notes Of 
Sermons and Other Pieces* Sermon XLIX*"Tootiiote, p, 578, 

«B'a'inr Sons* London. 1886,
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listeners who sat under him? Or, are many of these enlargements 

of brief outlines whioh Foster left and which have more of the 

enlarger's hand about them than of Foster's? The Fosterian bent 

is evident in the choice of subjects, and the Fosterian mind is 

evident in the ideas t i«e,, some of them, but in much of the com 

position the Fosterian touch is lacking* It appears that these 

notes are filled-ln sketchy outlines which Foster left or which 

some one took down* If that be true, they have value for us only 

in that they give us an idea of his topics and something of the 

skeleton of his sermons* We can certainly rely upon that much as 

being Foster*a, If there is anything at all about them his* What 

ever value there is in this, however, is more than offset by the fact 

that it was grossly unfair to a man like John Foster» who so carefully 

labored over everything that he released for publication and who set 

and maintained the very highest literary standard, to have these 

doctored, patched-up, sketchy fragments presented as his composition* 

Despite this personal feeling on our part, we are forced to admit 

that we can see in the thoughts and themes of these sermon outlines 

Foster's choice Ideas and in the organization, evidence of his logical

mind*
Let us look at some of the topics which Foster selected and also 

at one or two outlines of the sermon notes* The phrasing of 

the topic is that of the present writer, for as the sermon
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notes are published they have nothing to designate them but a 

number* We have tried to make the phrasing of the topic convey 

Foster*s theme and we are including the number and the text as 

given* The selections have been made at random* 

SEHMQK TOPIC gFKMOW NtTMBlP IN r  ?. HOT8S 

Are Christians Mad?

God's Judgment A Sobering 
Thought To Youth

The Ungracious Reception 
Generally Given Truth

The Eternal Christ 

The Brevity Of Life

On Being Only Partially 
persuaded

Importunity A Necessity 
In Religion

The Mighty Warfare Against 
The Rulers of Darkness

Time la Of The Fssenon

A Good Life The Best Memorial

On Unhappiness

Live For Today

When A Man Sees Himself

Asleep At The Post of Duty

The Perpetual Prevalence of 
Idolatry

What Will You Do With Your Life? 

The Understanding Kature of God

Christian Character Impervious 
to Shook and Change

Reasoning With God Over Sin

:LV

XLIV

VI
7V

XX7XX"

X' : I
XXVTX

VIII

VI
V
XLVI

XV
I
TLH 

XLVII

Acts 25

Toclesiastes XI* 9

Galatlans IV* 6 

Hebrews TJCII* 8 

Isaiah XL* 6

Acts Z&

Genesis 7

^phesians VI* 11-18 

Fpheslans V* 16

:* 6
Micah II, 10

^roverbs
James I, S3, 34

Jonah I, 6

I John V. 21 

S Cor* V» 15 

Psalm GUI* 13, U

revelation TIV* 5 

Isaiah I. 18
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SSMOH ITOfBISH
SIMON TOPIC !
The Necessity For The 
Endless Repetition of 
Lessons In Living XUII Isaiah XXTIII* 10

We believe that Foster would approve of most of these titles 

which we have given to the fragments of his sermons which have been 

preserved* The sermon which we have entitled "The Understanding 

Nature of God* (No* XLX?) Is the only one which is attributed com 

pletely to foster* (vide ante) We present herewith an outline of 

Foster's notes, so that we may have before us an example of his 

technique of sermon production*

8FRMQN 7--LI:

"Like as a father pltleth his children, so the Lord pitieth 

them that fear Him* For He knoweth our frame; He remembereth that 

we are dust*** Psalm GUI* 13 ̂ 14*

Introduction

The frame of man is fearfully and wonderfully made*

It has taken ages to explain the mechanical nature of this frame 

even imperfectly* But 3>ife is still a mystery*

I* Consider the marvel of man made from dust and his fragile hold 

on life*

A* It is an amazing power that could take dust and make

a living body* 

B« It is remarkable that the highest creature is made

from the meanest elements* 

C* It is strange how man values his dust more than

all dust beside* (A man values hla hand or his linger 

more than all the race of Adam that are deadj
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2>t It ia strange that an Immortal apirit should be 
the servant (slave) of a pieoe of olay.

K, It la strange that beings made of dust, whose every
* 

moment of life la * miracle y should have auoh a
alight feeling of dependence upon God*

II. The consideration of the fragility of man should arouse In ua 
a fear of &od, and fear Is the first principle of religion* 

A. We are totally in His power* That should excite fear* 
B« low impure we are in His sight I that should excite fear* 
0. It should be awe-inspiring to meet God in so many places

every day* 
D* The fear of God's dlspleaaure should exceed.every other

fear* • :',': " 

B * We should be anxious that we shall not approach that
final meeting with Him* quailing in terror* 

Ood alleviates man's fears and like, a father pities all hie 
children who respect Him*

,•»

A* Ood In the Bible presents himswlf through kind and
•*

friendly comparisons f the one moat often uaed is that 
*f *0ttT Father", 

B* Earthly father a pity their children, how much more must

OOd?

0* Ood Knows the helplessness and dependence of Hia ohildren

(a) They are as poor infanta or persona weak with age*

(b) He knowa the legion of evils which attack them*
• i

(o) He knows how hia ohildren pant for happiness and 

can command so little of it*
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D« Snowing Hie children's waaJmeaaea, 8od doea all Be 
oan for them*

v
(a) Cares for them constantly*
(b) Causes no aorrow but for their good* (Better

here than earthly parent a * "He, for our profit," 
eto*) i

(o) Aooepts their feeble aervloe and oorapaaaionatea 
their defeat a and weaJmeaaea*

(d) Oheera them with the hope that a fuller education
* '~:

will enable them to obtain a noble being and in* 
herlt all things*

(e) Shows them His greater 3on, as a challenge and en<*

Conoluaion; realizing theae things man should throw off his oareleaa*
**

ness and Indifference and cultivate a greater affection
for <*od«

Let ua look «t another example of the construction of a foatarian 
a arm on* This ia the one to whioh we have given the title » "The Heed 
for the iindleaa Repetition of Leaae&a in Living" • We believe that

\

thia sermon shows Boater's originality of treatment and applioatioaH
in auoh a way &a to Pu^ before our minda a fair idea of how at art ling 
some of hia interpret it iona and thoughts were* Besides, it* is evi- 
denoe of the praotioality of his aeaaagea*

w?or preoept must be upon preoept, preoept upon precept j line 

upon line t line upon line," laaiah XXTJ1I»
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Introduction* 4 disoussion of the setting of the text* The people 

murmur against the prophet* Man objects to the repetition and per* 

petuity of inculcation because,

A« He is unwilling to feel that duty ia the chief thing in 
life* % : -

B* He wants to be pleased with himself*
•» 

0* The iteration of a lesson is unpleasant to those who hare
Hi* 

ignored the previous instruction*

I« fhe assertion and substantiation of the statement that Th?

Repetition and perpetuity oj inculcation ^g the method §£ ®£d jy|
V

a lla administration to men*
• w0"*^(ilimi<fr &&*M&Btf*ftt6&&&INtBt^HBIil&WMIIlflllMltltB9 4^IMMBl WHMMHlMIMMV

A* On every aide about ue (l»e», in nature) the same lessons

appear over and over again* 
B« In the kible there ia a constant repetition of the same

lessons - "precept upon precept" ~ "line upon line"* 
(lo lesson is given once * l»e»t Isolated from the rest of

the script urea* ilxamplet An attribute of &od or a great
'"*' /

principle or law of religion will appear again and again*
,(•'

If a man finds one plant of a kind in a field he will find

others*)
II* Why is it necessary to constantly repeat the lessons in living? 

A« Man does not consider a thing to be in serious earnest
unless it is insisted upon*

B» fhe dullness and sluggishness of man's apprehension. 

0« Our memory so easily falls* W* forget quickly•

Conscience is a heavy sleeper. Meeds to be pricked

again and again*
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£• The repetition of lessons in righteouaness necessary
I*. •* k

to offset the incessant repetition of other things 

which strive to oreate the opposite effeot*
•^

Conalusiom dince God employs the repetition and perpetuity of in*
. i* * *

ouloation in the scriptures to teach man and sinos 

writers of the best boofcs are compelled to do the 

same, friends and parents must also repeat the lessons 
of righteous living again and again to youth*publio 

tea&hers of religion fi***^ preachers) are absolutely 
necessary* And 00lieges* suoh as Bristol Baptist

College, are absolutely necessary to provide properly~"% 
trained teacher3 of religion (preachers) for the pur*
pose of instructing the people ia the right ways of
living* I• j.

Judged by all homitetical standards and principles this sermon
j

is well~balanaed, has a central theme, is very practicable, is 

logical in the presentation of argument a and proof» and above all 
displays sound reasoning and draws a convincing conclusion* If this 

is a sample of Foster 9 s preaching* and we believe it to be represent* 

ative* we can readily see that Foster 1 a apparent failure as a preachefc 

was not due to the quality of his sermons. His choice of themes* 

his deep thought t his amasing vocabulary (this he refused to reduce 

to level of his auditory), and his logioal arrangement and presenta 

tion sailed for the exertion of the cerebral processes in his listen*
era, ?o follow him they had to thfnlc * think hard * their minds"• < 
oould not wander as a rambling sort of discourse allows but must be

attentively fastened upon the unfolding of the thought* How many 

people are willing to so exert themselves when they are capable?
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The average congregation prefers to be entertained or thrilled 

rather than instructed « foster expected too much of his hearers ,

we suspeet; itSt* most of the time he was far over their haads«6nly—— *•• 
the trained mind of the intellectual could appreciate Foster's
preaching*

<lhile we are bemoaning the faot that Foster did not leave us
••i

under his own hand a volume of sermons 4 let us hasten to make clear 

that the two volumes of hia lectures delivered at iroadmead Chapel*
y

Bristol* whioh %land published after foster* s death t are really

two volumes of sermonst &yland states In the preface that he altered'•'i.
fester's manuscripts very little* "He (foster) had t however* a view 
to the ultimate publication of the lectures .....To this Intention it 
Is probably owing that thase volumes stand less in need than most
posthumous publications of the author's final revision, and that so& •*•• 
little has been left for editorial superintendence beyond the dig*

<& 34
tributlon of the sentence a into paragraphs* 19

We have said that these lectures are actually sermons because

each lecture deals with a moral or religious subject, is based upon
V 

a text from the Bible, and has for its purpose the religious in*

struct ion of the hearers, 'So complete the definition of a sermon, 

these lectures were delivered by a clergyman in ohurchV These
•;•* i

lectures are the sermonio memorial whioh #oa*er desired* He spent t

en his own testimony, five to six time* as much labor on one lecture
i\ 

as he spent on an ordinary sermon. Here are aerraona whioh were

J* #» K/lsndi In the "Preface" to "foster* a Lectures"* 
Yol* I* p* IV. ^ohn«
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-T

really delivered "to an auditory oreated for the purpose*1 * It waa 

a aelaet crowd of alnda whioh sapported thia lyceum and gathered
c-

in the Briatol Chapel to hear theae maeterful literary deliveranoea* 

By atyllng theae diaoouraea "lecturee* Foster gate himaelf a greater 

latitude than could have been hia in complying with the strict aermon 

forma of hia day or in preaching to a general congregation, The set 

up waa perfect for a man of Foster 1 a inolinationa* With pi cited hear*

era he oould go the length of hia thoughts and his ideaa* There
\

would be no restrainta, either in the presentation or in the ohoioe 
of aubjeet matter*

In the two volumes there are aeventy*one lectures. ffety are 
literary, aa well as aermonio* maaterpieeea* ?hey repreaent a tre-

*

nendoua amount of atudy and labor, though each is briefly done*
**,-'•

foater ran the whole scale of choice tepioa* He apoice on personal
^

problem a. individual difficulties, and aooial subject a llfce war and
*»•' 

peace,or economic inequalities, or negro alavery* He treated of
practical matters Itfce the uae of time, or drew moral leaaona from
the aeastfma* He Inveighed against ignorance or apofce of the uaea

* and perversions of conscience. He presented a technique for aelf-
exaJBinatlon or expoemulated upon the foolishness of vanity or affecta 
tion. One la atrucfc by the note of modernity in Boater's theme a*

«

Hie leeture topiaa would not be out of plaoe in next Sunday's ohuroh
*

column in the lew Torfc Timea, .
/

Poater oarefully thought out all of hia aermona* iSometimes he 

wrote out the outline rather fully* *t other times he had a few 

notea lotted down on a piece of paper which he kept before him. If 

he wrote out hia sermon in full he went over it again and again in
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order to familiarize himself thoroughly with it, for if he was not

thoroughly familiar with it, he found himself "hampered and stiffened. i
in the delivery ha? ing neither certainty of reading, nor the ease of 

speaking"* 35 While oarefally thinking out hia message » Foster re* 

all zed the danger of emphasising the vehicle instead of the thought * 

Of #r» B lair 1 s sermons he writes, "Instead of the thought throwing 

itself into worda t ^7 & free, instantaneous, and almost unoonaoioua 

action, and passing off in that easy form, it is pretty apparent 

there was a good deal of handicraft employed in getting ready proper 

oases and trusses, of various but carefully measured lengths and 

figurest to put the thoughts into, as they came out, in very slow
*

succession* each of them cooled and stiffened to numbness in wait ing 
go long to be dressed" *3* In & similar vein foster offers a criti 

cs i am of Sydney Smith's sermons* wHe never goes on so much as two 

minutes in that manly simplicity of expression, which is natural to 

a man strenuously and solely intent on illustrating and en forcing his 

subjeat* 3&e «ast of his language oompela an unwilling auspicion,
«•

that the purpose is not ao much to enforce the subject, as to parade
i; *

it, and, in doing ao, to play off the greatest possible number of 
quaint pranfes of rhetorical manoeuvre*" Then we observe that

i

06* John Foster* Letter Jo Jofcn jheoparA. £«q, "foster 1 s Life & 
Correspondence". vol* *» p» 438* Bohn. London* 1852 •

36* John fosters |» the %olectia aeview+ I>eo*,1807» A Heview of 
"Bla,ir*s Life Xn»Hfiags'«i ieprinled in "foiter's Critical 
Essays*' Tel* I t p* 64 -bohn» London. 1857« 
quoted in part by E. C. 4obinaon fi. Ya-le Lectures. 1663, p» 164 • 
He quo ted by italph Sookraan, fhe Highway of God, -p. 126. 
liaoUillan Company, IT* Y,, 1MB*

Review * May & June, 1809 * on 
rinted

Vol. I, 9* 309 • Bohn» London* 1857 «
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foster was well aware of the danger of erer-elaboratlon and the 
concentration of the attention upon an effort to be flashy or to 
display one 1 a erudition rather than upon the thought of the 
message and the supplying of the spiritual needs of the congrega 
tion*

Early in his life Foster recognized that first and foremost 
In the way of preparation for the minister were his spiritual and 
devotional practices. He Knew that without these all else that he 
did would be Tain and everything which he said sounding bras% - 
When Foster was a student at Jbrlstol Baptist College he wrote to 
his friend Horafall, describing for his benefit something of the 
daily routine* He mentioned his studies and particularly his study 
of the Bible* He told young Horsfall that they had at hand many of 
the beat commentaries on the scriptures, naming some of them* suoh 
as those of Gill, Henry, J?ooler -U odd ridge; but he stated that he

f t*V ' ' ' ''

rarely consulted any of them/sfe he went oi\ "a diligent and pious 
frame of heart will he found* I believe, the best assistance te 
understand the Sacred Books*"*58 Foster would have said that this 
same frame of heart was the best assistance in the preparation of 
a sermon and that without It the sermon would "be futile* He would 
have agreed with Oarlyle nfeen he asserted that the greatest need 
of his parish was wa preacher who Knows Sod otherwise than by hear* 
say% foster recognised that spiritual preparation was essential 
for the malting of a sermon, and that this was worth far more than 
mere purple passages and polished periods glittering for .their own

38, John Foster i fttlHlfiffS Offife"Foster's 
London* 1I0&*
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safces* However* he practiced and belitved in diligent study and
t ::?, 

wide reading for the minister* ButbaaM; not agree with Dr* Seattle
. V- , >. 

t

who gave as his firat precept to young preachers* "Head the olassioa
1 :- V,K. (

night and day"* Poater comments: "We are forcibly reminded Toy
*

contrast, of the injunction given to Timothy by the £»inoe of the
ao

Apostles". Hot that he disdained the classics, he was a classical
'•if :

"I * - ; •

soholar of the first water himself» but that he thought one's 
Spiritual preparation and study of the Scripture basic and funda*

"• t ;

mental* and should precede in importance and aonsideration secular,rf--.. ,-*t

studies* tritiioh vital as they are for the minister* must be oonsid* 
ered* nonetheless,by him as secondary.

An examination of Foster's oonoept of the ministry in general 
will prove enlightening and beneficial. He many.;times .doubted its 
effioaoy*in whioh he was correct, for a quioic looJc around him will

8

convince any man that muoh of the seed falls among tares and is 
ohofced out, and muoh of it falls on stony, ground and dies for want 
of earth and moisture* Foster writes to Joseph Hughes in 1799 t even 
when things were going to ad l£ and when he was meeting with an adaman* 
time indifference from a congregation who held his viewe against hiotj 
"I have an irresistible conviction that *fhe truth as it is Jesus*

' '. ••

is incomparably the lest thing that can be administered to my fellow 

mortals» and that he is the noblest of men who administers this with 
the most fidelity and seal."40 Eleven years later he is still of the 
same opinion* for he writes to another friend who has several sons

39. John Fosters In a review of *yo*befe* Life of Dr, Beattie%in 
The JSeleotlq jfTftf** January and February* 180?• iieprinted 
tn~"Jlo8ter l e critical Essays", Tol, I* p. 32, &ohn* London* 1857

40* John Jfosten X4tt.tr j "jester's Life a ser*< 
Boon* London* 1862* 178
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that he continually wishes the larger number of them would £urn out 

preachers for there is no worthier occupation, and northing more 

important than religion* Young men of hia acquaintance who were 

undecided between following the law or the ministry always receivsd 

a strong encouragement from foster to enter the ministry* Again 

and again in letters he elevates the ministry above any other pro*
e

fession or ocoupation to which men engage and consider a life 
assiduously used in religious work more beneficial than any other 
work open to man* Be earnestly prayed that his own son might enter 
the ministry and undoubtedly he would have* had he been spared*

In 1814 Jfe&ter wrote to his beloved and aging mother« deeerlb* 
ing a trip he made to Kidderminster, that he might walk a long time 
In and about the ohugeh in which Hlohard Baxter preached* He goes 
on to say, "His pulpit remained till within a few years back* where
it was removed as an old~fasJiioned thing* We went to see It where-. •. i-,
it is carefully preserved* in the vestry of a Sooinian meetinghouse* 
m ancient looking inscription carved on It shows it to be nearly two 
hundred years old* being placed In the church many years before 
Baxter preached there* It is small» of oak, quite sound and firm, 
and is decorated with old carving, painting, and gilding...,*.It 
was striking to stand In this pulpit, and reflect what a saintly 
and apostolic man had often occupied it; what an eloquence of piety 
had been* with almost miraculous efflcenoy, poured from it; and 
what the state of that preacher may be nowi"*1 ?o John Foster the

v

pulpit cf a pious and devout preacher was one of the most fascinating
?r*

41, John /oaten Letter |o His Motiyr* Sept., 1814. 
"ioste*1 ^ Life & Correspondence1^ ffcl* I*» p* 3TO* 
Bonn* London* 1802*
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and thrilling spots on the earth, what a commentary that ia upon 
his opinion of the worfc of the'minister* lo nan should ever enter 
the ministry unless he feels about it exactly lilce John Jtoster did* 
The belief in the vital Importance of the work la what sustains a 
man through long* long years of indifferent success, with little 
visible or measurable results for suoh an outlay of effort*

Mention should be made of Foster's interest in young people*
little 

While he shrank from preaching & sermon to/children, because he
had difficulty in adjusting his message to their requirements, he 
w%s very fond of them* The young people were his specialty for 
they were mature enough to understand him f and he prepared and 
delivered his sermons with them principally in mind* In spea&lng 
of the little which a preacher seemed to accomplish, he always 
remarked that the most good which was done was attained with the 
young people* Several times he made an effort to attempt something 
extra or original which would appeal to youth but each time he was 
thwarted by the older ones and by the prevailing conservatism* Once 
when he did not have a stated pastorate he suggested to an older 
minister a Sunday evening young people's service, at which no would 
be brought a series of general talks of moral value, geared to the 
problems and needs of youth, but not along the formal lines of a 
sermon* 2*he pastor nipped the idea in the bud by saying that the 
plan evidently had something to oommend it but that It was unthinkabljt* 
for it would not be "preaching the gospel"4 Perhaps, he feared Foster 
might take his pastorate away from him» But no thought oould have 
been further from Foster's mind* Humble* modest, unselfish John 
Foster would have gone the second and third and fourth mile in 
Christ's name to have helped the good Brother * never t never would

»
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would he have toiowijagly harmed him*
1 s

A very, important part of the minister 1 a taste is hia public 

pray ing * In a ritualistic ohuroh where there is a set order and 

form, and where the prayer book provides a prayer suitable for 

every Sunday or appropriate for every holy day or special season,
*"

there is no problem for the minister. In carefully chosen language,
/

composed by the finest minds and moat,, experienced clergymen, the 

ordinary minister finds all the pray era he needs immediately at 

hand* All that is required of him is to read them in a prayerful

manner* For^ auoh there is no problem of public praying except the't,
avoidance of deadt dry~aa~du»t formalism*. With the nonconformist 
or dissenting minister matters stand in an entirely different lightt 
He belongs with a tradition that has brofcen with the out and tried 
ritual* and stereotyped language! where every sentence once begun 
can It immediately finished in the minds of the congregation, and 
where by much repetition all meaning has gradually run out of the

ts

forms* The clergyaan of this latter type ia confronted with the 

taaJt of creating extemporaneously as the occasion or need arises
V

appropriate, carefully worded, reverent« thoughtful, purposeful 

prayer on the spur of the moment and above all he is faced with the 

problem of avoiding a lapse into the same expressions and thought a* 

la t*utJ»,t into the dame prayer f every time he prays*
fei.

Jfoster maintained that in a public prayer a man ought to have~<f:-

in mind some definite and central thought which would fix in the minds
•s.

of the people and direct their praying* He objected to the type of
<tr

prayer which contained "a rapidly Al*oursive succession of ideas" 
and believed that *the leader of the devotion® should often dwell

awhile on one, and another Important topic, and with a number of
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aocumulated tentimenta specifically appropriate to eaoh; in order

that its importance* thus exposed and aggravated* may oonatrain the
•*. • 

auditory to refloat how deeply they are concerned in that one sub*

jeot of petition"*

"Particular parts of divine truth may come in view as suggesting 

matter of distinct and somewhat prolonged petition, conceived in
••)*

terms that shall constantly and closely reoognisse the condition of
A55 vthe people*** Foster thought it very unwise to introduce personal* 

Ities Into public prayers* He believed that suoh a procedure const!* 
tuted "a practice which leads the thoughts quite away from the interests 
in commons tempting the auditors into an impertinence of imagination 
about the persons so placed in exhibition, their characters* domes** 
tic circumstances and 30 forth; with possibly a silent criticism* not
much in harmony with devotion, on some flaw of consistency between the

* *< terms which the speaJfcer Is now employing, and those which he may be
&

hearft, or may have been heard, to use in other times and places« re 
specting the same individuals"•** It is said that in leading public
prayer in church or among small private groups t John foster displayed

j 
aarfced reverence and great spiritual beauty and power, lifting his
auditors out of themselves and into the.very presence of the Deity.

Character A< 
Vox* Ti» ]

Published under superintendence of Olinthus Gregory* 
Samuel Holdsworth* London* 1838»

43* Ibld* t p* 146* 

44* Ibid4. p* 149*

Preacher*
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To get a comprehensive picture of Foster's ideas of the in 
ternal oonstmotion of a sermon one has only to read his "Observa-* 
tions on lift Hall* s Oharaoter As 1 Preacher"« foster maintained 
that in preashing every sermon should have "a definite purposev a

•) 4g *distinct assignable sub Jest% Laefc of a concentration of thought*
»

scattered ideas* an indeterminate direction in a sermon was deplored 
by him* He abominated the type of sermon in which the preacher 

mounted hie text like Stephen Leaoook's aharaoter mounted his horse* 
and "rode off In nil directions"* Foster believed also in the im 
portance and advantage of ample variety of themes In preaching* and 
)cnew the danger, as has already been pointed out,of the preacher 
going the well worn circle of a few trite topics. Illustrations 
should be first hand and fresh* they should* he held* really illustrate 
the thought and not be tacked on for ornamental purposes* Further 
more* while he thought they could well come from every-day life, he still 
insisted upon their being in harmony and Iceeping with the loftiness 
of the idea being eacpr eased*

Fester maintained that the introduction to the sermon'should be
4

brief and that it should introduce the subject* Sometimes he deemed
V

it wise to plunge immediately into the subject, after only a few in 
troductory sentences. His is the preferred method generally practiced 
today. He dlslifced to hear a preacher, like a professor* "go baok two 
thousand years to get a running start" every time he discoursed upon

j t

any topic. He felt that "powerful sallies* flourishes and fulminations" 
were out of place in the introduction of the sermon* and that in the
^^________________u_...-••--.•••—"———'—"***"* " '' "•———•*•*—«——-i •• i ,___^_^J^____^.»—______^__^___J_—_———————————————----..i. . ______

46. Ibid., p. 160.
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beginning the sermon should not be pitched at such a height that 

oould not be sustained nor risen above, leaving no possibility for 

a crescendo ascending to a climax, but rather having no other choice 
but to descend In thought as well as delivery to a weafc, disappoint*

V

lag, and ineffectual ending*

AS to the body of a sermon, it was Foster's idea that the 
"distribution" oould sometimes be "perfectly inartificial, oast la 

an order of the leaat formality of division that oould mark an la* 
telllglble succession of parts".46 But foster was not averse to a 

more formal division. Besides, he thought that at times it was per* 

fectly desirable to come on a subject by manoeuvre as heput ifc, or to 

approach it sideways, as he also put it* If either did he object some* 

times to the strong emphasis of a part, i*e*_* as he said, to throw 

out the force of a subject in off*sets, la lieu of a failure la the 
main substanoe* foster was also not averse to the use of "schemes

V '**

of arrangementlinwhich parts are ingeniously placed la antithesis,
Anor la such diapoaitloa as to reflect crosa*lights on one another"**' 

Provided it could: be skillfully and maaterfully accomplished* However 

he deplored the obsolete and cumbrous technicalities of logic*

In the development of the sermon, he recognized that smoothness 
was a valuable desideratum and that there should be an appropriate 

continuity* He felt that a discourse was strengthened "when it is so 
conceived as to require the not unfrequeat recurrence of the sigaa, 
*forf , •because9 * l lf*thea l t 'consequently*, fso that 1 , and the other 

familiar logical marfcs of conjunction and dependence in the series of 

ideas"* But he Issues an accompanying warning, "this will not be

46* Ibid*, p* 161*

47* Ibid,
48* H>l<u* p* 164*
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mistaken to mean any thing like a long uninterrupted process, as 

in a mathematical demonstration carried on in a rigorous strict*
„ »

ness of method, and with a dependenee of the validity of some one
•* 

final result on the oorreotneea of eaoh and every movement in the

long operation"***
t

The language of the sermon, to Foster's way of thinking* has 
already been treated fully* fthile he insisted upon non-technical 
diction, he pointed out that "oommon~place", "oolloquial% "bookish** 
language and language with an "artificial oast" were out of place in 
a sermon* He also advised against the use of t>rLte phrases and ex* 
presslone f and insisted on the employment of oorreot grammar.

He believed that an extemporaneous speeoh was superior and. that, 
if the sentences had been worked out beforehand, they should be de 
livered with the "spirit and significance of present immediate

50 thinking, as to prove a living dictate of the speaker 1 s mind".
* ,j

-,(

He also affirmed that a sermon should not be devoid of emotion and 

animation, although these were qualities lacking in his own preach- 

ing* It was foster* s idea that eaoh. sermon should contain something 

to challenge the intellect of those who thought and something .to stir

the emotions of those who relied upon feeling* In this way the•M
preacher would play upon the entire congregation and thus reach all 

of his auditors* It was also his opinion that the sermon should be 

delivered in a serious spirit and manner v for otherwise there was the 

likelihood that the hearers would consider the ideas being presented» *i

as trivial or not of enough importance or worth to receive careful 

49. Ibid*
50* Ibid*, p* 167*
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consideration. Gestures la preaching according to Foster, should
*

be kept to a minimum and should, when used, be spontaneous and 

natural. Above all he held to the Idea that In preaching the 

speaker should experience complete "oblivion of self*9 and speak 

with utter abandon*

One other quotation will further illustrate Foster's general 

concept of the sermon* It is a criticism which he made of Robert 

Hall's preaching* Let it be remembered, however, that Foster 

greatly admired Hall's preaching t his excellence and eloquenc-, and 

has recorded that in some of his sermons Hall reached a mark which 

In Foster's experience of hearing preachers had never been equalled 

or excelled* He took off his hat to Hall at every opportunity and 

gracefully retired from the pulpit when both of them settled in the

same community* This withdrawal Is so bluntly put in the reference
h A 

work, "Die Religion in Oesohicte und Gegenwo'rt", that it evokes a
FV

smile, ao we give it here* "1621 siedelte er naoh Stapleton bel

Bristol uber, wo er durch seine Wochenvorlesungen weite Kreiae an
si sioh zog. flfls aber Hobert Hall auftrat, trat er in den hlntergrund".

But, though Foster was one of Hall's staunch admirers and though he 

recognized his popularity and general public esteem, he insisted that 

the sermon was not in the class with the performance of a great actor, 

that its prim© purpose was not to be some thing brilliant and artistic 

to be received with loud hurrahs and much hand-clapping. It was his 

idea that a sermon ought to have medicinal and surgical effects* So* 

of Hall's preaching, he says, "while his preaching was superlatively 

excellent in many of Its qualities, It was not, from a defect in
j. -_tj_>---_--_>i^>>>>1[_J|—^^^^^^^^^M^a»«j»»»-««»«»«»»»»«»»»'-»«»«'»«^ i i i mi M—I~——«-»K~—~—^ii^»-^—» i. . . i i«.».»««gi^-»•»

h51, Article on John Foster in, Pie Religion in Oesohicte und 
Gegenwirt* Bedaktealr - Hoars * Kassel fr~
——H———£—— £
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certain important ones, the beat adapted for salutary efficacy* 
A short indication of what I would allege would be* that it was 
too general and theoreticj that it presented things too much in 
unbroken breadth and mass; that it was apt to exceed, in the 
most eloquent parts, the allowed license of exaggeration} that it 
was not kept in due relation to the realities of life; that while 
it was most excellent in the discrimination of topics, sentiments, 
arguments t it did not discriminate and individualize human charact 
ers; that therefor® it did not maintain an intimate commerce with 
the actual condition of th@ hearers*»ss Imaginative, yet practical 
John Foster! How right he is in his emphasis that religion should 
be consistently related to life. How unusual to find a mn with 
such a wide range of imaginative power who could a till insist upon 
the utilitarian values of truth for every-day needs* He thought 
that sermons ought to help people live*

One word more in regard to Foster's concept of preaching. He 
could not tolerate any toning down or watering of true Christian 
precepts. He excoriated Pr* Blair for this very thingt "We have 
sometimes to charge him also with a certain adulteration of the 
Christian moral principles, by the admixture of a portion of the 
worldly spirit* As a friend to Christianity, he wished her to be 
a little less harsh and peculiar than in her earlier dayo, and to 
show that she had not lived so long in the genteelest world in the 
creation, without learning polltenesst*55 Any cowardly retreat

52 t John Foster I Obseryationa On Hr# Hall's gharaoter As A frreaoher, 
"The Works of fiobert Hall" TtFT&ditlon, Volt VI* pTlvl 
Samuel Holdsworth* London. 1858«

53. John Foster! In the loleotio Review, Dec* 1807*
Reprinted in Foster' a dri tl oal 'tos'a'ya^ Volt I, pp§ 88 f 89, 

* i-ondon. 18^,-
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from the Gospel 1 a moral and spiritual high standards evoked 

Foster's displeasure* He had nothing but contempt for ministers who 

crawled before their congregation and serred up only sweeta and 

drugs0 to soothe the taste and dull the minds of their hearers* 

Sueh eplnelessness belonged not with the called ministers of Jesus
N

Christ. Besides, Foster held a low opinion of those ministers who 

are Tain and ambitious, vtio spend their lives fawning before su 

periors, pleading and cajoling and manoeuvring for promotion and 

cottony berths, all the while ignoring the great challenge and 

opportunity of a life lost in Christian service. He was equally 

contemptuous of so-called "exclusive" congregations and churches* 

3ueh snobbery and selfishness had no place in the Kingdom of C*od« 

The following quotation from Foster restated as a question and 

Inscribed in large letters on a plaque, should be placed in the 

narthex of every opulent Christian Church in the worldj Is 

this **a place where the minister, with an elegant appearance,-and 

graceful gesture, and bland delivery, and brilliant touches, aftd 

philosophical elucidations, gently invites, for a very short space 

of time, to the newest and most tasteful mode of religion, the 

attention of an auditory shining In wealth, blooming in beauty, 

and dazzling in fashion; a place f where the proudest need not 

apprehend being mixed with the vulgar, where the most dashing 

may deem It worth while to exhibit, where the most rational will 

be safe from Methodism (emotionalism), and where Infidels will not 

be ashamed to have heard a sermon* n ?5* Fearless John Foster with his 

deep religious conviction and strong sense of right, with his un-

54. John Foster* A review of Sydney Smith*a Sermons in the
"Eoleotio Review*, May and June, 1^09« Reprinted in "Foster*s
Critical Ssaays", Vol* I, p« 289. Bohxu London. 1857*
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selfishness and modesty, with his self-saorifioe and fellowship 

with the poor, with his magnificent literary skill, with his con 

cept of preaching as an instruction in the art of living righteous 

ly from day to day, lacked still the qualifications for successful 

preaching* But, In the sight of the Almighty, he must have been a 

good preacher of the Word* That Is the reason why we call him a 

magnificent failure I

When Foster retired from the ministry at from®, having reached 

the place where he could modestly support himself and his family 

with his writing, he rejoiced in the fact that he was free to tour the 

countryside and villages and to preach without remuneration to small 

congregations, consisting chiefly of poor people. He writes to ̂  his* 

friend Hughes, "I am pleased with having so far the means of doing 

any small degree of good, and feel it an advantage that I ara in cir»
KK

cumstances to enable me to preach for nothing*1 * That was his idea

of real preaching! While Foster believed with all his soul in 

great importance of the preaoher*s task* he was under no delusion 

as to the efficacy of the average sermon* In item 456 of his 

Journal he writess "Desideratum, a comprehensive estimate of the 

real effect produced by preaching,*86 in another Item he speaks of 

having heard a great sermon and then laments'the fact that before 

evening most of it would be forgotten bv the hearers* He was attacked 

by one critic for alluding in an essay to the small visible effects 

of preaching* In another place, wondering whether he has done much

55, John Foster* Letter to His Mother* "Foster's Life & 
Correspondence1' Yol. *§ p» 515 »Bonn* London. 1852*Correspondence

56. John Foster! Journal* Item No. 456. "Foster f s Life & 
Correspondence" Vol, I., p.,166. Bonn* London. 1852.
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good in a church he has Just resigned, he writes to a friendf "Let
us both preach to ourselves with all our mightj let us say, with a

4 distinguished and devout hero, on the eve of battle, 'Perhaps, I
cannot inspire a generous ardour into those around me, but at least 
I will make sure of one t «*°'9

John Foster would have seriously objected to this apology for 
his preaching. For him the living of the Christian life was far 
more important than making a brilliant discourse. He never would 

have said a word in his own defense, as a preacher or as a

after-alljit was he who once wrote, "My capital concern is, not to
S3 defend what I am, but to be what I ought to bo n »

57. John Foster* Letter to Mrs* IU ?lanut»j Deo. 31, 1799* 
Ibid., p, 107*

58* John Foster* Letter to the^ Hev* Joseph Hushes, April 29, 1799. 
Ibid*, p. 100.
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Chapter V

JOHN FOSTER, PHH.030PHSH & MOHAL PSYCHOLOGIST

Foster could be readily classified as a philosopher, if by 

that term we mean *» lover of wisdom"* To signify, on the other 

hand, by that term that he held or developed a system of philoso*
i

phy or that he was an authority on metaphysics and philosophical 

writings, then he, perforce, would not qualify to be so denominat 

ed. Foster's philosophy-was practical; he kept his feet on the 

ground) what occupied his thought had to be related to life. He 

considered it a waste of time to spin out gossamer threads of 

speculation to Infinity or to split hairs over hypothetical sup 

positions which had no basis of reality* He was qualified to be* 

come a first class metaphysician but he had little respect for a>'

person who spent his life arguing fine points of logic for logic's 
sake, or squandering his talents upon disquisitions and speculations 
which baked no bread* The entla rationis Foster regarded with in~ 
difference! and, as has been said, this "in the eyes of Plato, would 
have out him off from all title to the name of philosopher"* Foster 
has been described as "the Platonic Socrates without his truly Hell 
enic faculty"* 0 <W ^"^ * ^M

There are marks of similarity between John Foster and Halph 
•Valdo Person, the transcendental 1st American philosopher* Foster's

1* «T, B* %landt Foster's Life & Qorrespondenoe* Vol» II p, 295 
Bonn. London. "

2* Ibid*
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rugged self-reliance and independence of thought, his insistence 
upon originality, his love of beauty and truth and goodness, his 
apathy toward formalized religion» yet his deep religious con* 
Tictions, make him very muoh like Bkeraon. Emerson*s distaste 
for the lord's Supper and Foster's distaste for the Ordinance of 
Baptism give them another point of kinship* By way of contrast, 
Smerson's attitude toward the ministry was that of a "yawn" and 
he gave it up* Foster, while under no delusions as to the pract 
ical results of preaching, considered it the most important work 
a man could engage In. 'There was one other major point in which 
they differed* James Truslow Adams has said that %erson lacked 
SL aen3e of the tragedy of life* the mild sage of Concord was a 
little too gentle and blindly optimistic in his philosophy for a 
ruthless, brutal world like this* Hot so with Foster* Foster's 
whole outlook was based upon a strong belief in the depravity of 
man and the constant awareness of the deep overtones of tragedy 
In human life* In this regard, the English thinker excels the 
American* John Foster was not blind to reality, yet still main 
tained his hope* To him life was serious and tragic - yet the 
dark shadows could not hold back all the beams of light*

We have searched Ifimerson for a direct admission of Foster's 
influence, and came away unsuccessful* Yet, Foster was first, 
and it seems highly improbable that Emerson was not familiar with 
his writings* Foster's writings were appearing In American edi 
tions as early as 1807, when Emerson was only £o«r_yeararOf ̂

Boston publishing houses were presenting
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English thinker to an American public and Boston was not far from 

Concord* Is it likely that none of his works fell into Imerson's 

hands? Yet, if they had one hazards a guess that Emsrson would 

hare referred to them* Perhaps not* One cannot but believe that 

there would have been a mutual appreciation despite oertain differ* 

enoes* Foster would have admired Emerson's expressive language 

and sparkling style and noble ideas while deploring his extremely 

liberal, almost sceptical views toward Christian revelation* Em 

erson would have admired the sturdy independence, the high char 

acter, the profound thoughts, the keen observations and penetrating 

Insight of the Englishman. He would have respected Foster's re 

ligious convictions even though he could not embrace the doctrine 

of the depravity of man, which doctrine held without Christianity, 

breeds scepticism, pessimism and despair* but which mitigated by 

the redemptive power of the Cross and the Salvation found in Christ

offers hope to those who believe* John foster would most likely
ffee0t*ffr*0 

have been one of England*s ageat philosophers had not he early

decided to base his beliefs upon the central idea of man's wioked* 

ness and the only palliative offered in the atonement of Christ* 

Once taking his stand here, foster could not swing out into fields 

of futile speculation when he stood already upon the solid ground 

of revealed truth* Thus, as Oilfillaa has aald, "The fact is that 

such men as Young, Qhalmers f Herbert, and Foster are altogether 

superior to common standards of judgment, and must be tried by 

their peers* All had their own share of the disgusts and dissatis 

factions connected with life, and all felt them keenly* But all
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had a deeper reason still ~ a reason, we grant, probably stirred
"• *

by circumstances Into action, for renouncing the empty arena of 

this world's honor and wealth, and devoting themselves to a 

higher and nobler purpose* They all saw Into the hollowness of 

society, Into the misery of the human heart; and felt that the
*

gospel alone oould fill that aching void, and satisfy those
\ 

dreary cravings* Henoe, Herbert quitted the pleasures of a

oourt; Ohalmers dropped his air-pump and his telescope; Foster 

resigned hi* philosophic speculations; and Young shook off the 

blandishments of peers, and forgot the claps of multitudes, to 

proclaim the glad tidings to perishing sinners; and verily all,
«

In different measures # had their reward***

Despite their differences of viewpoint - despite the differ 

ence between the bland Idealism of Emerson and the Christian

realism of Foster, there are passages In Foster which In thought•**'<<•
and language sound ouch like 8meraon, Tet, It was the Sage of 

Bristol who wrote first* The following passages from Foster oould
*" "*' '.»

be inserted somewhere in Person*s writing and would not be out of 

placet "Each mind has an Interior apartment-of Its own, into whi&h 

none but itself and the Divinity can enter, In this secluded place 

the passions mingle and fluctuate in unknown agitations. Here all 

the fantastic and all the tragic shapes of Imagination have a haunt, 

where they can neither be invaded nor desosidd* Here the surround 

ing human beings, while quite insensible of It, are made the sub-

3* 0eo# Oilfillans On the f Ite & ygetlo Ctenlua of Edward Young, 
Totuig'a Night Thoughts w pp* X* tl* 
James Niohol. Edinburgh, 1853*
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Jeots of deliberate thought * and many of the designs respecting 

them revolved In silence. Here projects, convictions, vows, are 

confusedly scattered, and the records of past life are laid* Here 

In solitary state sits Conscience, surrounded by her own thunders, 

which sometimes sleep, and sometimes roar, while the world does not 
know* **

Here is another from Fosters "Weakness, in every form, tempts 

arrogance; and a man may be allowed to wish for a kind of character 

with which stupidity and Impertinence may not make so free* When 

a firm decisive spirit is recognized, it is curious to see how the 

space clears around a man, and leaves him room and freedom* The 

disposition to interrogate, dictate, or banter, preserves a re* 

speotful and politic distance, judging it not unwise to keep the 

peace with a person of so much energy* A conviction that he under 

stands and that he wills with extraordinary force, silences the 

conceit that intended to perplex or Instruct himt and intimidates 

the malice that was disposed to attack him* There is a feeling, 

as in respect to Fate, that the decrees of so Inflexible a Spirit 

G3U3t be right, or that, at least, they will be accomplished, * Con* 

sider another! "Be grateful that all the work Is not to be done 

without you, and that God employs you in that in which he also is 

employed* But remember, that while the employiasnt la yours, the 

success is altogether his; and that your diligence therefore, and 

not the measure of effect which It produces, will be the test of

4* John Foster J Kasay On A Man's Wrlfrlnff Memoirs of Himself 
"Foster's Essays % p* 61

Bell & Sons. London* 1876,
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your characters. Good men have been employed In all ages under 

the same economy of Inadequate means f and what appeared to them 

Inconsiderable success.*

Foster had no desire to be considered a philosopher* He 

contemplated the field of Intellectual speculation and concluded 

that little good could come out of It, that It was poor and barren* 

He looked upon the areas of Christian thought and belief end 

chose to cultivate these because the fruits and harvests were 

good and abundant and greatly needed by weary, hungry men* Foster 

scouted the claims of the philosophers and the claims of men for 

what philosophy could accomplish. Once he let loose a quiver fall 

of arrows barbed with sarcasm at a writer v&o made an altogether 

unjustifiable and unreasonable claim for the ability of Philoso 

phers to reorganize and redeem society* The writer had spoken 

of the bulk of the community examining, feeling, and understand* 

Ing their rights and duties and had further asserted th&t *they 

only require the fostering oare of the Philosopher to ripen them 

Into complete rationality ft and furnish them with the requisites of 

political and moral action". At this point Foster In describing 

his further action and thoughts, has said, "Here I paused In won 

dering mood. The fostering care of the PhilosopherI Why then Is 

not the Philosopher about fefeb business? Why does he not go and 

Indoctrinate a company of peasants in the intervals of a ploughing 

or a harvest day, when he will find them far more eager for his

5* John Foster! Ssaay on the Application of the Spithet Romantic* 
"Foster's Easays" p* 181* 
George Bell & Sons. London* 1876,
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Instructions than for drink? Why does he not introduce himself
v^vrv^"- *: '
among a olrcle of farmers, who cannot fail, as he enters, to be 

very Judiciously discussing, with the aid of their punch and 

-their pipes/ the most refined questions respecting their rights 

and their duties, and wanting but exactly hie aid, Instead of 

more punch and tobacco, to possess themselves completely of the 

requisites of political and moral action? The populace of a 

manufactory, Is another most promising seminary, where all the 

moral and intellectual endowments are so nearly 'ripe 1 , that he 

will seem less to have the task of cultivating than the pleasure 

of .reaping* Even among the company In the ale-house, though 

the Philosopher might at first be sorry, and might wonder, to 

perceive a slight merge of the moral part of the man in the sen* 

sual, and to find in so vociferous a mood that Inquiring reason 

which, he had supposed, would be waiting for him with the silent 

anxious docility of a pupil' of Pythagoras, yet he would find a 

most powerful predisposition to truth and virtue f and there would 

be everything to hope from the accuracy of his logic, the oompre- 

hensiveness of his views, and the beauty of his moral sentiments*" 

foster was not so naive as to believe that Philosophy could save 

the world* In like manner Foster would have poured contempt upon 

Kant's flight into the airy realms of abstraction and his insist* 

enoe upon the superlative value of such soarings, as in the Intro 

duction to one of his critiques, "And Just in this transcendental 

or supersensible sphere , where experience affords us neither in 

struction nor guidance, lie the Investigations of reason,

8. Ibid., pj>. 173, 17*.
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on account of their importance we consider far preferable to, 

and as having a far more elevated aim than* all that the under 

standing can achieve within the sphere of sensuous phenomena. 

So high a value do we set upon these investigations that even at 

the risk of error we persist in following them out, and permit

neither doubt nor disregard, nor indifference to restrain us
7 from the pursuit,"

Philosophy might be that "dear delight" to those who love 

mental gymnastics and systems of logical thought but for a potent 

agency for salvation Foster knew that mankind jaust look elsewhere, 

It was this moral Impotence and lack of regenerative power that 

made his mind turn from vain philosophy to the truth In Christ* 

In the Christian way of thought and in the transforming spirit 

of.Christ, he found that power ?rthioh oould reach down a strong 

uplifting hand unto all believing men - to the farmer and to the 
laborer, to the members of the group In the ale-house - end ele«* 

vate thea to a level of thinking and living even superior to that 

of an ordinary philosopher,
*hent again, to Foster's way of thinking, although everybody 

would never be brought to the reading of the Christian scriptures 

a vast number would be brought to study them, whereas, in regard 

to philosophical systems he believed that, "It Is probable also, 

that In future not one of a thousand men, cultivated in a respect 

able degree, will ever take the trouble of a resolute and persist-

7 f Immanuel £ant» Critique of Pure Reason. Translated by S. M. D, 
Melklejoha* Introduction, p. 4, Willey Book Co, t New York,
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8ing effort to master those speculations*** It was his opinion

that ancient systems of metaphysics, even though materialistic,, 

could be pronounced inoperative and innocuous so far as they 

might affeot the cordial and simple admission of Christian doc 

trines, Of this opinion Foster wrote, "As the only thing we can 

seek and value in pure abstracted speculations is truth, when the 

persuasion of their truth is gone their attraction and Influence 

are extinct*..,. This Is the predicament to which time has re 

duced the metaphysics of the old philosophers. The captivation 

of their systems seems almost as far withdrawn from us as the 

songs of their Syrens, or th© enchantments of Medea*"*

It might appear now that a gross error had been committed in 

referring to John Foster as a philosopher in any sense s of the 

term* Surely one who held such a low opinion of philosophy would 

not appreciate being called a philosopher, Yet, Foster maintained 

that philosophy was "a term that would be venerable, if it could 

be rescued from the misfortune of being hackneyed into cant, and 

from serving the impiety which substitutes human ability to divine 

power»** &o» the issue becomes clearer* Foster's dislike of 

philosophy was his dislike of philosophy v s separating itself from 

a divine agency in the Cosmos* It was his opinion, so strong was 

his faith, that separated from Christian truth, philosophy becomes

8, Johtf Fosten Bssay On the Aversion of Men of Taste to Bvan«» 
gelical Religion. Foster's assays" p. 858* 
Oeo. Bell & Sons. London* 1876*

9* Ibid*, PP 258-9*

10* John Poster* Basay on the Application of the Epithet Bomantio* 
Ibid., p* 173*
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Tain speculation with which he wished no part* He believed that 

philosophy and religion were handmaidens* and only an unnatural, 

materialism or impiety would divorce Itself from religion* He 

writes: "The Moral Philosophers for the most part seem anxious 

to avoid everything that might render them liable to be mistaken 

for Christian Divines* They regard their department as a science 

complete in itself} and they investigate the foundation of moral* 

ity, define .its .laws, and affix its sanotions f in a manner gen* 

erally so much apart from Christianity, that the reader would al 

most conclude that religion to be another science complete in it 

self. An entire separation, it is true, cannot well be preserved}

since Christianity has decided some moral questions on which reason
11 was dubious or silent,.,**" After this then it remains that

Foster by his own opinions could not be a Christian thinker with* 

out being a philosopher and could not be a genuine philosopher 

without being a Christian*

It has been said above that he maintained no system of 

philosophy* this statement should be clarified* Foster was ad* 

mlttedly a profound and original thinker* He covered all the 

range of thought; the universe was his field* He wrote in his 

Journal, "X know as well as you the folly of wandering forever 

among the abstractions of philosophy, while truth's business and

ours is with the real world, I am endeavoring to learn truth .,,
from observations on facts* I am trying to take off the hide of

« * 
the actual world, but It must be curried by philosophy, you will

•• * . _ __._.._„..._ ___ . _ _ -_ .— _ _._-.. _._ _ __.__._._„ ___._. ___

John Foster* gssay on the Aversion of Men of Taste to 
I van»slioal Religion*Ibid*, pp 534*5*"
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grant me, to be made fit for all the useful purposes." It was 

then his purpose to see life steadily and to see it whole t but 

it was also his purpose to see it In the light of Christian teach 

ings* So while he developed no formal system of thought his ideas 

were reticulated in the Christian framework of belief* Perhaps 

the term "Christian philosopher*1 would be best applied to him* 

Foster expressed his ideas on a wide range of miscellaneous sub 

jects, but while they all conformed to Christian standards, these 

opinions cannot be classified as "theological*. They can best be 

designated as "philosophy*1 * as a free-lance, Independent, home 

spun, hand woven philosophy - not the philosophy of the academician* 

Let us now examine at random some of these ratiocinations*

Foster's idea of happiness was a balance between the enjoy* 

ment of life and the welcoming of death* He felt that we ought 

to reach a point of maturity where we could hold on to life with 

enthusiasm and at the same time be equally enthusiastic toward 

death* Aldous Huxley has said that the common goal of all in 

telligent men of all ages and civilizations has been to reach what 

he calls a state of "non-attachment*, "The ideal man is the non- 

attache t. man* Non-attached to his bodily sensations and lusts* 

Non-attached to his craving for power and possessions* Non- 

attached to the objects of these various desires* Non-attached 

to his anger and hatred; non-attached to his exclusive loves* 

Non-attached to wealth, fame, social position, Non-attached even
13to science, art, apeculation» philanthropy*"AU_____________

12* John Fasten Journal* Item 397* "foster's Life & Correspondence 1 
Tol* 1* P« laSt IMS. London* 1858*

Aldous Huxleyi Ends and Means* Harper & Brothers p. 4. 
New York & London,"1937,
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This la the Hew Testament Idea of being "in the world but not 

of ltn « This Is Foster's Idea of the greatest of life's desir 

ables ~ not an nother-worldlinessM that separates itself from 

this present life and closes its eyes to all needs here - but a 

spirit that vigorously touohes life at all points here, yet is 

not so attached to life here, but that it oan eagerly push out 

Into the other world to which death is but the passage, "Happiness, 

my friend, absolutely consists in such a state of mind, that death 

shall be welcome, and life still shall be sweet| that is, in be 

ing equally prepared to improve life, or to resign it** In a 
lecture delivered in the Broadmead Chapel at Bristol on the sub 

ject of Th^ jjjw year* Foster asserted; *It will be a great ad 

vantage and advancement to end the year with, if we shall then 

have acquired more of a rational and Christian indifference to 

life Itself* (But indeed, there Is no distinction between 

"rational1* and "Christian", In this case.) An earnest clinging 

to life is rational* except under the favor of Christianity, and 

there it is not* But notwithstanding, this sovereign and only 

remedy for the fear of losing life, what an excessive attachment 

to it remains| It were well that this was less, * and that it 

lessened with the lessening of the object, so that each year ex* 

pended should have reduced the passion at least as much as it 

has diminished the object*" Foster also recognized the importance 

of the inner life of the Spirit in the attainment of happiness* 

Harry Emerson Fosdick has said, "<%at life In the long run does to

14. John Foster: Letter to Mr* H* gorsfall* November 16, 1791 
"Foster's Life & Correspondencew VblV'l, p* 16» 
Bonn* London* 1858*
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IS us depends on what life finds In us*" John Foster wrotet "The

man that seeks the object and the felicity of human life only in 

eating, drinking, sleeping, dressing, traffic, walking, resting, - 

had better never have been born* But the internal life, the life 

of the immortal jipirit, is all Important* Who would not wish to
^ -> 1A

raise it to the loftiest pitch of Improvement and felicity*"

Foster had a clear-out idea of how life should be lived « 

lived to the'fullest - not for one*a own sake but for what one 

could do for the sake of all* He also was determined that outer 

misfortunes and disappointments would'not drive him to evil* He 

knew wherein happiness lies - knew what was needed to attain that 

statej but he also knew how very difficult it was to attain unto 

It - knew what a long process of 4 conditioning was necessary be 

fore one could begin to enter upon it. He early determined not

to sell out regardless of what might com©* "But, if life cannot
17 make me happy, let it never make me malignant." What a lofty

and grand determination! Hot mistaking nor disputing life's 

tragedy and gloom, he was saying that though the waves of affile*
•

tion and sorrow overwhelmed him yet never would he become viru 

lently Inimical or malicious. It was the *tbough*he~slay-me<*yet*

shall-I-trust-IUra 1' spirit of Job. He was not blind to the grimness
——————————^——————————————————————————————————
15* Harry Emerson Fosdlcki Th® Secret of Victorious Living* p* 1 

Harper & Brothers* Kew York and London,1934*

16* John Fasten Janrnal of Three gejrs* (Dublin) 
"Foster f s Life i Correspondence* vol* I, p, 37, 
Bonn* London. 1852*

17* John Foster? Letter to Mr. II. Hprsfall. April 2, 1798, 
Ibid,, p, 26*
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of the human straggle« Though he studied and worked in an 

"ivory*tower" he dwelt in the world of suffering, among the 

masses of helpless humanity* He consented to take life as "a 
series of sorrows'* - as "a vale ,of tears*1 ~ not a scene of 

pleasure and of paradise. Yet, he knew that all the waves of 

sorrow in the world could pass over but never drown a soul, if 
these waves never got inside that soul* One has but to reflect 

upon his life to realize the fact that John Foster matched his 
philosophy with himself* Recollect that failure dogged him, 

disappointments kept innumerable engagements with him, frustra 
tion was his frequent bread, sickness and sorrow and death came 
to live with him* Yet, though they eternally stormed the citadel
of his soul, never did they succeed in capturing itt Foster's

5 
thoughts were often on death and his eohatologioal views will be

A
treated at length in the chapter dealing with theology* He came 
to the point where death held no fears for him* He rather accept 
ed its possibility and lived as remembering that it was not far 
away* But while he had this feeling, he was not calloused or in** 
different to the suffering and heartache of those dying or those 
confronting death for a loved one* He had such a keen sympathy 
for his fellow beings that he could never have profited by their 
misfortune* Once during an epidemic in which an unusual number 

of people died, he wrote to a Mr* Hills "At this instant, I see,
through the window, the top of a mourning coach, following a

\ 
hearse* Strange and sad consideration, that prevailing sickness
and death are the desired - weloomedj^meana of life, gain, pros- 

parity to a portion of the fellow mortals of the sufferers and
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the viotims* Doctors, druggists and undertakers, are flourishing 

on this calamity, like gay flowers about the graves in a churoh-
ISyard,"

It was Foster's opinion that history had great possibilities

for the improvement of mankind but that ItJs influence had gen*
/ 

erally been immoral and noxious. Be wrotej "We are inclined to

think that history has actually been, on the whole, the enemy of 

morality* ItFs readers will have too light an impression of the 

atrocity of great crimes and great criminals, Great crimes con 

stitute so large a proportion of the historian's materials for 

constructing splendid exhibitions t that if he does not insensi 

bly become almost partial to them, as a general does to a band 

of the most cruel savages whose ferocity he has repeatedly em 

ployed to obtain his victories, his hatred admits at least a 

oertaln softening of literary interest; and in many a glowing 

description of enoraous wickedness, we fancy we see the hand of 

the painter or poet rather than the moral censor."19 Here we 
come to understand why in so many Instances Foster has been re 

ferred to as a "moralist*. Through all his writings runs a 

moralizing strain* Moral sentiments saturate his thinking and 

his living. To hint a moral purpose was the highest purpose any 

person>or any department of knowledge could have. Everything he 

said or wrote was for a moral purpose or was measured in the light 

of morality* To be moral was the raison d*etre for mankind. That
, " r-.iL".._...J.,.j-._ -• T-." r -.U.-.M:..

18* John Fosterj Letter to the Rev* Josiah Hill* February 18,1837 
Ibid., Yol« lit p* 143*

19* Foster9 s Critical Essays* Bohm* London* 1657* 
, I, p* 19B,
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Is why he deplored the lax manner In which biographers and his* 

torlans have dealt with public men* It was Foster*a Idea that 

such glossing over of Infidelity, dishonesty, barbarism, sensual* 

Ism, selfishness, and other evil traits and tendencies In their 

lives would turn the whole force of history toward the deprava 

tion of moral principles* Thus by dwelling upon one or two of 

a bad man's better points the historian or biographer dazzles 

the people's judgment and debases them* No man concerned with 

the Improvements of human society can disagree with Poster* He, 

again and again pointed out the Importance of preserving moral 

standards and judgments in all our literature, unless we are 

willing to commit ourselves to a policy of wholesale degradation 

and subtle corruption*

Foster maintained the opinion that the principal element In 

real greatness, other than morality, was the ability to stay at 

a task until it was completed* He demonstrated that he himself 

possessed this rare ability of establishing a worthy and high 

goal and then driving on through long years to reach it, despite 

all difficulties and deterrents, - difficulties and deterrents 

which would have years sooner halted or distracted the ordinary 

traveller* He asserted! "It appears to me that but little is 

accomplished because but little la vigorously attempted; and 

that but little Is attempted because difficulties are magnified* 
A timorously oautl8»s spirit, so far from acting with resolution, 

will never think itself in possession of the preliminaries for 

acting at all* Perhaps perseverance has been the radical princi-
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pie of every truly great character,"2 This immediately brings 
to mind Sdison's oft~quoted definition! Oenius is ten percent 
inspiration and ninety percent perspiration* The studious ?os* 
ter would have relished that way of putting it*

V

foster had a high regard for woman and believed that she 

held or ought to hold a place of prestige and importance in any 

country* In one of his reviews he deplored the author f s failure 

to do justice to the women in the description of the country In 

which he had been travelling* Foster asserted his opinion that 

women were of tremendous importance* "But it is not on the score 

°* sentiment that we remark on this subject; It is on account of 

the absolute moral and political Importance of the women, as 

constituting the on©-haIf of a nation, and most essentially in* 

fluencing the whole, that we allege f not a defect of feeling, but 

of observation and judgment, against a traveller, who, in survey* 

ing a foreign country, overlooks the character and situation of 

the female part of its inhabitants.*21 foster was expressing 

here a deep-seated conviction which he held in regard to woman 1 3 

treatment and plight. One could wish now that he had actively 

taken up the cudgels In support of the universal emancipation of 

woman but he, at least, often expressed the firm belief that they 

were discriminated against and repressed. This was further evl*

20. John Foster* fcetter to the Hev* .Pr» fawcett* March 3Q t 1792, 
"Foster's Life & correspondence^Vol. l # p. 83 
Bonn. London, 1852.

81* John Foster in the Solectio Review* 1857* Critical Review 
of The Stranger in America. (Unas. Vfeu Jordan) Reprinted 
in Foster's critical Essays" 761* I t pp» 53, 54* Bonn* 1857*
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denoe of his advanced thinking, He, was deeply sympathetic with 

the plight of woman In general* To the Reverend Josiah Hill he

wrotej "Only think what a lot Is that of a very large propor*
/ g<g 

tlon of women;* In a letter to his friend.Mrs* Mant9 he once

expressed a deep sympathy for the lonely yyonen who never marry 

and tried to point out that the law of compensation worked to 

even the scores In that, while they missed the joy and warmth 

of companionship, they also missed many vexations and wretched 

experiences. It was also Foster's conviction that the general 

level of ; character In a country never rose above the level 

of the character of Its womanhood* In a review of Sir John 

Csjrr's account of travel In Spain t Foster observes In connection 

with a description of a gruesome bull-fight which Sir John wit- 

nessed at Fort St* Mary's, "that the most unequivocal proof of 

the thoroughly barbarous state of any people Is when women are
oft

as much delighted with cruel spectacles and aports as the men*** 

In the matter of securing a husband Foster did not overlook the 

importance of physical beauty for a woman* In remarking upon a 

giddy girl of whose marriage he had received word, he suggested 

that she was of a composition which was very unlikely to make a

respectable wife but that her looks must have been in her favor*
jn 

"3o little sense and so much caprice will be a pleasantmesa fortort * 
her good owner, whoever It be that caught this piece of good

28* John Fosters .Letter to the Rev* Joslafa Hlll» April 15, 1837, 
"Foster f s Lift*Is &or respondent*Voi« II, p» 144. 
Bonn. London* 1852,
John Foster I Critical Review of Descriptive Tray»X» in 3pala 
and the Balearic Islands, (Sir Jonn Carr).originally 
appeared in the Eclectic Review, Reprinted in Fosteriana* 
p. 162. Oeo* Bell & Sons. London. 1877* "~
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fortune* X wonder If she Is a till pretty; that very likely 

did the business**8* So, our philosopher, while he held women 

In high regard and evidenced In his treatment of them enlightened 

Ohrlfttlan sentiments 9 still had an eye for feminine charm and
.,,*,„-.

beauty* foster was also of the belief that a woman was far more 

attractive to a man when she was sad or pensive* This Idea may 

have been due to his own solemn nature and the fact that he was 

more Impressed by a serious and thoughtful woman* Yet, there 

Is a great'amount of truth In what he says* While a man out 

for an evening*s entertainment or pleasure might delight In 

flippancy and jocularity In his companion of the opposite sex, 

for a steady'diet he certainly would prefer a woman who did some 

thinking and at least possessed some realization of the serious* 

ness of life and life's problems* In his Journal he asks the 

question, "Is It a general fact, I wonder, that men are more 

captivated by a woman in a pensive mood than in a gay one? If 

so, how prodigiously many of the young females miscalculate, 

whose constant effort is to be exuberantly smart and vivacious."

One of Foster*s notions which he expressed to Dr* Fawoett 

was that he enjoyed seeing vacated sites and houses deserted and 

in ruins* The reason for this was that he took no delight in a 

growing community or a mere increase in population* To say that 

a conKaunity had more people or houses indicated nothing in the
*7

84* John Foster* • tetter to ffriu Mant* June 30, 1804, 
"Foster's Life & Correspondence*Vol.,1, p* 239. 
Bonn* London. 1852.

85. John Foster* Journal* Item 775. 
Ibid*, p* 20«*
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way of progress to John Foster* As he put It, "It was just 

saying there were so many more sinners In the locality. Unless 

mankind were better, an augmented number Is nothing to be 

pleased with,*... I have always a restive feeling that knows

not how to go Into pleasure, at the promises sometine a made to
-£.

the Jews In the Old Testament of a prodigiously multiplied pos 
terity. «26

/

Ono« he writes that he had his fill of pleasure drinking In 

a site on the West Coast where fire had years before visited a 

score or two of houses and where there remained at his visit 

only "dilapidated walls going fast to decay"* It was rather a 

strange way of having pleasure, but it was a pleasure to the
's.

moralist to think that all the evil that had existed there was, . 

now at an end* Great elties like London staggered foster as he 

contemplated the strong tide of evil thoughts and deeds which 

hourly overwhelmed the enormous populace. In one vast imagina 

tive inspection Foster looked Into the huge running sore of the 

lives of teeming thousands of men and women and then shut his
•i

nauseated eyes t his whole system horribly revolting at such a 

sickening speotaoJLe. A business man would have viewed the popu 

lation of this great city with pleasure and would have thrilled 

to the number of possible customers he might secure from such a 

multitude of prospects* An artist would have been arrested by 

street scenes or by the beauty of the parks - by the calm water 

in Kensington Gardens or the busy scenes on the Thaiaes. An

26. John Asters letter to the Rev. John Fawoett. June 2, 1837,
ibid., volt n PP. i*9 f i5o»
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architect would have looked at the buildings and ohurohes and 

found much to disappoint him and much to please* A person in* 

tere3ted in fashions would have delighted in the dress of the 

people on the better streets or noted with an approving eye the 

very latest style in carriages* Foster probably saw all of this 

but whatever impression they might have made was eradicated by 

that deeper impression of the evidence of evil and the opportun 

ities for evil in a congested metropolis where dark corruption 

bubbled up In every street as the sewage from Paris bubbles up 

in suburban vegetable gardens. To Foster this was no "cynical 

whim" or "wanton perversity*9 but a sincere reaction resulting 

from a review of the collective moral and religious state of the 

human species by a highly imaginative but strongly moral mind*

In one of his finest passages Foster has declared that many 

men fall because they submit to events when all the time they 

should compel events to submit to them* This weakness, he argued, 

was due to a lack of a strong principle of determination in the 

character. That all events could be foreseen and thus antici 

pated by planning, Foster was not so foolish as to believe. He 

recognized the uncertainty of fortune - the fast-moving, fast- 

changing course of history in which men were caught up and swept 

irresistibly on as a tide sweeps flotsam and Jetsam helplessly 

out to sea* w$he regulation of every man's plan must greatly 

depend on the course of events, which com® in an order not to be 

foreseen or prevented but In accommodating the plans of conduct 

to the train of events, the difference between two men may be no 

less than that, in the one instance, the man is subservient to
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the events t and in the other, the events are made subservient 

to the man. Some men seem to have been taken along by a succession 

of events, and, as it were, handed forward in helpless passivity 

from one to another; having no determined principle in their own 

characters, by which they could constrain those events to serve 

a design formed antecedently to them or apparently in defiance 

of them. The events seized them as a neutral material, not they 

the events. Others, advancing through life with an Internal in 

vincible determination f have seemed to make the train of circum 

stances whatever they were, conduce as much to their chief design 

as if they had, by some directing interposition, been brought 

about on purpose* It is wonderful how even the casualties of 

life seem to bow to a spirit that will not bow to them, and yield 

to subserve a design which they may, in their first apparent
j 

2M9tendency, threaten to frustrate."*' While in this matter of de 

termining and shaping destiny, Foster would willingly admit the 

strong hand of environment and the equally strong, if not stronger^ 

hand of heredity, he was emphatic in insisting that the ultimate 

fate of a man rested in his own hands. Vigorous, decisive charact 

er was in the dernier ressort dependent upon the Individual's 

establishment of a definite goal and a strict adherence to the 

course which led to that goal* According to Foster, then, **to 

know how to obtain a determination, is one of the first requisites 

and indications of a rationally decisive character,"28 In his

87 « John fosters Kssay on Decision of Character,
* pp# V2, 73, Geo, Bell &. Sons, London. 1876

28. Ibid., p» 73,
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gssay On Decision of Character he suggests a practical technique 

whereby the third all important element In determining destiny 

may be made operative* This suggested technique has proved 

effective time and time again* 29

Heferenoe has been made to the fact that Foster was Interest* 

ed only In the practical aspects of philosophy and consequently 

placed little or no value upon pure rationalism* nationalists 

to him spent their money for that which was not meat or drink. 

He would have agreed with the statement of William James that 

"The philosophic stage of criticism, much more thorough in Its 

negations than the scientific stage, so far gives us no new range 

of practical power* Looke, Hume, Berkeley, Kant, Hegel, have all 

been utterly sterile 9 so far as shedding any light on the details 

of nature goes, and I can think of no invention or discovery that
• :'f *

can be directly traced to anything in their peculiar thought, for
*

neither with Berkeley's tarwater nor with Kant*3 nebular hypothesis

had their respective philosophic tenets anything to do. The satis*
\ 

faction they yield to their diclples are Intellectual, not practl*
A

29* Foster's technique for the cultivation of decision of 
character?

W Knowledge of the path one proposes to follow Is an 
indispensable and first necessity*

(%) Cultivate a conclusive manner of thinking* Reach a 
decision mentally*

(3) Psychologically burn your bridges behind you. Commit 
yourself irretrievably.

(4) Set your goal high* Something noble, not ignoble*

(5) Follow a course which your beat nature can approve* 
The means must conform In proportion and quality to 
the ends*
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oal; and even then we have to confess that there is a large 

minus-side to the account*"30 Foster was something of a prag 

ma t is t as Schiller defined pragmatism, i.e., truth is that which
V

• worksS However, Foster went beyond this, for he believed that
i

truth was also truth because it was true, Foster was far more 

concerned with the application of a principle or idea to life 

than he was with discussion or theories relating to the principle 

or idea* For this reason he stayed not only out of what he thought 

was the dry as dust and fruitless fields of philosophical specu 

lation but he stayed out of the equally dry and non-productive 

fields of theology* He was not nearly so interested In a system 

of logical religious thought as he was in what religion could do 

to transform the individual's heart and life* While he was in*
i

terested in the pragmatic aspects of philosophy he was no full- 

fledged pragmatist, as William dames developed pragmatism* He 

would hava shied away from Tames 1 wavering between monism and 

pluralism* He held to a monistio interpretation of the Universe* 

To him God was the One* Foster belonged in one way with the 

transcendental idealists, in that he believed reality and truth 

are one* Foster believed In God, not because the idea of Ood

*works f f but because God is and men can live and move and have 

their being in Him*

Many people have thought that Foster leaned toward a night- 

view of man and of the world t i»e«, the view of pessimism. But

30* William James: Fraaaatism* pp* 187, 168* Longmans. Green 
la Go*, New York, London, Bombay and Calcutta* 1908*
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he was no Schopenhauer, discrediting completely all values and 

drawing the shades upon a darkened earth* foster was not a 

materialist and to be a pessimist one has to hold to the ma 

terialistic oonoept of the universe, i*e* t that a blind force 

runs the universe, or another way of putting it. that the laws
Y—vx./**-

of physical nature are in the saddle riding things, Foster held 

a spiritualistic philosophy; i»e,» that a seeing force runs the 

universe, that God is at the helm in active control* But while 

he was not a pessimist in the sense that he was a materialist 

he often sounded pessimistic notes* Foster asserts somewhere 

that he was an idealist In his youth, as nearly all men are, but 

that he shortly learned better* He held to no superficial* Polly- 

anna belief that man could sit supinely by while the progress of 

the world moved automatically forward, whether one helped or re* 

tarded being immaterial* He writes*, "it is presumed § that truth 

must at length, through the indefatigable exertions of Intellect,
*

become generally victorious; and that all vice, being the result 

of a mistaken Judgment of nature or the means of happiness, must 

therefore accompany the exit of error. By the same rule It is 

presumed of the present times also, or at least of those immedi 

ately approaching, that in every society and in every mind where 

truth is clearly admitted, the reforms which it dictates must 

substantially follow* I have the most confident faith that the 

prevalence of truth, making its progress by a far mightier agency 

than mere philosophic inquiry, is appointed to irradiate the 

latter ages of a dark and troubled world, and, on the strength
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of prophetic Intimations, I anticipate its coming sooner, by

at least a thousand ages, than a disciple of that philosophy

which rejects revelation, as the first proud step toward the

improvement of the world, is warranted, by a view of the past
31 and present state of mankind* to predict**

This is not to suggest then that Foster was overlooking 

the hindrances to a better world* For he immediately goes oni
i ,

"But in the present state of the moral system, our expectations 

of the effect of truth on the far greater number of the persons 

who shall assent to its dictate, have no right to exceed such 

measure of probability as has been given by experience.***** He 

did not close his eyes to the evil in operation around him* "It 

'is not Improbable that several millions of human beings are at 

this very-hour thus acting in violation of the laws of rectitude, 

while those laws are acknowledged by them, not only as imposi 

tions of moral authority, but as vital principles of their own
*vt 

true self-interest.**** Foster relied very little upon an appeal

to reason to bring mankind about to the proper course that would 

assure progress* "If we survey mankind as under an experiment 

relative to this point, it will be found, in instances innumer 

able, that to have informed and convinced a man may be but little 

toward emancipating him from the habits which he sincerely ac 

knowledges to be wrong.*** And again he asserts the same belief

Sit John Foster* Essay on the Application of the Kpithet Romantic 
*»Foster l s Essays* p. 163. Geo. Bell &> cjons.London* 1876,

33. Ibid*

33. Ibid.. P* 164*

34. Ibid., p* 165 ff*
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in regard to Christianity* "****X listen with something of 

wonder, and something of conjecture, and something of curiosity, 

when some professed believers and advocates of the gospel are 

avowing high anticipations of its progressive efficacy chiefly 

or solely by means of the intrinsic force which It carries as a 

rational address to rational creatures* 1* 3*5 While Foster would 

have delighted to have held a system of thought and belief that 

was #erfeotly articulated and guaranteed progress and virtue, 

he was not so utterly silly as to spend his time vainly devising 

a philosophy which he wished to be true when he could look out 

and see abundant evidence which gave it the lie* Some cloistered 

thinkers could do this and credit all with their o\m holy motives, 

and thus create of the earth a lot us- land of beauty, happiness,
•tr.V*

and virtue ** But not John Foster* He wrotes "Collective man is 

human nature; and the conduct of this assemblage, under the diver* 

sified experiments continually made on it, expresses its true 

character, and indicates what may be expected from it* Now then 

to what principle in human nature, a® thus Illustrated by trial, 

could you with confidence appeal in favour of any of the great 

objects which a benevolent man desires to see accomplished? If 

there were in it any one grand principle of goodness which an 

earnest call, and a great occasion, would raise into action, to 

assert or redeem the character of the species, one should think
Sfiit would be what we call incorrectly enough, Humanity, w00 But

»

Foster goes on to show that despite all the years of lofty

35* M&»f p. 168,
»

36, Ibid,, p. 171.
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Christian pretension even in an enlightened nation like his 

and despite all the expostulations and lively and rational appeals 

isade to the Humanity of the people, cruelty to animals, the 

wretchedness of poverty, the prosecution of honorable war with 

complacency, and many other evils still abundantly obtain. In 

speaking of the liaproverasnt of the world he is constrained to 

voice his doubts* "Ifoe natur© of man still 'casts ominous con 

jecture on the v/holo success*, while that is corrupt, it vdll 

pervert even the very schemes and operations by which the world 

should be improved, though their first principles were pure as 

heaven. The innate principle of evil, instead of indifferently 

letting them alona, to work what good they can, will put forth 

a stupendous force to compel them into subserviency; so that 

revolutions, great discoveries, augmented science, and new forms 

of.polity, shall becom© in effect what may be denominated the sub-
*JSW

lime mechanics of depravity." Vfhat truth he uttered and how 

prophetic 1 If he wore living today and could see the wonderful 

achievements of scientific genius, the airplane, the giant ships, 

the raoddrn wonders of science like electricity and radio and 

mass production turned to the horrific usages of HJQSS destruc 

tion and evil, truly his term could have been no mor? appro 

priate, <jfoa sublime mechanics of dopravityj*

Sometimes, it aoemed that he despaired of any improvement 

but still ha maintained a belief in an eternal moral order and 

therefore he oould not be called an out and out pessimist. John 

Foster might bo termed a meliorist as William James defined the

37. Ibid.. p» 175.
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term, - one who believes the world nay bo saved. The optimist 

believes it must and shall be saved* 'The pessimist, who is 

the materialist, and there are many of this tribe, take the 

night-view that there is no hope, that doom //ill fall pitiless 

and dark upon the human raoe and upon all the Cosmos* "The 

energies of our system will deoay f the glory of the sun will be 

dimmed, and the earth, tideleas and inert, vail nc longer tolerate 

the race which has for a moment disturbed its solitude, Man will 

go down into the pit, and all his thoughts will perish. The un 

easy consciousness which in this obaoure corner has for a brief 

space broken the contented silence of the universe, vd.ll be at 

rest. Matter will know itself no longer. Imperishable monu 

ments and immortal deeds, death itself, and love stronger than 

death, will be as if they had not been* Kor will anything that 

is, be better or vs/orse for all that the labor, genius, devotion, 

and suffering of man have striven through countless ages to
*»o

effect." The meliorlst believes that there is an eternal moral 

order underlying; the universe and that if man works in conjunc 

tion with this order, ha may avoid the doom and assure a better 

future, Nevertheless, Foster always insisted upon the presence 

of the dregs in the cup of life. All would not be saved - 

effort was the fundamental essential to attaining salvation - 

the t>p@n sesame" to the better ivorld which night be. Only those 

who exerted themselves could hope to attain. Only enough of 

these working together inight carry the day. Thers was no guarantee,

38* Balfourj The Foundations of Belief, p, 30, 
quoted by William James in Pragmatism, p. 104.
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To ^oster it was an uncertain race between men coached by 
divinity and wild swift-footed catastrophe, Victory is not 
assured, but hangs in the balance, and no one can say how it 
will go. This is the philosophy of meliorism.

Foster's distrust of rationalism as the only means of 
approach to reality has already been mentioned. Men could sit 
down, he thought, and by cogitating intensely and at length 
ariv© at the truth of things - some things - not all things. 
Foster did a great deal of reasoning; in fact, he ?jas definitely 
"oerebrotonic". 39 He spent his life thinking. The mind to him 
played a large role in human affairs and in the universe. By 
this we do not mean to suggest that he accepted Berkeley's prin 
ciple that "things are ideas**, Foster believed that things are 
emblematic - that behind what we see Is an unseen idea which can 
only be comprehended by long contemplation, and which "attention 
may decipher into truth" and which "thought may draw out into in 
struction". But reason was not the only road to truth. To ^os- 
ter reason was one tine of a three-pronged fork with -i?/hich man 
could lift up to himself the food of truth. He was not so narrow 
as to insist that al^L truth could be lifted on one tine of the 
fork. H@ knew that if a man confined himself to a diet which 
could be negotiated with only tone tine of the fork he would be 
limited to a scanty fare. The tines of the three-pronged fork 
are reason and revelation and research. The troubles of man are

39. Dr. William Sheldon's Classification of Personality}
t Yiacerptonio t gerebrotonic.
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due to his insistence upon valuing and using only one tine at 

the time or, at best, two* It must be revelation or nothing! 

it must be all reason or nothing; it must be all research or 

nothing* Or it must be reason and revelation; or reason and 

researoh. Why oould it not be revelation and reason and re 

search? Foster was not so philosophic that he could not be 

religious} he was not so religious that he oould not be scien 

tific; and he was not so scientific that he could not be 

philosophic and religious. The fork for handling truth is 

triune; yea, is a trinity) and he who would eat the food of the 

gods must use all his instrument*

At this point it would appear to be the choice of wisdom to 

set forth Foster's psychological inclinations* Tears before 

psychology was a recognized field of study Foster was vastly in* 

tares ted in the action of the human mind* He was curious to know 

how it worked * its devious operations and peeuliar propensities* 

The modern psychologist oould find in Foster's writings many im-
•

portant psychological laws already outlined and expressed in a 

language which is very much akin to the technical terms which 

are employed today* He insisted that everyone should know some 

thing about the mind* "Men are content to have no more intimate
,'

sense of their existence than what they feel in the exercise of 

their faculties on extraneous objects...*. Hen carry their minds 

as for the most part they oarry their watches, content to be 

Ignorant of the constitution and action within, and attentive 

only to the little exterior circle of things, to which the
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passions, like indexes, are pointing**40 He himself was tre 

mendously Interested in the study of the mind and in its develop 

ment.
He knew something about the laws of mental association* 

"Places and things which have an association with any of the 

events or feelings of past life, will greatly assist the reco- 

lleetion of them* A man of strong associations finds memorials 
of himself already traced on the places where he has conversed 

with happiness or misery..... A walk in a meadow, the sight of 

a bank of flowers, perhaps even of some one flower, a landscape 

with the tints of autumn, the descent into a valley, the brow of

a mountain, the house where a friend has been met, or has re*• .,+>«',-
sided, or has died, have often produced a much more lively reoo-.. •,.'«.--....,..
Ueotion of our past feelings, and of the objects and events which

41caused them, than the most perfect description could have done* 91
?oater also has given us a good description of a mind that lacks, 
the power to organize itself for action. *Xt Is Indeed obvious 
enough, that almost all men have a flattering estimate of their 
own understanding, and that as long as this understanding has* no 
harder task than to form opinions which are not to be tried la 
action, they have a most self-complacent assurance of being right* 
this assurance extends to the judgments which they pass on the 
proceedings of others, but let them be brought into the necessity 
of adopting actual measures In an untried situation, where un 

assisted by any previous example or practice, they are reduced to

40 * John Foster* ffssay On a iten^s writing Memoirs of Himself 
"Foster's Essays" p, 5«Seo* Bell & Sons. London. 1876•

Ibid,, p* 9.
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depend on the bare resources of Judgment alone, and you will see
t

la many oases, this oonfidenoe of opinion vanish away* The 

mind seems all at onoe plaoed In a misty vacuity, where it/ •

reaches round on all sides, but can find nothing to take hold
43 of,** This is an excellent description of the mental state of

Indecision* Foster also stated the law of memory as follows! 

"the tenacity with which ideas adhere to the mind, is in propor 

tion to the degree of interest, whether pleasing or unpleasing, 

with which they affect It} and an idea cannot well excite a 

stronger kind of interest than the earnest wish to escape from
AZit*" This, perhaps, cannot be improved upon,
In another place foster has given us an analysis of personal* 

Ity very similar to the oft -quo ted one of Oliver tf en dell Holmes 
In the "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table"* Foster breaks up the 
individual self into many selves* 44 Holmes talked about the 
front-door and the side-door to a person* s feeling, saying that 
the front-door was on the street and that some people keep it 
latched or locked or nailed up* This front-door Is the formal 
entrance* But there is a aide-door for friends and the side-door 
opens directly into the sacred chambers* Holmes asserted that 
there were many Johns In one John* Foster's analogy of the 
Chinese box, which Is really a nest of smaller boxes of diminish 
ing size, is one of the most Impressive figures of the varying

42. John Foster? gsga y On De o i a ion of Gha rao ter *
"Foster 1 s Essays" p» 80* Cteo* Bell & 3ons* London* 1876.

45* John Foster! Kssay On the Aversion of Men of fe»te .to 
Evangelical Reil^lon* "boater's Essays19 p, 208*

ons7 Ebndon. 1876*

44* Videt , reference Ho* 45, Chapter I*
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facets of the individual personality which we have run across* 

Only to our dearest friends do we ever unmask the inner self* 

While by ho stretoh of the imagination oan we claim that there 

is anything similar between Foster's analysis of personality 

and that of Sigmund Freud*a "id*, "ego", and "superego", we are 

within bounds when we'say that John Foster was a pioneer pay* 

ohologist, recognizing the tremendous Importance of man's inner 

life*

While Foster knew the value of imagination he also was of 

the opinion that imagination should be grounded in good sound 

Judgment* He made a pyramid of the mental facuities« Judgment

was ttie J&SJjLt' then memory com© a next, then imagination next and
% 

last, or not at all, wit* A man whose mind was pyramided in this

fashion could be extremely respectable and able* But a man whose 

judgment was narrow and confined and whose imagination or memory 

extended a great degree beyond it bee canes untrustworthy - and is 

necessarily Inferior* It was his idea that even in poetry, which 

is commonly conceded to be the.field of imagination, a sound dis 

criminating Judgnent must appear if true poetry is to result* As 

he put it , mere patches of colour without forms are meaningless 

and unintelligible* "Images are to sense what colors are to de 

sign* ISte productions of intellect and fancy combined are to 

those of good intellect alone, what a pioture is to a drawingt 

each must have correct form, proportions, light and shade, &o * 

with these alone the drawing may be pleasing and striking « at 

least it will dot the pioture having both these recommendations,
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and the richness of colours In addition, is much more beautiful 
and like reality! but the drawing is preferable to a square mile 
of mere colours. In short no orator or poet can possibly be a
better orator or paet than he is a thinker^^8 thus Foster dem~

» 
onatrated the danger of an imagination out of balance with the
mental faculties. We would, according to his picture, have>*
something approaching insanity where we had the Imaginative 

faculty highly developed but where the faculty of judgment was 

completely undeveloped or atrophied * there would be patches of 

color but no intelligible fojrass*

Foster was a deep student of the mental processes and oon« 

stantly observed them. He used himself frequently for experi 

ment to teat the truth of an Idea he was developing or discover 

ing* He was an empirical psychologist several generations ahead 

of his day* He believed in examination and experiment* He 

handled and explored and studied minutely every thing which came 

before him. He was a keen student of human nature and a habitu 

al close observer* He probed and contemplated in an effort to

unlock the deep secrets he believed to lie behind every object.
i

The moral bent of his nature always succeeded in developing moral 

guidance and instruction from nearly everything which he examined*
r

His greatest essays are psychological* While he was preeminently 

interested in religion, his treatment of it was psychological* The 

human mind was the raw-stuff of character* Foster said that there 

was no more obstinate or resistant substance upon which a man 

could work in an effort to shape a useful article f than the human
•j •

mind*
^^^^^^^^aMMM|IMNIMMHIBMMM«VMmllM«4MM»M«MMmMM«IBHMIMa*<«BMMMMM«M

43. Ibid., Item No* 756A Ibid., p. 804.
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The narrow-minded outlook was constantly deplored by him. 

He once wrote of a narrow-minded religionist: "Mr* T, sees 

religion not as a sphere, but as a line; and it is the identical 
line in whioh he_ is moving* He is like an African Buffalo - sees 
right forward, but nothing on the right hand or the left*"45 Of 
preachers who never seemed to grow he wrote} "It is strange to 
observe how some men, whose business is thought and truth, ac 
quire no enlargement, accession, or novelty of ideas, from the 
course of many years, and a wide scope of experience « It
seem as if they had slept the last twenty years and now awaked 

with exactly the same intellectual stock, whioh they had before 

they began the nap***7 The same observation could have been
*

made of other classes or professions as well. John Foster held 
ho brief for provincialism and fuzzy thinking* In matters of 
religion he insisted that the mind should be as keen, critical* 
analytical, exact, and comprehensive as in a scientific study 
or experiment, Be detested exaggeration in religious discourses 
and writings, and insisted upon honesty in religion*

John Foster conceived as part of his work the goading of 
men to think* He was appalled at the little use men made of 
their minds and saw that unless they could be stimulated to think 
and think hard there was little hope for their moral improvement, 
So, he set himself to that thankless and most difficult of all

a. » •'. i • -

46* Ibid*, Item Ho* 311*
151*

47, John Foster! Misgillaneous Observations, Item No* 9 
"Poster *s*Life & correspondence^ Vol* I§ p» S94, 
Bonn* London* 1852*
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tasks, to get men to think Intelligently* "Mankind had long 
been taught to do everything but to think, and the incalculable 

differences of opinion which have obtained in the world - the 
rise of scholastic systems * the Jargon of disputants - and the 
triumph of error by Immense numerical majorities, - all these 
have been dependent on the absence of that grandest and yet sim 
plest of all arts, the art of thinking* This may indeed be 
designated with far deeper truth, and far stronger emphasis, than 
Bacon himself intended, the PRIMA FHILO SOPHIA. The system which 
the great inductive philosopher vaguely foreshadowed to himself 
under this Imposing name, was only one which should combine all 
sciences under certain great and comprehensive analogies; but 
that of which we speak is one which should qualify the mind to 
perceive those analogies, and to bring all subjects to the finalto*
test of certain elemental principles.*1

"Of this last class of intellectual and moral philosophers, 
in the most emphatic sense of those terms, John Foster may be 
regarded as the modern, If not the only leader * He has fulfilled 
for the class of thinkers the same high function which Lord Bacon 
performed with relation to philosophers, **® It was not Foster's 
idea to "Improve the machinery of logic**, as the writer Just 

quoted indicated, "but rather to supply a prlmum mobile to the 
entire mechanism of mind, which may lead it to the attainment of

*

the grandest purposes to which it is destined alike by Its in-

.
46* Unsigned Criticism of John Foster in the loleotlo Review, 

February, 1844* """
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trlasie powers and by the irreversible will of its Creator* 
To overcome the dead-weight Inertia of the human mind and to 
set the mental processes in motion is a sizable task. But he 
who teaches mankind to think has given it *a master-key that 
will admit to all chambers of imagery, to all apartments and 
domains of human speculation*" 50

We would do well here to consider briefly some of the 
characteristics of Foster's mind* One term that has been'applied 
over and over again to him is the term "original** He stood on 
his own feet and did his own thinking - had his own approach to 
a subject - developed his own Ideas in his own manner* Foster 
rarely quoted from anyone* He drew upon his own reflections and 
expressed himself In original figures and language. It has been 
said that "his was chiefly an internal existence,*51 This is 
all the more reason why we should understand something of his 
mental processes* We can do no better than to list the follow* 
ing characteristics from appraisements which were made upon his 
death by two contemporary writers. From the first source S2 we 
mention* First, Foster*s consciousness of individuality; second, 
his dissect!ve and analytical manner of thinking; third, his 
power and habit of instrospectlori, {studying his own mental 
states)} fourth, great activity and Intensity of phllosophloal 
imagination; fifth, unusual height of his Ideal standard of

49, Ibid*
50* Article on John Foster, The Living Aae* October, 1658*

Reprinted from The Kati onal teagygi.na * 
51. Article on John Foster I jib lioea Review fe Oongregatlonel'

Magazine* London* Vol* II* p« 268, October, 
5E* Ibid**
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perfection. From the seoond source53 we draw two other charac 
teristics, vlz^, First* **a surgeon-like intuition of tha morbid 
affeotlon of human nature; with a not-to-be-divertad determina 
tion to lay bare* at least, If not to oure or to remove the 
disease*" Second, *the tendency to converse with, and to fathom 
whatever is the most profound and vast in that scheme of things 
within which the human system Is revolving*" It is our opinion 
that these statements adequately describe Foster's mind* Foster's 
mind was of a meditative and reflective oast* As has been said 
his was the * speculative mood of the earlier gnostics.'1 While 
we are aware that he was not a philosopher in the strict scienti 
fic interpretation of the word* In Its wider application, his 
deep, original and intelleotualy great thinking qualify him to 
be listed among those ™«
dared to compass In their thoughts the height and breadth and 
depth of the Cosmos* With him to think was all Important but 
Just to think was not enough* He was a thinker who wanted to 
make others think. But, above all, he wanted to stimulate men 
to find that workable and saving philosophy of life which he had 
found*

boater, it has been said, in philosophy held to the "physical 
or fatal necessity of human nature."59 There is a basis for say 
ing that he was a neoeas1tarian, or, in the language of today, a 
determiniat. Here is the quotation from Foster upon which this

53, Unsigned article on John Foster. North British 3eviewy 
Edinburgh* Vol* II f p, 87, November f 1844.

64. Ibid*.
55* Alexander MoWhorter In the New Snglander, New Have. Vol« V 

April, 1847,
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conclusion -reatat "All the events of the world and all the actions 

of mankind are a correct chain of causes and oon sequences up to 

their jTirst oausest" Accepting this at face value and without - 

any conditional statements it would appear that Foster had closed 

the door forever upon human freedom* Here is both physical 

neoessity and moral ne peas i ty > But, here is more and worse * viz*, 

the mother of fatalism and pessimism and gloomy despair* While 

John Foster has been many times, and that right f airly , called 

"gloomy" » he was no misanthrope - no addict of complete despair* 

The quotation above would appear to make Foster an extreme determ- 

iniat when actually it only makes him a Qauaationist* One has but 

to read the essay on peed a ion of Oha rao ter to see that he rooog- 

niaed other factors in destiny than blind heredity or environment* 

He believed that men could seize events and mould them to their 

own advantage provided they had a strong will and a goal from 

which they would not be diverted* All through this essay we 

have a sweeping contradiction of any such idea as that implied 

in necessitarianism, 56 In the isolated quotation above, Foster 

was merely observing the connection between cause and effect, or, 

in other words, the law of causation* John Stuart Mill defined 

it as follows? "The law of causation, the recognition of which 

is the main pillar of Inductive science, is but the familiar 

truth that invariability of succession is found by observation to 

obtain between every fact in nature and some other fact which has
;

preceded it*" Foster would have been a fool to deny this familiar

56* Tide, reference Ho* 87 above*
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truth* But in believing it one does not surrender his belief 

in human freedom* Anyone who so Interprets Foster's philosophy 

has not read all of Foster.

In the "advertisement", or preface, to his "Kssays, In a 

Series of Letters", Foster took pains to demonstrate how men 

could holdfiiLfect could not avoid, holding, apparently oontradiotory 

opinions on the great matters -which concern the human mind* Yet, 

when everything was weighed, one's opinion could be plainly de 

duced* "From the evidence of history and familiar experience we 

know that, under certain conditions, and within certain limits, 

(strait ones indeed} an enlightened and resolute human spirit 

has great power, this greatness being relative to the measure 

of things within a small spherej while It Is equally obvious 

that this enlightened and resolute spirit, if disregarding these 

conditions! and attempting to extend its agency over a much wider 

sphere, shall find its power baffled and annihilated, till it 

draws back within the boundary,.*,. The whole doctrine on any 

extensive moral subject necessarily includes two views which may 

be considered as its extremes} and If these are strongly stated 

quit© apart from their relations to each other, both the repre* 

sentatIons may be perfectly true, and yet may require, in order

to the *eadef*s perceiving their consistency, a recolleotion of
ggttf

many intermediate ideas." It is our opinion that in these few 
sentences Foster goes far toward resolving the conflict between

*

57 1 John Fosters In the "Advertisement", p* V»
*^*jfltyB *?_5_3S£j-SS- °f k-e-?J?gP*i Qeo* Bell & Sons, 
London,1876* iFirst published 1805)
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the libertarians and the determinista, besides furnishing us 

with a guiding principle for all controversial Intellectual 

issues*

John Foster was a realist, but he was a Christian realist* 

He did not blink the ugly faots of life or the utter depravity 
of isen f s nature* He saw the infinite perversity and widespread 

frustration of humanity but he brightened th® "gloom* whioh these 
gave rise to with a healthy belief in the redemptive processes 

available to mankind* To reoelve the efficacy of these t how* 

ever, he insisted that men must employ their minds and their 
wills to the fullest* from one of the books he loved best we 
take a selection whioh he oherished most to indicate that Fos 

ter's dark realism was tinged with a strong, bright idealism* 
fhis was his lifelong motto:

"Give thy mind sea-room; keep it wide of earth*
That rook of souls Issuer tal; out thy cord;
Weigh anchorj spread thy sails; call every wind;
Bye thy great i>ole-star; make the land of life,"58

58. Young's Might Thoughts* Edinburgh. James Hiehoi. 1853,
•ht 7th* The Infidel xie claimed*

PttH II*. p. 199, Line 1869 ff*
(First published between 1742 and 1744 and written by
Edward Young)
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CHAPTER 71 

FOSTER'S SOCIO-POLITICAL VIEWS

Walter Rauschenbusch called the late nineteenth century "a 

time of lonesomeness* for the prophets of Soolal Christianity. 

"We were few and we shouted in the wilderness,"* He was referring 

mainly to America, for he had previously stated* "Social Christianity

has had a brilliant succession of prophets in the older nations of
fiEurope*" One of these pioneers, far-seeing and comprehending, who

has received little notice, was John Foster, Almost one hundred 

years before Rauschenbusoh appeared in America as the John-the~ 

Baptist of the Social Gospel, Foster had grasped the issues, had 

clearly foreseen what vast problems the industrial changes of his 

day were creating and had championed the cause of the oppressed 

masses in the name of religion,

Foster*s political and social views were not directly trace 

able to the Influence of any of his teachers. The man who had the 

strongest influence on Foster in his youth, the venerable Dr« Faw- 

oett, was a conservative and a staunch defender of the status quo. 

In an Inexplicable manner Foster early came under the influence of 

the teachings of the French Revolution. The resurgence of the rights 

of the masses, so strong In his youth on the continent, had its 

leavening effect upon his youthful mind. Hyland has also suggested 

that "the germ of his anti-aristooratioal principles might have been
>•"':.

discovered in the youthful indignation with which he reprobated the

grasping selfishness of the land owners in his neighborhood,"3 This
!U Walter Rauschenbusoh} Chrlstianlglng tjhe Soolal C)rder, p, 9, 

The Pilgrim Press* Boston, and Chicago, i^is.
2. Ibid,. p, 5,
3. ?« E, Rylandt Foster's Life & Correspondence, Vol. I, p. 56, 

Bonn, London, 1858,
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was probably true* A sensitive and brilliant mind coming into 

first-hand contact with the harsh restrictions and coercions imposed 

upon the manual laborer by a heartless, profit-making system of pro* 

ductlon will always think and feel its way through to that school of 

thought^ call it Oommunism or Socialism or something else t which 

offers reform, improvements, and a general eradication of unfair dis 

crimination* Foster's views were not Influenced by his father for
f •

he has said that his father was not in sympathy with "that wildish 

spirit of politics t liberty, and th© French Bevolution with which I 

was on fire%4 Foster's stay in Ireland evidently strongly influ* 

enoed him in this respect* He formed a connexion with and helped 

to organize a group of violent social democrats while there* The 

youth from a Yorkshire farm smarting under the restraints of a 

system that condemned so many ;e farmers and piece workers to a 

life of unremitting toil and penury^uoh as his parents had under 

gone and he himself had tasted, was a fertile medium for the violent

revolutionary movements which were abroad in his day, end whichM^gf^ff\'...,
have always found favorable conditions for growth in the Irish **1X* 

Some unnamed younger man or men in Ireland, during Foster f s stay 

there, helped to confirm opinions which already had been shaping in 

Foster's mind since his days on the farm and at the loaafc where, when 

still but a boy, neighbors described him as working "like a horse". 

Foster's ke»n sympathy and love for the poor and the suffering 

Bade him by nature their champion* In his first supply pastorate at

Newcastle, he writes to his friend Horsfall back at home* "The.
f

lower pa?t of the towttr as being in the bottom of a valley, is dirty

4* John Foster* Letter to the Ifev. JTosiah Hill. 1842.
Foster's Life & correspondence, wu l t P« 35. footnote. 
Bonn* tendon* 185S* -
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in an odious degree* It contains thousands of wretohed beings, not 
one of whom oan be beheld without pity or disgust* "5 In an entry in 
his Journal, Foster contrasts the suffering masses of London in dark 
alleys, garrets , and cellars - dying of famine and disease - with a 
succession of mansions, equipages, liveries, feasts, fortunes, 
dinners, and royal hunts of the aristocracy. He writes: "This whole 
view of society might be called t'he Devil\& play-bill t for surely 
this world might be deemed a vast theatre, in which he, as manager, 
conducts the endless, horrible drama of laughing and suffering, while 
the diabolical satyrs of power, wealth, and pride are dancing around 
their dying victims* 1* 6 Foster not only possessed a warm sympathy 
for the masses of the people but he also was one of those who demon* 
strated his lore for mankind by being friendly and considerate to the 
Individual roan who happened to be before him* Somewhere he has indi 
cated how much more difficult it was to have even a modicum of brother* 
ly affeotlon for a dirty, Ignorant individual standing in the flesh 
in your presence than it was to have a heart full of sympathy and love 
for the unseen masses of the people* Many people can easily gush over 
suffering hinsanity as long as no suffering person is in sight, for 
suffering people In sight are rather repulsive« Studdert-Kennedy has 
writ ten« "Because we love and fight for the 'bottom-dog1 there is no 
reason to sentimentalise over him, and paint him as an angel* The ^ 
bottott*dog Is very of|en a thoroughly *dirty dog 1 , ignorant, credulous, 
oruel f and full of hatred11 * 7 He also reminds us that many of the top
_ _ _ . ___________u-Unj-unnlr-1___- i i"'"———m—rrrrTiiiv it"i—-i—TI--IIII i nrnl—————~i—I—I——————————————————•—"*•*————.^^^..^^a..^,^^__,^__^..^_^__

5* Jofcn Fosters fetter to 1* Horsfall. October 2, 1792. 
!bid*t p* 44*

6* John Foster! Journal* Item 458.
™ ^ ^ ^^ <P^MBB^^^^^^^^^^^^WIbid*. pp« loo, rr

7« studdert-Kennedyi The Wlejcet fete . p* 237. 
U 0 Smith, Inc., HOW Tor*,
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doga are still dirty and are equally aa ignorant and vicious* It 
ia difficult to lore men ainglyf much eaaler to lore man in the 
abstract* Foster was one of thoae few men who could and did do 
both* But even he admitted that it was only by an effort of his 
will that he oould warm to the individual*

Scattered throughout his writings are vivid pictures of the 
state and oonditlon of the people* Especially in his *Evila of 
Popular Ignorance" did John Foster take up the oudgels in behalf

•I'-

of the oppressed masses of his native land and, in a wcy, for all 
the oppressed peoples of the world. He would not allow his sen si* 
b Hi ties to be dulled either by his own personal success or by tins* 
*fhus the destruction, in evary sense of the word, of human creatures, 
is so constantly obvious, as mingled and spread throughout the whole 
system, that; the mind has been insensibly wrought to that protective 
obtuseness which (like the thickness of the natural clothing of ani-

f
mala in rigorous climates) we acquire in defence of our own ease, 
against the aggrlevance of things which inevitably continue in our 
presence.*8 Here Foster has placed his finger upon one of the 
greatest psychological hindrances to the improvement of the condi 
tion of laboring people .subject classes, and races* We grow used 
to discrimination and unfair practices* It becomes impossible to 
see or appreciate the grievous burdens and inequalities borne by 
the suppressed masses or by an exploited race* As Foster says t 
our hides are so toughened that we are impervious to sympathy and 
our eyea lose thia ability to focus things aa they really are. No 
argument can convince us of our obtusenesa* It la as hard for the
^^__________ __u ,1 ||-|i. __ ji —--jcm ijm—I——— ;iu- i -..-- Jjjj-j:. -.r. . y ---,--———— • -• - •—————•—————p-|—|————• ••——————————————-

8* John Fosteri tothe. folli of Popular Ifflorance» p» 19 
Robert Carter Eeros*, ¥ew YorK1850*
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so*called upper classes of England*-to recognize the pitiable con 
dition of the char-»woman or the grimy working man or the claims of 
the people of India, as It is for a white landlord of Southern 
United States to see any unfairness in the lot of a negro tenant9 
or share-cropper. We grow indifferent to distinctions - accept them 
unthinkingly, until at last habit blinds us and we can never see 
againJ >

Every evidence of discrimination or privilege, every unfairness
',

laid upon the poor came in for a scathing denunciation* Foster abom 
inated any measure i&lch helped the few and worked a hardship on the 
many* He had little patience with the politicians and legislators 
who used their position and authority for pleasure, :;. squandering 
their tin® in frivolity and revelry, and wholly disregarding their 
duty to improve the laws and alleviate as touch as possible the evil 
condition under which the people tolled* In a letter to his friend 
Joaiah Hill, written in August of 1843, Foster says, "while the 
people are in such misery, their legislators are gaily scattering 
over the country for their rural festivities, their field sports, 
their watering places, their excursions to all parts of the Oonti-

Qnent, totally reckless of the people and the national interests'** 
Sometimes Foster9 s sensibilities were so outraged that he would take 
a personal hand in an Individual case* Such an instance is related 
by ?0|p Sheppard, who quotes from one of Foster*s letters describing 
the lot of a worthy dependant under a narrow-minded and exacting 
employert "I saw him sinking almost to the dust in the hard service 
of that most mean and selfish mortal, the late_________• He was 
longing to escape from a slavery poorly paid, and under which his
-.-., J *-..J-,__ ,-..-.- .-• ----.Ill --- I -- -,.... r - - ————-.... •-•- ••• • . • ••.. •• •• "II"' < I .- • ......

9« John Foster! Letter To -the Rev» /g^iah Hill» Aug. 31, 1843,Foster's Life it dor re spoh&enonjjQ»yoi * li p* 2$5, Bonn. London. 1852.
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health was evidently perishing* The good man has escaped from all 

the long grievances of a very suffering life, and I have suffered 

no loss by an attempt to save him."*®

Foster had little patience with the appeals to patriotism 

issued by certain public officials of his day in an effort to arrest 

the tide of emigration to America, He knew how hard for the many 

was the quest for bread* To his mind it was foolish to attempt to 

satisfy hungry men with sentiment. Ke writes in the Eclectic Review* 

*Nor can we work ourselves into anything like an animates sympathy 

with oertain high-flown sentiments of patriotism, vnhioh, in remon* 

strance against the desire to emigrate froia a land of taxes, would 

seem to go far towards telling a man who is anxiously considering 

how his family are to live, that the 'proud recollection that he is 

in a country that has produced Milton & Newton 1 , is a much better 

thing than to have plenty of good corn,bacon, cabbage, &o* * &c* § in 

such a low-minded place as America*" 3" 1 Foster frequently had some 

thing to say about a blind patriotic and a selfish nationalism* 

faeae are the ways of thinking and feeling which lead to inter 

national hatred and strife. He detested that arrogant, ignorant, 

cook-sure attitude which asserted that everything in one's own 

native country was superior and better than any v/here else in the 

world* even if that country happened to be England! It is so hard 

for people infected with nationalism to find their own faults or 

to improve their own ways, Igaoh nation has a blind-spot for its own

10. John foster> Letter to Mrf John Sheppard, 
Ibid* f pp. 316«"&9«

11. John Foster* In the Eclectic ieviewt 1808#
Reprinted in W3foster f s 0rit 1 cal sssaysw Vol, I, p, 862, 
Bonn. I»ondon* 1857* -
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weaknesses* There is much education to be done in this respect 

and it is sorely needed on both sides the Atlantic*, In the United

States recently P good beginning has been made in an article en-
l? tltledi "America Is Not God.". * Foster did some spad3 work along

this line in his own country during his lifetime. Reviewing Robert 

Hall's address "On An Important Subject Connected With the Renewal 

of the East India Charter1* - which address excoriates the bitter 

opposition on the part ot those In power to Christian Missions in 

India - Foster wrote j "If any thing could effectually rebuke the 

madness of the false patriotism (egotism in another and more self* 

deluded shape), which extols everything in English character and 

policy, as the very royalty of wisdom, justice, and magnanimity', 

one would think it would be the fact, that such an address as this
1 3Can be pertinent, can be seriously necessary, at this time." 

effort on the part of some in authority to restrain the propagation 

of the Oospel called forth a pertinent and timeless comment from 

John Foster: w^hia serves to show the deeeptiveneas of that habit 

of thought and speech, by whioh we take a nation as a great complex 

individual f and regard this collective being, as of this, or of that 

religion* We must resolve this great living mass into individuals} 

and the plain truth is, that though there are many Christians in our 

nation, it is but foolish to call it a Christian nationt " It is 

in this way , as he maintained, that we slip into error* It is In
__________________ . — •-— __ i mi _ u. ir'T"l —— TTt ————————— n - - i __..! . .j....i. _ -..-rir i I T iv r - " r- ^i T •••-- — - ———— " ' —————— ~-it~ «— nr ' ri mr • in n mrm

12* William ChamberlinJ In the Header fa Di$est» June, 1943,
of the Charter

13» John Foster! A Review of Hobert Hall's "Address on the Henewal/ 
of tiia Bast India Company", in the loleeti o Revi ew> 
Eeprlnted in "Foster^ critical Esaaysw t Vol» !!•, p. 252. 
Bonn, London. 1857 «

14. Ibid*
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this manner that a blind patriotism is bred*

Fester was interested not only In the welfare of tt» people 

of T?nglejMl but also of all peoples everywhere* He looked out over 
the world * the «hol* world~and reached out in sympathy to down 
trodden men of all lands. He could write a out the sad plight of 

the people of Russia where "those millions of wretohed peasants,
1 'V

whose toils are supporting the boundless profligacy and folly of 

their lords, tyr a produce of which themselves partake but just 
enough to keep them alive.**s He could write of the people of 

Egypt* nfhe description of the indolent and voluptuous life of the 
higher classes, inhabiting the metropolis and great towns, stands 
in flagrant contrast with the condition of those at the bottom of 

the scale) especially the peasantry, who are sustained in their ill- 

rewarded toils by a diet on which we may wonder hem they can pre» 

serve, strength to labour at all, or even to live. But how earnestly 
this poor lot of existence is clung to in preference to the military
service, nay be seen in the expedients employed by parents to save

2.6their sons from that destination* 11 At every turn it is apparent
in Foster's writings where his interest and sympathy lie. It is in 
the struggle for bread on the part of the great host of th© peoples 
of the world* His was a voice crying in the wilderness against 
economic oppression and political injustices* Once again we cannot 
fail to note Foster f s pioneering and to respect him for his trail*
-nujj _ j_- u • •-.__-41-t,..i. i •.-—-j . ... ••- • • -••••- -..-.-..-... • -, '—.-..-.... .... .... , ...„, ,,,„.,,„.......,-...... ,. .^^^——,. ,. ,————

15 # John Foster* A Review of*Clarke f s Travels in Russia", in ffhe 
Beleotie Review* Reprinted in 3fpgteriana § p« 104, $eo» BeTTfc 
Sons. London* 1877*

16* John Fosters A Review of **» Account of the Manners & Customs 
of the Modern Egyptians* by B« VT. Lane, in tbe floleotio Review* 
Reprinted in Foster's Critical Baaayg, 7ol* 3, p* 490* 
Bohxu Xo&don* 1850*
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blazing* Many things which he and only a few others dared to say 
a hundred and twenty years ago have found a general aooeptanoe to 

day,

Poster was quick to see that not only did blind patriotism, 

selfish partisan interests , and commercial profits color the views 

and distort the minds of the propertied classes and the politicians, 
but that even history was used as an agency to continue the delusions 
and to perpetuate privilege and discrimination. Only in recent years 
have men recognized how the writers of history have always been 

aligned in the main with the defense of the status quo* Again foster 
did spade-work, "And here we cannot help remarking what a deception 
we suffer to pass on us from history. It celebrates some period in a 
nation's career, as preeminently illustrious , for magnanimity, lofty 
enterprise, literature, and original genius* There was, perhaps, a 
learned monarch and there were Cecils and talslnghams, and Shakespeare* 
and Spensers, and Sidneys and Raleigh®, with many other powerful 
thinkers and actors, to render it the proudest age of our national 
glory* And we thoughtlessly admit on our imagination this splendid
exihibition as in some manner Involving or implying the collective

17 state of the people in that agej* It was Foster's observation that
history consulted too much our love of pomp and effect* We are in 

vited to watch the movements of a few exceptional and privileged 
people and we are lulled into believing that they reflect the cul 
ture and intellectual levels of the time* We do not look at the 

thousands who wallow in their squalor and poverty and ignorance,

17, John Foster* On the Evils °* Popular Ignorance, pp, 77, ff, 
Robert Carter $T*Bros, t i»ew York • 16 bo * He vi sed edition,
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We consider the heroic enterprises, the fine councils, the pomp 
of courts and kings» romantic escapades, and the immortal works of a 
genius and we nerer picture the writhing, suffering massef humanity 
who bore these colorful figures and supported them upon their toil* 
wrenched backs* "And thus we are gazing with delight at a fine
public bonfire, while, in all the cottages round, the people are

is shivering for want of fuel** Or in another Fosterlan figure:
"So that when we look at the shining wits t poets, and philosophers, 
of that age, they appear like gaudy flowers growing in e putrid 
marsh* w1^ Only a few students are conscious of the shivering people 
In the cottages t only a few ever see the extensive putridity of the 
marsh* Dissatisfaction and revolution are thus suppressed by teach 
ing people to believe that their country affords the greatest oppor 
tunities on earth - that there were golden ages in the nation's past 
when everything gleamed radiant - and that these ages will shortly

*

return with blessings for all » just you wal^ and seel 3f>, history 
feeds the delusion and helps to sustain the deceptions which keep 
the people from too much discontent and murmuring. Thus constructive 
and reformative action on the part of the people in their own behalf 
Is restrained* Thus is the nerve of initiative plucked out* Every 
shrewd political regiae or organ!zatlon fbe it religioisor otherwise, 
bent upon perpetuating itself has recognized the importance of having 
a hand in the writing of history, or, at least, controlling the hand 
that writes It* This control may be direct or indirect* It can be 
indirect and still be potently effective* John Foster Insisted that

16* Ibid*, p* 79* 

19* Ibid,, p* 82«
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history would have to be rewritten by impartial observers, if such 

a course ia possible, before there could be much hope for the better* 

«eat of mankind* How rigbtt he was in his contention* For instance, 

how different would the history of the North American Continent 

written by a whit® man appear from the history of North America 

written by an Anerican Indian I How different is the version of 

American history , as <seen:through'Spanish eyes and taught in Mexico 

and South America from that which is taught in the United States or 

Canada, written from the English view point and interest! Or, how 

different a history of India from 1600 on written by Mohandas K, 

Gandfei would appear from the history of the seme period and place 

usually taught in a "r it I ah school! Ho one can minimise the impor* 

tanoe of the teaching of history in the perpetuation of racial dif 

ferences, national antipathies, International hatreds and misunder 

standings* By such means in the classrooms of the world distortion 

and perversions are formed in the plastic minds of youth to manifest 

themselves years later in strife and warfare* Foster was right* 

History needs to be rewritten * It needs to be re-written by detached 

international historians (if such a tribe exists or could be bred!) 

who will write from an international viewpoint. And then when once 

re-written in this fashion, this new history should be simultaneously 

taught in the classrooms of all nations* But to return to Foster's 

chief contention -history retards the improvement and elevation of 

the masses because history is written not only from a national view* 

point (as we have Indieated by way of illustration) but^as Foster 

pointed out history is written of and by and for the ruling olass or 

classes.
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John Foster called upon those In power to do sons thing by 
way of reform and to do it quickly* Ha believed that improvement 
could come by means at hand and without a radical change in the 
form of English governments. Again and again he asked: Should
not the economy of states be modified in favor of the great body•/.-*. 
of those who constitute them? Shall the higher and privileged
portions of society have for their one grand object the keeping 
down of the lower orders of their fellow-citizens by stress and 
aoereion? Are these privileged people prepared for a rancorous 
and interminable hostility? Are the ascendant classes of Europe 
going to insist that they maintain In perpetuity every shred of 
their privilege without one particle of surrender? These questions 
are couched almost exactly in Foster*a own language* He not only 
knew that there must be some yielding on the part of the favored 
few but he pointed out that if the few did not soon willingly yield 
in some points they would be forced to yield In all! It was his 
contention that the ruling classes had it in their power to yield 
t&esra rights to the masses peaoably and moderately* But, woe unto 
them if they did not yield! As he saidf "That must be a very firm 
structure| must be of gigantic mass or most excellent basis and 
conformation, against which the ocean shall unremittingly wear and

or)foam in vain* *
John Foster foresaw world*0haklng mo^emenlis. He called for re 

form before "the destinies of a nation should fall under the power
t

of an ignorant and infuriated multitude." Only fools could think 
that the status quo with its myriad ineojaities could be forever
^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^j^^^^Ba^bflMMBaiiMAAWMOTMtaaNMaMMaM*^^

3

SO. Ibid,, p* 197*
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maintained* Foster pictured exactly the state of Anarchism

which obtained in Russia during the Bolshevist Revolution of 1917,

One hundred years before this event oooared he presented a picture
'IT-*1

of such a contingency* He did not, of course f name Russia, He 
wrote t "If a movement has really begun in the general popular mind of 
the nations, and if the principle of it is growing and insuppreasi- 
ble t so that it raust in one manner or another ultimately prevail,
what will be the state of any national community where it shall be

rf 
an uaelighteaed, half-barbarous people that so prevails? A people

A

no better informed, perhaps than to believe that all the hardship 
and distress endured by themselves and their fore-fathers were 
wrongs f which they suffered from the higher orders; than to'ascribe 
to bad government, and the rapacity and selfishness of the rich, the 
very evils caused by inclement seasons; and then to assume it as be-

• f

yond question, that the whole accumulation of their resentments, 
brought out into action at last, is only justice demanding and in 
flicting a retribution* 1* 2* Thus Foster, with the French Revolution 
in mind, knew what a reign of terror the "Old Guard** could precipi 
tate by refusing to yield to reforms even in any small point* In
a passage which might be taken as a summary of the arguments of the•jp • 
"Old Guard" in every nation Foster has ably and perhaps in sarcas*.
tic fashion,.stated the arguments usually presented against change} 
*1&ey declared that the existing order of things was on the whole so 
superlatively exaeilent that, if there were, perhaps, any trifling 
defects, it were far better to let them alone than to presume to 
touch with an innovating hand the integrity of so noble a system* 

the admiration and envy of9 th& world. As it was it had 'worked well*

£1* Ibid* f P. 198* 245
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for our happiness and glory; and who oould say, if a tampering of 

alteration were once suffered to begin. where it might end? Order 
the people to be quietj let their factious demands and seditious 
movements be promptly and firmly repressed by authority; and they 
would sink into insignificance and silence* To think of such a 
thing as condescending to conciliate by moderate concessions would 
be weakness, and might eventually bring a hazard which otherwise 
oould have no existence,"22

Foster contended that if the ascendent classes , even in England, 
persisted in their course of suppression that revolution would re«» 
suit* He warned against wealth, station* and power combining to delude 
the ignorant* corrupt the venial and intimidate and punish the con 
scientious* He lashed out against the granting of a right and then 
circumventing its object by a policy of indirection* But he was 
not so naive as to believe that his warnings would be taken serious
ly by those people who ought to take them seriously* He wrotej "And

/- \
probably nothing oould have appeared to many of its (the State's) 

privileged persons more idle and ridiculous, or to others of them 

more offensive and ill-intentioned than a remonstrance founded on 

a warning of such a consequence* The despisers would have been in 

comparably the greater number, and, *Ck> (they would have said) with 

your mock-tragical for tune -telling, to whoever oaja believe, too, 

that one day or other the quadrupeds of our stalls and meadows may 

be suddenly inspirited by some supernatural possession to turn their 

strength on us in a mass, or those of our kennels to imitate the 

dogs of Aotaeon* f " 23This is an unusually oynioal passage* Did 

Poster overstep the bounds of good taste? Was his comparison far-

Ibid* , p.—— 246
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fetched? Hot at all* He was using terms which were usually em 

ployed by the superior classes when referring to the people — 

epithets which showed their unoonoern and Ill-concealed contempt * 

such terms as "the herd", "the canaille", "the rabble'% etc, ~ 

terras which made Foster fighting mad.

Foster was very sympathetic toward the young American nation 

which had already gained Its freedom when he was a mere boy. In 

this respect his sympathies were very much in line with those of 

Edmund Burke* Foster also never missed an opportunity to speak 

or write a word in favor of Ireland, The plight of the Irish 

peasant eliolted his pity and his rage* He wanted something done 

for them* Likewise he was concerned over conditions in India* It 

was Foster»s hope and belief that the American continent would 

eventually become an asylum for Europeans* In his day any effort 

to settle in the United states meant terrific hardships and risks* 

But he was convinced that when a regular network of roada was es 

tablished, a system of trade worked out so that produce might be 

readily exchanged and sold* and the population of the land had be* 

come numerous enough to create some of the refinements and conven 

iences of society* ttien America would really become a refuge* Such 

a refuge t he believed, was needed* ^For one of the great desidereuta 

for those of the inhabitants of Surope* who cannot force themselves 

to become enamored of eternal wars and increasing taxes, after doing
;

their very utmost to convert their own unfashionable and perverse 

ftt^JLngs, and who look forward with an almost hopeless anxiety to 

the 4£$*blishment or rather ruin of their families, is some distant
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peaceful land, where the resources of nature are not so rambled for 
by an overgrown population, nor wasted by the corruption and ex 
travagance of governments**24 For almost a hunflred years after 
Foster mote this (In 1807) America did become such a haven for 
the burdened peoples of lurepe* But even a vast continent has a 
starvation point and although Foster predicted that the United 
States would one day have over one hundred million population* yet 
he would, were he living, be surprised to learn that the Dhited 
States in the 1930* s was confronted with a staggering unemployment 
problem involving ten million people and in the 1940 's engaged in 
a destructive global war, the second within twenty-five years* The 
new world had In a century developed all the dread afflictions and 
lethal diseases of the old! With what a sinking of heart Foster 
would have viewed the present era and once again how he would have 
discoursed upon the moral depravity of mankind*

The question now arises, what was John Foster? Was he a 
"socialist1*, a "communist*, a "revolutionary"? Beyond cavil he 
was certainly "radical*** How far did his radicalism extend? We can* 
not say that Foster was the advocate of any system that would be es 
tablished and maintained by ruthless suppression and brute force* 
while he was keenly interested in the welfare of the down- trodden, 
and while he undoubtedly had "socialistfc?" leanings, , he did not 
have In mind the establishment of a detailed economy such as Marx

rf

suggested and Lenin projected* Foster had no "system" of economics
t

and politics which was elaborately worked out and which intended *o

24* John Foster l In the ffo lectio Review* Reprinted in "Foster's 
Oritloal Essays" Vol* i* p. 5$l Eohn* London. 1857*
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to supplant the status quo by revolution, John Foster falls 

into the category of all those who, seeing the weaknesses said in*
Justices of an existing order, want that order improved and changed

• «•>-'<• 
by legislation and by legitimate reform* But, we must admit, that

at certain periods foster was so "radical" that he would not have 
been averse to revolutionary methods, if and when all others had 
failed* Yet, over and over again, he pointed out that a resort to 
force was a backward step and usually resulted in the defeat of

• *"••?"*.•."

the very things which it was being employed to bring about*
Strictly speaking foster was a precursor of the Liberalism of 

the nineteenth century that arose in protest against a social order 

based on authority and unequal privilege. Dean Inge defined liber 
alism as follows! * liberalism had one favorite shibboleth * 

Way with all restraints!, freedom of trade and freedom of contract; 
freedom of thought and speech and freedom of association were all 
included* The wife, too, was to te made a fully responsible person^ 
capable of holding her own property and personally protected against 
her husband, who was formerly licensed to beat her In moderation* 
Svery disaffected province of an Empire, If it called Itself a nation 
rightly struggling to be free, could count on th© sympathy of the 
liberals* Large armies and navies are wrong, because in the first 
place they cost a great deal of money, and, in the second, *force is 
no remedyI.•.......Nineteenth century Liberalism, as has been said,
depended on the theory of the Manchester School, that the mains-ring 
Of progress is the unhampered action of the individual, and on the 
Benthamite canon that the aim of all* legislation and all moral 

effort should be the greatest happiness of the greatest number,
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every one to count for one, and no one for more than one« wfi^ la 
the main, theae views coincide with foster *s opinions* He belonged 

to that group of thinking individuals who, while not subscribing to 
any particular system, recognize that something should be done by 
way of improvement and consistently side with those who advance re* 
forms and work to help the under~dog* We might further add that 
Poster was a Christian liberal*

In one of his Broadmead lectures entitled, "Social Changes 
Subservient to the Kingdom of Christf w Foster uses aa his theme 
Szekiel 21 i 27* "I will overturn, overturn, overturn it, and it 
shall be no more until he coiae whose ri$it it is, and I will give 

it him* 1* It is a powerful and stirring address and calls for the 
overthrow of false religion, political injustices, militarism, blocs 
to assure a balance of power, and which only precipitate war, etc. 
Foster cries out f "f&e history of the World presents, almost over 
its whole vast breadth y one melancholy spectacle of mankind sub 

jected to the uncontrolled will of a few individuals assuming the 
station of Deities, and very many of them the worst of their race, 

*the basest of men*J n^ And again in one of his most .arresting sen 
tences, In speaking of the suffering peoples who have been used by 
these *few individuals 1 t Foster exclaims? *They have perished in 
prodigious heaps, to determine the question whose property they 

were |*8* Foster emphasizes that morality is the basis of freedom*

25* WillisjB Ralph Inget Labels &, LlbelSt pp. 82, ff* 
Harper & Brothers* New York & London * 1929*

86, John Foster! Lecture on Social Changes Subservient To The 
Kingdom of OhrTit^ fos t of* a Le g turea * Vol* t Lecture"op* 30$'l"Tf* Bonn* London, "TSBS (This lecture was also 
reprinted in fhe Ohristian Fireside Library » Vide» . Vol. 12)

87. I*ldt» p* 306
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His voice needs to be heard today. With all.the loose talk in the 

world about freedom from this and that, Foster should be heard aay- 

ing, there is no freedom without morality! How the nations need to
- T1-

hear and heed* "Indeed, how should there be any such thing aa gemu.-
*

ine liberty, in combination with the slavery of superstition, and the 

licence of irreliglon and vice?"28 Here is something truly impor 

tant which is generally overlooked. Liberty is a mere catchword 

without righteousness*

Foster v/anted a Christian social order. H« believed tfaat this 

was the Kingdom of (Sod* He believed that the church had an active 

part to play in the improvement of society and he believed every 

individual Christian had a role cut out for him* There must be 

energetic effort on the part of all Christiana, ooporately and 

individually, to bring in the Kingdom* The idea that the church 

had no part to play in everyday affairs was abhorrent to him* The 

church in a cubby-hole was no church* He abominated the teaching 

of that school which insisted that religion f s area of activity lies 

in another world* Foster could have subscribed to Haraackf s view 

that the church has something to do when It finds that serious moral 

evils are being tolerated. It is doubtful that Foster would have 

made out of his pulpit a political platform or that he would have 

been guilty of doing what Dean Inge spys many nonconformists did 

for Gladstone, namely, "supported him with such energy that their 

chapels were almost turned into liberal Committee rooms at a general 

election* wg9 Much the same thing was done by many of the Evangelical
^^^^^^^^^^^>^^^«^MI»»^M»«»..«»M»M»^»^«M^^»M«««»»Mi»«MM«i i ii 'ir ••• — — - - • —--—————————————————i——————'- --mnnmfmmm-mattm

28* Ibid*, p* 307*
29. William Balph Ingej The Sooial Teaohing of tte Church* The

Beofcly Sooial Service Leoture* p* 107* Ablngojon Press. N. Y. 1930
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ohurohes in the United States in 19S8 during the 'Hoover -Smith Cam 

paign for the presidency, when many clergymen all over the country 
fought the Smitfe candidacy from their pulpits on the grounds that 

he was "wet** and a Catholic. Foster never did this* But Foster 
dealt with political ideas and believed the church had a role in 
public affairs* He would have been amus«d at Inge's straddling of
the fence when the Dean quotes Hamaok*s fine liberal statement on

i 
this point| professes to subscribe to it, and then winds up by say-
ing, "As Christians, our business is with the inside, not the outside, 
of the cup, with the building up of character, not with the improve 
ment of external conditions*"**0 That mlgfrt be satisfactory for a 
i>ean but not for John Foster* While the church ought not to make 
of itself a political party, the church ought to have a voice and 
a hand in the improvement of external conditions. Foster would 
have been the first to say that the church*a task is with the "in 
side" of man but he would not have stopped there* In a sarcastic 
passage in the "Advertisement" to his "Sssay On Popular Ignorance" 
Foster delineates graphically the viewpoint ^hloh maintains that ' 
the church should play "hands off" of public matters and then pro 
ceeds scornfully to show how utterly untenable in such an interpre 
tation. He writes* "Christianity is to be honored somewhat after 

the same manner as the Lama of Thibet* It is to stay in its 
temple, to have the proprieties of homage duly preserved within 
its precincts, but to be exempted (In reverence of its sanctity!) 
from all cognizance of great public affairs, even in points where 

they most interfere with or Involve its interests,*,.But Christianity

30* Ibid., p, 109.
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oust have leave to decline the sinister compliment of such pretend* 

ed anxiety to preserve it immaculate* As to its sacred character, 

1* oan venture that, on the strength of its intrinale quality and 

of its own guardianship, while, regardless of the limits thus at 

tempted in mock reverence to be prescribed, it steps in a censorial 

oapaoity on what will be called a political ground, so. far as to 

take account of what concern has been shown, or what means have been 

left disposable, for operations to promote the grand essentials of 

human welfare, by that public system which has grasped and expended 

the strength of the community. Christianity is not so demure a thing 

that it cannot, without violating its consecrated character, go into 

the exercise of this judicial office* And as to its ri^ht to do so, - 

either it has a right to take cognizance now of the manner in which 

the spirit and measures of states and their regulators bear upon the 

most momentous interests, or it will have ho right to be brought for-

ward as the supreme law for the final award on those proceedings and
31 those men* 11

Here is religion, not protected from the contaminating influences 

of a corrupt social order, but religion coming into contact with the 

social order and cleansing it. John Foster wanted to see the church 

count for something In the Christianizing of human society* He be 

lieved that every area of life, the business world, the laboring
«

world| the political life of man, humanity's recreational devices, 

all these should be brought under the influence of Christ. It was 

not a question of whioh ism ~ not a question of whioh system. With
_____________ . ..^^^^^_——-——>MM<MM»»l»IH»«MM"''»l'--'l •'•"'""""————'——'—— ' —————————————————————————— ———————————"——'——————————•••••••• ———•—————————————————————

31. John fosterl In the wAdvertiaenent w to the Sssay on the Bvila 
0* Popular Ignorance» pp« YI t ff* Robert Garter & Bros* 
few Toric, 18&6*
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foster any ism or system controlled by the Ohrist-»Spirlt was superior 
to any ism or system, however superb apparently, not controlled by 
the Spirit of Christ, He visualized the church as a mighty censor 
standing guard against evil, corruption, selfishness and greed in 
society and the state* He did not advocate a church-controlled 
state* That to him was an abomination* The state controlling the 
church was an eojual abomination* But, though he was opposed to a 
state-ohurch, yet 3"ohn Foster was too liberal to deny that a state- 
church could do much good* Nor was he too smell, when there were 
certain extenuating circumstances, to deny freedom to a sect which 
has maintained the historic position of the union of church and 
state* "The Catholic Emancipation Bill enlisted his strong sympa 
thies! not because he thought the papists could demand It as a 
right, * for he held that popery was a deadly enemy of the state, - 
but on account of the peculiar state of Ireland, it was In the highest 
degree expedient to give them the freedom proposed* The Reform Bill 
of 1831 he thought was to do great good, though his highest expect* 
ations concerning it were not realized* While admitting the great 
good accomplished by the established church, he held that making 
religion a part of the s^ate was antl-chrlstlan in theory, and nox 
ious in practice»* To foster the church controlling the state was . 
a church impotent for righteousness, Once the church takfes over the

- ^^"

actual administration of political affairs It ceases to be the critic 

and becomes the subject * caaaes to be the judge and becomes the 

judged* Foster envisioned the church as the mighty conscience of

D, E, Snowt Article on John Foster In The Blbliothsoa Saora 
(Oberlln. Ohio) January,
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society i calling her Industrial, political, and social life to 
judgment - denouncing her wrongs and inequities - demanding the 
Christian way In every phase of human relationship* His idea 
visualized the church actively entering into human affairs, mon 
itoring the corporate deeds of nations as well as the lone acts 
of individuals. Religion was to be not a political party engaged 
in factional contests, but a supra -party organization for bring 
ing in tile rightebuaaess x)f God under any or all kinds of political 
systems,

Foster's dual concept of religion's role was similar to that 
which later Hauschenbusch espoused for it and which he so ably 
Illustrated by a graphic figure* Religion's business is with the 
Individual *» basically and necessarily - cleansing the inside of 
man* This is its primary task - to bring purity and unselfishness 
to the Individual * and to build the Kingdom of God by the indivi 
dual* a quality of life and acts of charity. But religion's business 
is also with sooiety»at~large - her conscience, critic, Judge and 
reformer and religion should actively seek to alter the existing 
order that it might be brought under the Kingdom of God* "On the 
ancient roiztfeter at Basle are two sculptured groups: St. Martin 
cutting his cloak in two with his sword to clothe a beggar, and 
St. George spurring his horse against the dragon that devastated
the country* Every Christian man should embody both kinds of

$3sainthood la one life,*
Foster recognized the powerlessness of the Individual when he 

was pitted against the vast machinery of govemnent, The question

33 » Walter Rauaohenbusoh: Ohr 1 a ti ani zi ng t he 800 ial Order* p« 476 
The Pilgrim Press* Boston & Chicago,
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always arises, How can the Individual adhere to his Christian 

principles and at the same time be obedient to the state which may 

demand of him unchristian conduct? Every serious-minded Christian 

Is confronted with this staggering question* A good Christian, it 

is commonly asserted f id 11 be subject to the laws and to the will 

of the state* Foster maintained - and in this respect he is in 

the company of men like Henry David Thoreau, Mohanda| K» Gandhi, 

and Leo Tolstoy - that the individual Christian owes obedience to 

the laws and will of the state only so long as those laws and that
«

will do not clash with the will of G-od; but when the state demands 

an aotlon of the individual which Is opposed to his moral princi 

ples, then It is his duty to disobey* foster was one of the earliest
, «

advocates of "civil disobedience". Item 465 In Foster f s Journal 

readst "An opponent maintained that I ought to contribute to the 

execution of every law of the state I live In, even though I dis 

approve of some of these laws In my private judgment. Denied, H0w
i *

can such obligation come? It is confessed, In the first Instance 9 

that In general my own judgment and conscience form the supreme 

law, Then, If gne man assumes to interfere with the dictates of 

my own mind, and enjoins me a course of action opposite to my con* 

viotiona, I spurn the assumption. But so I do likewise if twp men 

thus dictate In opposition to my moral sense* If three men do this, 

I do still the same. If five hundred, if a thousand, if ten thou~ 

sandt I still do the same, and deem that duty binds me to do so* 

I ask these, what is this thing you call a state? What is that 

moral authority assumed by It over my conscience, If it merely 

consists of these same men whom Individually, and in the accumulation
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of an indefinite number, I have already refused to obey?*3* We 
do not mean to imply that Foster went as far as Thorean who 

refused to pay taxes to the state* As far as we know, Foster 

paid all his taxes regularly* although he Is on record as vehemently 
objecting to the increasing amount takoi from tte Individual by 

the state, especially the heavy burden imposed upon the people to 

support a vast military* Nor do we mean to Imply that Foster 

advanced the idea of using "civil disobedience" or "passive re 
sistance" on a mass scale, as a weapon against oppression - as 

was later suggested by Tolstoy and perfected and applied by Oandhi. 
"Qlvll disobedience" with Foster was placed entirely on the grounds 

of conscience, fhe Individual refuses to obey the state because 
such obedience means a violation of his moral and religious princi* 

ple« With him it was an individual matter* He did not conceive of 

the people simultaneously in vast numbers employing disobedience 
to wrjst concessions from a burdensome government* Knowing as we 
think we do Foster* s mind, we can state that he would have been 
fascinated by "mass disobedience" and collective "passive resistance*9 

used on a wide scale by the unarmed masses as a potent weapon against 

the oppression of a powerful government armed with steel* Gandhi 1 s 
"satyagraha" in all of Its practical aspects would have thrilled 
Foster* He would have seen in it the very means whereby the people 
might defend themselves against oppressors, without a resort to 

bloodshed*

34, John FOB ten Journal.* Item 465* "Foster* s Life & Correspondence^ 
Vol* I* p* 167,' bbnn* London* 1852

55* Tide; Improvement of time With Hffies On Sermons & Other Pieces, 
by John Foster* pp7~46£*r ff *' <^V London. 1&86* 
Of, Essay On Svlls of Popular Xgnoranoe a& Discourse On Propa&a* 
€Ibn of Christianltr in India', by John 1*oster» pp« 3l3\ rfl 
Bbhn*London.iseS,-
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We cannot leave this discussion of Foster's Socio-political

views without mentioning his opinions on war and peace, Even as
/ * 

he fearlessly plead for political and economic reforms to alleviate
the miserable lot of the masses of the people * even so did he lift 
up a loud voice against the monstrous evil of war* Dotted through 
out Foster's writings again and again are strong statements against 
war and the war system* He never missed an opportunity to get in 
a word to show where he stands on the issue* War clashes with his 
Christian principle a •» is nothing but gross wickedness and an 
"abomination of desolation % There is no justification for it. In 
two of the ifroadinead Lectures, John foster deals summarily with the 
whole problem and treats practically every aspect* In tw> of the 
very finest writings t compressed in the smallest apace, we find a 
portrayal of the horrors of war, their universal prevalence, their 
senseless butchery* $a find also a statement of the Christian 
attitude toward war,? discussion of the scriptural basis of Pacifism* 
a treatment of the untenable position of the pacifist, and an 
answer to the arguments, usually brought forward in support of war. 
and finally a number of suggested remedies for war which are strik 
ingly modern. In all the literature of peace we doubt whether there 
exists a more comprehensive yet succinct presentation, such a broad 
understanding and keen analysis of the underlying wrongness of war 
and the difficulties of establishing peace, than these two lectures 
present* the first lecture was delivered on November 5, 1883 and 
the second on November 20 f 1823, One hundred and twenty years have 

Intervened* The lectures occupy only twenty-seven printed pages.
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Tet we hazard a guess that nothing more to the point has been said 

on the problem of war and peace since they were delivered* Let us 

examine these two lectures more closely*

Foster assumes that war and Christianity are the antithesis* 

of each other* "When the religion of Ohrist came to tfce world, it 

came with the Spirit and principles of an all-pacific dispensation*"36 

He further asserted that the "ultimate efficacious presence of our 

Lord's religion, which all his disciples regard as certainly pre 

dicted, must necessarily include the cessation of wair« n37 He next 

proceeds to show how far we are from any such contingency. He 

traces Old Testament J&story and then history up to his era, point* 

ing out that history has been a series of wars and sanguinary con* 

fliots* Among the Jews, Syrians, Egyptians, Babylonians, Greeks, 

Romans, the story is always bloody. He traces the establishment of 

little states, the building up of empires from the% "and then, with 

a tremendous clash, these empires came into conflict* And the ordi 

nary, and often repeated story, Is, of vast tumultuary battles, - the 

exterminating rage of the victors, ~ territories overrun and reduced 

to a desert, * innumerable victims perish ing*,** What a vision of de«» 

structionI Think of all that tormented and desolated the earth, 

during the long period of the fall of the Roman Impire} of ttot in 

undation of ravage and death, the |rogress and utpbst extension of 

the Mohamedan power; • of the mighty account of slaughter in the

36» John Fosteri Lecture entitled, The Cessation of War, An Effect
SL l-jffi Prgvalaaoe of Christianity« Vide^, Jos^r^ar^ 
lecture JJCWlI VolT""lt, Pt i BohxuLondon* ISSST

37, Ibid*, p. 2,
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Spanish conquest of America} - of the almost Inoessant wars among 

the states of oivillaed Europe, down to nearly the present hour, 

Think of the bloody wars within our own island, especially on the 

Border, between Its northeaaand southern divisions; - the hundreds 

of remaining fortresses, monumental of war. And to complete the 

account, * as if the whole earth were not wide enough, - the sea 

has been coloured with blood, and received into its dark gulf
3ftmyriads of alain, . t.. 11 And we might add, still cramped for room 

in which to wreak his horrors, limited to more land and sea^ - in? the 
Twentieth century, thirsting for yet more ghastly hells, man n 
fought thousands of feet up in the air and reddened the stratos 
phere and the clouds with human blood*

Foster passes on next to deplore the fact "that the mass and 
strength of nations should, over the greatest part of the world, be 
at the absolute disposal of a few individuals, for this very business 
of war» n^9 He puzzles over the strange lack of moral sense among 
humanity and wonders how nations denominated Christians could lack 
such a vital prevalence of Christianity as to eagerly, unoea singly, 
unbluabingly make war on one another « He admits that the matter of 
a war of defense falls into a different category, but hastens to 
assert; that "very rare has been the instance of a war on either side,
strictly and purely defensive, of either the nation itself, or any

40other endangered or oppressed people, depending on its protection*" 
He says that the principle of pacifism "rests on the literal and 
extreme oonstructlon of a few expressions (suoh as "Be si at not evil",

3®* Ibid^ p* 6*

30, Ibid. , p* 7

40. Ibid*. P. 8. 280
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"give place to wrath % ''Love your enemies % "to him that sraiteth 

thee on one cheek, turn also the other**} Expressions whioh have 
an easy and applicable meaning in the general sense of interdict* 

ing revenge, retaliation, proud, prompt, and angry reactions while 

thjoir unqualified literal interpretation,. ..plainly tends to this 
effect, naiaely, that Christianity should subject rnankind universally 

to th© unrestrained will of whoever is the most unjust and wiokedj 

that so long as there are men who have more of Satan and Moloofc 
in them than the rest, and are Intent on practising oppression and 
cruelty, it is the absolute duty of Christians, as such, individually 
and nationally, to let them do itj ~ at least rather than resist

f

them in such a way as to endanger their persons. How this would 
be the most delightful doctrine to all the tyrants, bigots,

i robbers, and murderers!"*^ Pacifist though he undoubtedly
is Faster readily granted that there could be situations when the 
government, acting as a magistrate on a large scale, was compelled 
to exert force against an evil*»doer# But he plainly shows how 
readily we Jump into war, how far-fetched many wars of "defense* 
are, and how often we go out of our way to get into trouble* He Is 
quick to show that extravagant patriotism, haughty and imperious 
pride, national ambition running mad for glory of gain and conquest 

sweep nations into war*
#hat does he have to offer by way of a cure for war? This is 

best answered by seeking first 'the causes of warf Foster rooted 

all the generally accepted sta/Tace causes, such as those listed 

above, in the nature of iaan» The ultimate source of war, said Foster,
^^^^^^^^^^MWIMB<l>WMI(>MlMM«laMmi)*IN«MMI«MMMMMIMMl^^

41, Ibid. , pp. 11, ft,—— 26i
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is to be found in the psychology of man* "It is something in 

trinsic in man| in the soul and nature of man, throughout the 

whole race, that war has apming from, Inhere is the brimstone, - 
the gunpowder| - the forge; there is the hot and terrible element, 
that has burst abroad in eo many thunders***" "Vicious selfishness, 
edition, envy, rivalry, rapacity * revenge, - these are the ^hings 
in men that cause wars between them, on the small scale and on the 
great* And how can these ever be so repressed,subdued, extirpated,

-***

that war shall cease?"42
Foster now answers this question. He treats first the cure

4

offered by some (in our d;ay, the communists) ttiat the way to get* •
rid of war is to get rid of religion* If it is meant by religion, 
he says| an "execrable compound of superstition and state policy*1 
then they have some basis fbr their argument, but not genuine 
religion* He deals also with th© school of thought ^hiich fatalisti-

«

cally maintains that there will always be wars as long as man is man. 
Then he comes to treat the other cures usually offered and admits 
their partial efficacy} e«g» t "progressive experience and knowledge", 
the extension of "wiser principles of self-inter®stw f "a more free

and extensive intercourse", "increase of literature and enlightened
.,,, 

speculation", "progressive civilisation**, an increase in "advantages,
and enjoyments of oomlbrt", etc* Foster is ready to grant the con 
tribution that sm/if ter inter*conBBUnioation and education will and 

can make for peace* He says: "Such things will be inclufled> certain 

ly, in v&atever process can and shall reduce the world at length, to

42* Ibid* t p* 18* Lecture XauLYHI (Second lecture on same topic)
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peace; they will be taken as accessories and subsidiaries to the 

Master Power in the operation* But, whoever would reckon on such 
things alone, should be strangely -ortlfled, one thinks, In advert 
ing" to laany facts of old and recent history » w*5 Foster knows 

that "enlightenment 11 of Itself, alone, is not enough* "Britain and 
France account themselves the most enlightened, Improved, civilized, 
states in the vsorld. And have they not been, with all their might,, 

fighting and slaying each other and neighbouring nations, for cen~ 
turles almost without intermission down to this timef"** He goes 
on to show that educated people need but little excitement to rush 
them into war* "Our institutions of learning and even theology have 
constantly abetted the spirit. And an ever-flowing impetuous stream 

there has been of oratory, poetry, and even pulpit declamation, ming 
ling with, and inspiriting, the coarser torrent of the popular zeal 
for battles and victories* We have had both poets and divines
actually sanding the most immoral heroes to heaven, on the mere

IK strength of their falling in patriotic combat***

Foster believed that the only hope for peace lies in the ex 
tension of Christianity - a religion which is spread only by holy 
influence and the persuasions of love end friendship. When Christ 
ianity has gone deep enough into the hearts and lives of the people, 
He asksf *^hat will the natural consequence be, in respect to war? 
Will it not be, - a comparative coldness toward that pernicious 
phantasm of aartlal 'glorjrft * a loathing of that sort of eloquence

43* Ibid* t pt

44* Ibid*. p»

45. Ibid., p f 20 f 263
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and poetry that are making a god of it; - a hatred of the very 
names of ambitious conquerors; «4ibrror at the imago of vast 
masses of men meeting to destroy one another; reflection, how 
unprepared most of them are to go Into eternity; - compassion, 
by anticipation, toward deprived and mourning relatives; - a 
sense of the flagrant absurd! ty t as well as iniquity, of avenging 
SOEB little wrong at the cost of so mighty a portion and variety 
of misery. . ... *4S ^hus religion would deeply exert itself to 
eradicate war, by producing a genuine Christian nation. Foster 
anticipated • • ', the modern Idea of a league of nations, v&ich 
has found newer expansion in Clarence K* Streit's "Union How" 
and in the philosophy of the "United Nations** "They (Christian 
nations) might form en alliance most truly > holy f for the exer 
tion of such influence (peace). We may be sure that their Inter 
posed mediation to prevent wars anonp: the other nations would be 
of prodigious weight; by, - for one thing, their lofty character, 
and unquestionably upright intentions; or next, if that influence 
failed by the use of the power, of another kind, vahloh such un 
exhausted nations would possess, For we are supposing them to 
keep in armories and arsenals for soiae time those implements rtiich 
are, ultimately to take the shape of ploughshares and prirning- 
hooks."47

Foster anticipated William James 1 idea that there must be "a 
moral equivalent to war"* Many opponents of peace have said that 
man needs the: excitement of war* A dull, humdrum routine is 
Innocuous and stupefying. The race will dry-rot without the stimu* 
lus of tense periods of danger and adventure* Foster suggests that

44, Ibid*, p,
47, fbloU, P* 23* 264
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the building of the Kingdom of God, rightly managed, could be 

come a daring and dangerous enough enterprise to capture the

imagination and enthusiasm of the most adventurous youth on
* 

earth. He asserts that "taking by violence the Kingdom of

Heaven* is such a colossal and thrilling exploit as to enlist
. «

the youth of the w>rld and call forth their heroic action in a 
tasic of eons traction | rather than one of destruction.

Foster concludes his two ohapteis with the questions,"Are 
you ready for peace? Are Christians now of a disposition congenial 
to such a state of peace} that is, is there in them an effectual 
repression of that which is the spirit of wart the selfishness t * 
pride, - arrogance, - envy t * revenge? If not, they are essentially 
of the war tribes, however muoh they may condemn and profess to 
deplore it* It is Just from a prevalence of such principles In 
communities that they go to mortal war* And such Individuals are

_- _t .

not fit for that future terrestrial 'Kingdom of heaven 1 1*1*8
Not only did Foster in his discourses deal with matters of 

great social importance and oall for the application of righteous 
principles in political affairs, but ever so often he took up his 
pen and exercised his prerogative as a private citizen to agitate 
for SOH» definite reform* As a private citizen he dealt with par 
ticular political issues which would not be allowable in a sermon 
or lecture* In 1835 Foster wrote five open letters to the Editor 
Of the. Morning Chronicle in which he strongly assailed the cor rapt 
practices obtaining in general elections^inveighed against the 
rotten corruption at the polls and called for an Introduction of the
_._..._.... ._. _^^B—^——-—^MMI(<M<>il»Ma<»MM»»««MI>»M»>«Ma»»«<»»'^«<<<IM«»»»MM»«J».lll ''' ' I ————————' ' "" "" "' " " ————' ———————'""~ ' I I'll'T r~TV ' III-- 11-—— __-_

48, Ibi d,, p. 27.
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secret ballot aa a means of correcting much of the evil which ex 

isted under the system then employed* It was not until 1871 that 

England adopted the reform which Foster championed so ardently 

thirty-six years before. Once again we are struck with his pioneer 

ing. Truly by any measure he was far ahead of his time.

Foster disliked heartily the practice which prevailed at 

©lections in his day* To have to go to the polling places and 

announce publicly the aariBs of the candidates for whom you were 

voting was to John Foster an abominable system and one open to all 

kinds of abuses. He felt so keenly about this that his letters are 

vehement. He asserted that it was "absolutely impossible to ob 

tain an honest election*. 4® He Is not satisfied with what the 

editor has done by way of pointing out the corrupt practices, so he 

writes* "But I expected you to do something more than this. I 

reckoned on you taking an occasion to declare, in explicit and em 

phatic terms, that to whatever extent the nefarious system has been 

successful in sending menfcers to parliament, to that extent the rep 

resentation has been falsified, the nation defrauded, and the legis 

lation vitiated. In that proportion the House of Commons is the 

reverse of what it ostensibly purports to be, and what it ought to 

be - a real representation of the people*

49* John Foster: Letter J. To The Sditor of the Morning Chronicle* 
1635* vide, "Fo star * 3"i.i?e" & C or re sponSeho e * Vbl'. II* p» 425. 
Bonn. London* 1852.

50. Ibid,
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Foster called the voting system in use in his day "a flagrant 

mockery", "With the venal it is a privileged occasion of having 

their country to sell$ with the dependent, it is a badge of slavery; 

with those who are conscientious as well as dependent, it Is a pain 

ful trial of principle,,,"51 Foster deplored the bribery, the intim 

idation, the deceits and lies, the fights and bullylngs, and other 

evils which accompanied a vocal election. He was sharply sarcastic 

in regard to Sir Bobert Peel*s objection to the ballot, an objection 

which was held generally by the upper class in society, vlz»; "It 

would give a much more democratic House of Commons", Such an absurd 

objection was a complete repudiation of the whole English system of 

representative government and it aroused Foster's ire, Even though 

the ballot might not correct all the evils that accompanied elect 

ions, he felt that it would go far toward a general improvement, 
"Suppose", he writes* "this admitted to be true (that it is only a 

partial reform), the argument will then be, that since the odious 

tyranny will do all it can to harass the dependent electors, in 

spite of their protection, we are to leave them exposed to its whole 
unmitigated power, by refusing them even a partial defence; since 

they would be liable to be tracked and annoyed amidst their coverts, 
give their enemy the advantage of fairly running them down in the 

open field* w52 Here we see his sarcasm at Its keenest levelled 
against what he knew was a travesty of democracy, Once again he was 

the champion of the people and it is impossible to measure how far 

his influence extended in exerting pressure for reform, John Foster
_______________ I ..I I I II __———————————————————————~—^-^—•——«. i I II I II m~*~-~-*~~*~l~*^~*~~~~~*~*l~li-m*~~~**l*m»-*~-~-~---~~*llf~fm~~~i^-i~~~~-^~~——-^--

51. Ibid., p* 427

52. Letter III, Ibid,, P. 4,39
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had the ear and the respect of many of leaders of the Dissenters.

His ?.deas trickled down to the people, His was a strong hand in
the 

the development of/overwhelming support later given to Gladstone

by the non-conformists,

Foster took un the cudgels against negro slavery and racial 

discrimination. In on© of his Broadroead Lectures (No, XXX 7ol, I) 

he denounces the whole system and calls upon England to really 

allow her Christianity a practical application. He maintained that 

negro slavery and discriminations against races were violations of 

the Christian teaching that man is created in tbs "image" of God and 

that mankind is one family. He also maintained that such practices 

were a total violation of the natural equality of mankind, wTery

few, except the express abbetors of slavery, will deny, in theory,~^ not 
such an equality; that is to say f that men are/essentially of

different natures or orders of being (like the Brahmins and their 

inferiors); - that every individual has a primary ri&frt in his own 

existence; that is, relatively to fellow mortals, God's ri^it being 

the supreme; - that all come into the world with an equal ri$it to 

seek their own good; to have an exercise of their own thoughts, and 

will, and choice, in the pursuit of it; - to fcave a little sphere 

truly their own; - witfc an equal claim that they should not incur 

injury unless they do it; •» and therefore with an equal right to be 

protected by the institutions of the world, This is, surely, a 

very moderate explanation of the terms'natural equality1 ," 53 
In the experiment in which he engaged at Battersea (viz,, the 

teaching of the African boys brought over to England from the

53, John Foster! Lecture entitled, "On j^gro Slavery", 
"Foster's Lectures" 7ol, I LeotureXXX, p, 
Bonn. London, 1853*
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Sierra *«eone) Foster shewed his complete lick of racial discrimi 
nation* He practically applied his beliefs, in that he had his 
meals at the establishment operated by the negress and her daughter* 
Admittedly in his writings and lectures Foster deals very little 
with racial problems. This is due to the fact that in England they 
did not exist. The problems of race were in the remote regions of the 
empire and far removed from the everyday life of his readers and 
hearers. Had these inequalities been at his own door, Foster, who 
always dealt with the evils at hand rather than those in other parts 
of the world, would have attacked them again and again, even as he 
did others which were closely. He championed the o ? use of the poor, 
the laborers, and the oppressed of England all his life. Had there 
been a suppressed race, he, too, would have been their champion* We 
know how he felt in this regard.

Foster again and again insisted upon the responsibility of the 
leadership of a nation* He knew that a nation cannot rise above the 
moral level of its leadership* He insisted that a high~type of leader 
ship can lift the level of the people at large. He asserted that the 
obligations of those who assumed the directive offices of a government 
were solemn, that they were charged with the welfare of the people and 
were called upon for a spiritual and moral dedication of themselves to 
their high charge* "While forcing their way toward office in the 
State, and while maintaining the possession once acquired, they are 
apprised, or might and should be apprised, of the nature of the re~ 
sponsibllity, and it is certain they are extremely well apprised of 
the privileges. They know that the public welfare depends, in too 
great a degree, on their conduct, and that the people have a natural

54* Vide, Chapter II, above,
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instinctive prejudice in favour of their leaders, and are disposed 

to confide to the utmost extent. They know that a measure of im 

punity, unfortunate for the public t is enjoyed by statesmen, their 

very station affording the means of concealment and defence for their 

delinquencies. They know that in point of emolument they are more 

than paid from the labours of the people for any services they render; 

and that they are not bestowing any particular favour on the country 

by holding their offices, as there are plenty of men, almost as able 

ana good as themselves, ready to take their places, if they would 

abdicate them, when to all this is added the acknowledged fact, that 

the majority of this class of men have trifled with their high re 

sponsibility | and taken criminal advantages of their privileges, we 

can have no patience to hear of any claim for a special indulgence of 

charity, in reading and judging the actions of statesmen, *^5 Foster 

here touched on something about v&ich enough has never been said*

During his life time and for some duration following, Foster was 

criticized for his political views. This was only natural* "^veryone
&^, t--,.,.. t'

who protests the entrenchment of power, the privileges of vested 

interests, and the subjugation of classes and races, is considered by 

those in authority as a "revolutionary" and a "dangerous radieal% 

It was natural that Foster would be attacked by the politicians and 

also by the leaders of the Established Church, ISven an Irish -vriter, 

who has much to say in praise of Foster from a literary standpoint, 

hastens to make it plain that he disagrees with his dissenting 

opinions, his dislike of the Established Church, and his detestation of 

aristocracy and class distinctions* 56 Some of Foster f s sharper critics

John Rosier": In the %oleotic Reylew7 VolY i« pp« 225, 227* 
Oot, and Nov», 1808, "Reprinted in 'Xifos t er » s Critical Essays" 
Vol. !• pt 191 t Bonn. London. 1857, 

56* Vide, Dublin University Magazine. October, 1846, Vol. 28, p, 491,
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wont so far aa to aay bluntly that his narrow and radical views
*.'. 

were due to hia peculiar education and social standing. One critic

quotes from Arnold to substantiate this opinion; " 'I grant ', wrote

Arnold to Br, Hawklns, 'that the Dissenters are politically speaking*
i •• 

narrow-minded; but then they have more excuse in belonging generally

to a lower class in society, and in not being taught Aristotle and
fi7 MlThucydides*"1 ^hla kind of an argument, while contemptible, is 

wholly ineffective, for it defeats Itself, in that it reflects what 

it pretends to assail; viz . » class consciousness and the influence 

of a certain kind of education* This does not annihilate or even 

disprove the correctness of Foster 1 a socio-political views. 98 The 
succeeding years and events have shown that the centuries are on the 

side of the liberal and wholly democratic opinions which Foster so 

fearlessly and ably espoused.
In the beginning of this chapter we referred to John Foster as

.*•'

a prophet of §oclal Christianity. His was "the voice of one crying 

in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths
en

straight • Y»t» he was more than a prophet. He was a messenger * 

Of God, but he was also a aiolder of £he future* He not only saw 

what ought to be, and what would be; he labored to make It be.

67. Yldftt j*r aser * s Jfagag ine . London, August, 1846 
34 pp. 127 f 529.

58, Jester In his younger days was under the direct influence
of itouseeau. Later he swung away from the extremely radical 
position of the French school and came to hold views closely 
akin to those expounded by Jeremy bent ham in 1776,

69. Luke* 5s 4,
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THE THEOLOGY OF JOHN FOSTER

John Foster once referred to himself ©s a "sterling Cal-

vinist"* If we could accept this label as being wholly acou-
'""""""'"-•^ 

rate there would be little rsason for us to (furti^r pursue this
-————-,.....,_ „ „-,«.,_,_,.,„,——„—--"-'-—' " - •--•—- 

dlscussion.4 We w>uld°~only have to refer the reader to Oalvin's

Institutes for a full discussion Of Foster's theology* We are 

not doubting either Foster's ability or honesty in classifying 

himself* it is our opinion after several years of close study 

of the man and his writings that he smiled when he used the 

adjective "sterling11 . If he used this word facetiously, then, 

instead of taking it at face value, we would have to assume the 

opposite, namely, that he was not a sterling Saiviniat. There 

fore we can proceed with our discussion.

A thorough analysis of Foster's religious beliefs has long 

been needed because of the confusion which exists in regard to 

him, and because of the multiplicity of contradictory labels 

with which he has been tagged. He was once charged with coming 

"very near to the slou$i of the Sooinian System** and of being 

"disastrously under the power of a tendency to rationalism*1 .*He 

was accused of being an Arien. "He tended to reject the deity 

of Christ and to adopt concerning his person and word the Arian 

speculation* 1*^ He was classified as a Universal is t. "The Chris-

1. Ot B. Sheeveri Life & %it ings of John ffos ter*
The Biblical Repository and classical Review. New York. 
3rd Series 3>1 January, 1847,

2. George R. Leavitt in the Bibliotheoa Sacra (Ohio). 
January, 1894•
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tian public will b© surprised to learn that Mr. Foster was in 

his theology a tfnlversalist; in philosophy held to the physi 

cal or fatal necessity of human action*"3 He was described as 

bein& narrow, "Foster was a Oalvinist of the old school as to 

his theological opinions; and his opinions were all theological..... 

Everything, ancient and modern, sacred and profane was tried by 

the unelastlo standard of his own creed."^ fhis same critic 

asserted that Foster was as arbitrary in his views as was Caliph 

Omar in his decision of the fate of the Alexandrian library— 

"ftnat accords with the Koran is superfluous, what differs from 

it harmful*." Foster was called a liberal. "While true, honest 

and thorough in his adherence to the principles of non-conformity, 

yet he held to a broad, spiritual, Catholic Christianity."5 He 

was attacked on both sides of the Atlantic for not trusting Im 

plicitly in the Bible. One critic even made him out as an ad* 

herent of splrltlsml "Foster was a firm believer in appari 

tions."6 Several critics accused hlra of having a defective re 

ligious experience and also of not having studied divinity to any 

great extent, for, as they put it, "he was not a great theologian."

3. Alex. Mo Shorter In the New Bnglander« 
Tol* 5, April, 1847.

4. A. P. Peabody In the North American Review. 
Boston* January, 184lHi

5. Unnaxaed writer In the grltlsh Quarterly .Review* 
August,. 1846. 
Heprlnted in Littel's Living Age, No. 166 17, July, 1847.

6* Geo* Oiifillan in Talt's Edinburgh Magazine. 
Vol. 14j4 January, 1847.
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Perhaps, it would be appropriate at this point to raise 

the question, %r© these critics justified in their conclusions?
t»«P*Ll 1*

It io enly none sty to admit that there was some basis for every 

opinion exoept Gllfillan's, fort as the author of First Princi-
/

plea pointed out years ago, there is an element of truth in every 

error, we have only to remember the wide variety of opinions 

that the hundreds of Christian sects have found in Christ to 

recognize that there is really nothing so very unusual in the 

many different points of view, some even diametrically opposite, 

which men have found in Foster, Then, too, it ought to be borne 

in mind that rare is th© man who has a water ti$it logical system 

of thought, be it philosophical or religious. Even John Calvin 

had a hard time trying to plug all the leaks In his, but he came 

nearer doing it than has anyone else. Our task would be much 

easier if we could slip Foster into some clear-cut category and 

definitely establish that he belongs there, 3ut we cannot, 

Foster was too independent in thinking to belong one hundred per 

cent to any one religious camp. He disliked systems of theology 

and constantly sought freedom for latitude of thought in reli$.on, 

^specially did he prefer to think his own way. So much did he 

value his own right in this, that he studiously avoided any long 

sojourns and minute explorations in other men's opinions. Further* 

more, what has baffled some of Foster's critics is that he is one 

of those great thinkers who are not afraid to embrace at the same 

time two opinions which appear to be wholly contradictory. He 

was not afraid of inconsistency. To some consistency might be a 

jewel; to ffoster it was, as with Emerson, "the hobgoblin of little
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minds** It was hia very strongly expressed opinion that to 

recognize inconsistencies of a minor nature is a better mode 

of holding and teaching religious truth than any unswerving 

fidelity to a hyper-ays t;em« He contended that to hold strict 

ly to a system raeans to throw aside large portions of revela 

tion, or to omit, or distort, or refine, or invalidate thorn, or 

else forever live in a spirit of controversy, n *£o us it has 

long appeared (an opinion far enough, indeed, from singular) 

that a Christian psreaoher who should lay it down as his rule, 

to say nothing on religious doctrines, which he could not dem 

onstrate to be in strict logical or lastaphyaical consistency 

with everything else which he said on them, not only wuld be 

compelled to limit himself to an excessively contracted range 

of discourse (for that is a very obvious matter of fact), but 

would do that which hia grand authority and exemplar, the book 

of Revelation, does not enjoin upon him."7 Foster felt that the 

individual ought not to expect any more of his own theology than 

one could find in the Scriptures, and it appeared to him, as he 

phrased it, that the Bivine Author intended some cloudy spots, 

some streaks of darkness, some apparent inconsistencies to re 

main in hia Word as well as in his Works« It is now evident 

that ^oster cannot be slipped into a definite category, and it 

is also evident that he vsould not have been very proud of him 

self if he could have been so catalogued*

7t John Posteri Review of %land f s Memoirs of ?uller» 
(Eclectic Review* February, 181871
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Bat even though Ken do not belong completely to a system 
they lean toward one more than toward another. While Foster 
did not ®o all the way with Calvin in every point, he went 
with Calvin down quite a few paths, and was not ashamed to 
aoknowledge it* Throughout this study we have made much of 
Foster f s modernity. How, if we are going to make him out a 
Calvinist, in th© main, in theology, his reli^ous thinking will 
be old-fashioned, for according to some critics Calvinism has 
been out~moded. Calvin's "extreme bibliolatry, his exaggerated 
language about human depravity, and his doctrine of predestina 
tion, which is really pantheistic t since it acknowledges only 
one effective will in th® universe, are all alike intolerable to 
modern ideas. In our own generation there is a revolt against 
the social teaching of Calvin. The modern business man, it has 
been said, if he is not a child of the Shetto t is--« grandchild 
of «Tohn Calvin* That curious product of industrial oivlliaation, 
the business jaan, who works lik© a slave and sometimes rules like 
a slave-driver... is the direct result of Calvinism. ^he type 
is becoming extinct, but it still may be studied in America and 
Scotland.**0 It was Inge's opinion that the seat of authority in 
religion would no longer be the Bible, lout the mind of Christ- 
w %e testimony of the Holy Spirit within us" - which is the 
Christ~mysticism of St. Paul* That this "mysticism" may be the 
modern tendency is borne out in a number of ways, ^here is quite 
a bit of it in the modern Oriental interpretation of Christianity

8» filliam Ralph Inget Labels & Libels
Harper £ Brothers. &ew York and London. 1929.
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which, by all odds, may take the day* There are others who 
aay that the modern temper is best expressed by SOEB of the 
early humanists and rationalists; that these tendencies are 
the youngest and newest, and are still struggling to become 
dominant. Certainly, it is true, that the viewpoint of many 
a modern Christian could be summarised by the following state 
ments! w ^o Erasmus Christianity was primarily an ethical 
system} Christ was Its great teacher and exemplar; and to be 
Christian meant to conduct one's life in accordance with the 
principles which governed Him* *Fesus appeared in the role of 
a sage, and Christianity under the aspect of a moral philoso 
phy rather than a religion of redemption »*^ But to say that 
this represents the modern mood Is to disregard the authori 
tarian trends of the present hour, or else to consider them 
as the backwash or eddies of a greater sweeping movement* In 
this view Karl Barth, instead of being representative of the 
modern trend, would only be an eddy* Sven the demonic move 
ments which have terrified the modern world must be classified 
as the last stand of author! tarlanism# these movements -which 
have been "preached with fanatical and almost messianic fer 
vour by leaders vtoo, far from relying on the lumen sic cum of 
a bygone Age of Keason, are rather as men possessed."10 But 
If the "appeal to reason" and the pagan authoritarian faiths 
of the hour can do nothing better than catapult the \*orld into the

9. Arthur Cuanman Mc<Hfferti Protestant Efooui&t Before Kant* 
p. 11, Charles Scrlbner's Sons,

10* John Baillie; Preface to Revelation* p. XXII* 
The MaoMlllan Co., New YorfcT 1937.
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hell of war, than it may be that a bitterly disillusioned 

generation will turn to a new authoritarianism. Professor 

Baillie is right when he says, "There is a sense in which the 

new age seems ready to b© convinced***** Mankind can scarcely 
live one generation in a spirit of license which flaunts all 
controls* Men cannot float forever without anchoring some 
where. Where will it be this tlaae? In an institution? In 
a book? In reason? In the%ind of Christ*1? In a "science of 

human society"?3"5 The first three have been tried and repudi 

ated. The modern mind may be fearful of "mysticism*, for there 
has been a strong element of this in the present-day "demonic" 
movements* ISven the "science of human society1*, which, as it 
has been presented, would appeal strongly to the present tern* 
perament, may be tarnished by a recognition of its marked sim 

ilarity to German "geopolitics** Why does the authority of each 
generation have to be single? Why could not th© authority of 
all of these which we have mentioned be recognized together? In 

other words, why could not th© modern tendency become the^authority 
of a synthesis? Then, John Foster would be a modern in theology, 
for he followed Calvin in placing authority in the Scriptures, 
but not completely! he listened to rea_s.on» but not oompletely i 
he regarded "the testimony of the Holy Spirit within-**, but not 

completely^ he believed in "social planning 1*, but not completely,, 
His was an authority of the synthesis, of authorities, but there

11. Ibid,
IS, Vide« A George soules The> Strength of Hati.ona* 

p. 856. ^he MacMillan Cornpaayt *»ew ^ork, 194S»
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was hardly a plaoe in it f or an institution* so strongly did 
he detest all forms of institutlonalism.

Far be it from the wishes of the present writer to tag 
Foster with any additional theological labels, but it is our 
opinion that his theology was a compound of about three equal 
parts; on© part of Calvinism, one part of Pietism, and one 
pert of Modernism* Foster did not come easily by his theologi 
cal opinions* It was not a case of vdlllngly accepting some 
rthand-me-downs'** For several years he went through an intellect 
ual fenaent. The uncertainty caused him great anguish of spirit. 
He writes in his Journal t w f Tla thus I am forever repelled from 
every point of religious confraternity, and dooiaed, still doom 
ed, a melancholy monad, a weeping solitaire*" But Foster was too 
healthy-minded to waste much time in self-pity. He persisted in 
thinking his way through to some final conclusions In religious 
matters, for he knew th© truth of the statemsnt, "indecision is 
decision"* A roan nay be in a state of intellectual flux for sev 
eral years but he cannot go on forever trying to make up his 
mind* *.,**He lingers, uncertain, till an advanced hour determ 
ines the question for hlm § . by the certainty that it is now too

13late to go* sof Foster struggled to arrive at some satisfy 
ing conclusions* He writes in 1790 t ishen he is twenty-six years 
old, "...*! oan avow no opinion on the peculiar points of Calvin 
ism, for I have none, nor se© the possibility of forming a satis 
factory one, I am no Socinian; but I am in doubt between the

13* John Fosters Decision of Character* 
Foster's Essays* p. 68. 
George Bell & Sons. London*1876.
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Orthodox and Arian doctrines, not without Dome inclination to
14 the latter.*1 He even went so far at this period to request

the pastorate of some Arian congregation, because he felt that 

he could find there the candor and freedom he wanted for his 

views. But within three years he had veered around. "My 

opinions are in substance Calvlniatic, and therefore, when 

fully brought out, differ obnoxiously from those of the Gen 

eral Baptists here or elsewhere....* I hold (I believe) accu 

rately the leading points of the Oalvinistic faith; as the 

corruption of human nature, the necessity of a divine power to 

change it, irresistible grace, the influence of th© Spirit, the 

doctrine of the atonement, in its most extensive and emphatic 

sonse, final perseverance, a&c. &C**1® One year later he writes 

practically the same thing to Dr» Fawoett, except that he now

adds the viord "decisively" - *My opinions are in substance de~
is cisively Calviniatlo.* 4'0 It is interesting to note that in the

statements of his theology Foster always uses conditioning 

phrases, e,g» t "in substance", wthe leading points", etc. He is 

careful, while classifying himself, to make clear that he is 

not avowing a complete acceptance of th© Galvinistlo teachings*

14* John Foster* Letter to Mr* Hushes f Ootober, 1796, 
"Foster 1 s Life & o or re spondehc8*vol, I, p. 35 
Bonn, London. 1853,

15. John Foster* fetter to the Rey, Joseph Hughes*
February 15, 1^9, ".roster f s tife & Correspondenoen 
Vol» I t pf 81.^1-> Bohn, london. 1852,

16. John Foster: Igtter to the Hev, Dr. Fawoett, 
January 15 1 IBffiT* 
Ibid,, p, 110,
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Let us f first of all t consider that third of Foster's 
theology which could be rightly denominated the one-part Cal 
vinism. All religious creeds, articles of feith, and exposi 

tions of theology begin with a treatisent of th© concept of God. 
That is a good place for us to start* John Foster held that the 
largest, most perfect, most glorious idea of God which could be 
entertained was the true one. "To say that we can f in the ab 
stract, conceive of a raagnltude of iabellieen.ce_ and power v&ioh 
would constitute the Deity, if he ^possessed it , a more glorious
and adorable Being than he actually is, could be nothing less

17 than flagrant impiety.*1 He maintained that one of the great
est difficulties and yet one of the things most ardently desired 
in religion is to obtain a large idea of the Divinity, "parsing
afar from the littleness and anthropomorphism which so confine

18 and degrade our contemplations and devotions*"* But when he
has stretched his mind to the largest idea of God imaginable, he 
recoils In awe. ",,«*Hbw overwhelming is the idea of THAT O&E 
MIND, n&ose perception extends to eY©rythin^ t ^reat and little « 

. living, and intelleotual« in the WHOLE UHIVSRSE, com
prehending* perhaps, such a nuiafoer of worlds as it would require 
an angel's faculties but to oountj How utterly and instantly
the powar of thought is confounded and lost in any attempt at

19 forming the idea of such a Belngl" We can safely assert that

17. John Fosters A review of Ohalmer/s 1 "Christian aeveJLatlon
and Astroeojay" "Foster's Critical EiffaTS^— W, II. p. 375

1857 »

18* jlflM P* 366«
19, John Fosters Letter to His Mother. December, 1815. 

"faster* s Life & Correspondence* Vol. I, pp. 384-5, 
Bonn* London* 1852.
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Foster held strongly to the Sovereignty of God and to the effect 

iveness of his single will. God's will must be followed in all 

ways. He magnified God in everything, God was the center* 

Foster held that the concept of the Trinity rested on divine rev 

elation. He attacked Chateaubriand for trying to psrove this doc 

trine independently of the evidence from revelation. He ridiculed 

an effort to persuade unbelievers of the truth of the Trinity by 

res ting proofs on dogmas, dreams of Grecian, Persian, Indian 

schools of philosophy* He repudiated such "fantastic adjuncts," 

as the proof of trinity in the system of nature and the constitu 

tion of loan*

Foster next followed Oalvin in his extreme belief in the aw 

ful depravity of man, Foster, over and over, at every opportunity 

sounded the note of Bian's inherent sinful and evil nature* HO 

one, not even Oalvin, believed more firmly, even fanatically, in 

the essential wickedness of man's being. This was what made one

of Foster's critics accuse him of taking "too dark^orbld, and
so monkish a view of man and society*" "We would as soon judge

of an assembly of living men and women frora a book of anatomical 

sketches, as of the true character of the world from Foster's

pictures. Earth is not the combination of hell and chaos he rep*
21 resented it to be," Sin to him was rooted in man's soul. It

was prodigiously and grievously difficult to subdue or reduce 

any one of the great or even small evil principles of man's evil

80, Geo« Oilflllan in Tait'a Edinburgh Magazine, Vol. 14; 4 
January, 1847,

21# Ibid*
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nature. Foster thought, and he believed himself borne out by 

the New Testament, that roan needs a Redeemer not because he has 

been guilty of a number of sins, but because of his radically 

corrupt state of moral being, of which these are the evidence, 

As much as he admired Dr. William Paley, the great theologian, 

Foster criticized him sharply for appearing in his sermons to 

consider moral defect, or sin, as accidental to Individual men, 

rather than as radical in the nature of man. Foster claimed as 

his dally, almost hourly, prayer, "Sod be merciful to me a 

sinner J" On th© corruptness of human nature* Foster out~Qalvined

Galvln, if that be possible, %is is an attitude difficult for\-,i«
moderns to understand, although in the realities of the presentt
global war, Foster's view of zaan saay not appear ntoo darfc tmorbid, 

and monkish"*

Another tenet of Calvinism wfclch Foster ardently believed in end 

strongly affirmed was t.hfiti of thfr doctrine of the Atonement, He 

asserts that he never once had a doubt in regard to this doctrine 

and considered it a grand essential of Christianity, n ^he doc 

trine of our deliverance from condemnation, here and hereafter, 

appears the most conspicuous character of the Christian Hevela-
op

tioiu" He substantiates this statement with fifteen verses of 

Scripture selected from the New Testament, all of them familiar
PS to Bible students. He gives in this connection a clear statement

of his concept of Redemption, n, , , , Supreme Wisdom was the sole

22, John Foster: Kin® Letters to yias Sarah Squnders,
Letter VI, p» 3TOJ Foster f s tife & Correspondence. Vol, II 
Bonn, Icndon, 185S,

23* Ibid,, pp. 375, 376, ...
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competent Judge, in the universe, of what was the plan most 

worthy of holiness and goodness; and that, unless the New Testa 

ment be the moat deceptive book the t e ve r was writ ten , the plan 

actually appointed is that of a suffering Mediator. If we 

could not, apprehend the propriety of suoh an appointment for the 

exercise of isercy, that would be no valid objection* Butj ftor 

myself, I never feel any difficulty in conceiving th*t, while 

the Divine ^eroy i^ould save guilty beings from deserved punish* 

raent, it should yet be abaolut ely necessary to the honour of 

Justice that an awful infliction should fall

and that if a being from heavon, divinely generous and beneficent, 

would offer jiiroej.j? to bear this infliction in place of the guilty, 

it wuld be the most worthy and illustrious expedient possible 

for even Infinite Wisdom to adopt**2^ Foster considered this 

Divine plan as necessary. Anselm had set it forth in systematic 

form in the eleventh century In Our Beus Homo» It had bean one 

of the strong doctrine a of tl® Heformers* Foster held fast to 

it for he saw that it was basic in the Christian faith. He says 

that he would be in utter despair without it, and in his last 

years he speaks of how dreary illness and old age would be with 

out the comfort of the great doctrine of the Atonement*

Foster could never have conceived of embracing the modern 

theories which either "water down" or destroy the Atonement* He 

would have denounced all of them «* "the moral influence" theory 

which views the crucifixion as "a dramatic exhibition of suffer*

84. Ibid*, pp* 376, 377.
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ing intended to produce a moral impression"25 - "the governmental 

theory** which sees in the cross only e warning that Ck>d is not 

going to allow sin to go unpunished* "and that the orderly gov 

ernment of the universe can continue only as men do hav© respect 

for law"- the "mystical" theory in v&ich "Hedemption is thus 

conceived of as terminating physically on man in that the trans 

forming essence of Deity was put into the mass of humanity as 

leaven into a lump of dough," Foster held to the "satisfaction" 

view of the Atonement in vtiich sin against &od must be "satisfied* 

by the payment of a penalty* "for God's honor and justice are at 

stake".

He shared with Calvin the belief that the only way to Sal 

vation was through the work of the Atonement* All outside possi 

bilities were ruled out* He always insisted upon the "onliness" 

of Christ's sacrifice* In this respect he differed from 2&ringll* 

Foster lashed out at the famous English ol®rlC| Sydney Smith, for 

dismissing the idea of the Atonement by the death of Ohrist from 

our faith* Smith, with over-enthusiasm for good causes, had been 

carried away in his appeals for their support to make far-fetched 

statements* Foster assailed him for making the rash suggestion 

that &od would wife out the sins of a whole city if the people 

established a hospital1 Smith also appeared to substitute resti 

tution, repentance* and forgiveness for th© Atonement* Foster 

accused him of repudiating ono of th© very artiolss of faith which

25. Vide «* koraine Boettnsrs The Atonement• ?fe* 3, Sardraans 
PuoTishing Company, Grand Haptds f kl'oh'lgan f 1941, 
This is an excellent treatment of the Atonement*, with especial 
emphasis on ths Galvinistic concept* The succeeding brief 
quotations used to give the meaning of the various theories 
of tha Atonement are taken from it,
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he often called upon the people to support. Another error, 

which people often accept in a period of war, end which in 

recent years has made its recurrence, //as that death for 

"King and country*1 clears off all accounts for sin. Foster 

vigorously denied that such sacrifice, heroic as it might be, 

could ever take the place of the Atoneiaant. The prevalence of 

such erroneous ideas and their wide acceptance, even among the 

clergy who ought to know batter, undermined the Ohrlstian faith, 

^o the modern mind, which professes to shrink in horror from a 

"slaughter-house*1 religion, Foster*s insistence upon a "blood* 

Atoneraent appears old-fashioned. Toe "note of ransom" has gone 

out of the modern presentation of the Sospel. Foster ^ould say 

that the Ineffectiveness of the Christian faith today could be 

traced to the lack of a sense of huinan guilt and its accompany 

ing lac£ of need for a Saviour.

Foster was accused by his opponents of tending to reject the 

deity of Ohrist and to adopt the Arian speculation concerning his 

person and word. He adtoits that he had slight, but never serious, 

doubts. "As to ths doctrine of the divinity of Christ, I do not 

deny that I had once sorae degree of doubt, but not such a degree 

ever as to carry me anything near the adoption of an opposite or 

different opinion. It was by no means disbelief; it was rather 

a hesitation to decide, and without much, I think, of the vanity 

of speculation. But for a lonr; while past I have fully felt the 

necessity of dismissing subtle speculations and distinctions, and 

of yielding a humble, cordial assent to the mysterious truth, Just 

as and because the Scriptures declare it, ^dthout inquiring, 'How
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can these things be? 1 *ew He reached thia conclusion after a 

long period of consideration* He was of the opinion that by 

using "precisely the language of Scripture11 in respect to the 

person of Christ he could avoid charging himself with a "defi 

nite, a sort of matheroatioal, hypothesis, and the interminable 

perplexities of explication and inference*** He did not mean 

to close the door to truth but he knew that speculation could 

be prolonged throughout a lifetime and all the while his mind 

was tossed with indecision his life would be made up In the 

negative. His very uncertainty would produce a practical de 

nial, and he could not bring himself to accept that. This was 

characteristic of his whole approach to Christianity. The 

^ospel to him was not a matter "of complacent speculation only 

but of momentous use, of urgent necessity*. He needed pardon 

and purification, and strength. These things could not be 

found in scepticism or in a continuous speculation.

On the doctrine of election Foster stood squarely with

Calvin. Sfois meant his adherence to a fixed faith in predesti-
H 

nation* "Believing that he (Cfed) has in view an end infinitely

and perfectly good, I must believe that all things which take 

place among his creatures are means, proceeding in an undeviat-* 

ing line towards that end, and that, in decreeing the end, he 

decreed also the means. As nothing can take place beyond the 

sphere of his power, nothing can take place against his will7 

therefore, the evils, the wickedness of mankind, are not against

86. John Foster* Letter to the Rev. Dr. Fawoett* 
January 15, 18^ " ~ 
"Foster's Life & Correspondence" p. 110, Vol. I. 
Bonn. London. 1852 . -.
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his sovereign will,.. He, from the beginning, ohose that all 
things should come to pass as they have done, as they do, and 
as they will hereafter; otherwise something ?aust have come to 
pass either without his knowledge, or against his will... He**•

who fixed the first great moving causes appointed all their
27 effects to the end of the world*** Like Calvin, starting with

a strong emphasis upon the Sovereignty of God, Foster comes 

out with a single will in the universe. He believed the nature 

of man was so depraved, that without the special influence of 

the Spirit of God (an agent altogether sovereign and Independent 

of human will) no man can receive the Qospel In such a way that 

it shall work in him repentance and a cordial acceptance of 

Christ* He felt that the doctrine of election and of Divine 

Orace in election could be established, not only by an appeal 

to the Scriptures, but also by an appeal to f ae-.t ̂  "Is it not 

so? Are we not convinced* Is It not the plain doctrine of 

Soripture* ia there not irresistible evidence from a view of 

the actual condition of the human ^orld,- that no man can be 

come good, In the Christian sense, can become fit for a holy 

and happy place hereafter, but by this operation ab extra? 

But this is arbitrary and discriminative on the part of the 

Sovereign Agent, and independent of the will of mn. And how 

awfully evident it is, that this indispensable operation takes 

place only on a comparatively small proportion of the collective

27, John ^oster: Letter to His Parents, November 19, 1798, 
Ibid*, pp. ~
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raoej"28 Thus he opposed the Arrainian doctrine that there is 

"a sufficient grace and power in possession of all men for 

their conversion11 * He could not sing with the Methodists?

"fake back my interest in the Lamb, unless the Saviour 

died for all."

Ihough Foster did not believe in the universality of the 

salvation, he believed that it was the duty of a Christian 

minister to urge on all unbelieving men the duty of repenting 

and believing in Christ; J«e« t he believed in the universality 

of the presentation of th© Gospel* He admitted that it was 

impossible to reconcile and make consistent his opinion with 

his conviction of the total inability of depraved roan to accept 

it* Is it not absurd to urge on all men as a duty the acceptance 

of the Gospel, when only a few are elected? This was the ques 

tion which caused fuller to produce his Gospel of Ohrist Worthy 

of All Aoceptation* Though Foster could not make the universal'* 

ity of presentation consistent with election, he felt that the 

former was substantiated by,

(a) The prevailing spirit and lan^age of the Bible.

(b) Bxazspl® of our Lord and His apostles*

(o) The mighty corroboration of the example of all 
successful preachers from the apostles and the 
primitive martyrs, through the refornaers, Puritans, 
the %lteflelds f up to the present time.

have already remarked elsev&ere in this study upon 

Foster's attitude toward death and immortality. To him the

28» John Foster: Letter to the Rev» Bdward 'Vhite» 
September S4, 1041# 
Ibid,, vol, II, p. 236,
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belief In Immortality was absolutely necessary to being re 

ligious and living the Christian life, Foster*s whole faith 

hinged upon an unshakable conviction of the existence of a 

future state* For him the loss of the dootrine of a future* 

life would break up the government over the consciences of men* 

The major control of conduct would be gone, and only coarse self- 

interests would be left as checks on the evil in men's natures* 

His mind continually returned again and again to the subject of 

death* It held a fascination for him all his life* H© thought 

upon It, brooded over it, studied It, reasoned in logical fash 

ion about It, and interested hlisself in all of its psychologi 

cal aspects* It Is our opinion that John Foster engaged In 

spiritual and psychic experiments in regard to the after-life 

and the shadowy world of tha great beyond* But, If he did, he 

came' away absolutely certain that though one believed with all 

his soul in that future state of being it was impossible in this 

world to get any tangible evidence in regard to it, or any fore- 

glimpses of it. CHlfiiian is wrong when he charges him with a 

belief in "apparitions'** Foster would have been most anxious 

to communicate with the dead, and he may have tried on a number 

of occasions to do so, but the evidence is Irrefutable that,If 

he did experiment, the results were entirely negative. "It is 

most striking to reflect how many of our friends, and th© per 

sons we knew, and habitually saw around us, have already ^pne, 

They do not come to tell where they have been, and what they 

have beheld* !#ell,- we shall not need their information; we
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shall go ourselves into the unknown scene.* If one is not 

willing to accept this as a refutation of the charge that Fos 

ter believed in apparition a, we give another statement which is 

even stronger* However, he accepted the total ignorance of the 

other world with reluctance. It was hard for him to see why 

some plainer evidence had not been given t for, if it had, then 

men would live better in this one, "For one knows not how to . 

believe, that some revelation of that next stage of our exist 

ence would not be more influential to a right procedure in this 

first, than such an absolute unknown* It is true, that a pro* 

found darkness, which we know we are destined ere long to enter, 

and soon to find ourselves in an amazing light, is a striking 

object of contemplation* But the mind still, again and again, 

falls back from it disappointed, and uninstrueted, for want of 

some defined form of reality, to seize, retain, and permanent 

ly occupy it* In default of revelation, we have to frame our 

conjectures on some principle of analogy *hich is itself arbi 

trary and without any means of bringing it to the test of
-30 reason* *

It Is only natural that one who maintained from his youth 

up such an absorbing interest in the other vyorld should desire 

tangible evidence and better proof* Foster's preoccupation with 

death, reflected in his conversation with friends and in all of 

his writings, earned for him the epithets "gloomy*» "moody 1*,

89* John ^pster$ Letter to His Moths r» December, 1814. 
Ibid«. Tol» I, p. 376*

30, John Foster: Letter to John Sheppard, F.sq* January 23,1834* 
Ibid*. Vol. I,"p. 119.
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"eccentric*, etc. It is hard for the average person today to 

understand such an "abnormal" Interest in death* But it was 

common in the Middle Ages, and ^oater had that much of medie 

valism about him. He would have been at horaa in a monastery, 

and we are compelled to admit that there is a great deal of 

fitness in the adjective which Gilfillan applied to him, viz*, 

monkiahy Foster once listed a number of questions he would pro 

pound to a messenger from the other world about the future state, 

if he had the opportunity* ;?e believe that they are worth giv~ 

ing because they reflect hla comprehensive interest in the sub* 

jeot of death and the future world: "yhere is it* in what realm 
of the creation,- and have you an abode fixed to one locality? 

Do you exist as an absolutely unembodied spirit? or do you have 

soise material vehicle, and if so, of what nature? In what man 

ner was it at your entrance verified to you that you were in 

another world* and with what ©motion? Was an angel the conduct 
or? How does the strange phenomenon, Death» appear to you, now 

that you look back upon it? What thought or feeling have you 

respecting your deserted body? What is your mode of perceiving 
external existence, and to M*iat extent does that perception 

reach? Do you retain a vivid and comprehensive remembrance of 

the world and the life v&ich you have quitted? Are you associat 
ed with the friends v/ho preceded you in death? What is the man 

ner of Inter-consBttnication? what are specifically your employ 

ments? What account do you take of time? •••Is there a personal 

manifestation of Jesus Christ? *»«Are you admitted to any per 

sonal knowledge of the wise and good of ancient times? Is there
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an assignment into glasses? . «*Bo you still take a peculiar 

interest for those who were dear to you, whom you have left be 

hind? ...Aye you apprised of much, or of anything, that is talc 

ing place on earth..*..? ,...Is the great intellectual super 

iority which some have possessed on earth maintained in the other 

world? ....Is the separation so wide between the good and evil 

that no distinct information of the condition of the one is con-
«31veyed to the other... . .?*^ Foster wondered why the Divine 

Revelation, which answered the question - Is there a future 

state?* in the affirmative, refused to answer those further 

questions* He decided that it was due to the depraved state 

of man, his stubborn Ignorance and love of evil, that the dark 

ness on these questions had been made a part of,as he called it, 

God's punitive economy. *Ne Ither ^/ould they believe though one 

rose from the dead".

^oster believed that the spirit had some kind of a body in 

the other world, for he could not conceive of individuality 

without it. Disembodied spirits would merge in such a way that 

recognition mmld be impossible. He believed strongly that the 

state of immortality must allow recognition of persons, else it 

would be robbed of all its charm and attractiveness. For this 

to be sot some kind of spiritual corpus would be imperative. 

But he considered it a fanciful hypothesis that at the Hesurrection 

a person wuld have the saras body he had in this world, for it 

is highly unlikely, he asserted, that the same particles «hioh

31, John Fosters Letter On the Intermediate State. 
Addressed to the Rev. F. 
Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 194, 195
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onoe composed that body would be reassembled "from dust, and 

trees, and animals, from ocean, and winds**. In this respect 

Foster follows the opinions of St* Paul*

"The nine letters vtiich John Foster wrote to Miss Sarah 

Saunders in regard to death and tho after-life are among the 

most inspiring in the Knglish language. They were collected 

and published separately in London as devotional literature. 

%rah Saunders was a beautiful young girl, exceedingly brilliant 

and mature, who was dying of tuberculosis. As she approached 

her end, barely nineteen years of age, Foster wrote to her these 

nine comforting inessages upon death and the future world* It 

is impossible for us to treat them in detail here. We can only 

remark that they express his confident trust in God, his assur 

ance of Joy in the life to come, his certainty of its desirabll* 

Ity over this life, the bliss which awaits the soul that is 

saved, the companionship with dear ones, and the sweetness of 

eternal communion vdth God* Aa one reads them the thought comes, 

#hy longer fear death? - $here is no horror* only light and peace 

and God. One feels like opening his arms to Death, and that is 

exactly the reaction which the dying Sarah experienced. Her 

faith was so lighted by Foster's faith that ere the end came, 

she is said to have exclaimed, "I would not wish to recover, 

even if that were possible'1 * Foster congratulates her upon the 

enviable attainment of such a fine detachment at so early an 

age, and expresses his confidence that it is due to her implicit 

trust ill ^od and a total surrender to His will. These letters
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to Sarah and the essay whioh Foster wrote as an introduction 

to Doddridge, and which appeared separately under the titles 

n?he Importance of Considering the Subject of Religion 11 and 

"Living for Immortality1** deserve a place in the classic lit 

erature of the centuries on death and the after-life.

Foster's views on eternal punishment, in which he dis» 

believed, will be treated below. It should be msntloned at 

this point that Foster lived up to his high hope and confident 

faith in immortality, $e have learned recently that a man, ^ho 

had written a very widely read book on keeping one's courage in 

the face of disaster and death, went all to pieces emotionally 

when his own wife died, Foster was not like that. He drank 

the cup of sorrow to its fill and bore up unflinchingly, with 

his faith in God unshaken, and his confidence and assurance of 

the other and better world talcing all the sting from death. He 

had not written anything to Sarah Saunders that he could not 

apply efficaciously to himself, for two years after he wrote 

those comforting letters to her, in 1626, he gave up his be 

loved son, John, at sixteen years of age, with the same fine 

assurance and courage he had Inspired in Sarah* While the 

ooffin of his cherished boy is being fastened down upon the 

lifeless form, Foster sits nearby writing a letter of comfort 

to Sarah's mother* Now he has shared the same sad cup, but so 

strong is his faith in immortality and in God, that he vsrrites 

with an unshaken hand, "Could we for the world wish them back 

in a state of the most vigorous health, but without that which 

they gained in the very process of losing it? Kol NoJ In be 

holding this world, overspread with all manner of evil, and
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thinking of the fearful hazard of young persons entering upon 

it, to pursue thoir course through it, /;hat an animating con 

solation is it, to see tli ose t'vp (John and oarah), by a severely

aot of the Great Disposer, carried at once beyond the sphere of
3° evil, and secured safe an, happy foreverj" Foster conducted

hl..iself in the same hi&h and ryre, yet truly Christian, manner 

,;hen his beloved wife died some time after this. Some of his 

friends must have thought, "tfell, .vo ohall see. He be.^rs un in 

this strange -,vay when those dear to liira die. tfill lie be able to 

have such faith when his own time comes? 1* They must have saen, 

for one has only to reread the description of Foster's death in 

an earlier chapter to remember that only a few have exhibited 

such calmness and such an unwavering faith in their last hours. 

Socrates died like a brave man. /.>uter died like a Christian,""5 *5

On the subject of prayer, we find the same implicit faith, 

He seems never to have questioned its efficacy. Ho prayed regu 

larly for his loved ones and friends and requested thoir prayers 

for himself. He contended that in genuine prayer a man forgot 

the philosophy of prayer, n j prayed ''as if his supplications 

really ;;oald. make a difference in the de to mi nations and conduct 

of the deity". Foster even believed that prayers long after they 

were r>-de continued to operate in the subject's behalf, £hen a

32. John Foster: Let tor 'GO I'rs. 3aunder^» 1823. 
Ibid. , Vol, I, p. ~

33, tfosbcr liked no jesting about death, Tha entrance into 
the other vvorld, he thought, callod for rever^-oo. HG 
once expressed strong disapproval of the manner in which 
the jesting and sceptical Ilume died, Hume's jocularity, 
Foster laaintained, was iiolly out of pi co f even for a 
sceptic, because Fuse's brand of agnosticism merely 
affirmed its total ignorance upon the future state and, 
by th- t very affir : tion, abutted its possibility.
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period of ill-health Just before his death struck him, he 

prayed that his bad physical health might have a salutary 

effect on the soul's health, Bven as he relied on prayer, 

so did he get infinite consolation from the doctrine of di 

vine assistance, *the gracious agency of the Holy Spirit 1** 

He asserted that he would sink into despondency and despair 

without it t and claimed that he could point to innumgrable ex* 

perlenoes when the truth of the doctrine had been evidenced in 

his own life*

John Foster shared with John Calvin a deep-rooted aversion, 

almost hatred, of the Horaan Catholic Church. Foster went fur 

ther and directed this same feeling toward the Established Church. 

"Perhaps, since the days of John Muton there has not lived a
IX A

more uncompromising nonconformist than John Foster,* Over and 

over again he assailed the evils of the Established Church and 

let it be knovm in all quarters that he held to the principle of 

dissent. Throughout his writings there occur criticisms of Roman 

ism and of the Anglican Church, He onoe set forth plainly In 

three letters his views on the Established Ohurch and Dissent* 

One of these letters was addressed to Joseph Cottle, The other 

two were directed to the Editor of the Mprning Chronicle* In 

the letter to Cottie t Foster states the principle of Dissent? 

"Dissent, as argued and practised by the whole school of our most 

venerated teachers and examples, has been founded on the plain 

principle, that making religion a part of the state, is anti- 

Christian in theory and noxious in practice*,.,. The fundamental

34. Unsigned article on John Foster in the Eclectic Review. 
February 1844.
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principle of dissent is, that the religion of Christ ought to 
be left to make its way among roankind in the greatest possible 

simplicity, by its own truth and excellence; and through the
labours of sincere and pious advocates, under the presiding care

/ of its great/authorj and that it cannot, without fatal injury to/ ^ 
that pur© simplicity, that character of being a 'kingdom not of
this world', be taken into the schoioes and political arrangements 
of monarchs and statesusen, and implicated inseparably with all

35the secular interests, intrigues, and passions»" It was his 

contention that a reference to ecclesiastical history would prove 

how many attendant evils had smothered the good in the Roman 

Church because it was so involved with the state* The evils in 

the popish hierarohff were matched by equal evils in the $n$.lsh 

pro test ant es tabliahngiit« Foster cited history to prove that 

during the tiia© of the Puritans, the time of siueen Anne, the Age 

of Walpole, and on down through the eighteenth century the Es 

tablished Church had shown the same evils as had the Hoiaan hier 

archy before it* Had it not kept the people in darkness and 

taught them a perverted Christianity, from which Whitefield and 

Wesley had tried to lead them? Had not the eatablished olergy 

instigated riots among the people in an effort to oppose the true 

presentation of the gospel by the Evangelicals? Had not the clergy 

opposed systematically every movement for popular education, frus 

trating Brougham's efforts, and trying to connive to retain a 

monopoly of raanagement? Had not the clergy opposed the Bible 

Society? Had not the established clergy even opposed the Catho-

35, John Foster* Letter to Joseph Gottie. ^sq» March, 1830* 
"Foster's Life and Correspondence'* Vol. II, pp. 393-4. 
Bonn. London. 1852. 9 aft
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lie emancipation bill for Ireland, which would have prevented 

Civil war, ravage, and destruction?

Oaly a few of the clergy, Foster asserted, were properly 

pious and serious in their work* fh© ya.trpna^. of the church 

was handled with all the evils of secular politics, n^o many 

thousand pounds for a 'cure of souls*I" He held that men of 

the privileged families used the church to take eare of their 

sons. The training the clergy received at Oxford and Cambridge, 

Foster charged, was more calculated to turn out a gentleman than 

a minister of 3*0sus Christ* He also asserted that there was 

little hope for reform* The only cure was to put the religion 

of the Lord «J"esus Christ on a voluntary basis, as it had been in 

$ew Testament days. In one of the letters to the Editor of the 

Morning Ohroniole Foster answers the argument that the dis3olu~ 

tion of the Established Ohurch would mean the end of the Christian 

Religion, by pointing to the accomplishments of the Dissenters. 

But he hastens to assert that though he strongly desires the 

dissolution of the Establishment he is afraid no such eventuality 

is in sight* The Established Ohurch was too strongly entrenched* 

Even if the Dissenters increased at a rapid ratio, so that the 

Establishment at some future date had to be c^ven up, the remain 

ing olergy would b© pensioned by the government, so that they 

could be free to go on preaching isainly against Methodism* as they 

were doing then!

We have not said anything as yet about John Foster's views 

on the dootrine of Revelation. He was a strong believer in the 

Hivine self^CQiBimAnicationn t "the divine initiative"* and the
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"divine self^iving * Without these man groped in the dark and 

could find nothing with itfhich to make a light. As a great Aner- 

loan theologian has said, "Once a man reco^iises the limitations 

of human reason, and the impossibility of solving the riddle of 

the universe by science alone, or philosophy alone, or both to 

gether, he finds several alternatives- open to h5.m{ he may try 

to be contented with the partial kno?»rl©dge that he has, denying 

that anything more is either needful or possible; or, believing 

that something more is needful, he may despair of finding it, 

and therewith despair of life; or, he may seek a full solution 

along ocoultistlo lines; or, mercifully, he may meet with a form 

of revelation which claims his central allegiance and sets him 

centrally at one with the Deepest Reality, while leaving a mul 

titude of secondary problems to be gradually worked out by the 

methods of science and philosophy."^ Foster believed in the 

Revelation which claims a taan's "central cllsgianoe11 * Without 

Revelation we would have a wholly Inadequate concept of God. 

Foster believed that we had other revelation which gave some idea 

of God but that it was wholly Inadequate. In this respect Foster 

differs from Karl Barth, ^o maintains that Revelatlon t properly, 

means Jeaus Christ> and nothing else*^7 John Foster wrote that 

there are two grand forms of divine revelation, the word and the 

works of the <.\Lmighty; and that even among Christian teachers

36. Welter M. Hortons geyelation*
A Symposium* $dite3 by John Baillie and Hugh Martin*,
pp. 249, 250.
The KaoUillan Co*, New York, 1937,

37* Vifle^ %&Tl Barthi Revelation* 
^, pp. 51 ff
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there ia often a very unthinking and ill-discriminating mode 

of depreciating the latter in the comparison; a practice a* 

gainst whieh they might have been warned by observing the end 

less references in the word of that Being to his works; and by 

observing how very often the Word rests the fulness of the 

meaning of its dictates and illustrations upon an adequate view 

of the works. w^ Thus Foster would appear to believe in a gen 

eral revelation and a ffartioular revelation, and the particular 

revelation includes not only Ghrist but also th© Scriptures. 

%ile Foster rested his convictions upon revelation, i«e»» upon 

the forks and the $ord, he did not give such total authority to 

the Scriptures as did Oalvin, In the main Foster relied solely 

upon the scriptures, but in on© signal instance, to which we will 

soon refer, he followed reason In preference to what he candidly

admitted the Scriptures seem to teach. By this token, he isi •-••'-
free of the taint of *bibllolatryn which has been attached to 

all thorough*goin^ ^alvlnlsts,

We have said that Foster's theology was one~part Pietism, 

**e mean by pietism, the Sn-lish, not the German,brand* In Eng 

land pietism has been designated as Kvangeli oalism» In some 

respects the evangelicals in England had strong Oalvinistic 

leanings; in others they were decided Arminians. They followed 

Oalvin in that they made much of the depravity of man, his right 

eousness being but filthy rags, and in that they emphasized the 

deity of Christ and the essential work of the Atonernent. They
^_______„________._M^M^a«»t^,^»^^^ai^^^^^^^i^ttM«l»rt«MMM«»^i^MaE^^MI«««»a««»»«Mtta«Mrt»M»«*^

381 ^Tohn Foster: A Beview of Qhalmer/s Astronomy and the
____R©ve..ationf Bole otic "Review, 18T 

So Scooter's Critical Esaays% Vol* II, p. 367
Bohnt London, 1056, ..
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were Arminians in that they believed in the universality of 

salvation, ^oster,although he did not hold i&ih the Arrainian 

tenets, had a strong tie with the evangelicals, lie liked their 

sincerity and piety* It is in this liking for the ascetic life 

that he is most akin to this group. He believed in simplicity 

and sterling goodness. R© liked a warm faith. He liked the 

"hoisespun" religion of the evangelicals. It was honest and 

sound as a square of handwoven cloth fashioned carefully with 

individual care as he had often woven them on his Yorkshire 

loom. Foster was in sympathy with the emphasis the Svangelleal 

pietists made upon clean thinking and pur© living. HQ was one 

with them In their objection to the administration of religion 

by the state. Re shared with then their emphasis on the indi-
-*

vidual and their insistence upon the rights of the masses. 

Foster's social views corresponded with those of the English 

pietists. He favored social reforms, the eradication, of abuses.and 

the corruption of governnient and society, the abolition of 

slavery, the bettari^ent of the condition of the poor, prison > 

reform, etc. He felt that the "^angelical" movement in Tlngland 

was cleansing Christianity and assisting Its return to its 

primitive pristine purity.

But, tfiile John * cater, the ascetic, - simple, clean, fru-
/*>

gal, wholesales, avoiding vulgar display and show, warm-hearted
'V

toward the suffering, rejecting the forn of religion and inter 

ested in applying the content practically,- was akin in all of 

this to the English pietists, h© differed from them on quite a 

few points. He did not share their Arminianissi. He was too
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strong a Calvinist on the subject of election for this. How 

ever, he felt that the Evangelicals were ri$it in their insist 

ence upon the universality of the presentation of the Gospel f 

as we have seen. While Foster was Interested in social and 

political reforms, as were the Evangelicals, and often took up 

a lance in behalf of social improvement, he still had in his 

nature the strong ^otherworldllness* of Calvinism which often 

carried him away fro® this world for long periods. Sometimes 

this inclination seetaed to have bordered on mysticism, but his 

practical bent always brought him back to earth, and one© more 

he swiftly interested hir3self In what was going on around himf 

assuming his part in every-day affairs. Perhaps, this alternating 

v/as nothing but the rythmic flow of a well-ordered life, Foster 

avoided the extremes of T.vangolicanism. His cultured mind shrank 

in disgust from the excesses of ffesleyanlsm. Their ranting,
oiv

crudity, hyper-eaotlalisra, laclr of £ood taste, and general evi-
A

dence of ignorance outraged his sense of decency and his intellect 

uality. While h© was aacetic in his living, and refrained from 

the lighter amusements against vihich the <7esleyans scolded, he 

was not fanatic about it, and would never have harped on these 

things. He wrote a whole essay, as we have already pointed out, 

in v/hioh he set forth an array of reasons why men of taste had

an aversion to evangelical reli^ion.^9 The Evangelicals' recourse to flistaan>
their insistence upon the modes of religious observances, their 

artificial and external signs of spirituality, their coarse

39, For a fuller discussion of Foster's objections to 
Evangelicalism, see Chapter III.
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figures of speech and crude language, their insistence on

on© point of the Gospel, their repudiation of all the cultural

and finer things, their low estimate of Icnowledge and education,
f.Ll.

repulsed men of taste, tfhile all this appealed to the ignorant 

it left the upper classes wholly untouched, Foster, being a man 

of good taste, experienced ah aversion toward such an interpreta 

tion of religion. But with the ,^ood aide of ^relish pietism, 

and there was a good side, Foster stood in sympathy.

We have stated that the other third of Foster's theology- 

could be described as belonging in the modernist category« 

#hlle Foster was strongly Calvinistlo in many points, he was no 

"sterling Calvinist". One of his critics was nearer the truth 

when he said that John Foster was "but a sorry Oalvinist",^ 

He was a "sorry Qalvinist" because he was too much of a "modern 

ist" to go all the way with Calvinism. The fact of the matter 

is that Foster helped to lead the modern revolt against Calvinism 

and shaped present-day thought far more than is generally discern 

ed. Flrst,hecontrlbut8d to modern religious thought in his broad 

attitude toward other sects. He has been called a narrow sect 

arian because he was such an uncompromising non-conformist. 

Though Foster strongly assailed at every opportunity the evils 

of Homanism and popery, he took a firm, stand in the advocacy of 

the Catholic Emancipation Bill for Ireland. Though he vigorously 

attacked the Established Church, it was not because of any narrow 

denominationalism, but because of his ardent belief in the volun-

40, F, Parkraans John Foster. Christian Examiner. January, 1847. 
4£i82 Bos ton* ^ Wm. Cros; oy Hew York* ft, 3. Francis g-. Co, 
London! John ^hapia&n,
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tary principle In religion. Often he praised the good that 

had been done by the Established Ohuroh and was 'illing to 

it full credit. Onoe he boldly stated his convictions! "*.,,! 

cannot but condemn th© circle and spell of any denomination, aa 

a party of systematlcs professing a Monopoly of truth, . . . . "**• 

r£o tell the real truth of it, John Foster believed In such free 

dom of individual thought in religion that he could never have 

been a "party" iaan at all* While ho went for a Baptist, he never 

could be found boasting that Baptists have all the truth. His 

criticism was directed against all intolerance and exclusiveness, 

His fierce denunciation of hierarchlal churches was due to his 

basic belief in the Individual's competency in religion and in 

the soul's competency before God, Since Foster's day the con 

cept of the individual as being competent in religious matters 

has gained an ever-increasing nuntoer of adherents. It may be 

definitely designated a modern trend, The hierarchlal churches 

were intolerant, exclusive, and monopolistic, Foster repudiated 

them, not because they were enemy sects, but because deep in his 

soul he felt that intolerance, exolusivlsm, and monopolism v/ere 

alien to the spirit of the Lord Jesus Chris t.Waile he attacked 

the hierarohial churches with a double-charge, he would have de 

fended to the last their right to attack him. He did not want 

to coerce anyone into the acceptance of his beliefs, however 

right he might think hiraself. He believed that the Christian 

Gamp was so large that there was room in it for all the M 57

41* John Foster* Letter to the Re v, Joseph 
February 15. 1799, 
"Foster's Life and Correspondence" Vol. I, p, 62.
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varieties" of personality and the even larger number of kinds 

of theology. "Whatever may be the number of evils in the Mun 

dane system, v?e suppose no man will account it one of them, 

that in each olass of beings that have many general principles 

of constitution In common, there should be found individuals 

strikingly contrasted with one another; that there should be 
laburnums and woodbines as well as oaks- peacocks as well as 
eagles* antelopes as well as camels and elephants* and dkateau- 

brland as well as Paley. w4S This Is something which even many 

so-called liberals today could learn, for the "modernist*1 often 
shows as much intolerance of the "fundamentalist* as the funda 
mentalist does of liberalism.

Foster further contributed to modern religious thought in 
that he helped to undermine aiacram©ntallsm and saoramentarianlaia, 
Tfcere has been a steady decline in the belief of the efficacy of 
the sacraments in modern times and a growing indifference toward 

them, T&ere is a patent disregard for the value of baptism and 
a decided falling away of Interest in the observance of communion* 
^oster undoubtedly had a wide influence in encouraging this apathy. 
In thought and in practice he had little concern for the sacra 

ments, or the ordinances, as the Baptists prefer to designate 

them. He may be said to have given only faint praise to communion. 
As for baptism, he detested that rite, "With the exception of 
public worship and the Lord's Supper, he was averse to everything 
institutional in religion. He never administered, nor even \vit-

42* John Foster; Fosterlana p. 241. Goo. Bell & Sons. London 1877. 
The particular section of Foster!ana from which this is taken 
Is a reprint of Foster's review of wi'he Beauties of Christi 
anity", by F, A, De Chateaubriand, which appeared in the 
Eclectic Review in Juljt, 1813.
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nesaed in mature life (it is believed) the ordinance of baptism, 

and was known to entertain doubts respecting its perpetuity."^ 

He had a similar distaste for all ceremonialism. He differed 

with his own denomination t not only on baptism, but also upon 

the custom of ordination, A church in Ireland invited Foster 

once to cross over and participate in an ordination service 

they were having for a minister. He politely refused, giving 

his reasons. He thought It hypocrisy to participate in any 

thing in which he did not believe. He felt that such ceremonial* 

ism smacked of hierarchy. He asserted that if the Dissenters 

were going to begin mimicking the customs of the establishment, 

there was no justification for separation. Foster would be 

shocked to see the trend toward formalism and ritualism which 

prevails today throughout all the Evangelical churches, even 

though there is a widening disbelief in the efficacy of the 

sacraments or the value of the ordinances,

Foster also helped to shape modern thought, in that, after 

the reaction caused by the '^esleyan movement, he was one of the 

first Evangelicals to emphasize the supporting value of culture 

to religion. The Dissenters, chief among whom were the Methodists, 

had lauded ignorance and depreciated learning. Foster viewed this 

tendency with alarm, and while the Established Church scoffed at 

the ignorance of the Dissenters, Foster set himself firmly to 

reverse the trend and interest the people in the religious assets 

of culture. He argued that a narrow intellectual life was danger-

43, J, E» Hyland: Foster*s Life and Correspondence, 
Vol* It P» 54 tfohn,london.1&53.
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ous; that art and music should be employed for religious pur 
poses; that science and philosophy both should be made to sub 
serve the interests of religion* His essay on the Aversion of 
Men of fpaate to %an^elioal Religion went far toward influencing 
the leaders of the dissenting groups to view the cultural side 
of life in an altogether different light. His essay on The 
Evils of Popular I^noranoe opened the eyes of many and played 
a large part,not only in bringing about popular education-, but 
In awakening the dissenting groups to the need for education in 
their ranks and their own educational institutions*

John Foster gave impetus to the modern trend toward disbelief 
in Hell* He early avowed his repudiation of the doctrine of 
eternal punishment* Often during his lifetime he openly spoke 
against such teaching. In 1841 he wrote a frank letter on ffheu 
Duration of Future Punishment to a youn^ minister who had ques 
tioned him concerning the doctrine* The letter ?ras later pub 
lished and circulated widely* It created a furore In theologi 
cal circles on both sides of the Atlantic. It brought down a 
storm of criticism* Two editions were brought out in Boston in 
the year 1849. The leading religioua periodicals in both the 
United States and Great Britain took up the cry. But Foster was 
beyond all this, not living to participate in the controversy* 
The letter he had written years afterward was still bearing its 

influence*
Foster begins his letter on the Duration of Future Punishment 

by asserting that the almost universal affirmation of Christian 
divines of the doctrine of eternal punishment, and the formidably
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strong language of Scripture, constitute such a bulwark of 
defense that only th® most cogent arguments could authorize a 
limited interpretation. But he Is \dlllng to oppose both of 
these on the ground of, what h© calls, the moral argument. The 
people who believe in eternal punishment, Foster says, can hard 
ly be said to have even really stretched their minds in an effort 
to form a conception of eternity, They ought to do this first, 
"Imagine a series of numerical figures, in close order, extended 
to a line of such a length that it would encircle the globe, like 
the equator - or that wuld run along with the earth f s orbit 
round the sun - or with the outermost planet, Uranus ~ or that 
would draw a circle of v*iich the radius should be from the earth 
or sun to ^irius - or that should encompass the entire material 
universe, which, as being material, cannot be infinite. The 
most stupendous of these measures of time sould have an end; and 
would, when completed, be still nothing to eternity, n Now think, 
he says, of a imn*s punishment as just beginning. In the li^ht of 
the man's sin, which could scarcely have been extended much over 
a period of seventy years, such everlastinii, infinite, endless 
punishment is all out of proportion, Foster refuse.0 , to 
believe that a god of love and tender mercy would be guilty of 
suoh conduct, suoh Inhuman conduct. Consider also the fact that 
man Is born with an evil nature in an evil world, where even the 
light of the Mediator only makes slow progress against the dark 
ness, and eternal punishment would appear grossly unfair on God's

44, John Foster* Letter On the Duration of Future Punishment, 
Addressed to the Rev, Edward #hlte» 
"Foster's Life & Correspondence" Vol* II, p^, 
Bonn* London, 1852,_ /
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part* Foster answers the argument that man has committed infinite 

sin and therefore deserves infinite punishment, by asserting that 

every act of a finite nature must have a finite quality and there 

fore, cannot be of infinite demerit. He believes that the language 

of Scripture on this matter of eternal punishment is of "figurative 

indefiniteness" and designed to "magnify, to aggravate, rather than 

define*** The strange thing to Foster is that some of those who 

profess their belief in eternal punishment sit so silently and 

calmly by. If they really believed it, it appears that they would 

lift up their voices as trumpet blasts of warning to the poor 

thousands of devils who are headed for the tortures of eternal 

damnation! Foster once sharply criticized Jeremy Taylor for the 

"revolting combination of torments*, which he^with the rtprolifio 

ingenuity of Dante" f had concocted for the wicked* He called 

Taylor*s composition, in which>with positive assurance^ wevery 

horrid form of material torment, and every loathsome form of 

offensive sensation" had been combined to create Taylor*s concept 

of Hell, a work which is "purely and utterly hideous and from which 

the mind recoils in disbelief**^5

For his repudiation of the doctrine of eternal punishment 

Foster was both praised and blaraed. "His presentation of this 

point, we have rarely if ever seen equalled for truthfulness,and 

for the power of convict ion*... »*46 Thus did one who subscribed 

to similar views praise him* But the^waes. who disagreed with him 

were equally quick to attack him: "Foster wanted an all-»con trolling
_ _ . .. ____________.^..^^•^•^•^^^^^•^•^^^^••^•^^"•^•^^•^^••MM**^**^**!***^******^^^

45* Vide* FOS ter * s 0 ri tioal gag ays *
ToTT 10 p* 346• Bonn* tondon. 1856.

46* H* Ballon 2ndt John Foster f s Letter On. fondless Punishment 
Universal is t Quarterly^ «eview.October, 1849. ""—— 
Article XXIX* 6$ 391
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faith; he wanted submission to the Word of God as the decisive, 

supreme, last appeal* n47 Gheever further accused Foster of 

loading his letter with a "desperate slug" and also of allowing 

the Sword of the Spirit to be taken out of his hand. And so the 

controversy raged* Even Dr. Chalmers wished that his friend Mr, 

Foster had adjourned some of his difficulties vdth the doctrine 

of eternal punishment until Judgment Bay, for he was afraid it 

would counteract the "now-or-never" dread alternative in regard 

to salvation which is pressed home by the Scriptures, thus lead 

ing men to regard salvation with indifference. John Foster may 

have "reasoned on the ground of mere prejudice and doubt" concern 

ing eternal punishment, as one critic accused him of doing, but 

the modern mind approves his way of reasoning. He may have off 

set his whole doctrine of election by the 'universality* involved 

in his esohatology, but he was not so petty-minded as to think 

that a perfectly logical system of religious thought, absolutely 

free of inconsistencies, could be devised*

Harnaok and Holtzmann both maintained that Jesus never used 

the term "church" at all» Harnack especially, according to John 

tfick Bowman, thought that Jesus had no idea of creating a special 

church or a number of churches. From this Bowman deduces the 

"anti-church prejudice of the Social Gospel School". 48 John Fos 

ter had an "anti-church prejudice" also, but it was hardly due to 

his sooio-rellglous views. Although he was a pioneer in empha*

47. Geo« B. ^heeverJ Life and ffrl tings of John Poster*
The Biblical liepository and Classical Review, January, 1847. 
New York, 3rd Series. 3tl

48. Yjde« John Wick Bowman: The Intention of Jesus, p. 195. 
Westminster Press, Philadelphia*1943.
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sizing the social aspects of Christianity this scarcely waa the 

reason for his dislike of the church, fler se, Neither was his 

dislike due to his Biblicism, nor the results of textual criti 

cism* He was anti-church because of his extreme emphasis upon 

the competency of the individual in matters of religion and the 

soul's competency before God, This led him to insist emphatic 

ally upon a large measure of freedom and wvoluntariness n in re 

ligion* The church hampered this freedom and restricted the 

voluntary principle. Besides, the evils of the Sstablished 

Church and the constant mean and petty bickering between Dissent 

ing sects and religious societies caused him to conclude that 

whatever good they might do was more than off-set by their bane 

ful effects. "I have long felt an utter loathing of what bears 

the general denomination of the church, with all its parties, con 

tests, disgraces, or honours. My wish would be little less than 

the dissolution of all church Institutions, of all orders and 

shapes; that rellgiQn might be set free, as a grand spiritual and 

noralelG3ient,i»l£i^erGLog^, perverted, and prostituted, by corporation 

forms and principles*"^ %is was no youthful utterance, made in 

an unguarded moment, when rash or hotheaded. It was Foster's de 

liberate and mature opinion. He was fifty-eight when he wrote 

tkis, and his death was only five years off. Nor was it one of 

those isolated opinions which a man reives voice to after certain 

extenuating circumstances, and which does not represent his con 

sistent convictions. During a rather violent dissension between

49. John Foster: Letter to a Friend* September 10, 1828. 
"Foster's Life and Correspondenbe" Vol. I, p. 54. 
Bonn* London. 1852*
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two religious societies he wrote to Mr, fiighes, stating that, 

if he had needed it, this would serve as a confirmation of his 

"old opinion that churches are useless and mischievous institu 

tions and the sooner they are dissolved the better". Even when 

Foster was a young man he voiced a similar opinion, and so we 

see that this was.a fixed idea with him throughout his maturity, 

When he was a young man he had described for a friend the arrange 

ment under which he would like to preach* It was an idea he came 

nearest to realizing in the series of lectures he later delivered 

under the sponsorship of a group of friends, but even then he 

must have felt sane of the limitations he would have liked to 

have avoided. He had said that he desired "the power of building 

a meeting of my own, and, without being controlled by any man, 

and without even the existence of what Is called a churohg of 

preaching gratis to all that chose to hear.*50 Almost every 

preacher must have felt a similar desire at some time or other 

in their ministry! Yet, few of them ever went so far as to ad 

vocate the dissolution of all churches* While Foster certainly 

could give cogent reasons for this radical viewpoint, and \riille 

most thinking people admit that there are a multitude of evils 

which arise out of the very nature of Institutionalise!, still 

only a very small minority of Ohristlans would concur with Foster 

in this opinion. It Is possible that he thought himself supported 

by the Hew Testament, as later did Rarnaok and Holtmann, but if 

he did some good modern scholars have established beyond reasonable
M^_M^_M-^HNHH_HM|HHaMMBMnMHMMMMMMM|HMVkM|MMIMMM

50* John *'oster* Letter to Mr* Hughea* October 17, 1796* 
Ibid,. Vol. 1, p* 3fe
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doubt that Jesus definitely did intend to establish the ohuroh f 

"a group who should live the Kingdom life in the closest fellow-
B<|

ship with himself as its Mediator", A

Many years before the Christian world was to be almost split 

asunder over the relationship of religion and science, Foster had 

already foreseen the Issues involved, and had resolved the oon- 

fliot in exactly the same inanner as the liberal leadership of the 

church would resolve it almost a hundred years later* Foster 

helped to engender modern thought on this subject* He was one of 

the earliest to see that religion and science are handling differ 

ent aspects of the same truth, and are, therefore, not in conflict* 

He was one of the first to see that religion's ground Is unassailable, 

and that science's methods cannot be applied to religion, which is 

the position of present day apologists. John Foster had no fears 

about soienoe.'hurting1 genuine Christianity. Far ahead of his 

time he was saying that science and religion should complement 

each other; that rather than destroying the Christian's God, 

science only exalted and extended Him* Of a possible scientific 

assault upon the Christian faith Foster wrote: "My possible result 

of this ambitious attempt may be awaited by the believer in Christi 

anity, with perfect tranquillity. He stands on a ground so inde 

pendent of science, that nothing within the possibility of scienti 

fic speculation and discovery can essentially affect it* A train 

of miracles, attested in the most authoritative manner that is 

within the competence of history; th© evidence afforded by prophe-

51* For as fine a presentation 6f this view as can be found, seet 
John '#ick Bowman, op* oit*« especially Chapter
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oles fulfilled, that the Author of Hevelation Is the being who

sees into futurity! the manifestation, In revealed religion, of
^ a superhuman knowledge of the nature and oondition of man; the

adaptation of the remedial system to that oondition; the incom 

parable excellence of the Christian morality; th© analogy between 

the works of God and what claims to b© the $ord of God; and the 

interpositions with respect to the cause and the adherents of 

religion In the course of the Divine Government on the earths ~ 

this grand coincidence of verification has not left the faith 

of the dlsolpl® of Christianity at the mercy of optics and
18*3

geometry," Posterf then, believed that Christianity had nothing 

to fear from the telescope and the microscope*

But he went beyond this and asserted that religion should 

look upon and welcome science as her ally* Would that Foster had 

had a wider following!' Some of the obloquy and disputation vshloh 

for haIf*a-century made religion*s position disgusting could have 

been avoided* He wrote: *lf in a large and enlightened contem 

plation, it Is found that science comes to be in harmony with re 

ligion, and even to subserve and isagnlfy it, such tribute and 

alliance are by all means to be accepted. *»*.If any principles 

or Illustrative phenomena of this grand union can be descried, 

they are obviously available for the loftiest purposes of religion; 

that whether they can or not, th@ amazing vision of the universe 

simply, in its mere mass and infinity of laagnifloenee, tends 

mightily to exalt our conception of The Divinity; and that, there 

fore, to affect to render so much the greater homage to the prlnol-

5E. John Fosters Orltloal ISgsaya,
Vol. lit P« 3S^»Bonn*London* 1856,
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pie and purpose of religion, in regarding the grandeur of the 

universe as quite foreign to it, would more justly incur the 

suspicion of oontraotedness of intellect, then claim to be 

regarded as a concentration of piety, too intent on the personal 

interest of religion to go so far abroad in imagination."53

Here is the fundamentalist - modernist controversy which 

raged a generation back all resolved a hundred years ago t even 

as it has been finally resolved in our own day! John Foster had 

foreseen the coming misunderstanding; had quickly clarified the 

issues; and found that there was no real conflict; yea, had gone 

even a step further and had claimed for religion the help and 

loyalty of scienceI

With the opinions which he held, and with his bold frankness 

in expressing them, there is little wonder that Foster was a theo 

logical oddity in his day. The Established Church must have con 

sidered him a formidable critic, and a cranky one at that* His 

own sect must have looked at him askance. Undoubtedly he was in 

theology what he called himself, "a melancholy monad% Today, 

however, he could find company in good circles.

53. Ibid« , pp* 354 f f
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CHAPTER 

FOSTER'S CONTRIBUTION TO 1SDITCATION

The name of ^ohn Foster belongs to be inscribed large on the 

roster of those who have made outstanding contributions to the pro 

gress of education. Yet, 'he remains virtually unknown and unrecog 

nized by the historians of education. One looks In vain for his 

name to appear with those who influenced the educational movement 

in England and America. Some may have made a more spectacular con 

tribution but none has raade a more definite one* Foster's work was 

chiefly that of the thinker* That quiet group of men behind the 

scenes who stimulate and inspire others to act has in all ages been 

neglected. Men never bother to search for the far-off and concealed 

springs which are the source of great movements. They are absorbed 

with the full-bodied stream as it cascades madly to the sea. There 

is one compensation, however, ^h© spectacular man of action Is 

consigned to chronology! the unobtrusive thinker is made over to 

time*
Foster does not belong with that group of educators who have

•; : •> :
. 4.

come to be associated with special theories of education; e.g., Locke 

with his theory of education as a 'formal discipline', or Bacon with 

his inductive method, or Rousseau with his 'Naturalism', or Pestalozzi 

with his theory of education as 'development', or Herbart with his 

conception of education as a science, or John Dewey vdth his theory 

that education is life. MQ would not pretend for one mocent that 

the contribution of John Foster should be ranged alongside these we 

have mentioned* But Foster's vjork is not to be considered insignifi-
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oant. While he did not help to mould the philosophy of education, 

he gave an immeasurable impetus to the cause of national education 

in England and the United States* One must be familiar with the 

long struggle for popular education in Britain befor© one can 

really appreciate what John Foster did. His book-length essay en 

titled the Kvils of Popular Igporanoa. which pasfood through many 

editions on both sides of the Atlantic, had a far wider influence 

than is commonly recognized* It should be treasured by all educa 

tors as one of the great documents of democracy la education* By 

virtue of its literary quality it could never be the kind of writing 

which would stir the popular imagination or be read by the masses. 

It is one of those works of originality which furnish intellectual 

ammunition to those who stand out in the front and open a way, Un 

deniably many men w&o read Foster's essay were inspired to pioneer 

for the cause of national education* Before we can begin to give 

this essay its proper place and, therefore f before we examine it 

closely, it is wise to recapitulate briefly the history of national 

education*

During the Middle ^gea f as is well known, what education ex 

isted was chiefly in the hands of the church. The curriculum was 

static* It had been worked out, so it was thought, for all time. 

allegorical representation, often used in histories of educa

tion and reproduced from the Mar&arita Philosophioa of CJregoriems 

Heisch of Freiburg (1504), represents pictorially the fixed educa 

tional system which obtained. This "tower of Knowledge" or "Temple 

of Wisdom" portrays th© child i*ho has mastered the "hornbook" being
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admitted to the tower* On the first floor he masters elementary 

grammar and on the second advanced gromar and so on until he has 

climbed to the top to study the theology of Peter the Lombard* In 

reaching the top he mastered on the way not only grammar but the 

rhetoric and dialectic of Aristotle and Cicero, which three studies 

were known as the triviuia,* Ee alao mastered the qaadrivium which 

included music (Pythagoras), arithmetic (Boethius), geometry (Euclid), 

and astronomy (Ptolemy)* He also studied natural history (Pliny) 

and ethics (^eneca)* %e education of chivalry was Just as rigid. 

The knight was trained in w tto rudiments of love, war and religion"* 

But both these systems were limited to the few. The forrasr was , 

chiefly for the monk or cleric; the latter for the sons of nobility 

who would become the men of the world* Beyond these the masses re 

mained in the Stygian blackness of total ignorance.

%ese educational systems wer© doomed to disruption* "The logi 

cally perfeot systems of education v&lch dominated the Middle Ages, 

whether for monk, for cleric, or the secular leader, were unstable 

because of their very perfection*"* the ,Henai8aanoe sprang from out 

the seeds of weakness in these systems* This ^revival of learning" 

overthrew the formal Aristotelianism of scholasticism* Men now began 

to emphasize the physics of Aristotle instead of his metaphysics* 

Out of Neo^Platonism came an extreme Individualism* The revival of 

the Latin literature of tbe past sieant the rejection of the abstract 

and a concern for the concrete* The life of the ancient Greeks and 

Bomans was revived with their literature. The subjective world, the 

world of emotions, pleasures, satisfactions, and introspective ob 

servation and analysis, now came to be recognized* Along with this,

men once more became conscious of nature. In the south of Europe,
I* £ttul UonroeiHistory of Education* p* 352* l*he Haomillan Co.

'few fork7"l»l». 31 9
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however t the Renaissance soon degenerated Into *Ciceronian!am", or a 

new educational formalism based on literary and linguistic studies, 

Instead of logic and dialectic* In the north it became democratic 

and expressed itself In social reform and Improvement, merging with 
the Reformation*

3?he roots of the movement for national education are to be 

found in the Reformation. Martin Luther Is generally credited 
with being its father* But while Luther undoubtedly was,and al 

ways will be,the Initial outstanding figure of the Reformation, 

he himself knew from whence he received his Inspiration, Peing 

credited with Innovating the great Heform he also Is usually 
credited with first advocating democracy in education. Like all 
great ideas which have contributed to the advance of humanity no 

historian, however keen, Is able to put his finger on the men who 

sired them, or to say, "Here at such an hour this great idea was 

born". Their origins are lost In. the obscurity which covers all 
beginnings. The best we can do is to credit them to the men who, 

as their staunch advocates, first attracted great attention. If 

one had the time and inclination to do some historic sleuthing he 
rai^it run the Idea of education for everyone back to some of the 
thinkers of the ancient civilizations of the past. Suffice it 

to say here that Luther gave credit to the immediate source of 

the ideas which he used to light the torch which sent its rays 

all over Europe, ^hese ideas came from one main source, the 
humanistic schools of the Hiero nymians. While Luther did not
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attend on© of these schools, he came under the influence of men 

who did* ^here is no discounting th© truth that here ive have the 

immediate source of the ^Reformation. The pioneering of Wessel 

(1420*1489) and Agricola (1443-1485) reached its fulfillment in 

Wimpfeling (1450-1588), &euchlin (1455-1522), and Erasmus (1467- 

1531)* 2©uchlin*s introduction of the study of Hebrew and Erasmus* 

New Testament and revival of the classics and the church fathers 

had far-reaching consequences* The importance of Brasraus, the 

finest flower of the Hieronymlans school, cannot be overestimated* 

*n nis fofeff?8 and Praise of ?olly (Bncomitua Moriae) he excoriat 

ed the flagrant vices and abuses of the church and her priests* 

As much as he knew that reform was needed, Erasmus wanted it to 

take place within the churoht His "Moria" set off a storm of 

protest all over lurope# In his Dialogue on Ciceronianisa, Eras 

mus held up to scorn the narrow forumlism into which humanism had 

degenerated* His Latin works on The Liberal gduoation of Children* 

The Hight Method of ^tudy* and Courteous Manners in Boys set forth 

the idea "that learning, morality, religion and good manners*.. 

must be trained together, and education must be open to everyone, 

according to his or her ability* w ^ Here is the seed of democracy 

in education which, under Luther's husbandry, would develop in 

Germany into ttefbst system of national education in the world* How 

rauoh was Luther Influenced by Erasmus? Many of Luther's critics 

charged that he was a product of tlie teaching of Erasmus. If he 

was, he certainly was an unruly pupil, and while he imbibed his

2, F, ?• Graves; A Student's History of Eduoatioru pp. 113, 114«
Maoiaillan Co*, New York, 1925.
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master's ideas, he made such daring application of them in such 
a hot-headed manner that the moderate Krasrmia was chary about 
claiming any relationship* "ttoe monks...said that Erasmus laid 
the egg and Luther hatched it. Yes, said Erasmus, but the egg 
I laid was a hen, and Luther hatched a game-cock*"*

Martin Luther stands, not only as the father of the Reforma 
tion, but as the first great champion of public education. Luther's 
Letter to the Mayors in 15E4 liaiaediately brought wide response* 
^e city of Madgeburg united its parish schools and embraced the 
educational Ideals of th© Protestant movement. ''The purpose of 
education, Luther everywhere holda, involves the promotion of 
the state's welfare quite as much as that of the church. The schools 
were to make 0Dod citizens as well as religious men. Educational 
institutions should, on this account, be maintained at the public 
expense for everyone, - rich and poor, high and low, boys and girls, 
alike, and attendance should be compelled by the public authorities."* 
Melanohthon soon designed a scheme for schools throughout the elec 
torate of Saxony, This was the first state school system in history 
(1528). Wdrtemburg quickly followed suit. Universal education 
soon became a reality in nearly all the Germn electorates, Fred 
erick the Great of Prussia was the first monarch to decree that 
all children of his Kingdom should attend school for a miniraum of 
eight years* Let it not be overlooked that Scotland, under the 
leadership of John Knox, ms next to Germany in making a move for

3* «T« A. Froudes Life & Letters of Erasmus. Lectures delivered at 
Oxford 1893-4. p. 139. tznaries Seribner' s 3ons. New York. 1894

4. Graves: OP* Oitt. p. 127.
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universal education* In 1646 the Scotch Parliament enacted that 

there be *a sohoole founded, and a sehoole master appointed In 

every Parish". Upon the failure of a parish to comply the Presby 

tery was given the power to set up the school and force the parish 

to support it. If Germany was the first country in the world to 

get a system of universal education (after Napoleon's crushing 

defeat of Germany In 1803 the German people turned to education 

with a greater eagerness than ever before), the Hngllsh people 

were Just about the last* "Ho other people have even approximated 

the achievement of the German states in this respect, Until late 

in the 19th century England left all educational effort to the 

family or to the church or through special societies*.. .. n

Th& work of overthrowing the authoritarianlsm which had re 

tarded the progress of mankind for centuries, begun by the Ren 

aissance, and speeded forward by the Reformation, was finally com 

pleted by the intellectual movement which has com© to be designated 

as the Enlightenment. The "lllumlnati" of this movement asserted 

as their basic tenet a complete reliance upon human understanding 

and reason. They opposed all ancient forma of tyranny in thou$it, 

government, and morals, as well as all ancient abuses. They stood 

for justice In the state, toleration In religion, liberty In po 

litical action, and the rights of man. All of these, they maintained, 

stemmed from a faith in reason. The Enlightenment is usually con 

sidered as beginning with John Locke, one of the most profound 

thinkers of all time. Voltaire only popularized the ideas of the

5, Monroej Op* Cltbt p. 435.
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Kngllsh Deists, Rabelais and Montaigne must be credited, 

before Locke, with the beginning of 'rationalism' * The move 

ment as represented by Voltaire was aristocratic* 'She masses 

were not considered. It was intended that a new aristocracy of 

intelligence and wealth should supdant the old one of family t position, 

and church* It remained for Housseau to father the romanticism 

which shaped the course of events in the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries. The rule of reason, he asserted § could be as tyrannous 

as the rule of authority* Faith must be placed in Nature and the 

common man. Rousseau first proclaimed the political and social 

gospel of the common man and gave to him an education by birth. 

Political equality, human happiness and welfare are natural rights 

of every individual and not the special possession of a few, The 

trend to Democracy which had laanifested Itself in the English Rev 

olution of 1688, and which was Justified by Loeke In his "Social- 

contract1* theory of government, now under the impetus and fuller 

interpretation given to it by Rousseau, swept furiously on to the 

French Revolution. In France and ^aserioa the new political tenden 

cy sprang rapidly to flower. In England the progress of democracy 

was slower* Especially was this evident in education*

It is generally admitted that systems of state public schools 

are wholly due in their origin to the Reformation. Individuals 

like Erasmus, 3-uther, Melanothon, and Comenius advocated univer 

sal education but the development of state systems depended upon 

the growth of the political theory of Democracy, which is dependent 

upon the education of the Individual citizen. Let us see briefly
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how the ram of notional education was contained in the Reform 

ation. The chief recson Luthor had in mind,when he urp;ed educa 

tion for all the people, for ^irlo as well as boys, was that the 

people should study the Scriptures for thensolves. The -//hole 

emphasis of the i*e for-i.it ion was upon the individual interpre 

ting the Bible for himself. Thus could he be protected fro 1"! the 

vices and abuses of a .-roedy priestcraft and a corrupt authoritarian 

church* Placing the Bible in the hands of the people created 

irame 1 lately the necessity for teaching them to read. The printing 

press made possible the spread of Protestant ribles all over 

Europe, *«ith the Bible In their possession the people became 

eager for knowledge. One of the .Treat Kn^lish historians has 

proved that in the be~innin"- the Bible of Tyndnle r- 

was the "whole literature accessible to ordinary ^n^

In England the movement for ^opul;r education may be said 

to have be run with the reign of Henry Till. Fot that there -ves 

no education prior to this. As fnr back as 680, Theodore, Arch 

bishop of Canterbury! laid the foundation by turning ot. Augus 

tine's monastery into a school of le r.rrin.'% But education in 

^n^iand /vaa reserved v/ell up into modern times for tho select few, 

the privileged classes. It took several c v>turies for the idea of 

universal education to develop even after it had made a bfswinning. 

"Henry's warrant allowing all his subjects to read the Bible in 

their o/;n language, and imposing penalties on those who hindered 

them, was the charter of popular education* It is of comparatively 

small importance what his motives v/ere, or \vheth?r he was actuated 

by spite ar.^i]ist tiie cler/^y or otherv/ise.*1 ^

6. Fn.neis Adams: History of the elementary ochool Contest In
" n "land. p. 19. Uhapnan ?-. Hall. London* Ice?.———————~~"_. -'--- t * c ••••
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But the -Anglican church showed no more incllmtion to establish 

popular education than the Catholics had done. They continued 

to neglect the masses and wrked on the theory of selective and 

voluntary education for the few* The triumph of national education 

in England oan be attributed to the Dissenters*

The persecution of tt» Puritans under Charles gave rise to 

many non-conformist schools. This marked the beginning of the 

Academies of tlie Dissenters. By the Act of TTniforraity (1663) 

t*wo thousand non-conforming clergymen were driven from their 

parishes* They began to teach and to establish schools for the 

higher training of young Dissenters who were not admitted to the 

Universities or the grammar schools. The first Academy was es 

tablished by Richard Franklin at Hothmlll in 1665. This was 

followed immediately by the establishment of about thirty others. 

Bristol Baptist Academy (later Bristol Baptist Oollege) was found 

ed in 1679, In the beginning these Academies were designed large 

ly to train men for the ministry, Milton's Tractate on ISduoatiea 

and locke 1 s Thoughts Concerning Education were the guides of the 

founders of the Puritan Academies, Milton had called for the 

establishment of Academies In every city throughout the land to 

provide secondary and higher education, Milton, himself a Baptist, 

influenced not only education in his own denomination but all ed» 

uoation in England. He wrote, "I call therefore a complete and 

generous education that which fits a man to perform Justly, skill 

fully and magnanimously all the offices both private and public, 

of peace and war," The Act of Toleration (1689) allowed the

7, John Milton: Tractate on^Education*
^ Harvard Classics,Vol, 3, p, 251. 
. (Jollier & Son, New York.
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Academics to ba incorporated.

Although the *%oiety For Promoting Christian Knowledge", 

founded in 1699 f was the first organized attempt to provide 

elementary schools, the Established church lagged in education 

for the people* "But while the Catholics were inclined to leave 

the organization of education in th@ hands of various religious 

bodies, the Protestants more often thought it wise to have its 

support and control administered by the princes and the state. 

Owing to this secular management and their position on universal 

education, the Protestants, with the exception of the Anglicans, 

who had altered but little In doctrine, were inclined to establish 

state school systems and hold to the duty of providing and re 

quiring elementary education at public expense."® TJhua we see 

that the fate of popular education In England waa left up to the 

^Issenters, The attitude of the Established church was that of 

"Let the people look out for themselves. If one wants an educa 

tion, let him get it as best he can", This Indifference was fur 

ther strengthened by the selfish views of many of the rising capi 

talist class who needed a great group of Ignorant workers for their 

factories. Such a view was often boldly expressed, "In a free 

nation where slaves are not allowed of, the surest wealth consists 

in a multitude of laborious poor; for besides that they are the 

never falling nursery of fleets and armies, without them there 

eould be no enjoyaaent, and no product of any country would be 

valuable, To make the society happy and people easy under the 

meanest circumstances, It is requisite that great numbers should
_____________u____MM^HM|MMMWMvmaMWvMWMMMM|pMM*«riM«PMM*W»«M*WHWMMMM^

8, Gravest Op, Oit», p, 144
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be ignorant as well as poor. Knowledge both enlarges and multi 

plies our desires, and the fewer things man wishes for, the more 

easily his necessity may be supplied. 1* %is idea of selective 

and voluntary education which prevailed in England, also prevailed 

at the first in the Virginia Colony. Governor Berkeley, when asked 

what provision was to be made for education in Virginia, is reputed 

to have replied! "The same course that is taken in England out of 

towns; every man according to his ability instructing his children... 

I thank God there are no free schools, and I hope we shall not have 

them these hundred years; for learning has brought disobedience 

and heresy and sects into the world** But other colonies, like 

Massachusetts, founded not by members of the Sstabllshed Church, 

but by Dissenters, would give such an impetus to universal educa 

tion in ^jtaerioa,tfaat the states would lead England by almost one hun 

dred years In providing education for all at government expense, 

The retarding of secular schools and universal education in
'•. j-

England was due to several reasons, according to a leading his 

torian of educations«•
1* The theory that education was the business of the 

famll> and the church, not of the state.

E. The fact that no enlightened monarch, like Frederick 
the Great, could create by decree a national system 
of education* Suoh a system in England had to wait 
on public opinion*

9. Quoted by 8. 0. Parkers History of Elementary Education, p. 233 
First Source - Francis Adams: History of Elementary Sc'Kool Contest in %gland. —————• 
(Knight * CO. London. 1904) p. 46 
Attributed by Adams to Mandeville,

10. Graves: OP. Olt.« p. 192
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3* The voluntary societies, subsidized by the
government, later opposed real public schools*

4, The conservative influence of the House of Lords, 
which felt it necessary to keep the poor in ig~ 
norance and to preserve the power of the Established 
Church,

Ifeese forces could long check but could not hold back forever t even 
in England| the onward march toward democracy in education. The 
printing press, the factory system itself with its rise of labor 
groups and the vast districts of working people, and the constant 
agitation for universal education by leading Dissenters, such as 
John Foster, constituted factors which would one day turn the tide.

Curing the last half of th© 18th century the educational ideas, 
which had originated In the Reformation and which had secured the 
additional support of the democratic movement, headed by Rousseau, 
now began to be voiced not only by the leading Dissenters but by 
the great English political thinkers. Blackstone spoke out for 
universal education in 1765, Adam Smith in 1776 and Jeremy Bentham 
in 1807 » On February 19, 1807 Whitbread Introduced into the House 

of Commons a general Poor Law Heforra Bm which included a scheme 
for the education of the children of the poor. But it was lost in 
the House of Lords, It vsould require another sixty-three years of 
agitation (until 1870} and the creation of an enlightened public 
opinion before England would establish a system of elementary 
schools for everybody at public expense and under public control. 
It was during the period of these sixty-three years that the monu 
mental contribution of John Foster to universal education was made,

11* Vide, 3. C. Parker: History of Modern Elementary Education, 
p. 5*57. Qlnes & Co, Boston, M. X 'London, 1912,
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At a critical juncture he threw into the scales his magnificent 

essay, that classic and immortal appeal for universal education, 

The Evils of Popular Ignorance< No one con gainsay the state 

ment that its weight helped mightily to tip those scales in favor 

of national education.

After the failure of Whltbread's effort of 1807, Joseph Lan 

caster now comes actively upon the scene* It was due to his 

labors and to the competition which he aroused that the fight 

for national education really got under way, Lancaster had 

assorted that "the grand basis of Christianity is broad enough 

for the whole of mankind to stand upon*" A committee was formed 

in 1808 which consisted of Thoraas sturge, William Oarston, Joseph 

Fox, William Alien, John Jackson, and Joseph Foster, Brougham, 

,Vhitbread, and others became raeir&ers later. This group began the 

agitation of voluntary education for all the people and began to 

found numerous monitorial schools* Lancaster's organization was 

non-sectarian* So successful was its work that the church of 

England became fearful of its nonsectarian influence. In 1811 

the Established church organized a competitive society, n%e 

National Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the 

Principles of the Established Ohuroh", under the leadership of 

•Andrew Bell* A strong rivalry now began between the two societies, 

the upshot of which was that many schools for the poor were es 

tablished and the cause of education speeded forward. In 1814 

Lancaster withdrew from his society and its name now became "The 

British and foreign School Society", which for many years was to
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be a powerful influence and force In the establishment of schools 

and the promotion of education for the masses. It was aa a re 

sult of the work of this group that Lord Brougham (who was one 

of its members) in 1816 had Parliament set up the "Select GoEaml- 

ttee on the Education of the lower Orders" t which iraraediately be 

gan an investigation and collected careful Information on the ed~ 

uoational status of the nation* Brougham's Bin of 18£0 was with 

drawn by him because of the opposition of the ^issenters* They 

were justified in their opposition because it favored the Establish* 

ed Church, In 1833 Parliament voted 20,000 L* to the two societies 

for the erection of schoolhouses.

Foster's Basay on the Evils of Popular Iffloranoe was first 

delivered as an address at a public anniversary meeting In aid of 

the British and foreign School Society* It fa worth was so evident 

that an immediate demand was made for its publication. Foster ex 

tended and developed the ideas, altered the character from that of 

an address to a Style more suitable for an essay f and produced a 

work of about three hundred printed pages in length* This was 

published In 18:20. Here was the first strong voice to advocate 

in England the plan of public schools for the whole nation at 

government expense* There had been many advocates of universal 

education* The general prevailing idea, however, was that the 

way to best handle the matter was through voluntary societies* 

The Established church continued to believe that the field of ed 

ucation was its province. Those outside the Established church 

thought it best to leave the promotion of education to the so 

cieties* The government, caught on the horns of a dilemma, was
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powerless to act* Into such a situation John Foster injected 

his Essay which fearlessly proposed and ably advocated that 

elementary education should b® provided for everyone at govern 

ment expense* He drew the most graphic picture of the ignorance 

of the masses of England which has ever been drawn. He pointed 

out the dangers of the long continued ignorance of the people. 

He demonstrated that the government could easily bear the expense 

of enlightening the minds of her citizenry*

Some critics have observed that Foster's picture of th® pre 

vailing ignorance of the populao© of England in his day was too dark, 

gloomy, and exaggerated* One has only to face the facts as they 

were. Foster knew them* He had firsthand acquaintance with 

working-people. In the industrial city of Bristol* he visited 

their poor homes, saw the squalor and the Ignorance f and knew 

what was happening to th® soul of England. The very laws which 

were enacted to help the plight of the poor were frequently made 

the "Instruments of rapacity and cruelty*1 . Pauper children could 

be apprenticed oompulsorlly If under nine years of age* Parish 

apprentices were carted from London to the Lancashire mills like 

so many negro slaves or animals* "In the same year (1805) the 

state had actual charge of 200,000 children of paupers, for whose 

education no provision was mde, and who were subject to influences 

which were a training for crime and indolence, and which made it a 

moral certainty that they would become a perpetual charge to the 

nation in gaols or workhouses."12 Foster f s picture is gloomy, but

12* Francis Adams: History of the Blementary School Gonteat in 
England, p. 47 
Chapman & Hall. London. 1882,
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it is true,

That John Foster's ideas influenced Brougham and other 

leaders in the fight for education there can be no doubt. His 

Sssay was read by most of the educated people of his day. It 

was felt by many to be the very thing needed for the time, 

"Special attention is due to Foster's proposal in 1819 that 

elementary education should be provided for all children through 

out the Kingdom, by the government. Hitherto the voluntary so 

cieties inspired by lenoaster and Bell had held the field; it 

is due to the Baptist essayist that the continental plan of 

public elementary schools for the whole nation was advocated* 

?he seed did not fall on barren soil, for in the very next year 

Lord Brougham did introduce a bill looking in this direction, 

though fifty years had to elapse before th© system was actually 

inaugurated.** "there is evidence also that Foster's essay had 

a strong influence on America. The triumph of national education 

was quicker in the United States beoaus® th© new country did not 

possess the restricting influences and complications which ob 

tained in England. W1?he Ivlls of Popular Ignorance" was widely 

circulated in the States.

ssay on the Svils of Popular

Foster used as his theme for this essay the words of the 

prophet Hoseat "My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge." 

In Section 1 he sweeps his glass over the long centuries of the 

ancient past to survey there the blighting influence of ignorance 

on the life of mankind, Everywhere he looks destruction has been

13. w» T. tfhitleyi History of British Baptists, p. 276
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the price of ignorance. Re asserts that "fertility, shelter, 

salubrity, and beauty" have always been wanting for the greatest 

number of the occupants of the world. He expresses amazement 

that those who are lucky enough to belong to the favored few can 

be so utterly unconcerned and indifferent to the plight of the 

many* It is surprising, he says, how fortunate people can be 

"so insulated as that some of them may behold, with immovable 

composure, innumerable companies of the rest in such a condition, 

that it had been better for them not to have existed* **^ H<* 

claims that an account of the wealth of education possessed by a 

fortunate person is really a description of the poverty of other 

men. One's "degree of pity is a measure of a conscious superior 

ity, "

Foster's survey of the ignorance of past times begins with 

the ancient Jews* He contends that the chief characteristic of 

the writings of the prophets |s the contrast* or really strife, 

which exists between the lustre of the Spirit of wi adorn and the 

gloom which emanates from the dark, debased souls of the people. 

In the light of their advantages, Foster asserts that the ancient 

Jews were not only the most perverse, but also the most unintelli 

gent and stupid, of .all human tribes. The Old Testament tells 

the story of how the huraan mind can evade and frustrate the truth 

by every conceivable perversity of will and practical mischief, 

wThe Jewish people were not more reraarkable for their pre-eminence 

in privilege than for their grossness of mental vision**^-5 The 

state of ignorance was so great and widespread that our author

John Foster* "Essay °a the Evils of Popular Ignorance" » p. 81 
Robert Carter & Bros. New York. 1850 

15. bid.,, P-
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doubts whether a questionnaire, composed of ten questions rela 

tive to matters above ordinary secular concern* answers to which 

could be found in "the law and the prophets'* , submitted to the 

people at large, would have received on the average more than 

one correct answer* If a speaker* such as an enlightened teacher, 

addressed a group of those people, acting on the assumption that 

they knew the answers, when they really did not, the reaction 

would bring a swift awakening. Some of the people would fall 

asleep or walk out* Borne would laugh. Some would set to catch 

and cavil. Only one or two would experience honest shame and 

that would express itself in resentment toward those who allowed 

such ignorance to prevail*

After establishing th© abject ignorance of the ancient Jew 

ish people, Foster is next interested in asking and answering th® 

question, "How does the destitution of knowledge affect morals? 1* 

The answer is obvious, Oan one gather grapes of thorns or figs

of thistles? "The absence of knowledge is sure to be something
1ft more and worse than simple ignorance," There is no such thing

as mere negation or vacancy. If nature abhors a vacuran, so does 

the Bevil, "^he vacancy of truth would coiomonly be found re 

plenished with error,*,* And thus the dark void of ignorance, 

instead of remaining a mere negation, beoonaes filled with agents 

of perversion and destruction; as sometimes the gloomy apartments
17of a deserted mansion have become a den of robbors and murderers,"

Ibi d • t p. 29 

17. Ibid^, P. 30
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Thus ignorance Is not only a privation of good but a positive 

force toward evil*

Foster points out, also, in a graphic way the great harm, 
yea, even crimes, which coma from half-truths. On© truth in the 

company of many half-truths will be corrupted. Here he states 
the law of truth J "The conjunction of truths is of the utmost

importance for preserving the genuine tendency, and securing
IB the appropriate efficacy, of each*" The ancient Jews were a

people of one-point knowledge, A half-truth instead of being 
better than no truth is, according to Foster, worse than no 
truth. He illustrates by citing the Jewish knowledge of the 
coming of a Messiah. They knew he was coming but they had never

«

exerted their minds enough to know what his real nature and 

character would be* As a consequence they received the Messiah 

with greater hostility than if they had been in total ignorance. 

This was but one evidence of the prejudice which depravity and 

ignorance always exhibit toward sanctity and wisdom* The subse 

quent persecution and extermination of the Jews were but an oissn 

of a deeper perdition, the curse of not knowing

The rest of the ancient vsiorld was in the same state of ig 

norance* Millions of people were in darkness. "It was perpetual 

night in their souia, with all the phenomena incident to night, 

except the sublimity. **9 In his ignorance raan created raany deities, 

and out of his creations came swarming like locusts from the 

bottomless pit "intellectual obscurations" and "legions of pestilent 

fallacies". Morals and happiness were fatally affected* The

18. Ibi£» • P»

19. IbM" P. ™ 336
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entire theory of moral good and evil was vitiated. This brings 

Foster to discuss 'in an excellent manner the controls of human 

society* The absence of a faith in a universal source of moral 

ity leaves as the strongest control for human society a coarse 

self-interest* This reiaains aa the chief deterrent to evil. 

This deterrent may be stated as "the resistance which men's self- 

interest opposes to one another's bad inclinations,"^ He min- 

tains that there must be a faith in the Higher Source to assure 

good conduct in manj ",,,»« the rules and sanctions of morality, 

to come with simplicity and power on the human mind, should pri 

marily emanate, and be acknowledged as emnating, from a Being 

exalted above all implication and competition of interest with 

man«*s^ %e ignorance of ancient society produced little happi 

ness* Foster proves the unhappy condition of ancient peoples by 

history. The evidence of violence, the mad revelries (shows, 

games, combats, riots), the revenge taken after victory, the fact 

that they willingly sacrificed everything belonging to the peace 

ful economy of life with a desperate, franctic fury is a confession 

of the lack of felicity in the home and in the heart. He is aware 

that oany will say, "You are talking about the past. We live in 

the present," But he points out that the past can help the pre 

sent to be wiser. He concludes this section with the statement 

that his readers are not to think for one moment that he has lost 

sight of the fact that vice and misery have a deeper source in 

human nature than ignorance, but, he insists, & diffusion of

20, .bid» , P«
. ^ 

21* Ib JLd« , P. 48
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knowledge will compel men to see what is wrong with human 

society* and will help tremendously to correct the vice, misery, 

and unhapplness which exist*

*^ith the beginning of Section II Foster continues his dis 

cussion of the ignorance of former periods, bringing his cursory
•\ •'

survey nearer to modern times. He is aware of the danger of ex 

aggeration in portraying a picture of the ignorance of the mass 

es, but he asks his readers, who, perchance, might think the 

picture overdrawn, to iiaagine the millions of real flesh and 

blood people through the centuries who have lived, suffered 

and died in ignorance* He treats next the periods in which the 

Mohammedan power, the "Saracens*, swept over North Africa and on 

into Spain, to become the dominant influence on civilization for 

several centuries* Despite the skills and general stimulus to 

culture which this tide from the east brought to ^urope, Foster 

contends that its over-all Influence was evil and calculated to 

keep the people in darkness. He speaks of it as the ^fohammedan 

imposture", asserting that It was self-contradictory, full of 

impossibilities, having no true principle of philosophy, not ad 

mitting the findings of science, with a literature which was noth 

ing but profane folly* 13ie farther it extended the deeper night 

settled upon the minds and the lives of the messes.

He next shows that the ages dominated by the Roman Church 

were but a continuation of the darkness. Heathenism slipped un 

der the cloak of Christianity and by a rapid process reduced it 

to surrender everything distinctive but its dishonored name. The 

original contents of the holy vessels of Christianity escaped and
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were replaced by malignant preparations. There was no Bible 

for the masses and no instruction for them, "All reaction 

ceased; and the people were reduced to exist in one huge, un 

intelligent, monotonous substance § united by the interfusion 

of a rile superstition, which permitted Just enough mental life 

in the mass to leave it capable of being actuated to all the 

purposes of cheats, and tyrants. *22 Foster suggests the contrast 

between what actually existed under s*«»oalled Christianity and what 

should have existed under real Christianity, 0nder the genuine 

Christian faith each individual is responsible to his Creator, 

mast think to some extent for himself, and has a right to be 

"capacitated for improvement by being furnished with the rudl* 

raents and instrumental means of knowledge*"

He next raises the question, can the state afford the e- 

normous expense of educating all its citizens? He answers it 

with a decisive TESt "Ail nations, sufficiently raised above 

barbarism to exist as states, have consumed, in use the most 

foreign and pernicious to their welfare, an infinitely greater 

amount of means than iwould have sufficed, after due provision 

for comfortable physical subsistence, to afford a moderate share
p«*

of instruction to all the people, «** Here he demonstrates that 

a fraction of the cost of maintaining the Homan ecclesiasticism 

would have supported a system of universal education. The tre 

mendous cost of "supporting the magnificence and satiating the 

rapacity" of the hierarchy, from its triple -or owned head through 

all its orders established for the perpetuation of delusion and

22. Ibid* t P«

23. Ibi4* , P. 63,
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the sharing of the spoils t the expense of maintaining its in* 
trioate system of policy and intrigue, the heavy taxes for 
pomps and pageants, the incalculable cost of gigantic ecclesias 
tical structures, those "proud piles...raised to celebrate the 
conquest, and prolong the dominion, of the Power of Darkness 
over the souls of the poo pie" t - all, or either one, of these 
expenditures would have been enough to have provided Bibles for 
all the people and furnished them with instructions to teach 
them to read* In a later section he forcibly demonstrates that 
a small portion of the outlay of modern states for useless for 
eign wars would be ample to provide the masses with a system of 
free education*

Foster next declares t&at in England the benefits of the 
Reformation were slow in being realized. Light did not come all 
at once. The change from one hierarchy to another did some i*ood 
but the general maxim that "the government in church and state is 
wiser than the people, and therefore the best ^udge in every 
matter" continued to retard progress. ?</ith a realistic eye he 
views the so-called "golden ages" of Kn^land's past and shows 
that as far as the enlightenment of the people at large is con 
cerned there was nothing "golden" about them. He warns against 
assuaing that the glittering "Age of "Elizabeth" or the so-called 

"Augustan Age" meant that the aura was also over the masses of the 
people* The great host of the people remained in stupidity, while 
a few princes, wits, and geniuses appeared on the surface. These 
gave the ages their names, but all the vahile the populace, only a 
few of which could even read, were called "the vulgar herd" t "the
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canaille", etc. long after the Reformation England with her 

boasted universities, magnificent endowments, accumulated lit 

erary treasures, and numerous charitable elementary educational 

institutions, still permitted wholesale gross ignorance to pre 

vail among the people at large. By the end of the Eighteenth 

Century, Foster asserts, England had everything she needed to 

remedy this evil condition, and yet the state did nothing. While 

there was a little improvement, still the barbarous conditions 

which obtained in the *Age of #alpole n carried well on into the 

end of the century* Many of the favored classes spoke out 

against popular education, as is attested to by the statements 

quoted above frarauMandeville and Governor Berkeley* The preach* 

ing of wesley and Whltefield and the response accorded it to 

Foster were evidences in themselves of the state of the masses. 

These men really only proclaimed the old doctrines of the &efona~ 

ation, but the masses received them with a strange novelty* The 

howling mobs which gathered to hear them is proof of the ignorance 

of the people, their lack of knowledge of everything, as well as 

of true religious principles.

Foster next lists the influences which toward the close of 

the Eighteenth Century were working toward a better day.

lt The Wesleyans. They were doing incalculable good^ He 
was frank to admit this, although he differed theologi 
cally with them and wished that they would modify their 
too sectarian spirit in religion as well as their de 
pendence in politics!

2. The several thousand Dissenters engaged in religious 
instruction of the people.

3. The evangelical "nucleus" within the Established church 
itself,
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4* The Sunday Schools, Their instructors were teaching 
the children of the poor to read*

5* *ftie large circulation of tracts, such as those written 
by Mrs. Hannah More.

6* Appearance of newspapers and periodicals,

?* The rise of science, the development of new powers, 
mechanical and otherwise*

8* Universal dissemination of the Bible*

9» Voluntary organizations for the promotion of education 
and the establishment of schools.

10» Effects of missionary and philanthropic societies, as 
fact-disseminating bodies.

11* Incitement in the political world* (%is f?oster says, 
may be a result of all the others, but it is, neverthe 
less. a result tfiich acts as a cause. He says of the 
political revolution of his day, *In the whole compass 
of time there has been no train of events, that has 
within so short a period, stirred to the very bottom 
the mind of so vast a portion of the human race. n ) 24r

With all these forces at work one would think that the Golden Age 

had at last arrived. "Knowledge, which was formerly a thing to 

be searched and dug for fas for hid treasures*, has seemed at 

last beginning to effloresce through the surface of the ground on 

all sides of us f " Yet f despite all these favorable influences, 

progress was by painful inches when it ought to have been easy 

miles* Foster, amazed at England Js obstinate lagging in the 

matter of universal education, burned with a desire to do some 

thing to hasten the day when all the people would have the ad* 

vantage of at least an elementary education*

In Section III of the essay the author suggests at the out 

set that the better way of arriving at the state of popular ig 

norance is not to contrast the masses with the philosophers and

24. Ibid** p* 104
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literati, for the question Is not how shall these two extremes 

be brought together, but it is his opinion that the possibilities 

of the masses ought to be measured by that small group of educated 

and cultured people which has emerged from them. He next proceeds 

to show what are the evils of popular ignorance. They can be out 

lined as follows:

!'• Among the "uneducated masses1* there la no concept of
.ife is for, taken as £fflkft;e»^''wThey think : nothing 

about what they shall become, and very little about iwhat 
shall become of them*"

2. 'She uneduok^ed masses are abandojcied "in a. direct, un- 
qualified mnner ̂jbo seize jghjsiteyier they ban of sensual

' Ifhen given a choice between beauty in
naiure. the grand In art, and gluttony and inebriation, 
there Is no struggle. They take the latter. If "liberal 
acquirements suppress ferocious propensities", then they 
are abandoned to ferocity. Their coarseness is evident 
in,

(a) The amusement they find In seeing vexations 
and injurious incidents befall people*

(b) Their delight in mischief practiced upon weak 
ness of simplicity.

(o) Their desire ifor ferocious revenge.

(d) Love of witnessing bloody sports.

(e) Their delight in torturing animals and their 
enjoyment of public spectacles of slaughter* 
ing animals (a coimaon pastime in Foster's 
day). At this point Foster Interpolates his 
classic plea for th© humane treatment of dumb 
animals, and charges the" widespread abuse of 
animals in his day to Ignorance.

3« A rude, contracted, unsteady, and often perverted sense
T? HI

This is evidenced bys

I. uoirajmoTjguj uas.bgatiy .
oT~right and wrong In generalprevails among the uneducated. 
Ignorance generally lacks conscience.""

(a) General disregard for truth among the ignorant 
masses.

(b) Prevailing idea among them that "sharpness" is 
all right. (Foster says that the only way to 
deal with the ignorant is to assuiae that they 
are cheats and liars, until they prove other*
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wise. If this i:s illiberal, then let liberal 
people proceed at their own ri^k.)

(o) Indifference to evil customs; &.(•. the "wreckers" 
on the coasts. 25

(d) No fear among them of &od or the Judgment to come.

4. The effects of ignorance upon the economy of the life of 
the masses.

(a) Tlie deadening effect of a r^ohanical routine on their 
minds, (Foster denies tivit certain people are made 
to be exploited by others. He says that the Christian 
monitor should cry out against men being made machines. 
Ignorance helps to nake a nachine-.voricer more of a 
n« chine th'<n he otherwise v:oula be,)

(b) Use of leisure. (It is p£ven over to tor?>or and sleep 
or ribald parties and the n r>ubs n . l:en they are nut- 
of -doors they collect in rou.~h groups for losfinr;, 
cursing, drinking, etc,)

(c) Use of Sunday, (lasted, lore folly and crime com 
mitted on this day than on any other. A nrjn 70 years 
old h s spent 3000 Sundays, =>?hat does the ordinary 
ignorant nisn heve to show for thorn?)

(d) Corruption of family life, ("Bad moods, strifes, re 
sentment are tressed into i immediate, l??stin^ f corro 
sive contact, ft To this set-up add ignorance and tlie 
parents become only the oldest and strongest anin^ls, 
vdth the children seeking to en cape 4

5 , Ir/i.f)r-.Ji.ce fixes a ••;ide > iTppfissablo gulf between tlto illit 
erate Viasses tind t he c ultiv&ted clpsses.

(All parts of society should be reticulated. Ignorance has not 

kept the masses from knowing their strength. They are banded to 

gether in a hostile sentiment. Millions chafing at their leashes, 

believing that salvation lies in h&voc and disorder, bode ill for 

the future. There is for them neither the niti^ation of intellect 

ual understanding, nor the restraints of morality. Violence is in 

the offing! "She (".n3l:<nd) had most a'^lo resources indeed for 

supplying the remedy; but f provided th t the production of the

25. Tv-is v/as the barbarous practice which -revailed in ^rli-r
times and continued down through footer's day, of ruffians lur- 
in- ships to their ruin alor;r the dangerous coasts and than 

fl their oarso aftAr^ftkey '/ere wrocked.
' •
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soil and the workshop were duly forthcoming, she thought It of 

no consequence, it would seam, that the operative hands belonged 

to degraded minds* And then, too, as at all times 9 her lofty 

ambition destined a good proportion of them to the consumption 

of martial service, She perhaps judged that the less they were 

trained to think, the more fit they might be to be actuated me 

chanically as an instrument of blind impetuous force. Or per 

haps she thought it would be rather an inconsistency to be making 

much of the inner existence of a thing which was to be, in fre~
na

quent wholesale lots, sent off to be out or dashed to pieces,"*0

In Section IV, John Foster answers the argucient usually 

brought against universal education; via«» that popular education 

will make the masses insufferably arrogant, demanding pretended 

rights y and that, since all that could be hoped for even at best 

would be to give them half-education, they would be more than ever 

subject to become the prey of crafty schemers and innovators. This 

objection brought forward in Foster's day was to be presented iaany 

times in the future, Lecky, the famous historian, isentions it 

many years laterj w^he most plausible argument of the opponents 

of national education is the fact that in many countries it is 

tolerably certain that one of the chief forms of reading of the 

poor will consist of newspapers written for the express purpose
27of playing upon their most odious passions," And again, "Ex 

perience shows that tho diffusion through the bulk of a community 

of a fair measure of education and enlightenment is no real guaran 

tee against the pursuit of Utopias, against the contagion of wild,
______ ^^^^^^^^^^^^p^p^^pP^^^^^^^aB^pMaB^MttaaM***"***^**1*****1*^^ "' ^TI-~:«W-T-arJHirrfTTBiiiMrtM—i—T-mrriLgrxrmrm» IIUIJLU_JJ_^___________—~-^———^•^.^•^•^p

26* John Foster: "Basays On the Evils of Popular Ignorance" p,135
Robert Garter & Bros, New York, 1850* 

27, Leokyi England in the XTIIIth Oantury, Vol. Ill p, 388
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dangerous, or malignant enthusiasms, against the introduction 
into political life of that spirit of speculation and experi 
ment, of gambling and adventure, which always leads nations to 
disaster if not to ruin**28

Foster answers this kind of an objection by a resort to the 
method of reduotio ad absurdum. He says*

1* Since understanding is man's surest guide to right con 
duct, the less they possess the safer they are from going wrong*

£» %e duty of a human being ought to be defined with all 
possible clearness, but it is well for the great majority of men 
to be utterly incapable of apprehending it,

3* It is a vast advantage to proceed 100 degrees on the 
scale of knowledge, but one degree means nothing* If a man can 
not attain all, it is better to stop with one or two degrees at best.

4* ^ruths support one another in resisting error and delusion, 
but let us not add to three truths a fourth.

He demonstrates that the educated, and even the partially ed 
ucated, are not nearly so subject as the Ignorant masses to the 
wiles of demagogues* There is, he maintains, incontrovertible 
evidence that education lifts the people in every way. As educa 
tion increases delinquency declines.

Foster next proceeds to set forth his Discipline or educational 
program for the masses. 

Here are his chief points:
1* Special training early in life to employ, strengthen, reg 

ulate their mental faculties.

E8, Ibid*, p. 233.
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2* Special training to form clear and correct notions in 

stead of crude, vague, delusive ones,

3» Tlie patient repetition of the most important facts and 

principles until they cannot be forgotten*

4* Instruction in specific oases which will compel choices 

to be made between right and wrong in conduct toward human so 

ciety*

5* Reiteration of lessons in

(a) Justice, (b) Prudence* (c) Inoffensiveness. 

(d) Love of peace* (e) Estrangement from counsels 

and leagues of vain and badmen* 

(f) Hatred of disorder and violence,

A sense of authoritative public institutions*

(h) Q©n©ral Instruction in religion from the
scriptures, (This to include not only the in 
dividual relationship to Qod t but all rules and 
principles of morals*)

The result of such a Discipline, Foster maintained, would be the 
creation of a conscience^ ".... the sense of propriety shall be 
conscience*" While religion holds a basic place in Foster's 
scheme of education or Disoipline* he is quick to oppose those who 
assert that a narrow religious education is all that is necessary 
for the masses* "«*.«It is but little religious information that 

inaugurated while that of a more general nature ia with- 
". *..It is flatly contrary to the radical disposition of

human nature that youthful spirits should yield themselves to a
30 bare exclusively religious discipline. " %,*,It is very unlikely

a man ignorant of almost all other things should well understand one

£g^ — John ^ostert "Saaay On the &viis of Popular ignorance", p. 182 
Robert Garter & Bros* f New York, 1850.

30* bM«» *>• 103*
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subject."31 Attention should be drawn to th® faot that Foster's 

concept of education shows the influence of Bacon and Locke, for 

Foster held somewhat to Bacon's thesis that "knowledge is power" 

and also to Locke's idea of education as "discipline". Foster 

combined both ideas in one when he wrote? M ..,,The value of men 

tal progress is not to be measured solely by the quantity of 

knowledge possessed, but partly, and indeed still more, by the 

corrective, invigorating effect produced on the mental powers 

by the resolute exertions made in attaining it*^2 It should 

also be noted that in his "Discipline* Foster does not list the 

specific studies which ought to be followed, as, for instance, 

Milton did in his "Tractate", or Locke in his "Noughts*. Yet, 

in the last section of the essay he briefly answers the question, 

How much education should be given the masses? Or, How compre 

hensive should free education be? He suggests as the basic miniinum 

universal training, a knowledge of geography and travel t history 

of the ancient and modern v«orld, elementary astronomy, (which 

precludes mathematics), and studies in morals and ©thins. He 

lays down the general principle that the people ought to"be ad 

vanced in the improvement of their rational nature as far as they 

can 1*, 33 No limits of knowledge should be established for the • 

common people merely because they ar© conation 1 #hlle Foster's 

plea is chiefly and specifically for a universal elementary ed 

ucation at government expense, he seems to have held that where- 

ever the children of the masses shoved aptitude and ability the

31. Ibid., p. IBS.

32. Ibid.. p« 300.

33* £bid«» p. 293. 348
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state should, provide for them not only an elementciry educa 

tion, but also should give them the opportunity of a higher 

education, as high an education as they qualify themselves 

to receive. This was a most progressive plan which Foster 

advocated* Only one modern nation* to our knowledge f has 

up to the present adopted it. It represents the acme of ed 

ucation; an elementary education for everyone at state expense 

as basic, with the brightest minds sent on at state expense 

for higher training, and the moat brilliant of these sent on 

for the very highest educational training possible. Surely 

this is the ideal system*

Foster concludes Section IV with a discussion of the effects 

of universal education* He asserts that popular education will 

go far to prevent social upheavals* He maintains that it vdll 

reduce the fierceness and malic© of the strife of Interests. But 

he is not so naive as to deny that an Improvement in the people's 

knowledge will mean increased concessions to them on the part of 

the superior orders* He asks, Are the people supposed to be ob 

sequious before the privileged, as common-beasts cower before 

lions? Is it criminal for the people to examine their relation 

to the community? Is it wrong for them to think that what is 

being done by way of improvement is not everything which can be 

done? ^he right kind of education will train the people in $ood 

sense and morale. It will lead them to ask for social justice, 

but it is far better for educated people to ask for it, then it 

is for a wild, ignorant rabble, under the leadership of ruthless 

demagogues, to attempt to take it by force.
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Section V is devoted to a discussion of the most sorious 

evil of popular ignorance. Following the numbering of the evils 

which was used in the discussion of Section III above, this last 

and greatest evil would be listed as number slx« It is tiag wide 

spread indifference to Christianity and lack of religion* Foster 

demonstrates "the inaptitude of uncultivated minds for receiving 

religious instruction 1** He illustrates by first-hand questioning 

of rustics and city workers who live in the slums* Among them 

there is no intelligent concept of the basic ideas of Christianity. 

Their concepts of God, &hrist, the human soul, the invisible world t 

are vague t hazy, and confused. They think of God as something 

prodigiously huge, vrho has generally no concern for them* Provi 

dence is confounded with chance. Whatever God is, he is too good 

to be severe on poor creatures, but he will punish the atrociously 

wicked, especially murderers* Jesus was a "gentleman" who did a 

great deal of good, ^he people*s concept of the after-life is the 

most confused of all, "$hat an inexpressible poverty of mind 

there is, -#hen the people have no longer a mythology, and yet have 

not obtained in its place any knowledge of true religion,,... 

The martial vagrants of Scandinavia glowed tfith the vivid antici 

pations of the Valhalla; the savages of the western continent had 

their animating visions of the 'land of souls*| the modern Christ 

ian barbarians of Kngland, who also expect to live after death t 

do not know what they inean by their phrase of 'going to heaven 1 *

Ibid*_» p. 212*
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Foster next shows how this Ignorance works against the 

progress of religion. He illustrates by citing the attempt 

of an educated man to convey religious ideas to the ignorant. 

"The sublime economy of invisible ideas* is closed to them* 

A person without any training or background cannot comprehend 

it. Such people are in a prison-house of ignorance. As far 

as they are concerned such terms as mediator, sacrifice, atone - 

mentj satisfaction, fatth» 'belief in Christ«» acquittal, accept*" 

anoe, justification are the language of an occult science, "Utter 

ignorance is a most effectual fortification to a bad state of 

mind. Prejudice may perhaps be removed; unbelief may be reasoned 

with; even demoniacs have been compelled to bear witness to the 

truth; but the stupidity of confirmed ignorance not only defeats 

the ultimate efficacy of the means for making men wiser and 

better, but stands in preliminary defiance to the very act of 

their application**10^ foster asserts also that there is a broad 

easy way to atheism through ignorance as there Is a narrow and 

difficult one through subtle speculation. Besides, ignorance 

damages religion in another serious ways viz** it encourages the 

cheap clap-trap which sometimes passes for religion and religious 

instruction. «Vhen th® people are crude and incoherent in their 

thinking through lack of training he asks, "Where is the wonder 

if many such persons take noise and fustian for a glovidng zeal 

and a lofty elevation; if they mistake a wheedling cant for 

affectionate solicitude; if they defer to pompous egotism and
36dogmatical assertion.....?" He points out further that genuine

35. Ibid.. p. 222.

36. Ibid.. p. 234. 351
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piety and true devotional feeling with humility tend to educa 

tion, end true education tends to genuine piety and humility. 

He excoriates the charlatans who, with their crudities of langu~ 

age, idle fantasies, impertinences of vanity, vulgarities, pompous 

nothings, thrive on the people's ignorance in the name of religion. 

Those vsho love religion, then, can servo its cause greatly by doing 

everything within their power to promote universal education,

In Section VI, the final section of the ossay, Foster begins 

by asserting that he does not think for one moment that he has 

listed all the evils of popular ignorance, Uor does he think that 

he has exaggerated,' but rather that he has held his hand* Again 

he sounds his theme, "My people are destroyed for lack of knowl 

edge**, and compares England's attitude, interested in conquest and 

empire, and grossly neglectful of education, with a family ^oing
j

out to engage in athletic contests, or to carry on a feud with a 
neighbor, or talcing part in a drunken fray, or eagerly Intent on 
some appropriation:, when all the while several of its members are 
lying dead in the house* He fearlessly declares that if one-fifth 

of the energy exerted on some foreign interest had been spent at 
home it would hav© diffused education to every corner and cottage, 
of the island. But, he points out f someone will say the foreign 
interest was to maintain the national honor and safety. By way 
of reply he asks, Is not the wholesale ignorance of the masses a 

grave danger and humiliating disgrace?
Re proceeds to show that a small portion of the expenditure 

laid out for past work had it been devoted to education would 

have given T'ngland the best educational system in the world. He 

does this by drawing a balance sheet:
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OBJECTS UPON WHICH NATIONAL KCT8BOT ffHAT 3TTOH AN

1* SOIDS inconsiderable far-off 
island, Infested with disease, the 
grave of hundreds of fine young 
Englishmen, bought at a great coat 
of treasure, as well as blood, life, 
and moral feeling.

2, Some fortress against which 
England has hurled thunders and light 
nings, the soil around which has been 
manured with human blood, only to 
yield it again to its original owner 
after peace had been restored. Or 
the cost of taking some stripe of waste 
in a wilderness somewhere. Or a 
boundary dispute between tv*o foreign 
powers for which England felt im 
pelled to light up war by land and sea 
in several quarters of the globe*

3. A fierce war against some 
foreign country, in the prose*- 
cution of which was brought to 
bear the fullest strength of the 
nation, and as a result of which 
nothing definite or constructive 
was accomplished*

HAYS DONS FOR
TIQN*

1* This treasure and blood 
spent for education at home 
would have given all the 
people an education in a much 
larger region in size than 
the area of the far-off is 
land.

S, The expenditure of the 
physical, mental, and finan 
cial strength employed in re 
ducing the fortress or in 
taking the stripe of wilder 
ness, or the war in several 
parts of the ^lobe, vsould 
have, if spent on the im«* 
proveiasnt of the people at 
home, built many schools, 
supplied vast numbers of books 
for the people, disseminated 
thousands of Bibles. built 
research centers and Jabora~ 
tories, and provided innumer 
able teachers and an adequate 
police force besides*

3» The expenditure of this 
treasure at hosae would have 
waged a victorious war a- 
gainst all the vice, disease, 
and ignorance in the whole 
Island*

Foster Is quick to nsake plain that, "These observations are 

not itsade on en assumption, that England could havs in all cases 

kept clear of implication in foreign interests, and remote and 

sanguinary contests*.... What is so admitted and deplored by the 

true and Christian patriots is, that this nation has gone to an 

awfully criminal extent beyond the line of necessity; that it has 

been extremely prompt to find or make occasions for appearing

still again, in an array for the old work of waste and
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37death....." He further deolarea that no nation lo so doomed

to expending its vigor for foreign enterprise as to be habitually 

absolved from the duty of raising its people froii brutish ig 

norance J

He next mentions tho favor&ble signs of promise vsfaich al 

ready in his day were the harbingers of a bri^iter future?

1* Widespread discussions (earnest and practical) among 
the thinking people*

2, Hew schemes for spreading information,

3* Thousands giving themselves to the education of the 
poor*

4* Diffusion of religion and the Scriptures* 

5, The spirit of prison reform.

6* The cooperation of different denominations in the op 
eration of local institutions.

Foster next repudiates the radical position that if the 

people at large were immediately given over-night all their Sights 

as citizens, an equal part in the honor and prosperity of the 

community> T«ith an accompanying dissolution of all invidious art 

ificial and arbitrary distinctions, then the problem of national 

education would take care of Itself. Foster maintained that ed 

ucation must come FIRST, Before the masses would taiow what to do 

with larger freedom* they would have to be educated. Before any 

large suppressed group, race, olaas, or mass is granted its God-
7

given rights, education is absolutely imperative. ?here can be 

no freedom Nhere brutish ignorance and barbarism obtain. Yhlle 

it is the duty of the state to provide this education for the

37. ibid*, p, 250.
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people at large so that an ever increasing percentage of them 

may enter into a more abundant life, if the state fails its duty, 

as the dominant political parties seemed bent on making it do, it 

is the duty of every intelligent and far-seeing citizen to battle 

steadily on for the cause* good men in indefinite numbers and in 

combination can accomplish almost anything! Foster was not such 

a starry-eyed idealist that he was not aware of,the limitations 

of education. It was not to be the panacea for all ills, although 

it would go far toward curing many of them* Furthermore, he did 

not expect one hundred percent effectiveness, /hile popular ed~
i

ucation might be so isuch tiiue wasted on many individuals, still 

they were compelled to learn sonsthing, and at leas'; during the 

time they were about the business of trying to accomplish it 

these individuals would be occupied, and thus kept from actually 

harming society by vice or crime* Even if popular ignorance in 

sngland were reduced one-fifth or one-tenth a glorious change in 

the whole life of th© people would be noted.

To the modern man who reads this essay of John Foster, there 

would probably appear nothing startling* This would be due to the 

fact that the battle for popular education has been won in most 

countries and the ideas which Foster advanced have become generally 

accepted among the peoples ft of the worldf Foster's greatness lies 

in the fact that he was on© of the earliest to take up a sword in 

the cause of universal education at state expense. Let us not 

forget that when this essay appeared, 1819 f the fight for national 

education in America, led ohiefly by Horace Mann, was twenty years
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Off* The establishment of national education in Kn^land was 

sixty»one years in the futureI That Foster wielded an able 

sword, no one familiar with this essay can deny, 'Ebat that 

sword dealt sharp blows to the enemy and made its influence 

widely felt has not so generally been recognized,

Let us now examine the question, Admitting that Foster's 

essay on the Ivils of Popular Ignorance is one of the finest 

documents advocating democracy in education in existence, how 

great was its influence? That this essay exerted a tremendous 

influence is substantiated by the fact that it appeared in over 

twenty-three different editions from 1880-1886* fe have definite 

ly discovered fourteen British and nine American editions. On 

both sides of the Atlantic whenever the issue of popular educa 

tion reached a period of intensity several editions of Foster's 

essay would immediately come from the press. The first edition 

came forth in 1820 in Kn^Land, The next year another edition was 

called for in $nglandt and two separate ones were issued in 

America. In the three years, 1839-1841, five editions were 

issued* It is interesting to note that in 1839 the Society for 

the Promotion* of Popular Instruction" sponsored the printing of 

two Issues of The Kvils of Popular Igpnoranoe in London. The 
value of Foster's famous essay as a fighting weapon in the battle 

for universal education is substantiated by this. It also appears 

that in the next year, 1840 f the same society brought out another 

edition from Bristol. For the next forty years this Sgaay is 

given to the public every year or two in an edition on one side 

or the other of the Atlantic* Who can measure its contribution
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in the struggle then "beingreged. in both oountrles for popular ed 
ucation?

i#e have mentioned the fact that Brougham, Whithread, and 
others who were influential in the Parliamentary flgfrts for 
popular education, belonged to the very society for whose bene 
fit Foster first wrote this essay. That Foster directly influ 
enced the battle in Parliazaent is beyond doubt. There is mention 
of an encounter between Foster and Brougham, in which the latter 
is said to have been bested in the argument. Brougham's concept 
of education was not as democratic as that of Foster's. John 
Foster wanted education to be free, he wanted no group or sect to 
dominate it; he wanted the state to bear the expense; he wanted 
this education for everybody* Brougham was willing to make con 
cessions to the Established Church,

Who can say how far Foster's influence in education extended 
in America? Horace Mann must have known Foster's essay, for it
ha'4 already passed through several American editions by the timei
Mann was elected in 1837 as the first secretary of the newly or 
ganized Massachusetts State Board of Kduoation, The first Amer 
ican edition of Foster's Kssay on Popular Ignoranoe had been 
lasued in Boston, in 1821, when Horace Mam v/as a Massachusetts 
youth of twenty-five, and two years before he had finished the 
study of the law and was admitted to the bar, Mann is known as
»

"the father of the American public school" because of his leader 
ship of the fight for popular education. He admitted that he was 
strongly influenced by George Combe's essay on ^fae Constitution of 

Combe's essay and all of Foster's chief essays, including
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the one on education, to our knowledge at least once appeared 

in the same volume together, being published in Hartford, 

Connecticut, by ^ilas Andrews & x>ons in 1851. It is most like 

ly that the two were connected together earlier than this. At 

any rate, Foster was being read in America by many thinking 

people during the period of Mann* 3 development. It is highly 

probable that Mann knew Foster's work and was influenced by him,
i

As a proof of Foster's influence on America we cite the 

fact, that there are to be found in the United States today eighteen, 

or more, different editions of the "Evils of Popular Ignorance" 

in more than seventeen great public and university libraries* 

There are eight different editions in the Boston Public Library 

alone* Brown, Harvard, Bowdoln, Michigan, Princeton, Illinois 

and many other university libraries contain this essay. The 

United States Office of Education Library in Washington, D. 0», 
cherishes a copy of "The Srlls of Popular Ignorance", and at 
least six different editions are preserved in The Library of 

Congress*
Foster himself was disappointed in the reception given this 

essay* He considered it his best piece of work* He used to say 

that the fact that the gvila of Popular Ignorance did not have 

as wide a sale as soiae of his other essays was a proof in itself 

of popular ignorance! Yet, years after his death, publishers 

were bringing out riew issues. Within a period of a little over 

forty years after Foster died, some thirteen or fourteen new 

editions of this essay carae from the press, almost twice as many
**

as were issued during his life-time. Twenty editions had appeared
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before England won her battle for popular education* It is 

interesting to observe that after 1870 f th© year a system of 

popular education was established in England, only two editions 

have been published, the last in 1886. Victory had been assured, 

the sword of foster which had served the oause so nobly could 

now be sheathed«
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CHAPTER IX 

FOSTER'S CONTRIBUTION TO THS BaPTISTS

It is generally agreed by Baptist historians that prior 

to 1610 there is nothing to which one can point in the way of 

definite Baptist history. Most of the Anabaptist groups on 

the continent of Europe maintained essentially the Scriptural 

position which has since become known as the Baptist faith, 

but they cannot be considered actual Baptists, Of course, there 

are those who assert that throughout Christian history at all 

times in one place or another there have been separate congrega 

tional churches which held to Baptist beliefs and followed Bap 

tist practice* If this is true, there is no documentary evi 

dence to support it* Certainly they did not call themselves 

Baptist churches.

Authentic Baptist history may be said to begin with John 

Smyth, who is called the *Se*Baptist% because he baptized him 

self* Srayth graduated from Cambridge University in 1593, and 

accepted in 1600 an appointment as lecturer and preacher for 

the city of Lincoln. In 1606 he left the church of England, 

after a long inner struggle, and Joined himself to a group of 

Separatists in Gainsborough* Another group of Separatists had 

emigrated to Holland about 1593 and established a church there 

which was under the pastoral care of Francis Johnson, 3myth»s 

Cambridge tutor* Smyth, assisted by Thomas Helwys and John 

Murton, moved the congregation of the Gainsborough church to 

Amsterdam. This made the second English church on Dutch soil,
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and the first church composed of Englishmen that Is known to 

have stood for believer's baptism* Smyth later went over to 

the Mennonites, He died in 1612. In 1611 ^iomas Helwys and 

John Murton brought the remnants of the church back to London 

and established on English soil the first Anabaptist church 

composed of Englishmen* This church was Armlnlan in theology 

and became the forerunner of that group of English Baptists 

which are known to history as the "General Baptists", because 

they believed in a universal or general atonement* Ten Bap 

tist churches, according to Tedder, claim an earlier origin 

than this, but, as he asserts, there is not the "smallest scrap 

of documentary evidence" to support such a claim.

In 1616 a congregation of Separatists existed in London 

under the pastoral care of the Rev. Henry Jacob* Jacob moved 

to Virginia and was succeeded as pastor by John Lathrop* In 

1633 a division occurred in the church, when a group seceded 

from its fellowship and organized a new church* More secessionists 

of Anabaptist leaning Joined them from the mother church In 

1638* Hot long after this the new church adopted Baptist prin 

ciples with a Oalvlnistio theology. This was the first church 

of the "particular Baptists", so-called because they believed 

In election, or a limited atonement* the "particulars* began 

to revive immersion as the proper form of baptism* For a while 

there was indecision In all the Baptist churches in regard to

It fjde,. Henry C. Vedderi A Short His tory of Baptists* p. 205. 
American Baptist Publication Society, Philadelphia, TL941,
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g baptism* Some practiced aspersion and some immersion.

former were called the "Aspersl" or "Old Men", and the latter 

"the Immersi" or "New Hen". By 1653 the matter was settled 

and immersion came to be practiced by both groups of Baptists*

By 1644 the number of the General Baptist churches had 

risen to forty~seven. Within thirty-six years forty-six now 

churches had been established* "There my have been more* The 

number of the Particular Baptist churches had reached seven* 

Ihese seven churches In that year issued a confession of Faith 

composed of fifty articles , in which they specified immersion 

as the method for baptism, and in which they, for the first 

time, asserted in a public document representing a group of 

churches the doctrine of liberty of conscience* Up until the 

middle of the seventeenth century the General Baptists had 

close connection with the Mennonites. ISach group accepted 

members from the other without question. After the Baptists 

reached the place where they insisted upon immersion as the 

form of baptism they parted company with the Mennonites and 

went their separate way.

Baptists in the seventeenth eentury in England, along with 

all other Separatists or Dissenters, were fiercely persecuted* 

The passing of the Act of Uniformity requiring every minister to 

secure an Episcopal ordination before August 24, 166S, and which 

also restored the prayer book of Elizabeth with minor changes,
^ ______ uuii-..ii~"iaMiiuigmiiiiuii i man i miir nn 1 1 n ii iiiu*n» mi inn inr tiimnin \mt jnunmamMnirtr-rir iir tnrni in un a»i j»L_uii_a_j_wmi*u— — i ______ r^-^^—^_ __

2* Dr. H. Wheeler Robinson thinks that the method used in the 
beginning by the London whurch, led by Thomas Helwys, was 
that of "pouring" t or affusion* Thus it would appear that 
all three methods were uaed at first,
Vide* . H. Wheeler Hobinson: ffie Life fe Faith of Baptieta»p«4. 
London. Menthuen & Co. New York* George H. Doran* """""
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drove two thousand of the finest men from the pulpits of the 

church of England into the ranks of the lion-Conformists, This 

was followed by other restrictive acts; the Conventicle Act 

in 1663; the Five Mile Act in 1665; and the Test Act in 1673, 

The first of these acts forbade religious meetings ia private 

houses of more than five persons not belonging to the family| 

the second prohibited a Dissenting minister from going within 

five miles of any borough or corporate town; the third required 

everyone who held public offie© to produce a certificate show 

ing that he had within a year communed in the Anglican Church* 

These persecutions caused great hardship and suffering among 

the Baptists, but they served only to stimulate their growth, 

Respite the handicaps new churches kept springing up,

The Particular Baptist Churches were the first to organize 

themselves into "Associations", The first such ''Association* 

was organized in 1653, Others soon followed. The tendency 

toward centralization was strong in the General Baptist Churches 

and they were the first to organize a General Assembly (1671), 

This Assembly undertook a close superlntendenoy of the individual 

churches with disaatrous results. The Arlan influence was
*

strong among the General Baptists § so strong that Tedder says 

by 1750 the major part of the General Baptists had become Uni 

tarians* "The churches began to dry rot and die. One wing of 

the Particular Baptists was so strongly hyper-Oalvinistic that 

this section of their group suffered frosi the blight of anti- 

nomianism and fatalism. The Particulars organized a General
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Association in 1689, but, profiting by the mistakes of the 

Generals, attempted no superintendency of the churches, The 

chief part of the Particular Baptists remained mildly Calvin- 

Istlc, with Just enough Calvinism to give them solid theologi 

cal roots t but not enough to keep them from being evangelistic. 

This stream of the Baptists swelled and grew to become the main 

stream of the denomination*

John Foster grew up as a lad and was baptized into the 

fellowship of the strongly Calvinistlo Baptist Church at Hebden- 

bridge* This church greatly shaped his early theological opin* 

Ions* ^om© years before Foster's birth it had become evident 

that the preaching of John Wesley had exerted a powerful In* 

fluenoe on the Baptists* One of Wesley's converts, a man named 

#an Taylor, became a diligent Hew Testament student, found his 

way Into the General Baptist Church and decided to give the 

sterile Arian Baptists some evangelical fervor* He organized 

In Yorkshire in 1763, the first General Baptist Church to be 

founded there, Taylor severed his connections with the group 

of General Baptists which denied the Atonement and the regenera 

tion of the Holy Spirit, He aligned himself with the General 

Churches which were of a more evangelical nature* These Baptists 

soon came to b© known as the *New Connexion" Baptists* By the 

time John Foster was eight years old there v^ere four "New Connex 

ion" Baptist churches in : Ms native county of Yorkshire* The 

zeal and piety of the vVesleyan revival had now found its way 

Into the Baptist movement. It is natural to suppose that these
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*flJew Connexion" Baptist churches had an influence on the Oal- 

vinistlo church at Hebdenbridge. There is no doubt but that 

Foster! in his youth f at the time he was thinking for himself, 

fluctuated in his opinions between the strong Calvinism (almost 

hyper-Calvinism) of his boyhood church and the' TJnitarianism of 

the extreme General Baptist Churches* There is also proof that 

he considered with favor the position of the "New Connexion" 

group which stood with warmth and piety somewhere between the 

oold extremes of hyper-CalvinIam and Unltarianisro* #oster made 

up his mind definitely and early against the Unitarian view 

point, having, as he said, never doubted the divinity of Christ* 

He gave indication of becoming a hyper-Calvinlst, but recognized 

the sterility of this position and veered from it. He retained 

a supra-lapsarlan interpretation of the doctrine of grace and 

remained a staunch believer in the Atonement for the elect alone* 

He did not modify his Calvinism, as Fuller did, with the Analniaa 

opinion that the Atonement of Christ was to its worth and dig 

nity, was sufficient for the sins of th© whole world-1*. But Fos 

ter modified his belief in a "limited atonement" by rejecting 

eternal punishment. While he did not believe that everyone 

could take advantage of the Atonement, he did believe that no 

one was going to be damned forever* This is universalism in 

reverse and its net consequences are just about the same as 

those reached from a belief in a "general1* Atonement* The 

deadening anti-evangelism of hyper-Calvinism was offset in 

Foster's theology by a strong missionary passion. The net re-
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suits of this position approximates also the evangelical fer 

vor of the Armlnlan view of the Atonement. While his Calvinism 

never became quite as mild as that of the main Baptist movement, 

still he was close enough to the mainstream to help shape its 

course* Because of his views on baptism many wuld say that 

John Foster was no Baptist* It may be because of this that 

the Baptists have been very chary about recognizing him too 

much. Or it may be due to the fact that anyone who held such 

opinions as Foster did about organised religion is too radical 

and dangerous a person for organlzationists to magnify* One 

can readily see how sectarians or partisans would adopt a 

laissez-faire attitude toward a man like John Foster. While 

some Baptist historians may neglect him the chief of English 

Baptist historians, Dr* W« T* Whitley, unhesitatingly gives to 

him his proper place of honor* John Foster was so identified 

with the Bristol Baptists, with the Broadmead Church of Bristol 

and the Bristol Baptist Collage, that he cannot be disassociated 

from them without Injury to both. For this reason a sketch of 

the Baptist movement In Bristol would be requisite to an under-* 

standing of his relationship and contribution to the denomina 

tion*

In 1674 there were in the city of Bristol some six Separatist 

Churches| two of which long before this date had grown into 

definite Baptist churches, one later becoming the Old King 

Street Baptist Church and the other the still surviving Broad- 

mead Baptist Church. He cords of the early Broadmead Church
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have been preserved and constitute a very valuable Baptist

historical document. This early ohurch seems not to have been
tv 

planted, but to have grown up out of the spirit of Non-Conformists
as it developed in Bristol* It was congregational in its form 

of government. By 1658 the Broadmead Church had oorae to accept 

believer's baptism and had established immersion in the river 

as the mode of baptism for entering the membership of the 

church. During the reign of Charles II the Broadmead Church 

suffered the seine persecution imposed upon all Separatists. 

Driven from their regular meeting place, the members often met 

in the woods by the river,on the Downs, or in different houses, 

sometimes using a curtain to conceal the preacher so that, if 

the authorities surprised them, the officers would not know 

whom to arrest*

The leading spirit of the ohurch was an Klder, Edward 

Terrill, a man of means and education. He knew Latin, Greek, 

and Hebrew, and was quite a student and interpreter of the

Scriptures. He was "one of the brethren of the church who were
3not ministers"• He it was who kept the records of the Broad*

n»ad Church in a scholarly manner, acted as the minister when 

the ohurch was temporarily without one, made the plans to miti* 

gate the effects of the persecution and elude the authorities, 

and insisted upon the importance of having ministers who were 

learned in Hebrew and Greek, that they might bring a true in*

3. VideI Brietol Baptist College, 250 years, 1679-19S9'» 
——— A history Issued by the college in 1929.
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terpretation of Scriptures from the original tongues to the 

people. It was Terrill who was responsible for the existence 

of Bristol Baptist College, He found it difficult to secure 

for the Breadmead Church ministers who knew the original 

languages and were of large education, $hile nearly all of the 

men who founded the Baptist movement in England were Separatists 

who were graduated from the leading universities, the later 

Baptist ministers were not so well educated. By Terrlll's 

time the first generation of Baptist preachers, educated men 

who had been trained for the ministry of the church of England, 

had died* The second and third generation had only a limited 

education, because the Universities and grammar schools were 

closed to Dissenters, Terrill saw that the Baptists must train 

their own men or else be forever cursed with Ignorance, This 

would never-do. When he died he left a will, dated June 3, 

1679* "Some of his property he left for the poor, some of it 

for the provision of two deaconesses for the church, and the 

bulk of it to support a minister at Broadmead who should be 

fwell skilled in the tongues, to wit, Greek and Hebrew** Three 

half~days a week this good man is to devote *to the instruction 

of young men, not exceeding twelve, members of any baptized 

congregation in or about Bristol^ Tor two years at most 1 * In 

addition, provision was made for the maintenance of such students 

as could not afford to support themselves," Out of this will 

oame the Bristol Baptist Academy (so-called still in Foster's 

day) but now known as the Bristol Baptist College, This is the
^____umtmmm \vm*-n———\—————————————-———-———•—i——————————' ———•—————————i——n- ••• •••• —-r - ••-———n— tmmwmi i im_ -jjui»imu_m__________.^»—-»^—•——^^»

4. Ibid,. p. 13*
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oldest of the Baptist theological seminaries or "colleges" 
as they are called in England* There are a half-dozen or 
more others today, but Bristol takes precedence in age* 
Terrill f s far-sighted provision may be said to nsark the be 
ginning of the Baptist movement for an educated ministry* 
From 1730 on Bristol College was on a sound basis of minister 
ial training. It had sprung from out the Broadmead Church, and 
the church mothered it during all the years of perilous infancy* 
The connection between the two institutions has always been 
close. Often the principal of the College has also served as 
pastor of Broadznead Church*

Terrill had foreseen the need not only for an educated 
Baptist ministry, but also for some provision to aid worthy

i

young ministers who presented themselves for training* In the 

year that John Foster was bom, 1770, and about one hundred 

years after its founding, the college was reconstituted. A 

circular was sent out bemoaning the scarcity of ministers in 

the denomination and calling upon individuals and Baptist 

Churches to subscribe a capital fund for the establishment of
4

a society, its name to be the Bristol Education Society, and 

its purpose to be the enlargement of the number of students in 

the College and provision Itor their support. The campaign was 

successful, Bach ministerial student seeking aid was compelled 

to be recossaended by a regular Baptist Church and to pass a 

public examination* This examination of the young candidates
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was established as an annual custom* This method proved 

wholly satisfactory t and soon the total number of students 

reached twenty. It waa the custom of the Society to give 

each student after he finished his course of training fire 

guineas with which to begin his library, upon entering the 

active pastorate. While both branches of the Baptists had

their origins in London, Bristol became "one focus of the
5 

denominational life, especially for th® Particulars% It

should also be mentioned that, while Bristol Baptists were 

farsighted in their efforts to educate the denomination's 

ministers| there was a vast body of Baptist people who were 

opposed to an educated ministry, because they in their own 

ignorance held that education hampered and even excluded the 

operation of the Holy Spirit I The Bristol Education Society 

could not be deterred frors its high goal, and, it has been 

stated, that over five hundred Baptist Ohurohes in England

and Wales soon looked for this society to supply them with
ft 

ministers*

The records of the Society show that aid was granted in 

1791 to a young minister from Yorkshire, vaho had been highly 

recommended by the Church at Hebdenbridge and its pastor, Dr* 

tfawcett. Thus ^ohn Foster, son of a small Yorkshire farmer 

and weaver, entered upon his course of study at Bristol Baptist

5« W. T. Whitley: History pf. British Baptists« p« 170,

6, Vide,, Annual Reports of Bristol Mup at ion Society* 1813.
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College. His training here, made possible by the generosity 

of Baptist churches and their members, was to equip him for a 

productive career, not only as a pastor but as a literary man* 

British Baptists helped to make John Foster. $as their invest-* 

ment worth v&ile? It is our contention that they have been 

amply repaid a thousand times, For, John Foster, in turn, helped 

to make British Baptistal His large contribution to the lit 

erary and theological world was a contribution to his own de 

nomination as well*

Foster f s total contribution to the Baptists may be de~ 

scribed in one word, via*, cultural. Whitley has pointed out 

that the contributions of Baptists to general culture were of 

a narrow range, and he attributes this to the fact that they 

were for years, along with other Dissenters, denied admission 

to grammar schools and universities. Of Baptist Culture he

writes? "John Foster represents this side of Baptist life at
7 its best," Another Baptist historian has referred to John

Foster as "one of the few Baptist writers of real literary
Q

distinction"« Ie could not possibly be wrong in asserting 

that in the field of general culture he stands alon© in the 

contribution which he made to his denomination. He lifted the 

whole cultural tone of Baptist life* His cultural contribution 

may be broken up into three divisions, viz*, literary, religious, 

and educational,

7. w» T* Whltley; History of British Baptists» p. 276,

8. H. '.Vheeler Robinson: The Life & Faith of Baptists, p. 19, 
London! Menthuen & Co,
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VVfe oan treat his literary contribution to the Baptists 

rather briefly. His oarefui writing, his style, his choice 

of words, his avoidance of cant, his sheer honesty and aversion 

to pomposity, all made their influence felt in the literary 

circles of the denomination* Hie impact on the whole literary 

world was not lost on the smaller literary world of his own 

sect. Religious magazines and publications were indubitably 

affected by Foster's writings* He demonstrated that good 

sound religious truth would not suffer by being conveyed in 

good sound English language. What had hitherto been accepted 

as worthy literary effort among the denomination generally, 

now came to be recognized as inferior, Foster set for the 

Baptists a higher literary standard than any they had previous 
ly known. ***** Ttte s*Lir**i **c*,erio* <>? J*»« 0*>«i*t4-

Of Foster's religious contribution to the Baptists a great 

deal could be said* In his Essay On the Aversion of Men of 

*%ste tQ;jlvang©lioal Religion, he rendered all religious circles 

a major contribution, but especially the Baptists* A stilted, 

unnatural style of sermon delivery obtained generally. Ministers 

Indulged in aaich bombast and affectation* The language commonly 

used In religious discourses was artificial and repulsive to 

more educated and discriminating minds* However all of this 

affectation was popular among the people at large. Ignorance 

acclaimed noise and show for great wisdom and spirituality. 

Foster pointed out the danger of this* It was driving all think-
\

ing people away from the churches. He plead for a more natural
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style of manner. 3uch a style he practiced in his own speak* 

Ing, .% eminent v/riter has said: ''It is scarcely too much 

to say that amongst Baptist ministers of their day, Hall was 

the most popular preacher, and Foster the least* * Yet, if 

one were to read before a fairly intelligent congregation to 

day one of Foster's lectures and one of Hall*s sermons, it is 

our opinion the unanimous choice of the congregation would give 

the prize to Foster. Hall knew his tiiaea and his auditors, 

played to them both, and verily had his reward* Foster

f erred to blaze a trail and was thereby neglected by his own 

generation as a speaker*

Foster also made a great theological contribution to the 

Baptists. He constantly criticized the narrow sectarian spirit 

which existed among them* He called upon all religious people 

to be larger in their Christianity than mere partisanship can 

ever lead thexa to be. He pointed out the creditable achievements

9* yide«. Bristol Baptist . College « 350 Years + p. 47 19S9/

Quoted from a lecture by Robertson Nlcoll, entitled! "The 
Preaching of Hall and Foster" (1910), The present writer 
could not locate a copy of this In any library in the 
United States, the Congressional Library in Washington not 
excepted, P«Arf^Ut ^ 'SW^k ^K ̂  Od . b I<?i0'

10« Of course, that intangible called "personality" plays a ' CW 
large part in the successful delivery of a message. But ?•: S 
our judgment here is based upon a disregard for delivery, 
whioh can never be disregarded in actual speaking. Hall's 
message separated from Hall reads like bombast. Foster's 
message separated from Foster grips and challenges the 
mind to think upon practical and important religious ideas,
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of Methodism, even as he criticized its weaknesses. 7hile 

uncompromising in his attacks upon the evils of the Established 

Ghurch, he could at the same time credit that church with a 

great deal of good. He gave his denomination a large, liberal 

outlook in religion, while insisting strongly upon piety and 

purity in personal living. Often these two have not gone to 

gether* We should mention also how Foster must have helped to 

keep many intellectually inclined Baptists from drifting into 

a sterile Socinianlsm. He insisted upon the necessity of be 

lieving in the Atonement. He held that a devout life is best 

maintained by a constant awareness of life's eternalness.

John Foster helped to rescue his religious group from the 

danger of divorcing religion from all other cultural areas of 

life. The Baptists of his day, as well as other "Evangelical 

sects, were constantly minimizing all forms of beauty and art. 

They frequently exalted ugliness as a virtue. There was a wide 

spread rejection of intellectual achievements, and a repudiation 

often of order and a sense of the fitness of things. Many 

evangelicals were scoffing at the findings of science, scorning 

the achievements of the literary world, and separating Christ 

ianity from that larger cultural life vs&ioh it had been re 

sponsible for creating. While it is true that the Established 

religion of the day had made too much of intellectuallsm and 

the nicestles of society to the detriment of true piety and 

moral zeal, it Is also true that the Wesleyan movement, as it 

swept through the old order to cleanse and purify it, was going
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too far* Like all revolutionary movements it issued in excesses* 

John Foster made just such a sobering contribution to an Evan 

gelicalism that was getting out of hand as Sduiund Burko had 

made in the political world when he warned the English people 

in time to save them from the terrible excesses of the French 

Revolution* No man appreciated any more than did John Foster 

the contribution which ISvangelicalism had to make to the preser- 

vation of the purity of Christianity, but no man was more aware 

than he of what the disastrous results to the Christian faith 

would be if Christians adopted an antagonistic attitude toward 

all intellectual achievements-scientific, literary, and artistic. 

He warned that uncontrolled enthusiasm, in an effort to offset 

an attitude of cold, artificial indifference, could itself 

easily become an artificial warmth, an affected fire, which, 

in the end, would be as baneful as an affected sophistication. 

#e have seen that Foster was a supralapsarian in his Cal 

vinism, and we have also pointed out that the logical result of 

such an attitude is aritlnomianism and fatalism. If God elects 

many men to be damned, %ihy try to save them? Why carry the 

good news of salvation to all the world? It ia readily seen 

that such a doctrine is logically anti*missionary. John Foster 

recognized that consistency would compel him to reject Christian 

missions* But the New Testament compels a belief in an active 

missionary effort. He ooald not reject that? so, Foster rejected 

consistency^ He deliberately chose the position of being a 

staunch predestinarian and of being an enthusiastic believer in
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Christian missions* His predestinarlanisra was balanced also, 

as we have seen, by a disbelief in eternal punishment, Foster's 

famous letter against the doctrine of eternal punishment helped 

to overthrow in theological circles the old position of the 

school of Jonathan Edwards•

Foster aided Baptist mission work in raany ways. He active 

ly engaged himself, first of all, in this work at different 

times* He often went into regions where there were no churches 

and preached in shops and "coal-holes*. He possessed a desire 

to give to the people at large the benefits of the Gospel. But, 

as has been noted, Foster did not know exactly how "to get down1* 

where the people were. Try as hard as he could, he never did 

acquire the necessary technique. He was temperaisentally un*» 

suited to employ the tactics of the v/esleyans*, He did not sin 

cerely feel all that emotion which they exhibited and he would 

never have affected it. He could not bring himself to rant and 

rave. But, he did maintain a missionary passion. There was 

something he could do. His speech might be earth-bound, but 

his pen was winged! So, he released that pen in behalf of 

Christian missions*

In the first chapter reference was made to a group en 

graving which is still extant of the Fpunder s of Baptist For eifl n 

Mission Work* In this picture 3"ohn Foster is Included with such 

men as the well-known Serampore triumvirate, William Oarey, 

Marshman, and Ward, Also there are John Ryland, Robert Hall, 

undrew Fuller and others. On October 2, 1798, in Ketterlng, in
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the English Midlands, a small group of thirteen village pestors 

and deacons of Baptist Churches met in the baok parlor of the 

home of Widow Beeby f/allis, Here in this humble place began 

the modern foreign missionary movement. This can be said with 

out detracting from the earlier spasmodic foreign missionary 

attempts of other groups. It was a small group. Their re- 

sources were aliaost nothing* But they had in their midst the 

God-filled Oarey and in their hearts the map of the worldj They 

took an offering in undrew Fuller's empty snuff box to launch 

a world missionary enterprise. The sum given was thirteen 

pounds, two shillings, six pence. The group formed a Missionary 

Society and with this small offering, plus a great faith, pre 

pared to send Carey out to India* Later the critics scoffed 

at the pretension of such a group of "nobodies 1*, as they called 

them, launching a v/orld mission on such a paltry sum! Carey 

went out to India shortly thereafter and the celebrated and 

remarkable success of the enterprise fired and challenged all 

the rest of the Christian groups to go and do likewise,

John Foster was not present at this historic meeting. He 

was twenty-two years of age at the time and was making his first 

venture in preaching as a supply pastor in the Baptist Chapel In 

Newcastle-on-Tyne, One month after this meeting, in Noveniber, 

1792, he left Newcastle, terminating a three-months trial per 

iod. Thus, he missed one of the historic moments of history* 

But the youthful minister fell in with the idea and became one 

of the staunch supporters of the enterprise. Later, when the 

trio of &erampore were under national attack, Foster wrote
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scores of letters in their defense, besides a number of 

articles. He defended the missionaries against the charges 

of extravagance and luxurious living brought against them by 

some critics who sought to spoil the project by creating a 

"scandal", we vdll not go into detail cbout this unfortunate 

controversy* The Society separated itself from the missionaries 

on the strength of these charges, but Foster for years was tire- 

lees in keeping up a steady fire of letters and articles in de 

fense of the missionaries. Their characters and devotion to 

the cause he constantly affirmed. So strong was Foster's con 

viction that these men had been unjustifiably calumniated, 

that when a subsequent reconciliation between them and the 

Baptist Missionary Society occurred he opposed the rapproche 

ment.

Foster's greatest contribution to missions was his famous 

essay, *#> Discourse on the Propagation of Christianity"* The 

substance of this address was delivered at the annual general 

meeting of the Baptist Missionary Society in Bristol, September, 

1818. 2his essay was first published in London in 1819, It 

inane diately went through several editions on both sides of the 

Atlantic, being printed under the title, *G10ry of the Age", 

WA Discourse on the Communication of Christianity to the People 

of Hlndoostan", et. $© have definitely established that it at 

least appeared in seventeen different editions, both American 

and British. In nine of these editions it appeared in the same 

volume with Foster's "Evils of Popular Ignorance%
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boater asserts that the missionary enterprise is Christ 

ianity at its best* He calls the Christian's task a battle, a 

war against the deadliest, mightiest, and nearest enemy of 

mankind, Moral SyiX« It is also his contention that the 

Christian faith alone is powerful enough to combat and subdue 

this powerful enenyr on a world-wide scale. To Foster all the 

attempts of certain so-called ^liberals* to make other religions 

equal with and just as good as Christianity is nothing more than 

sheer nonsense* Look at their records j look at the moral life 

of their adherents; look at the low level of intelligence among 

these adherents; and look at all the evils hich are encouraged 

by these religions; then, one should be convinced of their hope 

less inability to overcome the moral turpitude of the human 

race, John Foster contends that warfare against a mighty enemy 

oalls for a universal mobilization of all sincere Christians, 

who must be ready to do battle to the death. He Is amassed at 

the listlessness of the average Christian; his little effort; 

his complacency; his narrow concepts and utter lack of any 

realization of what Is Involved In Christian!ty!s Herculean 

attempt to win the world to righteousness. A curse awaits 

every person who comes%ot to the help of the Lord, to the 

help of the Lord against the mighty**11

Foster deals with the three main reasons which generally 

operate as deterrents to the missionary enterprise, and he 

demonstrates that all three are wholly unjustifiable. The first

11* Foster's essay is an elaboration of the theme expressed 
in Judges Y{23.
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reason he oalls "religious fatalism'*. H® goes to great length 

to show the unaoundness of this objection* .;ve have seen how a 

"limited* view of the Atonement, and a strong emphasis upon 

God's sovereign will, leaves everything up to God* He is re~ 

sponsible for all that happens; He wills the evil; why oppose 

it? Foster answers this by asserting that even if God wills 

to permit the evil, H© also just as oertainly wills to permit 

the warfare against it to continue unabated. Is not the fight 

being waged? Then Ood wills the warfare against ©vil and 

Christians should put on the v&ol* armor of God and march forth 

to battle. The "torpedo kind of fatalism", as he calls it, is 

ridiculous.

He next affirms that the second greatest deterrent to 

missions is the "party spirit". This Foster heartily abominates. 

There is no place for narrow sectarianism in missions. It be 

littles the whole world movement of Christianity. Sectarians 

ought to know better! "How Justly we may urge it upon them to 

beware of degrading this the most magnificent form in which 

their profession is displayed, by associating with it littleness 

which may make it almost ridiculous. Surely, in this p,oing forth 

against the powers of darkness, they would not be found stickling 

and stipulating that the grand banner of the cause should be
12surmounted with some petty label of a particular denomination." 

If Christian seats could not get together at any other point they 

should ̂ et together on missions. Foster held that "here, at all

IS. John Fosters Essay On the Propagation of Christianity in
India* p* 3637"An Essay on the Evils of Popular Ignorance.
,.MIMIin iiin ii it. H T.rxn/3 fvr» 1 QAr* *John. London. 1863.
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events, the parties should acknowledge the Truce of God%

"£he third reason ^tiioh operates to restrain the Christian 

missionary effort is the love of money. Selfishness keeps many 

Christians from supporting as they should the warfare against
«.

moral evil* But where else can they buy so much with so little? 

Here is to be found present benefit and future dividends, 

Christian people should be ashamed of their parsimony. All of 

these reasons commonly operating to the detriment of the warfare 

against moral evil are equally fallacious* Hone of them should 

be allowed to keep a singl© Christian from his true occupation! 

for "it is our vocation to be at enmity and war* with all the 

moral Evil.in this world. The eternal joys and triumphs of the 

world to come are only for those saho there "present themselves 

as from battle".

Who can say how much thi® fine arguxrsent for missions, 

appearing in seventeen or more editions in Britain and America, 

has contributed to the cause? Bpyond doubt it did much to fire 

the Baptists # and oth3rs as well, with a great enthusiasm for 

the missionary enterprise» Beyond doubt it went far to save 

the Baptists from the fatalism of hyper-^alvinism*

We come now to treat Foster's eduoational contr1bution to 

the Baptists* In the last chapter we discussed his great con 

tribution in the field of education at large, 'mis same con 

tribution was made to the Baptists* Foster's fight for free 

popular education meant as much to his group as to all the 

people of Bngland. Without a doubt it was most beneficial to 

the Evangelicals. While there had long been some Baptists who
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were staunch advocates of education, there was another ele 

ment which minimized the value or importance of learning, 

'•Phis group had received strength from the \vorst excesses of 

the <*esleyan revival* Foster's Essay On Popular Ignorance 

went far to break down thia hostility to education in the 

minds of many of the Baptists* Along with some other far- 

sighted men he deserves credit for having raade an immeasurable 

educational contribution to the people called Baptists,

Not only did Foster make such a contribution to the people t 

but he also made a similar one to the ministry* His lecture 

entitled, On the Institution of Preaching is a magnificent 

contribution to the literature of preaching. Mention of it 

should have been made in Chapter IV. In this lecture he demon 

strates that all the wants of human beings must and will be 

supplied* The want of Religion raust^like all other human needs f 

be supplied, w^he old tried expedient of PK8AOHIN0w t says Fos 

ter, will prove in the future the best means of accomplishing 

this as it has in the past* Despite the objections often raised 

against it, preaching has a natural adaptedness for supplying 

mankind's religious needs* This is true because preaching is 

a living method; because the social factor magnifies the subject 

matter; because the giving of instruction to a large number at 

one time represents an economy of exertion; because preaching 

allows boldness of speech (It is easier to speak frankly to 

several hundred people than to one); because it reaches raany 

who otherwise would never come under a religious influence; be-
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cause it makes religion a public and conspicuous reality; be 

cause the hearing of the whole community constitutes a check 

on the individual consciencej because preaching furnishes the 

popular mind with something to lean upon in religion; and be 

cause it guarantees that religion shall be a regular and pro 

longed study in the ooramunity*

Having established the value of preaching as a method, 

Foster comes next to discuss means of the developing the 

preachers* He frankly admits that in the matter of education 

the Established Church has better advantages for ministers than 

have the Dissenters, He speaks of the state of Education as 

being "lamentably and disgracefully low" among the Dissenters. 

He stresses the importance of the Academies and asserts that 

"a sign of the improving sens© amoi^us 1* is the passing away of 

prejudice against thecu H© remarks the growing realization of 

the need for an educated ministry. All book-learning must no 

longer be reserved for the Apostles of Satan. It is no small 

matter for one small mind to essay the role of religious teacher 

for several hundred people. These "araall rainda" must receive 

a special and prolonged training for their work. They must 

be disengaged for a period from secular concerns and brought 

under a strong, habitual rnental discipline, and one of self- 

denial*
foster next proceeds to give his idea of what a "seminary" 

or theological "academy*, should offer young ministers:

1» Opportunity to think with the wisest and best teachers 
of other times,

8, Knowledge of the works and thou^htn of th^ most pro 
found religious authors and thinkers.
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3* Opportunity for the development of sound Judgment* 

4* A challenge to piety and devotion*

6* An appreciation and use of words, especially precision 
in language*

6. A discipline of straight thinking.

7* Personal association with consecrated and experienced 
teachers*

8* Supervised use of what is learned In actual public 
worship*

Let such academies appear and they will be the most honored of 

all the institutions among men*

It is Foster's opinion that the influence of the clergy 

over the people was being broken up* He feels that this is 

due to the worldliness, inefficiency, and profligacy of the 

ministers of the Established Church. The Dissenters have 

also helped to destroy this influence by "numerous instances 

of llliterateneas and wild fanaticism", .but Foster makes the 

point, one that should be stressed and stressed again, that 

the respect and Influence secured by a preacher are not de 

pendent upon pomps, ceremonies, oonoaioals, ordinations with 

the imposition of hands, black gowns, etc; "we shall not need 

to care what becomes of the ecclesiastical character, as a 

thing of rank and institution, if the preachers make themselves 

individually respected and valuable. And this they may do, In

a very high degree* They will, if solemnly in earnest for the
* 10 cause of God, and the welfare of men". He then drives home

13. John Fosters On the Institution of Preaching*
"Foster's Lectures*Vol. ll Lecture LXI7, p. 33£
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the point that this respect can only be maintained where the 
preacher demonstrates "an enlarging knowledge". His mental 
Improvements must go Into Christian virtues, "so that his 
thinking better is his being better", Foster further asserts 

that only the Spirit of God operating througji a man oan make 
a great preacher, but "it can never follow, that indolence 

shall have the same effect as diligence, - meagreness of
mind as a rich fulness of religious thought - or indifference

, nl4 as zeal*

This lecture, published with others, went through at least 
nine or ten editions* It undoubtedly helped to point out to 
the Baptists, as well as other Uissentere, the need for an 
educated ministry, and also the need for institutions for the 
education of young ministers. What Foster said in this lecture 
needed greatly to be said in his day. -*11 his life he stood 
ready to speak a word for education, and did speak that word 
at every opportunity. jSVom his time onward i-aptists displayed 
a greater interest in education than they had ever before demon 
strated. Steadily ever since, in America as well as England,

i

the Baptists have stood in the front ranks of those advocating 
education and establishing educational institutions. Can we 
be far afield when we claim for John Foster a large part in 

stimulating such effort?

We have spoken of Foster f s general educational contribution 
to the -baptists. He also made a specific contribution of the

14. Ibid*
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same nature* His lecture On the Institution of preaching was 

delivered in 1820 on behalf of Bristol Baptist College. Ry- 

land mentions that Foster in 1822 wrote another address on

behalf of the college and quotes large portions of it in foot*
16 notes* We find among Foster's Notes of Sermons* an outline

of still a third sermon whioh he delivered in behalf of Bristol 

Baptist College* There is no way of estimating the number 

of times he must have spoken in behalf of this school for 

training Baptist ministers* He loved it and was willing to 

do everything he could for It. He came regularly to it for 

the annual examination of the students* One of his very last 

publio appearances was his attendance upon the examination 

whioh was held the year of his death* One of the college 

historians has testified to foster9 ® love for Bristol Baptist 

Colleges "In the College* and all that concerned its pros-
17perity, Mr* Foster took the deepest interest*w He gave to 

the college most of his fine library, which contained many 

valuable books*

Foster also influenced the Baptists by influencing a 

member of men who went out from Bristol to serve the various 

churches of the denomination* His contact with the College 

extended over a long period of years,* He gave himself to 

individual students at every opportunity* He was never in such 

a hurry that he did not have time for them* His influence upon

16* Vide*. Ibid* (pp. 315-321)

16* Vide. John Postert The Improvement of Time. &c» p. 362 
fleov Bell,& Sons. London. 1886. STJepnen Albert ^wainet Faithful Men: or. Memorial*. Baptist Colleae« &o. p. TBI————— ————- 
Alexander So Shepheard. London. 1884
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the men who oame to Bristol Baptist College from year to year 

must have been as strong as that exerted by any of the regular 

tutors, if not stronger* ".»..Treatrail, who has left interest 

ing reminiscences of this period in his 'College Life in Bris*

tol't bears testimony to the influence of Foster on Students of
18 the College." foster not only talked to the students; not

only influenced them by his writings; but this literary celeb 

rity, who was often in and out of the college halls, frequently 

gave books to students from his own library* This is one of 

the finest ways to share in the moulding of young minds and 

lives.

Thus have we seen what John Foster meant to the baptists 

from literary, religious, and educational viewpoints* He is 

one of the towering figures of the denomination* He brought 

to his group the inspiration of a pious life coupled with rare 

intellectual faculties and achievements* He came at a time 

when Baptists were perilously near drifting into obscurantism 

and fanaticism* That they were rescued in the nick of time was 

in no small part due to the efforts of the son of a Yorkshire 

farmer and weaver who lived to become one of the great figures 

of the literary and religious world*

18« Bristol Baptist College f 8SQ. Years. 1679*1929.
p. 4f*A ghort History issued'by the college in 1989*
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CHAPTER X 

ESTIMATE Of JOHN FOSTER

In one of his critical essays John Foster once pointed 

out how easy it was for a biographer, having lived with his 

subject for many months and years, to cultivate such an en 

thusiasm for him as to lose all sens© of fair judgment and 

correct appraisal. Unconsciously virtues are magnified and 

vices minimized. Gradually the hero towers to the stature of 

deity. The resulting picture loses all touch with reality; 

history is transmuted into myth*

We have tried throughout this study to avoid making that 

mistake* As was noted in the beginning, such a procedure, 

besides violating sound historical and scientific methods! 

would, were it still possible, outrage Foster's own sensi 

bilities. He always paid tribute where tribute was due, but 

never where it was not due. Furthermore, he made it a practice 

to pay the tribute in precise language and not in an exagger 

ated speech. As we come to conclude this study it would be 

wise to bear all this in mind* Certainly we shall not go wide 

of the mark if we conscientiously balance Foster's neglect by 

the majority against the appreciation for him expressed by the 

few; or if the derogatory criticisms of him are set off against 

the encomiums which have been bestowed upon him.

First, what is the worst that has been said about him? 

Foster's two most unfavorable critics, as we have rioted, were
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Thomas De Quinoey and George Gilfillan. De Quincey, with a 

high disdain, ruled Foster summarily out of the court of 

great English writers. Contemporary opinion among the higher 

group of critics had placed him in the front rank* Foster's 

subsequent neglect and decline in popularity may have been due 

in part to De Quincey'a unfavorable essay. But, as we have 

seen earlier, there is every reason for us to believe that De 

Quinoey's judgment of Foster was wholly prejudiced and arrived 

at second-hand. It is our conclusion that De Quincey settled 

on Foster as a subject for his essays because &ilfillan had 

included him in his "Gallery of Literary Portraits". It is 

also our opinion that De Quincey, without examining Foster 

for himself, took his cue from Gilfillan, even used his criti 

cisms. The worst that both of these could say against Foster 

was that he was too practical at times and too impractical at 

others. Gilfillan charged that Foster's pictures of mankind 

were nothing but "anatomical sketches". He also accused him 

of believing in "exploded superstitions". De Quincey said 

that one Hazlitt would out-weigh in the scales of real value 

a "select vestry" of Fosters* Other critics called Foster's ed 

ucation narrow and claimed that his mind was tainted by Dissent, 

Others thought that he treated intellectual inferiors with con- 

•tempt. Another remarked unfavorably about his barbed sarcasm, 

Quite a few were unanimous in attacking his style, calling it 

"overelaborate", "cumbrous", etc. One unfriendly critic went 

so far as to assert that Foster's figures of speech were "coarse"
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and unrefined, even vulgar* Several said that Foster be 

longed to a by-gone era*

As for the treatment he has received at the hands of 

historians, it oan be said that he has generally been over 

looked* The eleventh edition of the Tgnoyolopoedia. Brittanioa 

gave almost two pages to Foster; the latest edition does not 

even mention his name. Old volumes of English essayaists, 

suoh as Coohrane's, considered John Foster as important as 

Lamb, or Addison, or any other of the better known Sn^lish 

essayists. Modern works on Inglish literature omit Foster 

entirely* Sven the Baptist historians neglect him, Vedder, 

in his "Short History of Baptists*1 , does not even mention Fos 

ter's name* Wheeler Hobinson in his Life & Faith of Baptists 

does at least, in a passing reference, mention Foster, but 

prefers, for the sake of giving a *type n , to treat Ann Button 

instead. It is consoling to those who admire Foster to remem 

ber that Robinson also leaves out of his treatment Baptists 

like Charles Haddon Spurgeon and Clifford* The most discourag 

ing experience of all for Foster's admirers is to come up against 

the realization that among learned men like William Kalph Inge 

his name is not even knownj One would think that certainly in 

religious and theological oiroles John Foster would be remem 

bered* But this unfavorable side of the picture is not the 

only side, fhere is a brighter and better one*
Second, what is the best that has been said about Foster? 

Over against all of the unfriendly criticisms must be placed the 

fact of the numerous editions of Foster's works which appeared
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on both sides of the Atlantic. Everything he wrote went 

through many editions. These various issues appeared every 

year or two for over one hundred years. Some of these works 

went through twenty-five to forty editions* We have found 

listed in the Union Catalog of the Congressional Library, 

which contains duplicate cards for all the titles in some 

thing over two thousand American University and public li 

braries, more than one hundred and forty-seven different 

editions of works by and about John Foster. Surely such an 

array of evidence cannot be lightly dismissed. Somebody has 

been interested in John Foster; somebody has read him; some 

body has been influenced by him.

Furthermore, over against the unfriendly criticisms 

should be placed some of the eulogiums which have been lavish 

ly bestowed upon him. One American critic wrote? "Few names 

are more revered by men of thou^t than that of John Foster. 

His works have done more for the developsaent of character, in 

proportion to their extent, than those of any other essayist.*

A New York critic had this to say about Foster's writings: n « 

know of scarce another example in English literature, where so 

much beauty, precision, and yet genuine and inveterate origi 

nality are combined. It is like the hulk of a ship made out of
2 the smoothed knees of knotty oak," If two, or three, or a

dozen, Baptist historians neglect and omit Foster, the chief of

1. William E. Soreevenj John Foster,
Southern Literary Messenger («iohmond) July, 1852.
Vol. 18, p. 439. 

Z. George B. Gheever: Life & Writings of John Foster.
The Biblical Repository and Classical Review. January, 1847,
3rd Series. 3:1
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the British Baptist historians is careful to write of hiraj

"He took his share in denominational affairs and in national
3 politics, but the Sssays have become a literary classic. **«"

Another American admirer wrote: "In forming an estimate of 

Poster's character, we scarcely know whether to assign greater 

prominence to his intellectual or moral qualities* In both 

his proportions were colossal? An American Baptist historian 

has said of John Foster: "In arraigning the religious and

social evils of the time he assuiaad a somewhat pessimistic
5 tone but exerted a widespread influence in favor of reform* *

A Massachusetts critic wrote: *!?o man can arise from the 

appreciative study of the life and character of John Foster 

without becoming a better and a stronger man* He has seen a 

luminary whose light shall not dimt and whose power shall not
a

wane." Six years after his death an American called John 

Foster, w the greatest thinker in England . rt7 Another writer

3. W« T« Whitleys History of British Baptists. p» 276,

4. C* M. Miller In The National Magazine* New York. 
-February 1857. Vol* 10, p. 127.

5* Albert Em Newman: John Foa ter •
The New Sohaef f~Herzog Encyclopedia of Heligious Knowledge, 
TTol,

6. D. E. Snowj John Foster.
The Blbllotheda" Sacra [Oberlln, Ohio). January, 1894* 
Vol. 51, p. 20.

7. D« #. Phillips? Rev. John Foster & His Hevl ewers.
Christian Review Article 14, iTanuary, 1849.
Vol. 14, pp. 35, 778.
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called him "a perfect master of our mother tongue". Yet 

another registers his disgust at meeting with many educated 

yoongmen 1*10 were conversant with the Genaan mystics but were 

"not even cognizant" of one of the greatest of English writers, 

one capable of the stirring the spirit and awakening the loft 

iest emotions. An English critic gave Foster credit for a 

remarkable influence over the field of religious literature? 

"Airing the last fifty years, a considerable change has come 

over every department of our religious literature, in the pro 

duction of which Foster's influence has not been the least im~
Qportant eleiaent.* We could multiply such quotations indefi 

nitely, but we have cited enough to establish that the vast 

majority of the critics were high in their praise of Foster's 

literary powers and moral strength* Their high praise was not 

bestowed without proper reason*

It might be said that most of the praise Foster received 

oarae from second-rate, run-of-the-mine critics and not from 

men of the first order. This viewpoint is wholly untenable. 

One cannot so catalogue all those who have constituted Foster's 

ardent admirers. One cannot lightly wave aside the opinions 

of men like Marcus Dods, Alexander Whyte, Paul Kaufman, John 

R. Mott, and many others like them. These men bestowed high 

tribute upon the writings of Foster, their literary beauty and 

their moral value. They testify to his widespread influence. 

Mott ascribes to Foster credit for a remarkable and continuous

8. Article in the Biblical Review and Congregational Magazine. 
October, 1846, London. Vol. £, p. 368* ———"
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Influence over his mind* Kaufman sees in him a man of the 

proportions of genius, a century or more ahead of his times. 

&waine testifies that a single Fosterian essay had such ex 

ceptional power that it won to Christianity many who read it, 

who before were unbelievers.*

The question once more Injects Itself into the picture, 

If Foster was of such a calibre, and his writings of such 

literary and moral worth as that to which these men testify, 

how can we account for his obscurity? This apparent mystery 

can be solved by calling attention to several things. First,
V

since Foster's day, there has been a steady decline in pop* 

ularlty of the chief literary form he employed, the essay* 

Long essays have grown passe as a popular kind of reading* 

The essay in the shape of brief "columns" in the newspapers, 

or in the form of short "editorials", still enjoys a vogue. 

But the older, longer style of essay has been outmoded. Even 

the most celebrated English essayists are little read now* 

Their circle of readers has been growing smaller and smaller 

each year. This accounts in part for the neglect of Foster. 

The second thing that must b© borne in mind is the wsn ing In 

terest in moral and religious matters. Since the Victorian 

era in literature, the lighter, gayer and even immoral themes 

have enjoyed a steady and increasing popularity. Even among 

the so-called sturdy middle«*class there is no longer the in-

9. Vide*, Stephen Albert Swalnet gaithful Menj_ or* Memorials 
oT"Briatol Baptist College. p» lul8l. 
Alexander anci Shopheard. Lond on * 1884 *
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terest and concern for religious principles and ideas as 

formerly prevailed. Ilie once popular "moral" poets, such 

as Browning and Tennyson ; have been superseded* The "moral" 

note has gone completely out of modern literature. Some have 

thought that a trend back to wholesomeness may be noted, and 

this may be true, but, by and large, the popular literature of 

the moment may be designated as "immoral" on the whole. This 

has been the tendency since World War I. That date may be 

taken as marking the decline of interest in John Foster. Dur 

ing the last thirty years only once or twice has any interest 

been manifested in him. His high moral themes are not calcu 

lated to interest the average reader today, but the modern 

intellect which is morally inclined would welcome the fellow 

ship and kindred feeling which can be found in his works.

The third, and chief,reason for the neglect of Foster, 

is the fact that only minds of a high intellectual order can 

understand and grasp his thoughts. This group is never large 

in any generation. Years ago this was pointed out by one who 

wrote of ^oster i "The obscurity of an author must, of course, 

always be a relative term, being influenced by the capacity of 

the reader not less than that of the writer."^ Hera we have 

the solution of the problem we have raised. The truth of it 

is that John Foster could only have in each generation a small 

group of high-minded adiairers, because in each generation there

10. Article on John Foster in Fraser*Q Magazine. 
, 1045. Vol. 34, pp. r lS7 f 5S9*
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is only a small group intellectually capable of appreciating 

hlm» It is a tragedy for these to fail to know him. It is 

the modest hope of the present writer that this study may 

serve to introduce him to the thinking people of the present 

perlodt

John Foster has a distinct claim to immortality. This 

olairo rests, first of all, upon his Sssays, whioh^by all odds, 

represent some of the finest compositions in Bnglish litera 

ture. Foster's works were listed with the classics by several 

publishers. His "Decision of Character" was included in the 

Cornell Reprints In 1872. Bohn included him in a series which 

contained the works of Bacon, ^chiegel, Schiller, Goethe, 

Jeremy Taylor, Adam Smith, Oowper, Coleridge § Kmerson, Gibbon, 

Heine, Hugo, IrvlngjJLamb, Milton, Moliere t etc. Foster's 

works belong to be classed with the best literature of the 

ages, it is our opinion that the time Is ripe again for a 

revival of his chief essays reprinted in attractive modern 

form* His second claim to immortality rests upon the fact that 

he was one of the most profound thinkers .of all time, Foster 

belongs to be remembered with the great moralists of the 

Christian epoch. Alexander ?#iyte was right when he classified 

Foster with Santa Teresa, Augustine, Bunyan, Lesley, Ruskln, 

Baxter, Behmen, etc. Foster ri^itly belongs to be numbered 

among the great spiritual and intellectual thinkers of Christi 

anity* He deserves a place as a pioneer of the modern pay* 

chological approach to religion. His third claim to immortality
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rests upon the stature of his personality* Taken wholly 

apart from his literary and intellectual accomplishments he 

deserves to be remembered as a quiet,gentle Christian per* 

sonality, who, in his walk from day to day, radiated the 

virtues of the Man of Galilee. His Christian life is best 

illustrated by a story which once appeared in ChamberTa 

Journal* On one occasion, when, in the dusk of the evening. 

John Foster was taking some articles of clothing to the 

cottage of a poor man, he was stopped by a constable as a 

suspicious character* Some robberies had occurred recently 

in that neighborhood and the constable suspected that our 

queer looking philosopher was carrying stolen goods, foster 

told the constable that he could identify himself, if the 

officer would take him to the hone of a well known gentleman 

who lived near that region* the officer took him to the 

home of this gentleman and was surprised to hear that worthy 

individual identify the suspect as John Foster, the celebrated 

essayist* The constable immediately released foster from 

custody and began to make profuse apologies. Many a man 

would have berated the officer for his meddling stupidity, 

but not Foster* He shook the constable's hand in parting and 

gave him hearty praise for the faithful and diligent perform* 

ance of his duties! This incident illustrates the real spirit 

of the Christian, which, at all times, was evident in his 

life* He should be remembered not only for what he did, but 

for what he wast
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We have referred to the obscurity and neglect of Foster. 

This never would hare bothered him. He did not oare about 

the plaudits of men. He made his contribution a sizable 

one at that, and measured by all the tests of honest craft* 

manahip and gifted artistry it stands superb. 3?he purity of 

his purpose is beyond reproach* He wanted only to make a 

contribution to the development of human character* f<?hat he 

did this, and did it as few others hare done, no one can 

deny* Some might think that he was antisocial, or odd, or 

that he should have haunted a monastery, but his strangeness 

was only religion in action. He cared nothing for noise and 

show* Simplicity and service were the touchstones of his 

character* He would not worry over being neglected by the 

great masses of mankind* He knew them and loved them* ^ut 

he also knew that they did not appreciate the highest* Bather 

than hear the clap of an ignorant multitude, Foster would have 

a thousand times preferred the admiration and esteem of that 

small handful of men who have valued and cherished his work*

Sometimes, a solitary admirer has kept a life long compan 

ionship with Foster* Sometimes, a single individual* happening 

upon him and becoming enamored of him, has introduced his friend 

to him; and so the select circle of admirers has grown* Dr* 

Marcus #ods comes under Foster's spell, and anxious that another 

know and appreciate him, introduces a Hew College student 

named Alexander Wnyte to him* *hyte, later becoming a professor 

himself, introduces other students to John Foster; and, so the

11* The last edition of Foster's Assays was issued by Geo* Bell 
& Sons, Ltd*, London, in 1912*
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good work goes on* ^ndrew Diokson White, In America, In 

troduces John &* Mott to John ^oater, and Mott, In turn, 

spends the remainder of his life Introducing men to #oater f 

Among them one named Harry Emerson ^osdicfc;* ^oadlclc reads 

Foster's essay On decision of Charaoter, and years later from 

out of his "unconscious*1 mind comes a title for one of those 

masterful sermons which only fosdiok oan preach y Decision of 

CharacterI

"Out of sight sinks the stone, 

In the deep sea of time,
> 

\^

But the circles sweep on and on»*

We are powerless to measure the influence of a man like 

John foster* It has reached down through the years and around 

the world* $e are also Impotent to erect the proper memorial 

either in marble or in words* His grave is at Downend, hard 

by the little $hapel at which he twice ministered* We know 

not if a slab marks his last resting-place. It does not matter*

K)B ?H& WHOLE EAHTH IS THE 8KHJLCHHB OF FAMOUS MEN 
AHD ZflBItt 3TOHY 13 HOT GHAVSli OHLY 01 8TOHE OYEB

MBIB HATI1B DUSf
BUf LI7B3 OH PAH AWAY WITHOOT VISIBLE SYMBOL 
WOVEH OTTO THE STUFF OF 0!THEH ffiH f 3 LIVES,12

12* A legend on the wall of the entrance hall of the Hew 
National ^allery of art, Washington, p* 0.
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